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PREFACE.

THESE Volumes continue the inquiry commenced in my
former publication, the “Gael and Cymbri;” I now
repeat what I said in the preliminary observations to that
volume:—

“Having been impressed with the idea, that the de
monstration of the true origin and history of the Irish
people, would afford powerful aid towards'elucidating those
of other European nations, I have pursued this inves
tigation for many years, and the results have, justified the
accuracy of the opinion I had formed beyond my most
sanguine expectations.”
In that volume I endeavoured to demonstrate the iden

tity of race of the Irish, Britons, and Celtic Gauls, of
Caesar's day, and suggested that they were all of Phoeni
cian origin; I now place before the world the results of
further investigation, acknowledging that, upon some
A 2
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points, I have since found reason to change my opinion,
and, as my object has always been not to affect infallibility,
but to demonstrate truth, I have done so without hesita

tion. There was not, however, much to recall, subsequent
inquiry has, for the most part, established general postu
lates.

A trifling spark may kindle a great fire, accident often
supplies the clue refused to laborious research—
“Latius se tamen aperiente materia, plus quam imponebatur oneris
sponte suscepi.”—QUINCTILIAN.

In reading in Suetonius, the life of Augustus, I found
that Aesar, in the Etruscan tongue, signified God. The
import in Irish being the same, it struck me forcibly
that this might not be accidental, but that the Etruscan
language might be essentially Celtic, and, therefore, capa
ble of interpretation by the Irish. On examination, the
conjecture proved well founded; the results of the investi
gations, consequent on the discovery of this clue, will be
found in the following pages.

Periods may be noted in the ages of man, during which
he has progressed from barbarism, only to perish at the
last. Thus were the great eastern empires of antiquity
successively destroyed by their barbarous neighbours, who,

PrefACE.
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in turn, suffered the same fate after acquiring refinement.
Greece and Rome exterminated Phoenician civilization,
only to be themselves in due time annihilated by other
barbarians. Afterwards when the gloomy period, called
the dark ages, had passed away, those northern savage
destroyers of Roman greatness acquired a degree of know
ledge and refinement surpassing all others, and extending
their power to the farthest surface of the globe.
The first of these cycles, from the cradle of the human
race to the fall of Phoenician civilization, is almost alto

gether unknown. Etruscan inscriptions and antiquities,
in some degree, supply a clue to their acquirement.
It would now appear, from the Sanconiathon and else

where, that the wonderful civilization of the world radiated
from, and with, the Phoenician people, both to the east and

west; they carried with them the religion of Buddhism and
Druidism, in the metempsychosis, the chief dogma of both.

In the surprising history of the Phoenician people, may be
found a solution of the Arabian fiction of the Phoenix. On

the fall of the empire of the Sabeans, (Phoenicians of

Arabia) the Syrian Phoenix of Tyre arose in still greater
glory; another in Etruria; another at Carthage. Other
Phoenices may have arisen in India; for certainly the wis
dom of the Cabiri, the mysteries of commerce and conse

|
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quent science, preceded the enormous superstitions of the
Brahmins.

I had intended in this preface to have noticed certain
critical observations on my former labours, but, as I trust,
the contents of the following pages will be found to justify,
in a great measure, what I have before written, I leave
them to their operation. Many of those criticisms were
evidently crude and undigested remarks, upon subjects ill
understood by the writers, to whose consideration I would

respectfully recommend a trite Irish Proverb—
Cuſs an aſir 45ur labajn aſ rji).

“ Understand first, and then speak.”

ETRUS

CAN

LITERATURE AND ANTIQUITIES
INVESTIGATED,
Etc. etc.

CHAPTER I.

THE BRITISH ISLANDS.

The writers of history who have hitherto attempted to
furnish a record of the ancient inhabitants of Ireland,

or to give an account of the first peopling of the British
Islands, appear for the most part to have been so involved
in the intricacies of the question, as to be only anxious
how they might best escape the discouragement and labour
of such a hopeless investigation; and have consequently,
in most instances, dismissed the subject with a few sapient
and profound conjectures; or where, in any case, individuals
have entered more minutely and philosophically into the
investigation, they have, unfortunately, from ignorance of the
Irish language, and from mistaking the real bearing of the
question, as connected with the history of other nations,
left the matter just as they found it, if not somewhat more
B
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obscured and unsettled by their crude and ill-founded
observations.

-

That Caesar found Britain thickly inhabited by a brave
and gallant people,” having large cities and well-disciplined
soldiers, fighting in chariots of war, which, he tells us,
were guided with great skill and dexterity, is a fact that
cannot be questioned; while Tacitus informs us the cities
were populous, Diodorus repeats what Caesar had before
asserted. The valuable information which Caesar sup
plies has, however, been but of little historical advantage;
his admirable work being read rather for its Latinity than
its history, its geographic and historical importance has
been much overlooked and undervalued.

Few attempts have been made to trace the origin

of the inhabitants of the British Isles by the language
they used, although, as will be proved in the context, this
is not only the best, but may be said to be the only means
now left us of discovering their true origin and antiquity.
What has been well said by a French writer, speaking
generally, may with still greater force be applied to the
history and antiquity of the British Islands—“La langue
d'une nation est toujours le plus reconnoissable de ses
monimens; par elle on apprend ses antiquites, on decouvre
son origine.”
Language alone supplies unquestionable and irrefragable
testimony of a people's origin. It is a chain of evidence
which, though it may be disfigured and obscured, cannot

be altogether broken or its character obliterated ; some
evidence will continue, even if the broad and distinguish

able features of the tongue have ceased by the attrition of
* Hominum est infinita multitudo.—Caes. v. 12. Brigantes, civitas,
numerosissima.—Fav. Arg, c. 17.
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subjection to a foreign enemy. Even if a people bo
exterminated, and their language lost and forgotten,
some traces of the latter will be found in the topographical
names of the country they once inhabited.
The written histories by the Britons themselves, which
may have existed, did not survive the Roman conquest;
it was the policy of those conquerors to obliterate, as
much as possible, the origin of the people they subjected
to their yoke. That they did write is certain, for Caesar
tells us the Britons were more learned than the Gauls, and

that the latter used a character, for writing those affairs
which had not reference to their religion, similar to the
Greek character—a strong proof that the Gauls and the
Britons, of Caesar's day, were a literate and well-informed
people, and not a set of ignorant and unimproved barba
rians, as has been asserted.

And here a question naturally suggests itself, From
whom did the Greeks obtain their alphabet: Caesar says

it was the same as the Gauls. Certainly from the Phoeni
cians, the navigating people from whom the Gauls and
Britons received theirs; and by a necessary sequence,
does it not follow

that both must have had

their

origin in that one great source : But of this more here
after.

That the Irish language affords the means of dispersing
the mist and obscurity which hangs over the history of
many of the ancient inhabitants of Europe, there is not
to my mind the shadow of a doubt. Already has it been
ascertained that the Gaelic, or Hiberno-Celtic, was the lan

guage spoken by the Britons and Celtic Gauls of the days
of Caesar and Tacitus, and, it may be added, all the Celtic
nations. Many of the people who occupied Italy before
the Roman period, as the Umbri, have long been considered

4.
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of Celtic origin, but they have been erroneously thought a
different people from the rest of the Etruscans. It is
now nearly demonstrable that the ancient people of Italy
were Phoenician colonies, and that the names attached to

the various branches of these Etruscans, Tuscans, Pelasgoi,
Pelargoi, Tyrrheni, Raseni, Umbri, &c. &c. were but
terms denoting either their localities or other peculiar
ities.

Ireland, situated in the western extremity of Europe,
and separated by a tempestuous sea, escaping, by that
circumstance, Roman conquest and colonization, was the
only spot in Europe where the ancient Celtic language
continued to be spoken in purity, unmixed with Latin or any
other tongue, except so far as Christianity, in the second
or third century, may have introduced a few Latin words,
which, by the way, themselves were in a measure derived
from the Etruscan Celtic. These words, however, had not the

same extensive effect which would follow the conquest of a
country, when the conquered are compelled to adopt the
language of the victors, or, as was often the case in an
cient times, were annihilated.

The Romans, indeed, in

general amalgamated the conquered with their own
legions, and the people became Roman citizens or slaves.
Once a country became a Roman province, there was no
alternative.

The British Romans are said to have piqued themselves
on the elegance and polish of their spoken Latin. A few
British words are given us in Gildas and Nennius which

are pure Gaelic, but Latin was the colloquial language of
all Britain at the fall of the Roman empire, except among
the Picts, a people inhabiting the east of Scotland, the
descendants of the ancient Caledonians, who at one time

occupied all North Britain. They spoke the language

THE BRITISH ISLANDS.
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now called Welsh, and were the people who became the
conquerors of the western side of Britain, now called
Cumberland, Wales, and Cornwall, at the same time that the
Saxons conquered the eastern portion, now called England,
and the southern parts of North Britain. The kingdom of
the Picts in Scotland was conquered and the people exter
minated, by the Irish Scots, about the fifth century of our
era. Many names of places in the east of Scotland are
significant in Welsh, while those of Wales are Irish I It

ought not, therefore, to be matter of surprise that the
Irish language should be found a means of interpreting
the ancient geographical names of countries where it was
once spoken universally. Although the Romans forced
their language on the people of their new provinces, yet
proper names of men and places continued the same; in
process of time, the language in which they were given
being forgotten, their significance was lost, and they
remained to the succeeding races as barbarous words
without any meaning.
The colonies conquered by the English from the French,
Spaniards, Dutch, and other nations, will eventually lose
their respective tongues, if they continue under English
sway, but the names of their topography will remain, and
clearly demonstrate the portions settled by each nation.
Even should all recollection of their origin be obliterated,
Long Island, Cape Clear, Deep Bay, Black Rock, Black
Water, Red River, &c. &c. will declare an English, Port
au Prince, Montreal, &c. a French, and Porto Bello, Vera

Cruz and Trinidada, a Spanish origin.

When we find

places bearing names significant of the peculiarities either
of appearance or locality in the Hiberno-Celtic, we may
safely consider the names were given by a people who spoke
that language, or one essentially the same.

6
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English writers of Irish history have in general treated
as fable the Irish accounts of the period previous to
the English conquest. Camden, indeed, is more liberal
and more just than either his predecessors, successors, or
commentators; he does not altogether reject evidence
º

because it is mixed with fable.

Nennius and Giraldus

give the Irish story as they heard it from the Irish Scots,
and Camden gives the statement quantum caleat, but
others call it an “eatravagant romance.” Leland, in his
preliminary discourse, says, “The old Irish have been
particularly tempted to indulge in this vanity”—that is, of
deducing their origin from remote antiquity. Sir Richard
Cox, and the writers of the Universal History, commence
their histories with the English conquest. Wynne, and

others of less note, adopt Keating as their guide, which
is but an enlargement of Nennius and Cambrensis from
Irish MS. authorities.

There has really been no analytical examination of the
evidence on this important subject: it requires great

labour and indefatigable industry to examine, which few
have been willing to undertake, and those few have been
dismayed by the difficulties they had to encounter; and, I
may add, no common scholar is qualified to accomplish
the task, for I have no hesitation in asserting, that without

possessing a competent knowledge of the Celtic language,
the most intelligent, astute, and perfect classical scholar
will be found powerless in grappling with the subject.
The Greek and Roman writers were ignorant, or, if

acquainted, they seem to have studiously avoided commu
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nicating any knowledge of the greatness of the Phoenicians
or Etruscans, their teachers in science and in learning.
They were anxious to pass themselves off as the most
ancient of nations, and therefore destroyed the monuments
of their predecessors to establish their own pretensions.
The History of Ireland has still to be written
All
which has been hitherto stated, at the commencement of

each work purporting to be a history, is so vague, that
after perusal the reader feels that conjecture alone has .
been offered to his consideration.

Each writer seems to

have considered it necessary to postulate the most probable
theory, or system of generals, of which his mind was
capable; each has done so without premises, and each has
been equally unsatisfactory.

One author says, “Irish history, considered as a com
pilation from the accounts of bards, is not deserving of
attention. Its absurdity is too glaring for criticism, and
would not merit examination, were it not for the basis

of the fabulous superstructure being in a great measure
true.”

Mr. Moore, the most recent of Irish historians, and who

therefore may be supposed to have availed himself of the
statements and opinions of his predecessors, thus com
mences his history—

“There appears to be no doubt that the first inhabi
tants of Ireland were derived from the same Celtic stock

which supplied Gaul, Britain, and Spain with their original

population. Her language,” &c.—(page I.)
It is unnecessary to enter into a full criticism of
Mr. Moore's work. I admit the Irish language to be the
purest dialect of the Celtic now existing, but in that admis
sion ends my accordance with Mr. Moore's opinions; his

statements are not in harmony with each other, and like

8
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preceding writers, he has concocted what, to his ingenious
and creative mind, appeared to be the most probable

system, and concludes the Celts to have been the original
inhabitants of the British Islands, and that they were

supplanted by the Belgae.

He says, (I. page 3), “at what

time the Belgae, the chief progenitors of the English nation,
began to dispossess the original Celtic inkabitants, is beyond
the historian's power to ascertain.”
Mr. Moore's deservedly high reputation as a writer
is not sustained in his History of Ireland. The sober
drudgery of the historian is not his forte.
It has been before observed, that the Romans found

the Celts in possession of South Britain and the whole
of Ireland, and the Caledonians of North Britain ; it

being a well authenticated fact in history, that the

Romans completely altered the character of the people,

and abolished, or nearly so, their language in the four
centuries of their sway.” At the fall of the Roman
empire, in the fifth century, the Saarons, (the true proge
nitors of the English nation), conquered the eastern
portion of the Roman province of Britain, while the Picts,
or Caledonians, the ancestors of the Welsh, made them

selves masters of the western portion, that is, of Cumber
land, Wales, and Cornwall, and also of the province of
Armorica, or Bretagne, in the Roman province of Gaul.
Mr. Moore passes over the dominion of the Romans in
Britain, and makes the Belgae, or Firbolgs, the ancestors
of the English, instead of the Saxons. Being unacquainted
with the Irish language, he has been led into innumerable
blunders, of which the following will afford an example:
* The Romans constantly endeavoured to assimilate the people they
invaded and conquered, in language, customs, &c. with themselves.

-
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“That the Irish did not consider themselves of Gaulish
origin, appears from their having uniformly used the word
Gall to express a foreigner or one speaking a different
language.”—(page 3.)
Now, the Irish ever called themselves Gael, and an
individual man Gaelach, which last Caesar Romanised into

Celta, or Keltoe.

Gall, a stranger or foreigner, is a distinct

and different word.

It was necessary to say so much to justify differing with
preceding writers. My sources of information have been
in a great measure extraneous of Irish authorities, but
they are in perfect accordance with Irish history and tra
dition, and harmonise with them in a most extraordi

nary and unexpected manner.
We now proceed to state the conclusions on the subject,
which the evidence, and reflection on its import for a
long period, have induced, after which it is proposed sepa
rately to examine such of them as refer to the Celtae, and
bring forward the evidence in their support seriatim.
First—That the

original inhabitants of

the British Isles

were a barbarous people, using instruments of flint, or
other stone, now found in their sepulchral tumuli, as well
for warlike as civil purposes; that they occupied the whole
of the two islands; that they painted or stained their
bodies of various colours, and thence obtained their name of
Britanach or Brenach, and their country the name of Bri

tain, from the same cause. That a portion of these people
were found by the Romans in the north part of Britain,
now called Scotland, under the name of Caledonii, and

were left by them at the fall of the Roman empire occupy
ing the east side of Scotland, under the name of Picts, a .
name importing the same as Britain, that is, painted people,
the name given them by their Celto-Phoenician invaders.

10
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Secondly—That the Phoenician mariners, shortly after
the building of Tyre and Sidon, pushed their maritime
discoveries along the whole coasts of the Mediterranean
Sea, the Euxine, and the Adriatic, &c., then passed the
Straits of Gibraltar and founded Gadir, or Cadiz, after

which they coasted along the peninsula of Spain, forming
settlements as they proceeded, and eventually reached the
British Islands, and central, or Celtic Gaul, which, in

process of time, they conquered and colonized; and after
wards, for ages, carried on a profitable and important
commerce in tin and the other metallic products from all
these countries, which history declares, and the ancient
mine workings, so universal in both Britain and Ireland,
confirm. . That these people introduced the use of these
brazen, or bronze, implements for military operations, as
well as of those of the artizan, found in such abundance in

the British Islands, particularly in Ireland, and that they
were the same people as the Pelasgoi, Pelargoi, Etruscans,
Tyrrheni, &c. who occupied Italy and Greece.

Thirdly—That the Milesian invaders of Ireland were
those Phoenician colonists, who, with their brethren of
Britain, after the destruction of the Phoenician cities and

power, became independent, and carried on trade with
their neighbours of the continent, and after many ages
were found by the Romans under Caesar in Gaul and
Britain.

Fourthly—That the Phoenician Celts, on their first
invasion of the British Islands and Gaul, were a literate

people, possessing alphabetic writing, and the elements of
learning, and that the Irish is but a modification of the
old Cadmean Phoenician alphabet, in like manner as are
the Etruscan, Greek, and Roman.

-

Fifthly—That as the Irish, or Gaelic tongue, is the
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genuine and least adulterated dialect of the ancient Phoe

nician Celtic, it is likely to afford, and does supply, the means
of acquiring a knowledge of the meaning and import of the
ancient Etruscan inscriptions, as well as a clue to the
learning of that interesting people and their kindred and
parent nation, and also to their notions of the deity, reli
gion, and worship.

It is repugnant to common sense to suppose that these
remote islands were the means by which civilization was
communicated to the countries surrounding the Mediter
ranean and the East, which seems to be implied when we
assert that the roots of many words in the Greek and

Latin are to be found in the Irish language; but, if we
are able to show that this language is the same as that
spoken by the people who occupied Italy and the countries
bordering on that sea, the absurdity vanishes and the fact
ceases to surprise. A man will laugh in your face if you
assert that the Latin is mostly derived from the
Irish, but if you are able to show that the Etruscan
inhabitants of Italy spoke the same, or a kindred language,
with what is now called Irish, if he be not convinced, his

sarcasm and ridicule will certainly be deprived of all its
point.
It, therefore, should be understood, that when the British

Islands are spoken of, it is meant to include Ireland as well
as Great Britain, and that by the Irish language is meant
the Celtic or Gaelic, the language once spoken over the
whole United Kingdom, as well as in Gaul and Italy.
The name of Britain, or Britannia, as before stated,

means a country of painted or stained people, and is syno
nymous with Pict. It was a name evidently conferred by
foreigners, not adopted by the people who bore it. On
the arrival of the first navigators in these islands, they
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found them occupied by a people with painted or stained
skins, and they called them painted people exactly for the
reason the Romans called the Caledonians Picts, from the

Celtic word brija, speckled, spotted, parti-coloured, or painted
caone, people or mankind.
The names of Albion or Albin indicate the greater or
larger island—all, greater, larger, 1n or jujr, island; names
also evidently imposed by foreigners.
I shall not occupy time by a useless discussion to dis

prove the speculations of former writers; the real meaning
is so clear, satisfactory, and palpable, that it is unneces
sary. Had the learned scholars and historians who have
given so much time and labour to discover the meaning
and origin of these names, been acquainted with their import
in the language of the people who conferred them, much
valuable time and learning would have been spared. It
will be found that all the other names mentioned

in

ancient writers, as applied to these islands, are all reduceable
to the words and explanations above stated.
The contents of the numerous tumuli, or hills of

sepulture, which cover the face of Ireland, supply us with
evidence, which cannot be mistaken, of the occupation of
this country, at a very early period, by two distinct
races of people. In some of these tumuli are to be found
stone implements, such as knives, saws, hammers, chip
axes, spears, and arrow-heads, and even daggers, which
indicate a low state of civilization.

These,

or simi

lar articles, are still in use among several tribes of

savages in various parts of the world.

Similar tumuli,

with precisely the same contents, are found in the island
of Funen, and other parts of Denmark, and the north of
Europe. Some of these implements have been figured

and published in the Transactions of the Royal Northern
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Society of Antiquaries of Copenhagen, which are so
precisely of the same figure and character as those found
in Ireland, that they might pass for representations of
either. Particularly a very beautiful flint dagger, or
stiletto, now in the museum of the Royal Irish Academy,
found near the Shannon, is accurately figured in the
Transactions above alluded to ; these facts indicate clearly
that the same race of people occupied both countries in
very early and remote periods. These weapons cannot be
referred to the Danes of the seventh, eighth, and ninth
ages of the Christian era, as they were well acquainted
with the use of iron; certainly these were the weapons
and tools of most remote ages, and of a people in a very
low grade of civilization.
At what period the primitive inhabitants and occupiers
of the soil came, or how they reached these islands, will

probably for ever remain unknown, as well as the people
of the continent from whence they came. We may con
jecture, from their mode of sepulture, and the articles
found in their tumuli, in each country and in similar
arrangement, that, although in different countries, they
were the works of people of the same habits and race,
and as we find some of the tumuli and the manner of

sepulture exactly the same in Ireland, Denmark, and other
parts of the north of Europe, we may fairly conclude the
most ancient, or the first inhabitants of Ireland, came
from the north.

I have spoken of Ireland, particularly, and not of
Britain, because the attrition of the Roman, and other
subjugations of that island, have defaced its strong
features, and made it much more difficult to draw certain
conclusions from the examination of the sepultural tumuli
which remain upon the surface of that country, than of
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Ireland, which has not been subject to so many changes;
but, I have no doubt, the leading features of the history
of the peopling of both islands are substantially the same,

and that they were, for the first time, nearly simulta
neously peopled from the continent, and that what is said

of Ireland's earliest history may with equal propriety be said
of Britain.

There can be little doubt but the same race

of people took possession of and occupied both islands
nearly at the same period.
The ancient people of the north of Europe have
appeared in the Roman writers under the names of Belgae,

Tuetones, Cimbri, and many other denominations. In
the first we discover the Firbolgs of Irish story, the
second and third appear together as allies against the
Romans, and the last is to be found still in the Welsh,

who have ever called themselves by the name of Cymri,

Cimbri, or Cumbri.

Why we should doubt that the

Welsh are of the same race as the people who in ancient
times called themselves Cimbri, I have ever been at a loss
to discover. But it would appear that men are ever
disposed to doubt where evidence is clear, and believe
where it is questionable.
The Firbolgs, or Belgae, are stated in the Irish writers

to have been the earliest people inhabiting Ireland, (reject
ing the statements about Partholan and others), and are

said to have been succeeded by a people from the north,
who are denominated Tuath de Danans, who are said to

have been of the same race as the Firbolgs, or Belgae,

and that they first invaded North Britain, and eventually
subjugated both Britain and Ireland. These Tuath de
Danans were represented as a people dealing in magic and
every evil, which is implied by their name, which may be
thus translated, crat, tribe or race, ce, of gods or spirits,
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can, knowing, am, of evil or necessity. I thought once its

meaning was crat, be caone, people of the north, but the
first rendering is the most perfect in sound.
In the poems of Oisin, the fairies, 15e, or sprites, and
crat, oe can am, are spoken of as the same. Conan Maol,
in the Lay of Cab an Dasain, is enticed away by a sprite,
and played many spiteful tricks in Ceis Coran caves, in
the county of Sligo. At the end of the poem it is said,
“and these were tricks which were played on Conan
among the Tuath de Danan”—having called them iśe, or
fairies, in the early part of the poem. I am now satisfied
that the Tuath de Danan never were real people, but a
fanciful set of sprites, or fairies, who were supposed to
exist at all times. In the poem called Finn's Courtship
in Loghlin, Mananan mac Lir, (the son of the sea), a Tuath

de Danan appears to Conan Maol, and takes him into his
invisible boat and conveys him in it to Loghlin, in the
third century of our era; and many other passages in the
poems of Oisin clearly prove that the Fairies and Tuath
de Danan were the same.

See more on this in the article

Dodona in the chapter on the mythology of the Greeks
and Romans.

-

The Phoenicians finding both islands rich in metals,
especially in the tin of Britain, conquered and settled the
whole, colonized them with their own people, and kept, as
far as they were able, the secret of the position of these
great sources of their wealth. When Herodotus wrote, the

position of Britain and the other northern possessions of
the Phoenician Celtae, were unknown to the Greeks. It
was, indeed, known that the Phoenicians obtained tin
from the islands of the Cassiterrides, but that was all.

The barbarous and ignorant Belgae, or Firbolgs, fell an
easy conquest, and were soon subjugated to the highly
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civilized Phoenician-Celtic invaders, who reduced them to

slavery, made them work in their mines, or extermi
nated them. We must, indeed, except the Caledonii, who
inhabiting the northern parts of Britain, were pre
served by their locality, and were found by the Romans,
and are described by Tacitus as a distinct race from the

people of the south. He says, “The ruddy hair and lusty
limbs of the Caledonians indicate a German extraction.”*
I have now before me specimens of the stone instru

ments of the Firbolgs. The cabins, or cottages, found in
the bogs by the late Captain Mudge, R.N. appear to have
been the works of these people, of which an account
appears in the Archaeologia.
The meaning of the word Firbolg is Celtic, whether we
give it as generally received, rean, a man, bols, of boats
or bags, from the circumstance of their using boats made

of wicker baskets covered with the skin of an ox, or other
large animal, now and for ages of use in Ireland, and
called Coracles. The name of the Belgae was also given
by the Phoenicians, and is but the Latinizing of Fear Bolg ;
this rendering, however, may be erroneous.
Human
skeletons were found in some of the Irish tumuli, with

great quantities of small shells (nerita), all of which had
been pierced, and evidently strung and worn as necklaces,
or ornaments, by the individual buried therein. Now the

circumstance of the Phoenician mariners finding the people
covered with, or wearing large quantities of shells, by way
of ornament, might naturally give the name of shell men,
or pean bolloš, which the Greeks and Romans would

assimilate to their own language, and call Belgae.

It may, perhaps, be questioned, whether the Belgae of
* See Gael and Cymbri,
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the continent and the Cymbri were the same people; but
there can be no doubt they were both of northern
extraction, and the Teutones were also of the great northern
race. The Teutones who were overthrown with the Cymbri
by Marius, are generally considered a different race from
the Teutsch, or Teutonic German people; of this however
we have no satisfactory data, from which to judge with cer
tainty. It is much better to be silent, than to broach opi

nions founded upon mere conjecture, which nine times out of
ten mislead. The early history of the Firbolgs present equal
difficulties to the historian as that of the New Zealanders.

Both races begin and end with a mere account of their ex
istence: their state of civilization can only be judged by
the remains which we discover.

C H A P T E R II.

GENERAL VIEW OF ETRUSCAN ANTIQUITIES, AND THE
HITHERTO RECEIVED NOTIONS RESPECTING THE
ANCIENT PEOPLE OF ITALY BEFORE THE ROMANS.

THE attention of the British Public has been much directed

to Etruscan Antiquities by the exhibition, a few years since,
in Pall Mall, London, of the magnificent specimens of sar

chophagi, fictile vases, bronzes, gold ornaments, and other
remains of ancient Italy, brought to England by Signor
Campanari. The judicious manner in which the rooms of

the exhibition were fitted up, to represent the real sepul
chral chambers, gave nearly as perfect a representation as
could be obtained by a visit to the tombs themselves ; the
reality was, in a great measure, brought before the eyes of
the spectators.
Many of those antiquities are now in the British Museum,
where, in their unarranged state, they are passed by with but
little, if any, attention; so much so, that their very existence
may be, and is most probably, unknown to most of the visi
tors—so much has arrangement to do with exciting public
interest.

To this exhibition also we are indebted for the agreeable
and interesting volume of Mrs. Hamilton Gray, which con

tains a mass of valuable information on the present appear
ance and statistics of the most interesting portions of ancient
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Etruria, clothed in an airy and attractive vesture; while
the solemn lesson suggested by a necropolis of forgotten
greatness, is never lost sight of: the whole is written with
such lively and rightminded cheerfulness, as to make a
subject, melancholy in its nature, and which hitherto de
fied investigation, or only yielded a harvest of dull and unsa
tisfactory, if not repulsive surmises, barren of certain results,
attractive and popular. The inscriptions excavated in
Etruria were not inaptly termed, on a recent occasion, by
Professor Buckland, a kind of geological literature. The
Etruscan language, having no interpretation, resembles the
organic remains of the former arrangements of the globe:
it exhihits, indeed, a written character, once articulated by
human voices, and heard by human ears, but no existing
language has yet supplied a key, or given any clue to its
meaning; all has hitherto been—like many of the theories of
geologists—mere surmise.
The works of Etruscan art demonstrate high civilization,
and a progress of the human mind, equal to the most ele
wated point of any age of Greek or Roman civilization, or
even of modern improvement. The human face divine of

their statuary and painting exhibits a noble physiognomy—
a dignity and refinement of character, equal to the admira
ble excellence of the manipulation. The prow of a ship was
their national emblem; and the dolphins, and other mari
time emblems, on their coins, bronzes, statuary, fictile vases,
and pottery, declare their devotion to, and great progress in,
navigation and commerce. The articles of elaborate work
manship in gold and silver declare their sumptuous and gor
geous magnificence, as well as their progress in that depart
ment of the arts; while their painting and sculpture—and
indeed all their remains—evince a highly civilized, refined,
and glorious people, powerful both by sea and land; a peo
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ple like the magnificent inhabitants of Tyre and Phoenicia,
described by the Prophet Ezekiel, of which people the
Etruscans were assuredly colonists—the only ancient people
of the world answering such a description.
These wonderful remains of so polished and highly civi
lized a race, occupying a period of ages unknown to history,
whose very name is doubtful, fill the mind with surprise and
admiration ; and our astonishment is great that the history,
and even the language—that dead treasure, as Neibuhr says
—as far as its meaning is concerned—should have so utterly
passed away, and
-

Like the baseless fabric of a vision,
Left but a wreck behind.

The inscriptions declare their literate character. So
polished a people must have had authors and historians;
some noble statues are represented, with inscribed volumes,
or rolls, in their hands—where are these ? They were capa
ble of every effort of the human mind, equally with any age
or country; yet—except a few words to be found in the

Roman writers, the people who succeeded them in their
beautiful country—absolutely nothing intelligible has come
down to us; or only so much as obscures rather than eluci
dates their story.
If their sepulchres exhibit so much greatness, refinement,
and dignity, what splendour might be expected in their tem
ples, theatres, public buildings, palaces, and the habitations,
in which they lived, moved, and acted ? These were above
ground ; their successors—ruthless, ignorant, and barba
rous—have obliterated nearly every trace of them, if
we except their stupendous architecture, some magnificent
specimens of which have, by their magnitude, defied the

ruthless efforts of the barbarians, and resisted their
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puny efforts, while they attributed them to supernatural
agency. Such has ever been the fate of civilized nations,
when conquered by barbarians: the fall of the Ro
man Empire produced the dark ages; barbarous England
succeeded civilized Roman Britain ; the Anglo Saxons and
Picts destroyed all traces of literature and civilization; the
history of the subjugation and fall of the Roman province is
nearly as much a blank as that of Etruria. The hostile dis

position exhibited by all barbarous people against civilization
and literature has been very remarkable ; Omar, who de

stroyed the Alexandrian library, was a correct specimen of
the ferocious and ignorant barbarian of all ages.
That the language of Etruria has hitherto defied the la
borious investigations of the learned of Italy, is now on all
hands admitted.

Passeri, Gori, and Lanzi have done some

thing to obscure, but little, if anything, towards its elucida

tion. Nor have the German investigators been more suc
cessful: Dr. Lepsius has lately given an account of the
Eugubian Tables, and Dr. Grotefend a work on the rudi

ments of the Umbrian tongue, and still the subject is as
much at sea as ever. These profound scholars have made

no real impression—no light has been elicited—the meaning
of a single word has not been obtained with any certainty.
The solemn learned trifling and absurd speculations of Pas
seri, Gori, and Lanzi, and their followers, are now treated

with deserved contempt.
This is an age of critical inquiry—common place twad
dling, inane generalities, verbose and magniloquent essays,
and lectures, even if delivered by professors, who enjoy the
happiness of presiding over Roman Colleges, only excite
derision. Learned savans must now put forth reasonable

intelligible postulates, and opinions must be supported by
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facts, or they will only expose themselves to deserved con
tempt. Terra-cotta pottery cannot now be described as
made of marble and pieces of metal, without bringing down
a smile of pity for the individual who ventures such
statements.

The Quarterly Review for September, 1833, in the No
tice of Micali's Work on the ancient Italian People, justly
observes that “Etruria is one of the great, and, as yet, un
solved problems of ancient history.” “It is clear,” adds the
judicious critic, “that before the Romans, there existed in
Italy a great nation, in a state of advanced civilization, with
public buildings of vast magnitude, and works constructed
on scientific principles, and of immense solidity, in order to
bring the marshy plains of central and northern Italy into
regular cultivation. They were a naval and commercial
people, to whom tradition assigned the superiority, at one
period, over the navigation of the Mediterranean. Their
government seems to have been nearly allied to the oriental

theocracies; religion was the dominant principle ; and the
ruling aristocracy a sacerdotal order. They were named
by the Greeks and Romans Tyrrhenians and Tuscans, their
land Tyrrhenia and Etruria. They called themselves, how
ever, by an appellation which never seems to have been
familiarized among the other nations of Italy—the Ra-seni
or Raseno.”

“What then was this nation, which—the earliest, as far as

history, or even tradition, extends—established in the west
an empire resembling those of India, Babylonia, Phoenicia,
and Egypt. 2
“Was it a pure unmingled race P”
“To what family of the nations did it belong 2
“Did it originate, or receive from some foreign quarter,
its remarkable civilization ?
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“Language, which, under the guidance of the extensive
research and philosophic spirit of modern philology, has been
the safest clue to the affiliations of remote races, here altogether
fails. The Etruscan language stands alone a problem and
a mystery, not merely allied to none of the older dialects of
Italy, but bearing no resemblance to any tongue with which it
has been compared. The barren result of Otfried Müller's
learned excursions leaves us with little more than a certain

number of proper names, one or two conjectural grammati
cal forms, and a probable sign of the patronymic. Neibuhr
has said that the whole of our knowledge may be summed
up in two words—avil ril, which, certainly, he says, means
via it annos; but it is not clear which is the verb and which
the noun.”

Micali is the most philosophical, candid, and intelligent, as
well as the most recent Italian writer on the origin of the anci
ent people of Italy. He exposes the fabrications and falsifica

tions of the Greeks and Romans, as well as the dreaming
anilities of Passeri, Lanzi, and Gori, with considerable effect.

Micali has not yet appeared in an English dress; transla
tions of the following extracts from his last able work are
here given to assist our inquiry, and shew his opinions:—
“The first inhabitants of a country are certainly those
who appear to have been the first possessors, and of whose
origin from a foreign country history gives no evidence, or
other circumstances indicating a foreign origin; such un

doubtedly were the primitive indigenous Italians, found in
possession, when Italy was first visited by the Greeks.
“From the certain symptoms of a theocratical govern

ment, the true germ of Italian civilization, we may safely
conclude there might, in the early growth of nations, be
brought from the East, or Egypt, to Italy, and into Greece,
the principles of civilized life.”
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“Italy, placed most advantageously in the middle of the
Mediterranean sea, furnished means of easy communication
with all the ancient known world, and thus acquired from

the neighbouring countries such supplies as each afforded, by
means of the arts of navigation; and thus the intrepid
Italian navigators were among the first to sail over all
parts of that sea, as well as the Cari, who inhabited the
Cyclades, and the Phoenicians.
“If the masterly pen of a Tacitus had generously under
taken to vindicate and demonstrate the arts of the ancient

Italians, we should now admire their virtues, as we do

the manly institutions of the Germans. But the ancient
history of Italy, disfigured by the Greeks, and not at all im
proved by the Romans, eahibits to our eyes no more than
mutilated chaotic ruins. Let us try with study to draw
Italy from the obscurity of fables and falsities, in which it
is immersed; but before gathering the dispersed tables
and fragments from the shipwreck, it is necessary to exhi
bit to the reader how strangely our national history has
been disguised by Greek and Roman narrators of poetic
fables, and thus supply a torch of light to guide and enable
us the better to distinguish what really belongs to the his
tory of our country, from the exuberant fictions introduced
by the legends of strangers, and fostered by the foolish
and inconsiderate vanity of the people of the country.
“Doubtless the Etrusci and Samniti had their histo

rians, but they nevertheless have perished, not even an
original fragment has come down to us.

Who does not

know that letters follow the fate of empires 2
“In the time of Varro, Etruscan annals or histories ex

isted, written in the eighth age of the nation, an epoch
which corresponded with the 4th age of Rome.
“Teagenes of Reggio, who wrote about the time of
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Cambyses, in the 63rd Olympiad, is the most ancient
writer who mentions Italy, and Hippo of Reggio, who

lived during the Persian war, wrote a book on the origin
of Italy.
“Antiochus. of Senofane, a Syrian, and nearly a con
temporary of Herodotus, in the 96th Olympiad, is said to
have studied more effectually the antiquities of Italy than
any other. Timaeus, Callias, the historian of Agathocles,
Philisto, son-in-law of the first Dionysius, Alcimus, Atreus,

are often quoted as treating on the affairs of Italy. Timaeus
was a credulous and inaccurate writer, as were the others.”

Micali sums up his conclusions as follows:—“far from
illustrating our origin with veritable evidence, we shall rather
be prejudiced by the publication of all sorts of romance.”
“Hecataeus, of Miletus, predecessor of Herodotus, expresses
his contempt of the vanity and extravagance of the tradi
tion accredited in his times, The Greek antiquaries were
very little acquainted with their own affairs, and much less
with those of other nations, and therefore Plato, under

the name of the Egyptian priests, speaks of the inconside
rate presumption and ignorance of the Greeks in asserting
the labours of the heroes who survived the Trojan war; of

Hercules, Jason, Diomede, Ulysses, Antenor, Æneas, &c.
who sailed to Italy, and there planted colonies; endea
vouring thus, by their pens, to make it be believed that
they colonized and civilized Italy, and other countries,
when all was a mere fiction, to which each new orator, or
poet, put additional fables, and thus made every Italian
city a Greek colony.
* “These falsehoods were much increased by the vain and
lying Greeks, of the time of Alexander, who were more
erudite than faithful.

“Rome, more anxious to merit than to write history
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had in its early ages no arts properly its own, all its
instruction and letters were borrowed from the Etruscans;
but no sooner had its dominion extended towards lower

Italy, about the beginning of their 5th age, than arose a
desire for polish and improvement.”
Micali's volumes are entitled to respect and gratitude;

his learning and talents are only equalled by his candour,
integrity, and just criticism. So unlike the charlatanery of .
many pretenders, who by their generalities have mystified
the subjects they have undertaken to explain—and who, ig- norant themselves, have been unsparing in their censures on
less pretending, but much more useful and instructive
writers. Micali's 29th chapter, on the Etruscan and
Oscan language and its dialects, contains, much valuable
information and sound criticism. He says—
“One great family of language is found in the Latin
words which proceeded from the western part of the old
continent of Asia, and, therefore, in that language we

may justly and reasonably expect to find the roots of all
the ancient Italian idioms.

-

“The opinions of those persons who can see no affinity
except between Italy and Greece, and would restrict ety
mological science to the Greek and Latin, and the confor
mity of the Etruscan characters with the ancient Greek

and rare Hellenic themes, have given an importance to the
subject which has dazzled our eyes, and endeavoured to
make us believe the ancient Italian, or Etruscan, to be
but a corrupted dialect of the Greek. The attempts of
the learned of this school have only served to shew their
fallacy, and have left us as completely in the dark con- cerning the Etruscan language as they found us; and, it

is a melancholy, but a certain fact, that the most import
ant Etruscan inscriptions in bronzes and marbles, are still
-
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a treasure devoid of all utility, as has been declared by a
first rate modern Philologist (Niebhur, vol. I. 112, and

note 302.) The boldest etymologists, says he, cannot find
in the Etruscan any analogy with the Greek, or with that

part of the Latin tongue which has most affinity with that
language; which is also asserted by Müller in his ‘Demon
strations die Etrusker.”

We said the same more than

twenty years ago, and again assert it now, for, in spite of

the recent attempts by the followers of Lanzi, not a single
Etruscan word has received a certain or palpable interpre
tation. The assertion of Dionysius, that the Etruscans
had a language peculiar to themselves, not resembling any
other, would be sufficient to shew that their tongue had
no affinity with the Greek. In his day the Etruscan was
a living language, and continued to be spoken by that peo
ple long afterwards.
“The vain and malicious sophisms of controversy once
abandoned, we trust and hope that the happy and more
fortunate studies of the philologists of this age will produce
better methods of verifying the relations of affinity already
known in many words of the Semetic and Japhetian lan
guages, themselves akin and mixed among the people and
nations from the shores of the Indus to Iceland.

“It is most certain that from the remotest ages the
Etruscans possessed, in common with other Eastern people,
a system of writing in common use. Born in the temple,

and nurtured among the priesthood, who were the first
teachers of any art, writing was held to be a sacred thing,
and was but little known beyond the precincts of the tem
ple or the sacerdotal families. In the first centuries of
Rome the art of writing was a rare accomplishment. So
likewise in Etruria it is manifest from the great scarcity of
inscriptions in the ancient form, in the many tombs opened
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in the ample necropolis of Vulci, but few are found, as is
the case at Tarquinia, Veii, Chiusi and Volterra.
“The Etruscan language had eristed a long time before
Etruria had any communication with Greece or its colonies.
“The Etruscan was, not only the proper tongue of the
Tuscans, but that symbol and sovereign tie extended to all the
people and countries adjoining. The Umbrian idiom is met
with in the Eugubian Tables in conformity with the Etrus
cans, and its manner of writing (say the grammarians)
was as uniform as its pronunciation. (Priscian I. p. 553.)

Many inscriptions in Upper Italy show that the language
as well as the authority of the Etruscans prevailed there.
The same may be said of Liguria and even to the utmost

confines of Calabria. The custom of writing from right to
left prevailed, and Varro says, many words common to

the Etrusci, and Sabini, as well as the Samniti, Sabelli,
Campani, Sidicini, Appuli, Lucani, and Bruzzi, appear by
the grammarians.”
It was scarcely possible to show the affinity of the an
cient people of Italy by the scanty means in Micali's
possession, but we have now a key to the language common
to them all, which demonstrates that they were all of one

race, and that the names they bore indicated no more than
their localities or other peculiar circumstances; they were
but one people, speaking the same language; probably, like
all other people, with varying dialects, some more polished
than others, but, as far as the inscriptions have come down
to us, substantially the same. These inscriptions, in what
ever part of Italy they be found, are all of the same lan
guage, some written from right to left, in the more ancient,
and others from left to right in the more modern charac

ter, which the Romans adopted and handed down to us as
their own.
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It is to be much regretted, that among the followers of
Passeri, Gori, and Lanzi, are to be found men of high liter

ary and scientific repute, who still fondly adhering to the
system of taking sound for sense, attempt to explain the
Etruscan language by Greek and Latin, and, without
knowing the meaning of a single word, discuss its construc
tion, find affinities between the Etruscan and Latin verbs,
identify deities with words having sounds somewhat like
their names, without knowing whether they be verbs or
deities, make “buph, fitluph, siph, aphruph, purca,” the
“usual Umbrian modification of bos, witulus, sus, aper,
porca,” and speak of these in a decided tone as dicta to be
admitted and certain. Such puerile trifling is lamentable,
yet they appear in the volume of a learned and estimable
scholar of the year 1841.
When the Romans had overcome the ancient and more

polished people of Italy, a dark period of several centuries
succeeded, which obliterated all knowledge and recollection
of past things; but, when they began to emerge
from barbarism, literature commenced anew, as it were in

a state of infancy; and when they became sensible of the
value of history, the materials and means of knowledge
had passed from them by the destructive acts of their bar
barous ancestors.

It is the experience of all ages that when ignorance ob
tains domination, her first act is to make war against im
provement, and to destroy to the utmost of her power, the
productions of intelligence, the works of art, and the
remains of civilization, to “hang the schoolmaster with his
ink horn round his neck.” In our own days, the French
republicans destroyed the ancient monuments, the remains
of by-gone taste, as well as the sepulchral memories of wor
thy men, not only of their kings and princes, but of all
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other degrees. So the Roman barbarians destroyed every
vestige of the civilization of Italy which remained above
ground, except, indeed, the Cyclopean or Etruscan archi
tecture which defied their efforts.

-

Micali having collected what the Greek and Roman

authors have said, came to the conclusion, that they throw
no real light on the subject. Indeed, they involve it in a
deeper obscurity, by their vague but confident speculations,

which mislead and tend to establish error; for, after all,
there is not among the Greek or Roman writers, a solitary
atom of testimony concerning the first inhabitants of Italy
on which the mind can rest a feasible hypothesis respecting
the producers of those glorious monuments of art which ex
hibit the exaltation of the human mind to a point the

proud Romans and Greeks, if they approximated, never
excelled.

The selfish and jealous Greeks have been justly accused
of a desire to make themselves appear the source from
which all civilization flowed; to accomplish this end they
anxiously annihilated the remains of the language and
arts of their predecessors. They wished to plunge into
oblivion the fact of the existence of a people to whom they
themselves were indebted for all their knowledge and im

provements, and even the elements of their learning, their
very alphabet.
How spiteful is the abuse heaped by Plutarch on He
rodotus, because he did not carry his Greek feelings
far enough to falsify evidence and tell lies for the
purpose of elevating his countrymen above their true
level.

After all, it is a matter of astonishment that so few
words of the Etruscan tongue has been handed down to us
by the Roman writers; the subject appears to have been
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tabooed. How they could write about that people without
throwing more light upon their language is wonderful.
They tell us, indeed, that the chief magistrates of the
Etruscan cities were called Lucomones, and some few other

meagre and unsatisfactory particulars.
The same policy which influenced the Romans in Italy,
governed them in all countries which they successively re
duced to Roman provinces; they introduced the Roman
laws, and with them the Roman language, which, being the

language of the courts and judges, in the cource of six or
eight generations, became the language of the people, and
their original tongue thus became obliterated. That six
or eight generations are quite sufficient, even to destroy all
knowledge of a language in a country under such circum
stances, is proved in the case of Ireland. Two hundred
years since the Irish language prevailed over the whole of
the province of Leinster, English was spoken only in the
cities and great towns; at the present moment not one
person in a thousand, even of the lowest rank of the na
tives of that district, understands Irish.

This accounts, and satisfactorily, for the total disappear
ance of the Etruscan language in Italy, as well as of the
Celtic in Gaul and Britain, and the other countries con

quered by the Romans.
The topographical names alone remain, and from them,
in a great measure, may be traced the origin of nations.
Papers on the affinity of the Irish Celtic and the Phoenician
language were read before the Royal Irish Academy, and
published in the Transactions, showing that the topograph

ical names in the geography of Ptolomy, in a most re
markable manner, describe the localities and circumstances

of each place in the Irish language. Scientific men, how
ever, are naturally more solicitous for the promotion of
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science than literature or antiquities; therefore, philolo
gical and archaeological investigations not being much
encouraged by them, are submitted to the judgment
and decision of those, who, having given little attention to
such subjects, are not the best qualified to judge of the
merits of essays in those departments of literature.

The affinity of the Irish and Phoenician languages, which
appears so very striking from these geographical names,
led to an investigation and examination of the subject more
extensively, every step in advance contributed to unravel

one difficulty of ancient history after another, which,
being removed, exhibited something like a substantial

foundation; something better than the flimsy speculations
of the Greeks und Romans, which have all the appearance

of intentional mystification.
In a short work by Caius Sempronius, an ancient Ro
man writer, “De divisione et chorographie Italie,” (who is
mentioned by Dionysius, of Halicarnassus, in his first book)
and whose work was printed, first in Venice, 1498, after

in Paris, 1510, Leyden, 1515, again Paris, 1588, is the
following passage:—

-

“Haec sunt vere tam prisce Italie quam urbis Rome
antiquitates et origines: quibusquoniam plures Graeci postre
mis temporibus in Italiam commigrantes commixti fuerunt:
obid a se principio emanasse Italiam Grecia falso existimavit

Grecatum levitas tum fabulositas. Quis enim ex antiquis
simis non scribit a Iano Ianiculum: et Etruscos veteres Gallos

conditos: et tamen plures Grecorum tradunt a Turrheno
Lydo qui fuit nuper et heri positos. Quinetiamet Turrenam
Thuscorum regiam non puduit eos Roman asserere. Tanta

videlicet impudentia cum eorum iactantia est: ut omnium
gentium et imperiorum atque urbium preclarissimarum se
conditores esse apertis saepe mendaciis conscribant.”
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Here is a positive and distinct assertion that all the
Etruscans were the same race as the Gauls, by one of the
most ancient Roman writers on Italy.
In Suetonius's Life of Augustus is the following passage:–
“Sub idem tempus ictu fulminis ex inscriptione statua
ejus prima nominis litera effluxit. Responsumque est
centum solas dies posthac victurum quem numerum G
litera, notaret futurumque ut inter deos referetur quod
aesar id est reliqua pars C Caesaris nomine Hetrusca lin
gua deus vocaretur.”
Aesar in Irish means God, literally “of ages the ruler.”
This first induced me to believe that the Etruscans were a

Celtic race, and if so that the Irish language might be
ancillary to the explanation and interpretation of the
Etruscan inscriptions.
Physiology and ethnography are now fashionable sci
ences, and have been very properly brought forward to
assist in demonstrating the different races of mankind.
Profound learning, industry, and talent have been employed,
an ethnographic map of the world has been projected,
many volumes of ingenious speculation and learned discus
sion have appeared on the subject, and what is the tangible

result: Is the subject understood or have any of the diffi
cult questions been answered satisfactorily
The attempt to extract from the Greek and Roman wri
-

ters any consistent account of the origin, language, man
ners, or customs, of their more polished and civilized

predecessors, has proved abortive. As well might we
expect a history of the Romans, or their literature and
arts, from the barbarians, who overcame and destroyed

their empire.

It is from their own writers, the

remains of their literature, and the arts which survived
D
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the catastrophe, that we can alone derive any certain
knowledge.
The Greeks and Romans were in the same relative

position, with their civilized predecessors, as the barbarous
German, and other northern tribes, held to themselves;

and we shall ever remain in ignorance of the true history
of the Phoenicians and Etruscans, unless we be able to

extract something certain from the remains of those people
themselves, to be found in the inscriptions and works of
art which have escaped the destroying hands of Greek and
Roman.

Whatever the Greeks knew of the Phoenicians, or the

Romans of the Etruscans, or other more ancient people,
they knew imperfectly, nor could they give anything like
an accurate account of them, for which reason all the
deductions made, as to their manners or customs, from

their writings by modern ethnographers, are involved in
obscure and contradictory anomalies.
From reading the works of modern ethnographists, the
mind can derive nothing certain; the testimony brought
forward leaves no other impression than a misty conclusion

that the writers had not acquired sufficient knowledge
to instruct others, or even to satisfy themselves.

They speak of the Pelasgoi, Tyrrheni, Raseni, Osci,
Umbri, &c. as of distinct and separate races, without
knowing whether they were so, or merely denominations of

the same people, designating their localities, occupations,
or circumstances.

A German professor states, that there is no certainty

of the meaning of any words in Tuscan language, except
two, avil and ril, which he says certainly means civit annos,
but which is the verb and which the substantive he does

not know ! Again, he observes, that the Italian savans,
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“who supposed the Umbrian idiom to have been nearly
allied to the Etruscan, or even took the Eugubine inscri
tions as specimens of the Tuscan language, were greatly
mistaken. The orthographical systems of the two lan
guages differ widely. The Tuscan has no mute conso
nants, of the soft or middle class; only terms and aspi
rates. The Umbrian has soft mutes, and scarcely any trace
of aspirates.
“In the Umbrian, n makes the accusative, om the
masculine, am the feminine: a third declension has em and

àm. In the Latin tables v, in the Tusco Umbrian s, always
makes the genitive, even in such words as poplu, popler.
The dative appears to have, as in the old Latin, a double
ending in e and i. The accusative plural seems to be in
ph, or merely a vowel as triph aphneph ruphru for “tres

afros rubros.” “tre purka ruphra,” tres porcas rubras. In
the ablative the Oscan d never appears, but instead of
the additional syllable per, which may be compared with
the Greek buy.
“In verbs the imperative in atu, itu, eitu, are very
remarkable. The forms frist, facust, dersicust, correspond

precisely with the Oscan fust fe facust, representing as
it appears the perfect conjunctive, and having for their
plurals, furent, facurent, benurent, dersicurent. We have
here clearly the Latin fuerint, fecerint.”
The Professor did not, certainly, know the meaning of a
single word in either language, for they were the same, and
yet ventures to discuss their peculiarities and niceties; and
one of our most accomplished and learned English eth
nographers says, “These results are admirably expressed
by Professor Otfried Müller.”
In speaking of the Perusian inscriptions, discovered in
the year 1822, and published by Vermiglioli—he says,
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“On comparing the Perusian monument, which is the
greatest specimen of genuine Tuscan writing extant, with
the Eugubian Tables, an entire difference in the whole
system of orthography and pronunciation becomes strik
ingly manifest.” It will be seen by a copy, and translation
of these inscriptions, hereafter given, that there are very
few words in it not to be found in the same form in the

Eugubian Tables, and moreover, that it relates to the same
subject. Surely, after this, Dr. Prichard's admiration of
Professor Müller's dreams will cease.

Sir William Gell, in his Environs of Rome, says, “It
has already been observed, that the Umbrians (who
according to Pliny, Florus, and others, were the most
ancient inhabitants of Italy,) are supposed to have de
rived their origin from the Gauls. This is asserted by
Solinus; and Isodorus of Seville, an author of the seventh

century, who wrote several books on etymology and lan
guages, expressly calls them Celts.”
“Of the Umbrian tongue, the Eugubian Tables seem
the best specimen. They were found near Scheggia, in
the year 1444, at the temple of Jupiter, Appeninus () in
scribed on seven plates of brass, and relate apparently to
the sacrifices and ceremonies performed at the temple to
Ivve GRABOVEI, or Jupiter Graboveus, as PIHACLv TvTAPER
IKvvini, an atonement or piaculum for all Ikuvium; it is
unnecessary to remark further of such guesses.
To return. If the Umbrians were Celts and Gauls, and
»y

the Eugubian Tables were a good specimen of the Um
brian language, then it was Gallic, or Celtic, or as now

pronounced Gaelic, and its meaning should be sought in
the Celtic tongue, and as the Irish must be admitted to be
the most pure branch of the Celtic, and as we find these
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tables not only intelligible, but almost identical with the
Irish, does it not amount to demonstration ?

Caesar tells you the Gauls were literate, and used a cha
racter like the Greek.

Is not the character in which the

earliest Eugubian Tables are inscribed nearly the same as
the most ancient Greek : Caesar tells you that the Gauls
wrote upon tables of brass, similar to these tables. Caesar
also says, the most learned of the Gauls, dwelt in the
British Isles, and that the youth of Gaul were sent there
for education; that the druids, religion, manners, and
customs, were the same in Gaul and Britain, and that

the language was the same; in short the testimony appears
irresistible. It would be very strange, indeed, if these
writings were not intelligible to scholars who had studied
the Irish language from the ancient MSS., and were
indued with a moderate proportion of taste for philological
criticism.

If the Umbrians were Celts, and if all the Etruscans

spoke their language, by whatever name of locality they
were denominated over all Etruria and Italy, then were
they also Celts, and all their inscriptions being intelligible
in Celtic, establish the required result.
"
It is but justice to the able and intelligent Micali, to
state, that he acknowledges the total absence of all cer
tainty on the subject, and therefore is driven to suppose an
aboriginal race, upon the notion that Italy possesses every

quality of soil and climate necessary for the propagation
and support of man, probably in a greater proportion than
most other countries; for which reason he conceives he
has as much right to suppose an indigenous race there, as

in any other country.

Not, indeed, a very satisfactory

method of deciding a question of origin, but a candid

acknowledgment that the result of his laborious and
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learned researches, was but doubt and uncertainty.
Micali's talents, learning, and industry, qualified him emi
nently for the undertaking, and if the history of the ancient
people of Italy, could have been obtained from the Greek
and Roman authors, or any other means to him available, he
would have succeeded in making it known; he has care
fully and laboriously investigated the evidence to be found
in their writings, but the result is nil; they supply nothing
whatever which gives more than a glimpse of their illus
trious and highly civilized predecessors.
One solitary piece of certain testimony, is better than
volumes of speculation. The Greek and Romans did not

know their own origin, much less were they qualified to give
an account of their civilized predecessors, The Senate of
Rome, ordered the books written by Numa Pompilius, to
be burned, four hundred years after his death ! a strong tes
timony against their literary taste and judgment. There
fore, as the Greeks and Romans knew but little of the
Etruscans, less can now be derived from them; nothing,

with certainty.
They could not read, and therefore
destroyed their Etruscan books.

These illustriotis and highly civilized people, as if with ap
parent fore-knowledge of the result of barbarian conquest,

and an anxious desire to hand to future ages the evidences
of their greatness and high state of civilization, deposited
under the surface of the earth, imperishable memorials of
the progress they made in navigation, as well as sculpture,
painting, and design, and every other branch of the
arts, in the exquisitely elegant taste and beauty dis
played in their statues, bronzes, fictile vases, and gold

ornaments deposited in the sepulchral chambers, their
eternal houses of death,” cut in the solid rock at Vulci, Tar

.2 MI Sv2 Ayla •
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quinia, Castel D’Asso, Volterra, Chiusi, and many other
places, more extensively of late, excavated and brought to
light by Lucien Bonaparte, Campanari, Campanesi, Avolta,

Campana, Galassi, and many others.
These chambers also supply numerous inscriptions in the
Etruscan character, which are still more important to his
tory than even the remains above mentioned; the last,
indeed, supply evidence of highly cultivated minds, and

shew countenance of character, benevolence, and intelligence
which only belongs to an elegant and highly improved state
of society, the result of a long and uninterrupted enjoy
ment of security from the influence of exterior violence
or civil convulsion, equal to the most tranquil period of
Roman or British greatness; and evince the acquirement

of perfection in the arts of civilization; but these inscrip
tions speak but in an unknown tongue, they tell the story,
and say, who and whence were the actors in these scenes,
and the products of these wonderful specimens of human
taste, skill, and ingenuity; which the Greeks and Romans,

having copied, with mendacious insolence, claimed as
their own; and, by destroying all vestiges of the learning
and muniments of these people, have hitherto had their
claims allowed. They speak, but are not understood.
History supplies to the Greeks and Romans great glory
and perfection in the arts, but their avidity was not
satisfied while any other people enjoyed a name; Etruria,
indeed, remains but little more than in name, in conse
quence of the anxious care with which all memorials have

been obliterated by barbarous and inexorable conquerors.

In these hidden subterranean deposits, inscriptions over
which the Roman conquerors tramped in martial pomp and
pride, unconscious of their existence, have been preserved
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and supply evidence unequivocal and satisfactory, respect
ing the ancient inhabitants of Italy, on which the mind
may rest with some certainty, as a foundation on which

a satisfactory fabric may be constructed, a fulcrum on
which mental levers may and will hereafter act.
Hitherto, indeed, the Etruscan inscriptions have been a
sealed book.

The labours of such writers as Gori and

Lanzi, have but tended to confuse and mislead, and, even

the able, erudite, and ingenious Micali, wherever he

has

followed those blind guides, has fabricated an amusing but
visionary, deceptive, and erroneous system, the deductions,
whereof, being grounded on false premises, are for the most
part erroneous.

It would be as useless and unprofitable to follow Micali
himself beyond his refutation of the Greek and Roman
falsifications, fabrications, and fictions respecting Etruscan
history, as to place any reliance on the groundless specula
tions of Gori and Lanzi, whose works, with the exception
of the copies of inscriptions, and the figures of antiquities
in their plates, are worse than useless. The same may be
said of other writers on Etruscan antiquities, wherever
they have hazarded an attempt to give the meaning of
inscriptions, or to explain, or to interpret any portion
except of proper names. They knew not the meaning of
a single word, and had no clue by which the mystery could
be explained. Although Lanzi presumed to give us some
thing like a grammar of the language, he did not even
know the power of many letters of the alphabet.
The Etruscan Alphabet is evidently from the same
source as the Greek and Latin, the sixth and seventh

Eugubian inscriptions, are written in what is called the
Roman character; but the language of those tables, is the
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same as the other five which are in the more ancient

Etruscan, and are read from right to left; there are words
and even whole passages, the same in both. There can be
no question, therefore, but that these alphabets were
derived from the same source as the Greek and Roman.

Indeed, it would appear from the sixth and seventh Eugu
bian Tables, being in what was afterwards adopted as the
Roman alphabet, that the Etruscans had invented, and used
it in the latter period of their empire; and that it would
be more correct to call it the later Etruscan than the Roman

alphabet. The Greek alphabet is historically known to
have been derived from Cadmus, the Phoenician.

The

Etruscans, being Phoenicians, had theirs from the same
source. All alphabets having the same arrangement of
letters, must also have been borrowed from the Phoenician.

The shape also of the ancient Etruscan letters, are evi
dently the same as the Greek, and all the most ancient
Carthaginian and Phoenician inscriptions, exhibit the same
similarity, allowing for the difference of scribes and for
căreless writing.
The apparent anxiety of the Greek and Roman writers,
and the modern authors, who have followed in their
course, to derive the ancient inhabitants of Italy from
Lydia, under Lydus, or from any source, but that which
is the most obvious and probable, is very remarkable.
The Etruscans were evidently a highly cultivated, civi
lized, commercial, and navigating people, and might
justly and reasonably have been supposed to have sprung
from a people of similar character.
The only nation eminently commercial, navigating, and
colonizing, among the nations of western Asia, were
the Phoenicians of Tyre and its neighbourhood, but they
are scarcely ever thought of as being the navigating Pelasgoi,
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Tyrrheni and Etruscans; yet certainly this might have been
considered the most probable conclusion. So prone are
men to seek a mystic origin, and to prefer the difficult
and incredible to the obvious and palpable.
Great are the obstacles to be encountered in broaching a
notion opposed to that of all preceding writers, and to the
great and eminent names, whose judgment must give way,
in case the identity of the Celtic with the Etruscan lan

guages, and both with the Phoenician, be established; all
these must be met—it is the cause of truth, and is put
forward in the hope that hereafter more learned and
capable writers may do justice to the subject.

CHA PTER

III.

L. A N G U A G E.

IN the infancy of the human race, language consisted of
the most simple uncompounded sounds, every syllable was a
word; to express a compound idea, as many words were
used as would convey the intended notion. These mono
syllabic words, of which, in combination, polysyllables have
been formed, are called roots or radicals, out of which more

artificial and compounded languages have arisen. It may
be safely asserted that the more remotely ancient the lan
guage, the more simple will be found its construction;
this will be found the best test of the antiquity of

any language; by it all questions of the greater anti
quity of tongues may be decided; the language in which
the monosyllabic roots alone are found, may safely be judged
to be the parent of any more compounded and polysyllabic
kindred tongue.

The Etruscan language is entirely composed of roots;
every syllable, (with very few, if any exceptions,) is a word.
The Iberno-Celtic, like its Etrusco-Punic ancestor, was once

absolutely, and still is substantially, a monosyllabic lan
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guage, and can be analytically reduced into its elements.
The Etruscan is, in fact, the simple uncompounded Celtic,
or Phoenician, and the Celts were Phoenician colonies, set

tled, indeed, at different periods, but all essentially and
substantially one race, having the same language, manners,
customs, and habits; each, perhaps, having a peculiar
shade of difference induced by particular local circumstances
or other accidents.

It is not, altogether, a new idea, that the Irish Celtic
was derived from the same source as the language of the
most ancient inhabitants of Italy. The very learned and
able Dr. O'Brien, the compiler of the first published Irish
Dictionary, in his preface to that work, gives a long list of
words in the Irish, having a strong affinity with the Latin
and Greek, “which,” he says, “should I presume, be
esteemed a strong proof that the lingua prisca of the
aborigines of Italy, from which the Latin of the twelve
tables, and afterwards the Roman language, was derived,
could be nothing else but a dialect of the original Celtic;
a dialect, indeed, which in process of time received some
mixture of Greek, especially the AEolic, from the Colonies, or
rather adventurers, which anciently came to Italy from
Peloponnesus, agreeable to the saying of Dionysius Halicar
nasus. “The language used by the Romans is neither
absolutely barbarous, or Greek, but a mixture of both ; in
many respects it is similar to the AEolic language.”
“And at the same time to shew that the Iberno-Celtic

did not borrow from the Latin any of those words, in
which both languages agree, I shall only lay down, on the
part of the Irish, those which are expressive of ideas,
which no language can want words for, even in its most
incult state, and are at the same time the only words in
common use in that language, to signify precisely and
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properly the things they are appropriated to ; two charac

teristics which plainly demonstrate that they are not deri
vatives of any other language, but rather genuine original
words of the Celtic tongue; from which circumstances,
joined to the plain marks of derivation with which the

corresponding Latin words are stamped, it will evidently
appear that the Latin words are derivations of the Celtic,
and consequently the Lingua Prisca, of the aborigines of
Italy, from which the old Latin, refined by the Romans,
had been formed, was only a dialect of the Celtic ; which

was the more natural, as the aborigines themselves consist
ing of Umbrians, Sabines, and others, were certainly Celts.”
Again, “Now it is to be noted, that, in as much as it
is allowed by the best etymologists, that of radical words

of the same sense in different languages, those should be
esteemed the more ancient that consist of fewest letters;

and that of words agreeing only in part, those which have
the additional letters or syllables are for the most part
derivations; it follows, that the Iberno-Celtic, being chiefly
monosyllabic, should be esteemed the radical and ancient
words.” The Latin words agreeing in sense with the
Irish monosyllables are generally of two or more syllables.

Pliny says, l. iii. c. 14, “ Umbrarum gens antiquissima
Italiae existimatur.”

Florus—“Antiquissimus Italia, populus.”
Solinus, citing Bocchus, says, “Gallorum veterum pro
paginem Umbros esse Bocchus absolvit.”
(Servius, l. ii.) “Isodorus, Umbri, Italia, gens est, sed
Gallorum veterumn propago.”
Dionysius Halicarnassus, speaking of the Umbri, calls
them Indigites, and says that a part of them having
moved, changed their name with their residence. “Sabini

mutatoque cum sedibus nomine, Sabinos fuisse appellatos.”
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It has been objected, that the Eugubian Tables are
Umbrian, being found in that part of Italy, but it appears
that they were the same people as the Sabines, from this
passage in Dionysius Halicarnassus. Sabine is rabjije,
a sweet or beautiful stream, and Umbria, is from on),

distant, bnj4, hills; both names have reference to locality,
not to origin or descent.

Justus Fontanini, in his work, De Antiquitatibus
Horta, gives three alphabets of the Etruscan characters,
the first by Gabriel Gabrielius, the second by Gruter and
Paul Merula, and the third by Cosmo de Arena, which
differ so much, that that learned writer remarks, “That

where there was so much discrepancy between such learned

writers, and such great difficulty was in fixing the power of
the letters, very little could be expected in explaining the
meaning of the language.” Sanctes Marmocchinus, in his
MS. essay in defence of the Etruscan language, (in the
possession of Antonio Magliobechi), and Sigismund Titius,
in his History of Etruria, a MS. in the Chisian Library,
thinks that the Etruscan was mixed up with Hebrew; but
that Peter Francis Giambullarius, and Gulielmo Postillo,

in his commentary on the origin of the Etruscans, says
it was mixed with the Aramean and Syriac. Baldus con
siders it Chaldean and Hebrew. Jacobus Mantinus, a

Jew, and Theseus Ambrosius, consider it Assyrian or
Hebrew.

Bochart believes it to be Phoenician, or Punic,

because Dionysius Halicarnassus, in his first book, says

that the Tuscans had nothing common with other people,
either in manners or language. Scaliger supposes (non
dubitat) the old Tuscan language to have been Syriac or
Aramean, for Saturn, he says, meant privacy—“Saturnum
eadem lingua latentem significari ; and he asserts that the
Sabines and Tuscans spoke Syriac. Paul Merula, in his
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Cosmography, says “that the Tuscan had Syriac roots.”
Reinesius derives the Etruscan and Sabine languages from
the Syriac.
“Dionysius Halicarnassus, in his first book on the Origin
of the Etruscans, gives two opinions: First, that they
came originally from Lydia, a province of Asia Minor,
and were brought into Italy by Tyrrhenus, brother to
Lydus, king of Lydia, before the Trojan war. The other,
that they were indigenous; for this reason, because the
Etruscans of his time (that of Augustus) had their own
language, rights, manners, and laws, which were neither
Greek nor Asiatic, nor like any other nation. From Diony
sius also it may be collected, that the Tyrrheni lived in the
west part of Etruria, where the Pelasgi resided. There
fore the Tyrrheni were mixed with the Etruscans, which
rather indicates that they were the same people, for the
mixture was not of neighbourhood or commerce, but for
common interest, and there was no apparent difference.
This also appears in Silius Italicus.”
So various and obscure have been the opinions on this
mysterious people and language, all being mere speculation
and guess-work. It has been compared by learned scholars,
ancient and modern, with all existing Continental languages,
and, as before stated, no affinity, not even the meaning of
a single word, has been clearly established. Dr. O'Brien's
acute notion, that it was a dialect of the Celtic, was never
followed up with any farther investigation by himself, or
as far as is known, by others. The Irish-Celtic has ever
been subject, to the scoff, contempt, and sneer of most
English scholars. I once heard a most reverend indivi
dual, a scholar of no ordinary character, and an author of
high, and deservedly high, repute, assert in a literary

meeting, “that the Irish language was a barbarous jargon,
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in which all the discordant sounds to be heard in the farm

yard were mixed up—there was the drawling running of
one note into another, of the cock's crow, the squall of the

peacock, the cackle of the goose, the duck's quack, the
hog's grunt, and no small admixture of the ass's bray.”
One ventured to ask if he understood the language; he
answered, “No, but I have heard it spoken ; I know a
hog grunts, but I do not understand what he says.” This
is not a solitary specimen of witty but unjust criticism :
it pervades most of the learned world, and has discouraged

many from the study of the Iberno-Celtic.
Until last year, the University of Dublin had no Professor
of Irish ' A reverend and learned gentleman has been
recently appointed. It is said, he speaks the vernacular Irish
fluently; let us hope, that by his means, the most ancient
written living language in Europe, may take its just place
in the estimation of the learned, and escape from the
undeserved and illiberal criticism of those, who while they
condemn, acknowledge their incapacity, and virtually the
injustice of their judgment. It has long been a reproach
to the Irish University, that possessing the most ancient
and valuable Irish MSS. in their library, they had no one
competent to explain their contents. They have long had
professors of the oriental languages, and even writers on

Ethiopic and Sanscrit; but, till now, no Professor of Irish,
not one of the Fellows has ever been induced to make him

self acquainted with the Iberno-Celtic, which may justly
contend with the most ancient language of the East, for
precedence in antiquity.
A more just consideration of the claims of the old
tongue of Ireland, it is to be hoped, will now be accorded,
and it will not be despised, because it is not understood;
it will, I trust, be examined by a scholar, a man of liberal
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education and enlightened mind; one who will commence,

perhaps, in some measure influenced by the prejudices of
education, but who duly weighing every point of evidence,

will accord due weight to each. If so, there is little to be
feared ; his former prejudices, if he have any, will eventually
give way to his better judgment, and although he may find
the literature of the Iberno-Celtic, scanty in materials,
he will discover in it a mine of philological wealth, a
guide which will explain most of the difficulties which
have hitherto so much obscured the history of the ancient
people and languages of Europe.
It is a singular fact, not generally known, that the most
ancient Latin MSS. in Europe, were written by Irishmen,
and the most ancient European MSS, are in the Irish lan
guage. I have in my own library MSS. unintelligible to
common Irish scholars, and as the Irish are in general
very happy in soubriquets, I have seen a MS. bearing the
singular title of Fuath na bh fomaridh, (Frač na bromyamjö)
the hatred of the pirates, or pretended scholars, given to it
because those worthies could not read it. The present
Irish vernacular has a very limited vocabulary, only so
much as is necessary for the purposes of rural life, and
the wants of the peasant. Nine-tenths of the language
have become obsolete and only to be found in ancient glossa
ries and MSS. Fortunately, the labours of a few scholars
within the last two centuries, have collected the ancient

words into the form of a dictionary, among these the
late Mr. William Halliday (the compiler of the best Irish
Grammar,) deserves honourable mention; by his prema
ture death, Irish literature sustained a heavy loss; that
learned and talented individual collected materials on the

basis of Shaw's Gaelic Dictionary, which the late Edward
O'Reilly added to and published; four-fifths of the words
E
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contained in this work are now obsolete and unintelligible
to the Scottish Highlander and the speakers of Irish of
the present day.
Much of the Gaelic in the following translations, given as
analogous to the Etruscan of the Eugubian Tables, and
other inscriptions, is certainly obsolete and unintelligible to

the Scottish Gael, and to those who merely speak the
modern Irish.

The Scots having no ancient MSS. know

nothing of their tongue, beyond what has been acquired
orally, which is limited and meagre when compared with
the old language.
It has been asserted, that the modern Gaelic has no
terms of art or science; this, however, is to be attributed to

the circumstance of their having been lost by non-usage; for
the ancient Irish possesses all the terms known at the time
it was colloquial. The present Irish vernacular has not
now in use one-fifth, if so many of the words to be found in
the ancient glossed MSS. and glossaries, it is therefore not
a matter of surprise that these works are not understood
by those who speak the limited and corrupted vocabulary
of the present day, and who are also for the most part
illiterate.

To those, who read and write the modern lan

guage, ancient MSS. are unintelligible, and even to many
who pretend to translate them.
It is in the ancient Irish MSS, that the old Celtic

language is exhibited in its purity. Glossaries of the Irish
Gaelic exist in MSS. written some centuries since, explain
ing words, even at that time obsolete ; from these sources
have been drawn the requisite information and the explana

tion of the most difficult portions of the Etruscan inscrip
tions; at the same time, it should be observed, that much

of the Gaelic placed injuxta position with the Etruscan, is
intelligible even to the vernacular lishman or Scottish
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Highlander. The similarity, it might be added, the almost
identity, is remarkable, there are very few variations even

of a letter; and as the same sentences occur frequently in
the Eugubian Tables, although with different adjuncts, and
in various positions, they always harmonize with congruous
sense and meaning.
The most celebrated of the ancient Irish Glossaries, is

that ascribed to Cormac, King and Bishop of Cashel, who
lived about A. D. 901. Whether written by him or not,
it is of very great antiquity. There are two or three
copies in Trinity College, Dublin; a very ancient copy on
vellum, is in the possession of Messrs. Hodges and Smith,
Booksellers, of College-green, Dublin, which I would ascribe
to the twelfth or thirteenth centuries. A copy of this
glossary made for General Vallancey, by Peter Connell, a
tolerably good ancient Irish Scholar, with many glosses
and additional explanations, I have had copied and collated
with many others, and translated all the explanations into
English. I have had copies made of O'Clery's and many

other glossaries, and I believe possess copies of the best, if
not of all, that are extant. In addition to which I have inter

leaved Dictionaries with many thousand words added from
the Books of Ballymote and Leacan, and the Leabhar
Breac, Brehon Laws, and other ancient MSS. glossed and
explained by interlineations, especially those of the ancient
laws. The language of the Eugubian Tables being so
ancient may be considered as the inchoate, primitive,
monosyllabic roots from which the more modern com
pound language may be ascertained by analysis, and being
understood, will assist greatly in determining the sources of
many other modern tongues.
The best Irish scholars, as they are called, for the most
part, acknowledge themselves incapable of translating the
-
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ancient Irish MSS. and, indeed, they even consider it pre
sumptuous to undertake it, and learned fellows of our uni
versity have joined them in their condemnation of such
bold adventuring; and endeavoured to throw a wet blanket
upon such an inquiry, as a thing not to be approached. I
ventured in 1838 to read a paper before a learned Society,
on the comparison of the Etruscan language and antiqui
ties with the Irish, which being referred, as is usual, to a
Committee, I received from the Secretary a letter, of which
the following is an extract:—
“With respect to the paper on the Eugubian Tables,
the Committee are of opinion, that the alterations which
you have made in the text of these tables (especially in the
division of the words,) are altogether arbitrary and unau
thorized, and, that the translation given, (though composed
of Irish Roots,) is not the Irish language either of the
present day or any other period.”
-

“Indeed, when it is considered, that the Irish Records
are more than two thousand years more recent than the

assumed date of these Tables, and offer the greatest diffi
culties to the best Irish Scholars, it is not to be supposed
that the modern dialect of the Irish could afford any clue
to their interpretation, even supposing them to be a
language kindred to the Irish.”
As I am not aware, that among the Members of that
Committee there was any one who even pretended to be
an Irish scholar, or at all to understand the language, they
must have consulted some one whom they considered
worthy of the appellation of the best Irish scholar, who,
speaking by the pen of the secretary, acknowledges that
the translation given was in Irish Roots, which is all I
could require at their hands; that fact could not be denied.
That I supposed it possible, “that the modern dialect of
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the Irish would afford any clue to the interpretation,” is
not extraordinary. I never said it would accomplish the

interpretation, but afford a clue: this it has done, for there
are many passages in the Eugubian Tables which are intel
ligible even in the modern dialect of the Irish.
Whether I was arbitrary and unauthorized in the division
of the words, will now appear by comparison, as the columns
stand in juxta position, and all are able to judge. The
division is merely made into syllables, which so far from
being an unnatural, or arbitrary division, is the only division
which could reasonably and fairly be adopted.
Of the learned members of this committee I do not

now complain: they agreed in opinion with their secre
tary, and thus prevented the premature appearance of

the paper.

My object in giving these extracts is for

the purpose of availing myself of the testimony of
these highly gifted and learned scholars, to the fact
that the individuals, considered by them the best Irish

scholars, encountered “the greatest difficulties” in trans
lating ancient Irish MSS. by them called records. They
had experience and specimens of the results of the exertions
of these best Irish scholars, which demonstrated that they
not only encountered difficulties, but found them insur
mountable, for they were unable to render the ancient Irish,
they attempted to translate, into common sense English;
but

still the

committee considered these

translations

worthy of a place in their Transactions, and a gold medal.
The other points of criticism of the learned Committee
are touched upon elsewhere, not properly referring to this
part of the subject. I shall now merely state, that consi
dering the Committee very incompetent judges, and the
best Irish scholars in their judgment, whom they consulted,
not of sufficient authority to decide the question, I perse
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vered, and now, without any great apprehension, venture to
publish the result.
It is true, that in the paper then read much was mis
taken, which further investigation has corrected. It may
also be considered certain that many errors still exist,
even in this translation, some of which may hereafter be
discovered, while the perfectly accurate meaning of others
may never be known. These circumstances, ought not, in
my humble judgment, to prevent the publication of what is
known and certain, for, with all its imperfections, the gene
ral gist and meaning is certainly given with tolerable accu
racy. It being quite impossible so close an analogy could
be an accident; the essence of the languages of the
Etruscans and Celts may fairly be considered identical.
At the same time, no one could presume to flatter himself,
that a translation of such difficulty could be made perfect
by a first effort. I commenced the study of the Irish lan
guage late in life, and would willingly have foregone the
laborious exertion, could I have been fortunate enough to
have met with an Irish scholar capable and willing to have
done justice to the subject which so much interested my
thoughts. If in early life, I had been acquainted with the
-

language, the task might have been accomplished with less
labour, and perhaps more perfectly.
The most ancient Etruscan alphabet, exclusive of double .
letters, consisted of but fourteen simple letters, of which
four were vowels, A, B, I, V, and ten consonants, II, XI, H, N,
ſm, M, 1, 4, 2, t. The arrangement of these appear in some
inscriptions to have been nearly in the same order as the
Greek and Roman.

The power of many of these letters, as stated previously,
has been, and still is, a matter of doubt and uncertainty
among the Italian writers—that published by Mrs. Hamil
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ton Gray, on their authority, is very erroneous. Now
there is little reason to question their accurate power, as
the same words occur in the sixth and seventh Eugubian
Tables, in the more recent Etruscan or Roman character,
that are found in the five first, in the ancient Etruscan, from
which the power of the latter has been ascertained with
precision and certainty.
The sound of the letters among the Etruscans may be

judged by those in use among the Irish, which are broad
and open, as among the Continental nations; but sound,
in an investigation of this nature, although of some, is but
of minor importance.

The ancient alphabet, written from right to left, is as
d Q

follows : V H 2 Q 1 M ſm N | H 3 }| I]. A
M q

-

The double letters : B ; + & O o 8 w
8, the first letter, has the broad power of A, according
to Irish pronunciation : very broad, like au or ak.

I has the power of B. In the first five Tables, 1 is for
the most part used for it, and appears to have been the
letter most in use for this sound.

In the sixth and seventh

Tables, V is often used for B–BESTISIA and VESTISIA
are written for Aldli-23I, VER for 43I.

}l had the power of the Greek Kappa and the Fnglish

hard C; it does not appear to have had the soft sound of
the English C. In the ancient Etruscan it is always used
for the G, which had no place in the oldest Etruscan
alphabet.
3—This letter had the power of the English A, and has

that sound still among the Irish and continental nations.
*—This letter had the power of F. The 8, i. e. PH, is
very often put for it in the Eugubian Tables.
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! had the same power as I among the Irish and the Con.
tinental nations, viz, that of the English E.
N–This letter has the same power as the Roman L.
ſm—This letter had the power of M. The prostrate
S (M) is often put for it, and it is sometimes difficult to
discover whether the letter is intended for ſm or 2.

M has the same power as the Roman letter N.
1—This letter has the same power as the Roman P. In

the most ancient Etruscan inscriptions it is used, as before
stated, more frequently than a to express that sound.
4, 8, q—These are the forms of the letter R among the
Etruscans, of which it had the same power.

2, d, M-These forms were used by the Etruscans for 2.
In the last two Tables the word RNdCŞV+2 is written

STRWSLA, and Aldli-2a1 WESTISIA, which settled the

power of the second character, d.

From this, it is pro

bable, was formed the Irish 5, to which it bears some
resemblance in form, and the sound is not unlike the soft g.

In the Italian alphabet, published by Mrs. Gray, it is put
for 2, or hard 8.

V—This character was constantly used to express the
sound of O among the ancient Etruscans, who had no
other letter to express it.
The double letters were

W–CH,
8—PH,

O G, S-TH. B was, probably, the mere aspirate b
among the Irish. The H in the two last Tables occurs
frequently as a mere aspirate, placed between two vowels,
as in HOS TA TU HABIEST, which in other places
is written OS TA TU ABIEST.

#, $–SS.
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The small number of characters, and great simplicity of

this alphabet, is a proof of its very remote antiquity. No
more letters were used than was necessary to express the

sounds: by comparing them with the Greek there can be
no question of a community of origin.

The nice dis

tinctions of sound between C and G, D and T, and S and Z,

were not at that time sufficiently observed to require a
separate character to express them ; nor is there in the first
five Tables a single instance of the use of the aspirate B.
The sixth and seventh Eugubian Tables aré written in
the Roman character, or what has universally been consi
dered Roman : in language they differ not from the others.
This would lead to the conclusion, as before stated, that

the Etruscans had, at that period, invented and adopted a
new alphabet and mode of writing, from left to right, which
afterwards being used by the Romans, and handed down
to us by that people, was considered Roman, but which
was really borrowed from their predecessors, with all the
other concomitants of civilization they possessed, although
the obligation has not been acknowledged, or even till now
suspected.

Among the additional letters to be found in this new
alphabet are D, G, H, K, O, Q, of which the last is,
perhaps, the most remarkable: it is like a C, with an
elongation at the lower point, Q_, and seems like an
abbreviation of the word co or cu, co u, from which form

is the Latin quo, whence. The P differs little from the
old 1, except being turned to the right and having the
drop-line a little curled, thus, P; but not like the Roman

P, united to the perpendicular.
The Irish alphabet consists of seventeen letters, three
more than the Etruscan, c, 5, and 0, which were, no
doubt, borrowed from the more modern alphabet, as they
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are the refinements on the sounds 2, #, and V.

The

power of the Irish was similar to the Etruscan, and the
character bears a strong resemblance.
4, b, c, č, e, F, 5, 1, l, m, n, o, p, 11, r,

G, r or u.

21, B, C, D, e, F, 5, 1, 1, 20, N, O, P, R, S, C, V or 11.
C.

A, J, )l,

3, H,

I, N, ſil, M,

M.

1, 4, 2, #, V.
>

d,

It is not necessary here to discuss the orthography or
grammar of the Irish language, further than to remark on
some peculiarities which are also observable in the Etrus
can.

Vowels are often substituted for each other: the

same words are written promiscuously with an a, o, and u,
an e or an i. It is very common in the ancient Irish MSS.
where two vowels occur together at the end of one and
the beginning of another word, or the middle of a com

pound word, to omit the second letter, especially where the
sound will not be affected by it; and it is not uncommon
to omit consonants for the same cause.

Indeed, abbre

viation was carried to a great extent in the oldest Irish
manuscripts, so much so as to obscure, in many cases, the
sense, and is one of the many difficulties in making out
the meaning. The Irish a has the aspirated sound of th;
it has the simple sound of h when it has a dot over it, thus,
t; which is expressed in some ancient MSS. and when
Gaelic is written in Roman character, by th: This ac

counts for Irishmen calling a tree, a three, a man, Pether,
instead of Peter; water, wather; butter, buther, and vice

versa. The Etruscans had their OOS. Theta, and spelled
the Greek Hermes, Termes, Turmes, and Burmes.

The learned and acute Dr. O'Brien says, in his observa
tions on the letter D, “In our old manuscripts D and T

are written indifferently; carad or carat, a friend; iad or
iat, them, &c.” On the letter The says, “The letter T is
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naturally commutable with D, both being letters of the
same organ, and accordingly, in our old MSS. we find
them indifferently written the one for the other.
On the letter G Dr. O'Brien observes, “It hath been

observed in the remarks on the letter C, that it is naturally
commutable with G, both letters being of the same organ

and nearly of the same power; and hence, in our

old

parchments, they are written indifferently for each other.”
“The same indifference, or interchangeable use of letters

G and C in the Latin tongue, and the latter being gene
rally substituted in the place of the former, appears from
ancient Roman inscriptions, and most particularly from
that of the Columna Rostrata, erected in honour of Duillius,

the Consul, whereupon were engraved the words macis
tratos, leciones, pucmando, Carthaciniensis, for magistratos,
legiones, pugnando, Carthaginiensis, &c.” “Which gave
occasion to Diomedes to call G a new consonant.”

The elision, or cutting off letters, as in the Irish, occurs
frequently in the Eugubian Tables, and was at first a great
stumbling block to the discovery of their meaning, even
when enough had been made out to demonstrate that all
was capable of being translated. Thus, in the first line of
the first Table, Jr be orn 1 e, is written 'SPE TUR I E,
the first initial 1 being omitted; £4 n.4 40 no Jr ban is written
F RA. T RU S PER.

Many instances of these peculiarities occur in the
Tables, which study and investigation brought to light;
but the most important discovery was the monosyllabic
character of the language, that every syllable was a word;
after which most of the difficulties, before so formidable,
vanished.

More than once had these difficulties induced

me to abandon the pursuit; it seemed to defy all inquiry
and baffle every effort for elucidation; although some
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passages were so palpably Irish, others seemed altoge
ther foreign to that language. Reading over what had
been some years before extracted from the preface to
O'Brien's Dictionary, the observation “that the Iberno
Celtic being chiefly monosyllabic should be esteemed the
radical and ancient words,” it struck me forcibly that

the Etruscan should be examined by this test, for if, as it
appeared in many cases of the same origin as the Irish,
its great antiquity would surely be demonstrated in its
greater simplicity, and as the Irish was for the most part
monosyllabic, a truth I was well aware of, the Etruscan
might, and perhaps ought to be found entirely 80; therefore,
after having given up the investigation in despair, it was
again commenced, and to my no small gratification, (a
stronger and more forcible expression of the feelings
excited on the occasion might be used,) success attended
every step, and the greater difficulty being removed, by
the help of ancient glossaries and MSS. minor obstruc
tions were not so difficult to be overcome.

This discovery supplied a rational and palpable division
of the words of the Tables, and other inscriptions. Sen
tences consisting of many words were divided by two dots,
the one perpendicular over the other, like our colon (:), as
they are hereafter printed in the text of the Tables, which,
instead of being useful, rather confused and led astray,
because it was naturally concluded that they divided words
of many syllables. This, however, I found could not be
the case, as the same sentence, literatim, was differently
divided in different parts of the inscriptions, and in many
cases very long passages have no divisional colons at all—
therefore these divisions cannot be considered determinate
or certain.

That the sixth and seventh Tables, written in the Roman
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character, were examined by their framers with great care
before they were placed where they were found, appears
from certain erasures and insertions, by way of correction
of errors committed by the engraver, exhibiting a great

desire for accuracy, as well as demonstrating that the
language was then governed by rules of orthography and
grammar—a most significant test of a high state of
civilization and progress in literature, the result of a
long period of enjoyment of repose and political security,
and the development of the highest exertions of the
human intellect.

The works of mind of this wonderful

people, in the various departments of literature, science,
sculpture, painting, commerce, architecture, mining, navi
gation, astronomy, and, in short, every other art and
token of civilization, fill the mind with astonishment ;

all having germinated and been brought to perfection
by themselves, and from them communicated to the rest
of the world; and by “the gentle attrition of commerce
thus lighted up the flame of civiizlation,” as has been
elegantly expressed by Professor Heeren.
In various places in the Eugubian Tables, the modern
Irish scholar may think it strange that the feminine article
is prefixed to nouns which are at present used as masculine;
but in ancient Irish MSS. we meet with many such cases

contrary to the present usage ; it is even of no un
frequent occurrence that in the South of Ireland nouns
are used in the feminine, which in the West and North are
used in the masculine. It is not, therefore, to be
wondered at, that such variance occurs in the language
of these tables.

It cannot be expected that the verbs in their various for
mations through the moods and tenses, could agree in all
cases with those at present used (although they frequently
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do, as we find in the MSS. of the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, formations of verbs (i.e. verbs which are at

present in general use) that are now quite obsolete.
It may be objected that the arrangement of some of the
lines written in the Irish columns are unidiomatical, and

therefore unintelligible to Irish scholars; but by referring
to our printed dictionaries, thousands of monosyllabic prim
itive words may be found, which, if arranged into sentences,
will make good sense in an English translation, yet if the
Irish original be read to the best Irish scholars of the day,
it will appear to them, at first, an unknown tongue.
Many of the adjectives are taken adverbially without the
prefixed particle 50, which now converts them into adverbs;
but this evidently could not be the case in the primitive
language.
There is nothing more common in our ancient Irish MSS.
than to meet a word written two different ways, and that
too by the same writer, as we find in these Tables.
It is curious that, like the Hebrew, the adjective is often
repeated to express a superior degree of comparison, en en,
very excellent or most eacellent; thus, in the Hebrew, too,
tov, good, good, or very good, in Irish, 34m 5am, farthest end.
The verb neuter substantive is in many instances used as
a mere affirmation, answering to the word indeed, and
sometimes only as an expletive particle ; this is identical
with a phrase which is very much used by Irishmen as a

kind of exclamation, viz: mure (mushe,) which if properly
written makes m)4 1re e i. e. if is it, or, if so, and which
amounts to indeed, or to be sure.

There could not be a stronger confirmation of the cor
rectness of the view I have taken of the Eugubian Tables,
as to a knowledge of their contents being attainable only
through the medium of the Irish language, than the same
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peculiarities being discernible in both, a few of which I
have noted.

In many of these lines we find that only a single letter
is used for the word, as s for Jr, it is, which also happens
both in speaking and writing the vernacular, as ºr mat, for
Ir majö, it is good, and very often this verb is entirely
omitted in phrases, which, in the English and other
tongues, cannot be dispensed with, as, ca, what, b-ann),
name, orja, to thee, for ca or cat Trajnm ourg, what Is the

name to thee, i.e. “what is your name #" ca flojñeat ouc,
what is your surname 8 &c.
As to the commutation of vowels, one for the other, any

one acquainted with the ancient Irish MSS. will admit that
I have taken far less liberty in that point than many writers
of the last two centuries, especially those of the southern
portion of the kingdom. The general acceptation of this
rule at present, is that one broad vowel may be substituted
for another, and one slender vowel for the other; but we

even find a broad vowel supplied by a slender one, and vice
versa, as ro, this, is often written r1; to this may be opposed
that it only occurs when post-fixed to words whose cha
racteristic or last vowel is small, and therefore in confor

mity with the rule, “slender with slender, &c.” but such is
not the fact, for it is distinctly so used, and is also written
reo in some of our oldest MSS. and by the omission of
either vowel, may have been originally indifferently written
Te and ro.

The article in the singular number is often written 4 in
stead of am, which is also the case in the vernacular, as may
be seen in the original translation of the Bible into Irish,
and in Dr. Richardson's edition of the Book of Common

Prayer in the Irish.

In the last phrase of No. 15, and fourth phrase of 16,
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and first and second last of 17, &c. of Table II. there is to
be found one of the most marked peculiarities of the Irish

language, viz.-that all nouns of the masculine gender
beginning with vowels, will, when the article precedes
them, have a prefixed to the noun, as in this instance where
the c is prefixed to 4m, time, or then, which is so influenced
by the preceding article 4n, the. This distinction of the
gender is considered by our grammarians, to be a great
nicety in the language, and is of so great antiquity as
regards this word, that a has become its radical letter, and
is, in fact, so written in our dictionaries, but certainly most
erroneously. Another instance of the prefixed a becoming
the radical letter by long usage, is found in the phrase an oe,
the person, which when analyzed, reads an é, the he, namely,
the article and pronoun; and when this phrase is written in
the usual manner an o-é, it is translated he that, or the per
son. There may be instances in which can is written un

preceded by the article; but the influence of the article,
though unexpressed on the primary letters of nouns, is of
very frequent occurrence in the Irish language.
At line 28, Table II, we have another remarkable exam

ple of the peculiarities of the Irish language, viz. one of
our adverbial phrases, being a combination of two or more
particles, which sometimes, in the combination of two
words or particles, consist of the union of two letters, one

from each of the two original particles or words they
represent, as is the case in this instance, namely, or,
because, which, reduced to its originals, makes ra (or o as
it is often written), from or by, and Ir, it is—i.e. by (cause)
it is, or because. Such also is the case with the Hebrew,
where we have frequently only one letter for a word in com
pounds,

-

At line 14, last phrase of Table VII. the word for a
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wing is written jo, but as it is written with an e in the

dictionaries, I have added that letter in compliance
with modern usage, though perfectly satisfied that the
original root in the Irish was jo. This is satisfactorily
proved by the use made of e final (or postfixed e) by
the modern poets and also some modern prose writers,
among whom may be ranked Donlevy, the author of a
catechism in Irish and English, in which we find this vowel
frequently and unnecessarily used.
If we look to the printed dictionaries, there we find a
number of words, consisting of one, two, and three letters,
which must be considered as primitive, and still have
been inserted in those dictionaries as genuine Irish,
although, unfortunately, the compilers have neglected to
mention their authorities; and if a sentence be formed

of these obsolete monosyllabic words, the translation in
English making good sense, the original, if read to the
best Irish scholar of the day, will appear to him an
unknown tongue. Moreover, if a verbatim translation in
English be given in the order of any other language,
particularly of its idioms, such an English translation will
not read smooth, nor make the best sense, until reduced to

its English idiomatic construction.
(Table I. line 5.) One of the greatest peculiarities of
the Irish language is the compounding of the pronouns
and prepositions; which, when united, are so much
changed, as in some instances to be scarcely trace
able to their originals; and in this instance we have a
striking example, viz. the word Fon), which is compounded
of £401, Yu or fo, under, and am), us.

-

(Table I. No. 11.) There are many particles in the

Irish, whose original application has been long disused,
except in connection with other words as suffixes and
F
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affixes, of which we have a proof at line 5, in the word
at, likewise, which in the Irish is used as a reiterative
particle, as, 4t rmgrajneat, after-thought ; at $464, a
re-taking ; which in substance are the same.
(Table I. No. 11.) It has been for a long time a
matter of dispute, whether the Irish word aban, a river,
was originally written with a b, or, in conformity with the
Latin, with an n, ; but here we have a proof that the
former was the true spelling, which is also borne out by
our ancient MSS.

It is very questionable, if m, which is doubled in many
Irish words, has been so used in the earliest MSS.
for in byn, a head, or headland, at line 3, it is written

single. The probability is, that in compliance with the
sound in speech of this letter in certain words, in some
provincial districts, writers may have thought it necessary
to double the 17, to represent that peculiar sound. We
have a strong proof of this in the pronunciation of this
word byń by a Munsterman, which is equal to bing,
while in Connaught you can scarcely distinguish the sound
of this character from that of n single. Double letters,
whether vowels or consonants, were not used in the earlier

ages of writing.

The interrogative particles of the Irish language are
always so used in connection with nouns and verbs, to

which they are prefixed, but disconnected they bear other
meanings, and sometimes an affirmative sense; of this we
have an example in c.4, when.
(Table I. Line 15.) In the second last line we have the
adjective good written ma, which is the oldest form of it in

the Irish; at present it is written majë, which in Connaught
is pronounced as if written majch, guttural, while in Mun
ster it is pronounced mah, the exact sound of the example
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in the Table; indeed, it would appear that the ancient

Irish writers, like those of the Eugubian Tables, made
but very little use, if any, of diphthongs and triphthongs,
for we often find, in the more ancient MSS. a diphthong
used where modern writers are in the habit of writing a

triphthong, and a single vowel where they use a diphthong.
(Table I. Line 15.) In the last line the particle for and
is wr, which is also so used in Irish; but some modern

writers are of opinion that this is only an abbreviation for
45rr, This certainly cannot be the fact, for 45 is a prepo
sition meaning at or by, which must have been prefixed to
the particle r", to which the ancients applied a meaning
somewhat equivalent to our and.
(Table I. No. 16.) In line 5, the word for cause,
means, is F4, which the compiler of one dictionary states
has been improperly used for fat; ; but it is well known
and admitted, that & pointed, which has the sound of h,
is postfixed to words ending with vowels, in order to
give the vowel a stronger sound, as must have been the
case with this word.

In the third line of the same number, the word raon,

free, may be also written with 4e, instead of 40. Indeed,
in the more ancient MSS. 4e is more generally used,
and has the sound of é long, especially in the south of

Ireland; it is therefore very admissible that the original
writing of this word was rén, as written in the Etruscan.
In Connaught they sound the diphthong 40 like ee, i. e.
giving a more lengthened and slender sound to the ori
ginal é.
(Table I. No. 16.) In the second line the word
used for voyage is orn, which is now obsolete; but
that in common use is ornrr, i. e. Yr added to the mono
syllabic primitive crn. This shews that the ancient
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Irish applied a distinct meaning to the word ºr, possibly a
similar meaning to that of orn; and as the Irish language
abounds with compounded synonyms to express the ideas of
our poets more forcibly, such as bröbeo, life living, i. e. ever
lasting, it is evident that in the course of time critry su
perseded the use of the primitive orn.
(Table I. No. 18, line 1.) The word for increasing is
here written with co, which is also written with one G.; but

it would appear that the improvers of the ancient Irish lan

guage made it a point to distinguish such words as were
similarly written, but which bore different meanings, by
doubling a letter in one and writing the other single, such
as am, the, and 41), in, while both these are written ji) and
jno in ancient Irish MSS.

(Table I. Line 4,) The word Yelc, light, is quoted in the
dictionary from a work entitled caſm bo crajlºne, or the
Cattle Prey of Cuailgne, an ancient territory in the
county of Louth. This work was composed about the
fifth century, and refers to a portion of history which
took place at the commencement of the Christian era ;
there are copies of it extant, written on vellum in the
ninth century. The word Yejc, or rejč, light or vision, is
from the same root as Yejc, the second person singular,
imperative mood of the verb to see, in which person and
mood we find the root of every verb in the Irish language.
We also have Feró, see, or behold, which in old MSS. is

written rec from which primitive root all the other forms
are derived, and which agrees with that in the Eugubian
Tables.

(Table I. No. 19) In the third last line the word for cer
tain is written Fjon, the principal part of the sound being
conveyed by 1. This word is also written Fin, which it is

stated in the dictionary, is put for Fjor, but this is erro
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neous, for Fjn is the primitive root and not that which is

written with the diphthong.
(Table I. No. 20.) The word mo, then, is now quite ob
solete, and its explanation ono, as found in our glossaries, is
also obsolete, except to such Irish scholars as are in the
habit of reading ancient Irish MSS.
In the third last line of the same No. the word for day
is Irè, which is so written in the dictionary, but the * is a
mere addition, without sound, and forms no part of the
primitive, which must have been Jr, as written in the

Table; for in hundreds of words we find the tº similarly
used, and without bearing any part of the sound of the
syllable in which it is, except this, that in some pro
vinces it shews that the preceding vowel, or vowels, have
a particular sound from that of other positions in which
they are used, and in the south of Ireland the writers of the

language frequently omit this letter in those words, as we
find in the dictionaries where the same word is written with
and without the 35; 4nſuś, to day, is still in common use.
(Table I. No. 24, line 5.) The word pond, a port, or

harbour, has been considered by many to have been intro
duced into the Irish vocabulary from the Latin; but we
find this word used in one of Amergin's Poems, a com
position in the Irish language several centuries before the
Christian era, which proves that the Latin word has been
derived from the same source with that of the Irish.

(Table I. No 25.) In line three, the word for now is
amom. This word is indifferently written amojr, 4 mojrand
mor, which last form, it is stated in the dictionaries, is only
put for amojr. This is one of those adverbial phrases so

peculiar to the Irish language, and is compounded of 4m,
the, the article, and or, a cessation, stop, or punctum of time,

namely, the point of time, or now.
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In line 6 of the same No. we have br, was, the preter
indicative of the defective verb m, is, which by most

grammarians is made to form a part of the verb neuter
substantive b1, be thou, &c. but this is erroneous, for they
are two distinct verbs. Some grammarians have written
this word brē, but in doing so they had no positive

authority to support that form, because tº is in this case a
mere unauthorised postfix, as before stated, such as it is
used in bjëſm, I am, the present indicatlve of bí, simply for
the purpose of shewing the division of the two syllables,
for 1m is the synthetic form of the first person present tense
added to the root b1, and which form is fully borne out by
the 'Tables to be correct. This tense is also written ba, and

has sometimes a future signification as well as another
form of the same verb, viz.: 4b, which answers to either

the present or future tense. See an example of ba, will be,
at No. 32, line 3, and many others.
(Table I. No. 41, line 1, lar, light.) The word for light
is variously written in our MSS. as lér, levr, léar, leor,
lar, &c. all apparently being derived from lar, the root of
the verb to light, illuminate, &c. Those forms written
with diphthongs are the manufacture of the poets to suit
their verses, in lengthening the feet of the metre by poetic
liberty. The roots of this word are 14, day, Jr, it is.
(Table I, No. 43.) The word fr, under, occurs twice in
this No.; we also meet with it written F4, in which two

forms, we have it in our dictionaries; as to the forms Fal
and £40, they must be of a modern introduction.
(Table I. No. 49.) In the last line of this and in the
first of 50, we have the word ceam, a head, written
with a single m, whereas, in the Irish dictionaries we have
it with a double iſ, which certainly was not the original cha

racter used, concerning which, see note on No. 18, line 1. .
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(Table I. No. 71, line 3, cruc, the end.) Some Irish
writers are of opinion that this is an inflected or oblique .
form of crºſoč, which they assert is the nominative; however,
it is more reasonable to suppose that the former is the pri
mitive root of this word, and not that which is written

with a diphthong. The genitive or possessive form of this
word is cnice, being the addition of e postfixed to the root,
and which e must have an additional meaning attached to
it, probably of.
(Table II. No 7. line 6.) The word for hill is cnoc, which
word alone is sufficient evidence that the language of the
Eugubian Tables is the same as the Irish, for in no other
language do we find this primitive word, which in its con

struction is similar to the unpointed Hebrew; the word
knock so generally used throughout the kingdom is a
corruption of this.

The preposition 45, at, by, or with, is always written with
c in the first five tables: the manner also of writing it in
ancient Irish MSS.

(Table II. No. 57, line 3.) The word for knowledge is Fir,

which, in the modern language, is written more generally
Fjor, but the form here used is the primitive; we find it so
written in our ancient MSS.

(Table II. No. 71.) In a former note is pointed out
a peculiarity of the Irish language, in the influence of the
article on the radical letter of substantives, distinguish
ing their genders, and in the same is stated, that it also
shewed the gender of the pronoun by prefixing a to that of
the masculine; but this nice grammatical distinction was not
generally observed in the original language, as we find an
instance in this line, nor was the article always written
before the object as it is now written in the modern tongue,
for we meet with many instances to the contrary in these
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Tables; see No. 73, line 4; and it sometimes occurs unac

companied directly by either noun or pronoun.
(Table III.) The word for point of land used at No 1,
line I, is roc, which literally means a snout. That the Irish
were very fond of using fanciful and figurative expressions
to convey their ideas of actions and objects appears in the
ancient MSS. which abound with such sayings; as for
instance, a hero obtains the epithet of a lion in strength,
a tiger in fierceness, a bear in prowess, a wolf in rapacity,
&c. and by the historians we are informed that Ireland, on
the approach of the Milesians, appeared to them like a pig's
back. These distinguishing names of different headlands,
promontories, &c. are most scrupulously observed by the
Irish of the present day, who still retain the names of
townlands and territories that were imposed on them
upwards of two thousand years ago. As to the accounts

written of battles, the language used in them is extra
vagant in the extreme ; in the description of a single act,
it often happens that ten or a dozen adjectives are
strung together to qualify it. At No. 3, line 1, we have
another of these terms (nor) for a promonotory, but of
a different description to those others, for this means a
certain portion or tongue of land jutting into the ocean,

such as the Rosses in the county Donegal, and the barony
of Irrus, in the county Mayo, which means the Western
Ross, i.e., 14ſt nor or nyºr
(Table III. No. 16, line 1.) The word here used for the
left hand, shews its Druidic origin, as well as cear the right

hand, for the signification of cle is evil or bad, namely, that
the omen appearing on that side of the Druid, was bad or
denoted evil.

(Table III. No. 19, line 4.)

-

The word for new is tyr,

which in the dictionaries is written mrat and praś, but the
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form here used is the original, and is so used in ancient
MSS. it is also its general pronunciation in Connaught, but
in Munster it is pronounced mo, in which form it appears at
No. 25, last line.

(Table III. No. 29, line 3.) The word for a ship is 1.4eb,
from which, or at least from the same root, the Latin navis
is derived.

(Table III. Note, No. 7 and 8, &c.) It has been stated

by some Irish writers, that, as in the Hebrew language,
the letters of the alphabet, were the numerals used by the
ancient Irish.

In the MSS. I have examined, I could

find no authority for this assertion; in the most ancient
of them we find wherever enumeration takes place, the
characters used are similar to those in the Eugubian Tables,
and which have been proved by the late learned Dr.
O'Connor, to be distinctly Irish: on this subject there
could be no better authority.
(Table III. Note, No. 10.) The word bel, a mouth, has

been figuratively used by the Irish to denote the entrance
to a harbour or the mouth of an inlet of the sea, and is of

very great antiquity as so used; for instance Belfast, and all
such names as begin with Bel along the coast or the en
trances of harbours, are so derived; it is also applied to the
entrances of fords across rivers, as bel-at-clj4t, i. e. the

entrance (or mouth) of the ford of hurdles, viz.: the ancient
name of Dublin.

The word given in the Tables for easy is for, which
is now used as the comparative and superlative forms of
frar, easy, although some modern writers have made Frra
or Fora the positive form, and it appears correctly so, as we

find by the primitive here written, which is the same except
the postfixed 4, added, perhaps, in accommodation to
rhyme.
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(Table VI. No. 41, line 2.) The word bruač, ever, has been
frequently written, by various writers, bnat, in conformity

with the opinion that it means the day of final judgment,
and is therefore of Christian origin; but the word is uni
versally pronounced bilač, and has been so written by very
eminent Irish writers, among whom were the translators of
the Bible. The word thus written does not mean judgment,
nor even that written with 8, and we may therefore con
clude that it has nothing to do with Christianity; brier8 is
the word for judge and judgment, according to Cormac's
glossary.
(Table VI. No. 78.) The word mſl, a thousand, which in
the modern Irish is written mile, may be considered to have
been introduced into the Irish from the Latin mille, but
we meet with the word in the oldest MSS. and used in con

nection with Druidic computations; it is also used in the
scale of admeasurements found in the books of Leacan and

Ballymote, most of the terms in which are now obsolete,
and bear internal evidence of being of pagan origin.
The word 1, an island, so often occurring in these plates,
is rather obsolete, although Irish scholars are very well
acquainted with it, in treating of Island of Collum Kille,
or the island of Iona, one of the Hebrides, to which that
Irish saint retired in the beginning of the sixth century, at

which period this word was in general use, both in this
country and in Scotland; the term at present known among
the Irish is jnr., from which the word Inch, as applied to

various places throughout the kingdom, is derived.
The names of islands in the British sea are very com
mon with this termination; Anglesey, an 5lar 1, the grey
island; Jersey, 141 ºr 1, the farther island; Guernsey, 54n
4n Jr 1, the near island, &c.

The most ancient compositions in the Irish language,
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exhibit its monosyllabic character in a most remarkable
manner, and shew the strong affinity, if not identity, of
our oldest Iberno-Celtic with the Etruscan, at the same

time they exhibit the wretched attempts at translation
or explanations of the old Irish MSS. by most of the
Irish scholars of the last two centuries. Well might old
Geoffry Keating complain of the incapacity of the scholars
and scribes of his day; who, he says, knew but little
of what they were copying, and by their blunders ren
dered much good writing obscure and ridiculous.

AMERGIN:

The most ancient compositions in the Irish language, are
four poems attributed to Amergin, or Ammuirgan, who is
said to have been son of Milespan, or Milesius, as he is
more generally styled, giving the name a Latin termination.
He was brother to Heber, Heremon, Ir, and the other

brethren, the chiefs of the colony of Celts, who are said
to have conquered Ireland, near ten centuries before the
Christian era.

These poems are found in the books of Leacan, Bally
mote, and the book of Conquests, copied from more ancient
MSS. now lost, or, if existing, unknown.

In all these

books the glosses, or scholia, are various and extended, each
scholiast endeavouring to make out a meaning, but all have
been singularly unfortunate. They have not been able
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to give a rational rendering of sense, and have perverted
the whole so much as to render them ridiculous and con

temptible, as has been the case with most of the translations

from the ancient Irish, producing feelings of little respect,
if not of derision, in the learned of other nations, for Irish
literature.

The Irish writers for the last two centuries

have certainly obscured the dignity and beauty of their
ancient literature by puerile conceits and absurd attempts
at translation.

Some have declared these poems of Amergin to be mere
jargon without meaning, a kind of Fee Faw Fum ; others,

that one of these poems, the second on our list, beginning,
“Fion con 4c ca,” was a judgment of Amergin between the
Tuath de Danans and their Milesian invaders, on the

modest proposal of the former, that the latter, having taken
them by surprize, should go a certain distance to sea, so as
to give them an opportunity of exercising their magic
against them, and fighting them on more equal terms.
The name of Amergin may be imaginary, and the title of
the first poem mistaken for the name of the poet. 2(n)
njuſt 5am meaning nothing more than the wide or ea:tended ocean sea. One of these poems is an account of
the passage of a ship across the Bay of Biscay to Ireland,
being as it were an Irish account of the event celebrated
in the Eugubian Tables.
The language of these poems bears a most striking and
extraordinary resemblance to that of the Etruscan Tables.
It is monosyllabic, many of the expressions are the same,
and the style of the whole is very like. There can be no
doubt of their very remote antiquity, being handed down
by successive transcribers for centuries, who, ignorant of
their meaning, had no motive for deception; they transcribed
them from more ancient copies to preserve them as ancient
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monuments of their country, admitting their incapability
to develop their meaning. They have been nearly as
much a sealed book as the Eugubian Tables.

Our readers may now form a just estimate of the
identity of the ancient Iberno-Celtic with the Etruscan of
the Tables of Gubbio, and satisfy themselves from these
translations, that the comparison made between them, is
not a credulous, nor over-stretched effort of imagination,
but that the author may reasonably demand the judgment
of the learned and the public, affirming the identity of
the Celtic and Etruscan tongues, which to him appears
established by irresistible evidence.
The original monosyllabic character of the ancient Irish
is fully exhibited in all the earlier compositions in the
language, in the following poems ascribed to Amergin, and
that of Lughaidh mac Ith, who is said to have been his con
temporary; it appears, also, that in all these compositions,
the u is put where the o appears in modern writing, which
last had no place in the old Etruscan alphabet, and again
the c appears instead of the 5, which also was unknown to
the older Etruscan. O'Reilly has given this poem of Lug
haidh’s in the dictionary, under the word 41mböeač, but his
version differs much from other copies.

In order that the comparison may be made with more
ease, literal translations of Amergin's Poems, in the follow

ing pages, are placed in the pages opposite the Irish origi
nals.
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Amergin's First Poem.
?lm, myrin 541).
1 2n, 34.0% jn myujit
2 am, coff one 40 G41)
3 am, prajn, njan 4
4 4m) can, re Gjil

5 am, rec part 411
6 4m) ceaſt 511eſne
7 a.m.) ceam lº bá

8 am, Guſt 45 411 54el
9
10
11
12

am)
am)
am,
4m)

eo 11) ljno jb
loc 1 m/415
bit/3 car, 4.
ca la poob

18 Feaſt ar reach G4
14
15
16
17
18

am) cae cel brf
co chjno coo tyr
co, che mod 5ler)
cloch aſ rlebe
c14 or 1 ly job

19 ºn each 5nejn 1 r
20 c14 reacht, r1 echo
21 rio 3an ecc la
22 cyr non co 5411
23 ear ra irc cy

24
25
26
27

c14 be 114 4 br
an o oſs Ce4t C41)
c14 by an deat;
ſua Ach G1 by oe

28 c1 4 co ear)

29 c14 ce. 4 ºcealb ºr
30 feat Ila an oſono
31 on oſono 4 1 ler

32 ceam ca of cean Guat láčo 40
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Translation of First Poem.
The Wide Ocean Sea.

Ocean sea is tempestuous
ocean's waves are also everlasting
ocean's tides swell and roar
ocean surrounds this earth

ocean's rocks pierce the surface
ocean is wonderful as the sun

ocean will ever be the chief of waters

ocean's voyages are steered by the Gael
ocean's shores abound in salmon

ocean is a lake plain

ocean's power is glorious
ocean which is this day known
to man it is indeed by voyages

ocean has a good surface and
by our people then is covered
on which then also steering

by the guidance of the rocky mountains
where there is knowledge of water and the ridges
and at length protection in the sun's absence
what from this with her great deed
but peace, with or without day

-

where it is over, to it near
a torrent stream of water what

27
28

.

how by night the going was
steering from coming in quick time
how was steering swiftly
going with to that being day
how the going to as a sea bird

29

how by day on the surface and

30

the power of going so safely
pleasant safety in the light
to the head indeed without light, to the head north reckoning

31
32

also
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33
34
35
36
37

ca 1 ler Fool, aſll co blach
cach 41m aſlle 411 Jr. oe
F) ear con, ear cean de
cean de 340t.
4m, 540% jn myrjit

The Second Poem, called by the Irish Writers, Amergin's
Decision between the Milesians and Tuath de Danans.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Fjon Gori ac G4 cyjn 1 pe
caſt 1,401b Garyo myrn 5lar a
mb|105) man ab ofb crn) ačo G4
claſſ can cymb 4 Jan lji) cat,
con ceano 41m) orjn 1 oe cine
Gori 4c o4 m) an O chall 4 jo
oan 4 Joceano m)an 4 & ann”
Jijo 4m, 4 jo
Jr) m)4 411 be 4 J11 Fitjb.
Fjit Con 4c oa

The Third Poem, called The Poem composed at Sea by
Amergin.
1 21jl 1 r 14th men eno
2 en m)4é myrjn myo &rch
3 41%; 4c rljab rheat, 4&
4
5
6
7

rite48 ac coyll cloch oé
c10ol, 4b ear 4c
ear 4c loch ljom maſt
ljno man Con Gjob ſta

* Carnesoire Point, in the County of Wexford.
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33 well in the light known all the journey easy
84 each year's journey always it is by day

35 from danger it is protection to the torrent's head it is
36 the head it is windy.

-

-

87 ocean's sea tempestuous—

Translation of Second Poem.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

True voyage by it is on the waves by day
long did the ship continue on the green waters
anxiously considering our situation protected by law it is
the crew a long way swiftly to the west sea contended
keeping right in the ocean's waves to the ridge of the land
the voyage with well as from the ridge of the Turn”
boldly the ridge right before the Turn
in the ocean the ridge
in well steering at night to the west Frith of the country
the true voyage is good

Translation of Third Poem.

1 Journey into the country from east by water
2 much in from the sea happy when

-

3 by the knowledge mountain streams with
4 streams by woods and refreshing showers
5 showers which swell the rivers which form cataracts
6 waterfalls which flow and fill the lakes therein

7 lakes sea heavyf from wells flowing
.* Carne.

f As deep as.

*
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8 Giop 114 crat, oen 415
9 4enaë 1115 de 4m, 114
10
11
12
13

ce. 4m, 41ſt Cop Grachač
crad 4 m/ſc myſl eac
m/ſle long ljb eaſtma
lb eann ano ent e

14 ano of clar oſée Gal
15
16
17
18
19
20

no 340t; no 54or ban bitear 1
ban braj 3m) be
at ba lean e
en e njon on Grr
en e bart 411 rjor
aſl. 1 r 14th men eno

Fourth Poem of Amergin—On the Fisheries.

1 Cach 41n 1411 on, co cyr Cal erc ji) jnbelt
41b
2 14ſc cach mºrjit myo ºach
3 on co majón) earc Jarc o

4 po chilji re ad 41b en
5 F4111111c c1 cituajö

6 caſr 41ſt Fjoij ce oa jb
º

7 14tc leadán 411 pond
8 ac layo Con, 11, 1]erc
9 Jarc ac rijujit
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8 wells flowing" for this happy country
9 hilly mountains extending to the ocean and extending
extending from ocean to ocean)
10 warm (along) the ocean east fruitful (along) the north
ll the country its inhabitants honey season
12 a thousand ships with you by skill
13 with you knowledge exalted great it (is)
14 high (or elevated) without drains, free of fogs
15 to go by wind to go skillfully it is the white headland
16 white are the waves in the night

(i. e.

-

17 also will be the sea

18 great it is before the shore first
19 much it sea journey hither
20 journey into the country from the east by water

Translation of Fourth Poem.

1 Each year in the distant west in the first months are fish in
the mouths of the rivers

2 Fish in each sea timely increasing

3 The land rivers (or waters) abound in fish
4 Likewise the swelling tides of the moon increase the waters
of the rivers

5
6
7
8

The seas though rough
Along the coast are smooth and the land is good
Salmon and broad flat fish are in the mouth of the ports
With situations at the mouths for fishing

9. This fish in éach sea.

* Spring.
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It is to be observed, that the last line in each of these

poems is a repetition of the first. This is a rule which
has prevailed among Irish poets for some centuries past;
and perhaps obtained, in the first instance, to mark the
end of one and the commencement of a new article, Irish
writers being very economical of their parchment, or other
costly material, on which they wrote, and seldom leaving
any portion of it unoccupied. Therefore these lines should
not be considered as part of the original poem.
It is also very probable that the four poems are but
a continuation of each other, and were originally but one
poem, or, perhaps, merely a portion of a longer and more
perfect one, descriptive of the first voyage to, and settle
-

ment of Ireland.

The copies in the Books of Leacan and Ballymote are
much less perfect than those of the Book of Conquests,
which has been on that account selected as the text for

our translation. The O'Clerys, who compiled the latter
from ancient MSS. were more learned and intelligent, and
appear to have been anxious to ascertain and preserve
the purity of the original, while the scribes of the Books
of Ballymote and Leacan, in many cases evidently did not
understand what they were copying; and the scholiasts,
in many of their glosses, make sad nonsense of their
explanations, of which the following are a few specimens.
In the first poem they make Amergin speak of himself:
“I am the wind at sea, i.e. in depth.

I am wind and sea in strength, or I am equal to a wind at
sea, in power, activity and ingenuity /

I am a stormy wave of the sea, i.e. in weight.
I am the roaring of the sea, i. e. in terror.
I am seven battalions, i. e. in strength and force.
I am an ox in strength, i.e. a bull.
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I am a bird of prey on a cliff, i. e. in cunning.
I am a ray of the sun, i.e. in clearness.
I am an intelligent navigator.
I am a fighting bear, i. e. in fierceness.
I am a salmon in a pool, i. e. in swiftness.

I am a lake on a pool, i. e. in extent, or great in magic!
I am an efficacious artist, i. e. in power.
I am a giant with a sharp sword, hewing down an army,
i. e. in taking vengeance,” &c. &c.

These blunders have arisen from giving the word am,
the ocean, the meaning of the English verb am. I find am
explained as 1r me, I am, in one modern glossary only, and
therein this poem is quoted as the only authority. In no
other Irish dictionary, glossary, or authority, have I met
with any as the first person of the auxiliary verb. It is
scarcely necessary to defend or even assert the rendering

above adopted—the sense of the whole carries conviction
with it, while it tends in a remarkable manner to identify
the Irish with the Etruscan.

-

The Poem of Lughaidh Mac Ith.
1 Sujo any runo or 11) on 4&C Ajmb Ce4é £114éd
2 Clujö poſt cet moſt 11, Geóo eco con, nuačo
3 2/jr mejo Am) oujö 40 bad beſt) Fj al 4 bajnm)
4 Frijr 1,140 near) or 511141, 5141)

5 Qt)on 11, rcal c111140 110m) clujm feaſin oa; 40
6 Fjon no reall pain bar co ruro.
Translation.

1 Sitting cheerfully and talking in our dwelling near the ocean
on a chilly day,

2 We were surprized at seeing something as large as our house
approaching,
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3 Struggling with death on the ocean and threatened with
destruction if they approached our rocky and dark
named shore at night,
4 The waves were strong and boisterous but the sun shone
bright,
5 Greatly did the heroes struggle and heroically did they con
tend,

6 Surely they shall not see the sun setting which they saw
arlse,

The translation of this fragment, by the Irish scholiasts,
is too absurd and ridiculous for insertion.

It must be admitted, that the specimens of ancient
Irish literature exhibited in the confusion and mist of

erroneous modern translations, justify, in a great measure,
the low estimation in which it is held by the learned of
other nations. We find, in a work published under
authority, the following given as a translation of an old
Irish poem:
-

1. AILEACH-FR, RIN PLAT of the king-rath royal of the world;
DUN, to which led horse-roads, through five ramparts ;
2. Many its houses, just its plunders, scarce its stores;
Lofty CAISLEN is AILEACH-FRIRIN RATH of the good man;
3. DUN, place of shelter of heroes, noble stone-house.
HILL, on which slept the DAGDA, red its flowers.
4. Delightful place is AILEACH-GABRAN, green its bushes,
SoD, under which placed the DAGDA the resting mound of
AEDH.

5. I relate to you the true DINSEANCHUs of AILEACH
Half of the world would not burn a house of its houses.—

Memoir of Londonderry, 223, 224.

The foregoing is an exact copy of the original, with the
capitals and Italics.
-

The following still richer specimen is the more remark
able, being found in an essay which obtained a gold medal
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from the Royal Irish Academy; on the presentation of
which the president complimented the author in an eulo
gistic address, afterwards published in the proceedings, in
which he said, that “from these translations full historic
certainty may be obtained respecting the ancient state of
Ireland.”

“Cuan O Lochain composed the following:—
“Gives beauty to the women,
Teamur without weakness after being erected
The daughter of Lughaigh received in her hand
A hill plain, which was sorrowful to a harlot.
The portion which the wife of Gede requested
Of her husband, I have heard

(Was) a fair coloured dingna of delightful ascent,
Which she was active and skilful in selecting
A habitation, which was a dun and a fastness,

Which was the glory of murs without demolition,
On which was the monument of Tea after her death
So that it was an addition to her dowry.
The humble Heremon had

A woman in beautiful confinement,
Who received from him any thing she wished for
He gave her whatever he promised her.”
Trans. Royal Irish Academy, xviii. p. 133.
No wonder that the learned of other countries should

be led to think lightly of the language and literature
of Ireland, when they are exhibited to them through
such a medium, and the accuracy of the representation
vouched for by such high authority.

EUGUB IAN TABLES.

CHAPTER IV.

HISTORY OF THE EUGUBIAN TABLES, AND A GENERAL
STATEMENT OF THEIR CONTENTS.

GUBBlo, or Ugubbio, is an episcopal city in the duchy of

Urbino, within the papal territory, in the delegation of
Ancona, containing a population of about 4000 souls, in
latitude 40° 30', north, longitude 13° 31', at the western

point of the Appenines, about ten British miles north of
Perugia. It was anciently called Eugubium or Inguvium.
Mrs. Hamilton Gray, in her account of the Papal Cities,
says, “Of these I place Gubbio first.
It is a beautiful
place, and ought to be included in every tour. Its ancient
name was Ikuvine, and it was much favoured by Rome
after it lost its liberty. It is an Umbrian city of untold
antiquity, and was conquered by the Etruscans about
one thousand years before the Christian era. There are
kept the famous Eugubian Tables found at La Scheggia, a
little to the north of the town, in A.D. 1444, close to the

temple of Jove Appeninus. They are tables of brass or
bronze engraved on both sides (?) with a long liturgy and
the names of places and deities, and references to land,
manners, and customs, which but for them would be un
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known. These Tables were seven in number, but only
six are preserved. One was sent to Venice to be trans
lated, before the conquest by Napoleon, and has never been
recovered.

It and the old Italian MSS. of the four gos

pels* are probably in some private collections. According
to Sir William Gell, eight of the inscriptions are in Um

brian, or Pelasgic, commonly called Etruscan, and four in
Latin characters.

In the latter which seem to be like the

other tables as to their contents, but somewhat modernized,
the letter o appears instead of v, and sometimes instead of
f. The g is also introduced, which was not used, as is
imagined, till about the year four hundred B.C. These in

the Umbrian character may be three hundred years older,
that is about the time of Romulus and Numa.

The lines

run from right to left. A slight alteration had taken place
in the language, when the tables in the Roman letters were
written.

“The archeological professors at Rome told me that the
language here called Umbrian was the Oscan, not identical
with the Etruscan, but as near to it as the Swedish is to

the German, and Portuguese to Spanish, perhaps, as near
as modern English is to that of Henry II. or nearer. The
third table is an edict for the feast called (“Plenarum
Urnarium,”) one of the oldest Latin tables is a prayer for
the agriculture of Ikuvium, after written IIovina ; or thus
ANIvvoir.

The Latin of these tables was not understood

in the days of Cicero or Livy.”
“The reader is probably aware, that among all the nations
of eastern origin, the ancient mode of writing public acts,
was on tables of stone or brass, and that such writings were
held sacred as laws, or records of history. Specimens may
* The first of all translations from the Greek, and the originals
quoted by the Latin fathers prior to Jerome.
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be seen in the Capital of the Consular times, which look as
fresh and as sharply engraved as if they had not been more
than a twelve months out of the workman's hands.

“The Cathedral of Gubbio, with one or two churches

containing excellent pictures, the duke's palace, the town

house and public library are particularly well worth notice.”
This account of these tables, given to Mrs. Gray by the
Italian savans, differs widely from the statements of their
own writers; even their number is inaccurate.

Mrs. Gray's volume is full of amusement and instruction;
the errors in it are not hers, but of those whose statements
and opinions she relates.

Mrs. Gray says the Tables are engraved on both sides, but
this would appear inconsistent with the account given by
Conciolus, who states that they were found fixed up against
the wall.

The statement that the city of Gubbio was called Icubi
ni, or IIovina, arose from these words occurring so often in
the Tables, and its having some similarity to the name
Iguvium, or Eugubium, but it is doubtful whether they
had any reference to the name of the city. It is, however,
possible the dedication of the temple to Minerva, and this
shout of Icubine, Icubini, Iovini, and eventually Io Paean,

may have had the influence of giving name to the temple
and the city. Antonius Conciolus states, in his description
of the city of Gubbio, that while certain excavations
were going on at a hill near the city, in the year 1444,
the workmen came in contact with buildings of compact
masonry, which on being cleared from the earth and
rubbish, exposed to view an ancient temple, or crypt, in
one of the chambers of which were found, fixed up against
* Mrs. Hamilton Gray's Tour to the Sepulchres of Etruria in 1839,

page 496, &c. &c.
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the wall, nine tables, or plates of ancient brass, or bronze,
covered with inscriptions in the Etruscan character and
language.
Of these tables, seven are still preserved in the museum
of Gubbio.

Two are said to have been sent to Venice in

1505, for the purpose of being interpreted, or translated.*
Of the seven tables now remaining at Gubbio, five are
written from right to left in the old Etruscan character,
and two from left to right in, what is now called, and has
ever been considered, the Roman character. Father Gori,
in his Museum Etruscum, calls the character in which the

two last are written the Pelasgic, by what authority it is
not easy to imagine. Müller calls it the Latin character.
Sanctes Marmochini, in the preface to his MSS. Dialogue,
page 16, on the back, says, that he saw five tables of brass
at Gubbio written in Etruscan characters, which he tran

scribed into his little book, but he takes no notice of the
two written in the Roman character, or of the eleven lines
in the same character added at the end of Table III.

probably he did not consider them Etruscan, being in the
Roman character.

James, the brother of Laelius Taurellus, says, “De Tabulis
Iguvii, sive Eugubii, in Theatro repertis,” that seven were
afterwards found written in Etruscan characters, to be
read, after the manner of the Hebrews and Chaldaeans,

from right to left, from whence Buonnarotti supposes, that
at that time, the two had not been sent to Venice, as

Conciolus had mentioned one hundred and thirty years
before in his statutes of Gubbio, first printed in 1673; this
* It would be of great importance to obtain copies, in facsimile, of
these two last named tables, as no doubt they contain further informa
tion, and probably are either a continuation of the subject of those at
Gubbio, or of some other equally interesting voyage or voyages.
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is, no doubt, an erroneous and loose statement, for had the
two tables not been sent to Venice, he would have stated
their number as nine.

Father Gori, in the prolegomena to his interpretation of
the second table, writes:—

“Of all monuments extant at this time, the Egyptian
excepted, the most ancient are the Eugubian Tables;
without doubt they are genuine, and the most cele
brated in the world, and now preserved in the museum
of Gubbio. They are seven in number, two written in
Pelasgic, and five in the Etruscan character.”
It appears to have been an established custom among
the Phoenician people to deposit in their temples ac
counts of their voyages for the information of succeeding
voyagers. Thus the Puni-Carthaginian account of the
voyage of Hanno was deposited in the temple of Cronos,
at Carthage. Whether it was inscribed upon brass plates,
or what other material, we are not told. The following in
troduction to that statement, gives us a good idea of the
nature of the maritime expeditions of this enterprizing
people.
“The voyage of Hanno, commander of the Carthaginians,
round the parts of Lybia, which lie beyond the Pillars of
Hercules, which he deposited in the temple (Cronos)
Saturn.

“It was decreed by the Carthaginians, that Hanno
should undertake a voyage beyond the pillars of Hercules,
and found Lybo-Phoenician cities. He sailed accordingly
with sixty ships of fifty oars each, and a body of men and
women, to the number of 30,000, and provisions and other
necessaries.”*
* Cory's Ancient Fragments of History, p. 203
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The Eugubian Tables were deposited in the temple at
Eugubium, in conformity with this rule or established
custom of the Punic people. Hanno was directed to found
Lybo-Phoenician, not Carthaginian cities, and the Eugubian
Tables are addressed to the Puni, not Etrusci.

The Eugubian Tables are above all suspicion; arguments
in support of their genuine character, are unnecessary.
They were published in Dempster's posthumous work, “De
Etruria Regali,” at Florence in the year 1723, a work in
two volumes, folio, under the patronage of Cosmo III.
Grand Duke of Tuscany, from Dempster's MSS. by
Thomas Coke, Esq. an English gentleman, with a dedi

cation by him to the Grand Duke.

Dempster was a

man of sound learning and indefatigable industry.

In the

Editor's address, “Ad Lectorem Humanissimum,” is a

long list of of his works.
In this work he recounts the opinions of his prede
*

cessors, and collects into one view all then known on

the subject of Etruscan antiquities and remains, but he
did not attempt a translation of the Eugubian Tables.
The copies are introduced into the first volume, in chapter
xx. The heading or argument of which is as follows:–
“Etrusca lingua, diversa a Latina Grecaque; lietrae Etruscae,
et inscriptiones, nonnullae quae non possunt intelligi;
vocabula ex ea varia, quo fonte ipsa Romana lingua
saape mutata.”
From which it is clear, he considered it at that

time impossible to translate the Etruscan inscriptions,

as the language differed altogether from the Greek and
Latin.”
* See Coke's Introduction, Demp. I .91, &c.

“Quum Dempsterus

in hoc capite de Tabulis Eugubinis mentionem fecerit, opera pretium
erit, ut eruditorum curiositate satisfiat, eas omnes in medium afferre,
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Finding in chapter xx. of Dempster's work, a mention
made of the Eugubian Tables; the editor. Mr. Coke, felt
great anxiety to obtain correct copies for insertion in the
work ; and he states, “to satisfy the curiosity of the
learned, he procured copies of them in fac-simile, carefully
corrected and examined with the originals, for though Ber
nardus Baldus has examined and made copies of those in
the Etruscan character, and Gruter of both, these copies
differed much from the originals, which might be seen by
comparing them with the copies he published, which in
every respect, except as to the size of the character,
were an exact copy of the originals, taken from the

tables themselves, which has been lent to him first by
Sebastian Pompilius Bonaventura, Bishop of Monte Fias
cone, and afterwards by Fabius Mancinforte, Archbishop

of Naples, at the time they were respectively Bishops of
Gubbio.” There can, therefore, be little doubt of the perfect
accuracy of these examples, from which those in this work
have been carefully copied.
It will be seen that there are several corrections of errors

in the tables themselves by obliterating letters and making
insertion of omissions, all which are accurately copied.
These corrections demonstrate the critical perfection and

accuracy of the language in orthography, and that it was
governed by fixed and certain rules.
archetypo similes diligenterque emendatas. Unam tantum Bernardinus
Baldus, binas Gruterus, quarum alteram Etruscis, alteram Latinis charac
teribus exaratas, edendas curarant; sed quantum a veris differant,

facile dignoscere poterunt qui nostras inspexerint; hae namque respon
dent in omnibus (preterquam in characterium magnitudine) formis
quibusdam, super iisdem Tabulis impressis, quas ad nos jamdiu trans
misit Illustrissimus ac Reverendissimus Dom, Sebastianus Pompilius
Bonaventuri, Montis Physconis Episcopus, novissime autem Illustrissi
mus et Reverendissimus Fabius Mancinforte, Archiepiscopus Neapoli
tamus, quiambo Eugubinam Ecclesiam jam gubernarunt.”—Dempsterus
Tom. I. 9].
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Father Antonio Francisco Gori, D. D. Professor of
History, at Florence, published a translation of the second
of these Tables. In his Museum Etruscum, (vol. I. Flo
rence, 1737,) appears a fac-simile plate of the second
Table, at page L.V. and his attempt at translation, which
is headed as follows:—

“Orthii Carminis Lamentabilis Etruscorum Antiquor
rum Interpretatio adjectis nostris.”
It is not necessary to remark upon this very learned
failure and waste of time.

The Abbate Luigi Lanzi, “Regio Antiquario dell’i er

Galleria di Fiorenza” in his “Saggio di Lingua Etrusca et di
altre Antiche D'Italia per servire alla storia de Popoli delle

Lingue e delle Belle Arte,” published several portions of
these tables, and attempted also to give a translation, alto
gether different from Gori and equally wide of the truth.
These Tables, being original inscriptions, may be con
sidered accurate representations of the ancient language ;
but the Punic passages, which appear in the Poenulus of
Plautus, have passed through the hands of so many tran
scribers, none of whom understood the meaning of a sen
tence, and are thereby so much corrupted and disfigured, as
to render them, as historical or philological testimony, of
very little value, and on which no reliance can be placed.
Doubtless, however, it is substantially the same as the
Etruscan, although not capable of demonstration, like the
Eugubian inscriptions, which, although of much higher
antiquity, and consequently of more simple construction of
language, can be treated of with certainty.
Many passages in these inscriptions, in the early exami

nation of them, were found so palpably Irish, such as
pond cob) to, being arrived in port, and can rim ad en,
beyond that also much, and many others, as to leave
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little doubt that the whole was of possible interpretation

by means of the Irish language, but the great labour of
the investigation, with the opposition and discouragement, :
before mentioned, thrown in the way, have frequently

produced uncertainty and despair of bringing it to a
successful issue.

The first five Tables being found upon the walls of the
temple, arranged as numbered, from I. to V. from left to

right, are so numbered in Dempster, but they ought, in
accordance with the Etruscan mode of writing, to have
been numbered from right to left. Thus the fifth as num
bered in Dempster, is in fact the first, and the others

follow in sequence, and are continuations of the narrative
of the preceding.
The sixth and seventh Tables being written in what has
always hitherto been considered the Roman character,
from left to right, has by some been supposed to be ancient
Latin, but the language is the same as the five others, as is
the matter, and they are a continuation and conclusion
of the same subject. The sixth Table commences rather
abruptly, and, therefore, it is possible, that the two missing

Tables, sent to Venice, come in between the fifth and sixth,
which would now make the sixth and seventh, the eight and
ninth Tables; this, however, is conjecture.
The Eugubian Tables, No. V. to I. treat of the discovery
of Ireland, which is attributed to the influence of Minerva,

or, as she is called in these inscriptions, Nerf, or Nerfe,

which was her true name, being the goddess of the
moon, the sea, and maritime enterprize, as well as of
wisdom. It is stated, that a Phoenician vessel proceeded
in a strong current along the coast of Spain, beyond
Cape Ortegal, then called the “Northern Headland of the

Ocean,” (on which it appears a fire beacon was kept burning
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for the benefit of mariners at night,) for twelve days,
in a direction due north, observed by the polar star,
when they saw land, and came to a point, which they
named Carna, or the Turn ; in another place it is called
Tus cer, or the first Turn, being the first deviation from the
direct northern track; they saw also a large black rock
in the middle of the sea. They went round this point
and got into smooth water, and were free from the heavy
seas and swells they had so long encountered. They called
this Car na ser tus cer, or the Free Turn of the first devia

tion, (can na raon our can.) That point of land bears the
name of Carnasoire Point, and the rock the Tuscar Rock.

The peninsula is now the parish of Carne, in the county
of Wexford; by Ptolemy it was called Sacrum Promonto
rium.

-

The mariners, having got into smooth water, proceeded
to examine the coast, and soon discovered the entrance into

the river Slaney, which they entered in safety. The flux
and reflux of the tides are described with extraordinary
accuracy—declared to be governed by a certain law,
and influenced by the moon. They dedicated the country
to Nerf by the guidance of whose wisdom they had
made the discovery; and it is worthy of remark, that
coins of bronze are still extant, evidently made to com
memorate this discovery, and, in the honour of the god
dess, with the inscription, |M|IV)ll, in Etruscan characters,
which will be found figured and described hereafter in the
chapter on the coins of the Phoenico-Etruscans.” The
word ICVBINI in the sixth and seventh Tables, written in
the Roman character (or later Etruscan) is IIovina, or

IIovine, and may be rendered 1 Jut be 1 ma, by wisdom night
* Plates, Coins, iii. iv. v.,
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and day in the ; from this the Io Pean of the Greeks and
Romans was no doubt derived: but of this more here

after, when the deities of the Phoenico-Etruscans are
considered.

The Tables then state, that mountains were seen to

the north of Carne. Some description is given of the
return to the Frith, as the Straits of Hercules are called,

and many curious particulars are adverted to, particularly
the advantage of keeping from the land, in deep water,
which is represented as entirely free from the danger of
shoals or rocks; that contrasted with the old method of
coasting, it was delightful; that the seamen were confident,
happy, and contented; that steering by the north star,
they were certain of arriving at Carne, and might be sure
they were right when they saw the rock in the sea.” That
this land was dedicated to Nerf, because it was the first
land discovered, and the introduction to other undiscovered

countries; and, that by her coercion and guidance, it was
found.

It was thus Ireland became a holy island, dedi

cated to the “illustrious holy one of the sea, the holy

guiding one of the sea, even Werf.” It is remarkable, that
the title, maon), given to Nerf, as the holy one, is the same

as that now given by the Irish to the Christian saints.
All the points and circumstances of this voyage are
marked out with extraordinary accuracy. Cape Ortegal
is called the three hills, the figure it exhibits from the sea,
and its name indicates that a watch-tower, or beacon, was

kept upon it—un, coast or shore, cº, house, cal, of
watching.
* The Tuscar.
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: 218 : «V+qā848 . Vida8: laliqāS : v.4AIzqād; voAzwām : 43+WA
V+438: RIY-VAVS): FIdiºt; RldR8: VI2RNdqV} : EWStMBſ1: 23°FRK35AR
1 VHSJRſm: VNRſm: VVMI2] : HVAV4 : RJXI8: RJGSV4t2: RIDQR : VNVR)
: 32A: 411 : Vºl 438 : MEſmV: R HRVA2A : R*HRVA2: RN}{2EIJ. VJ){S}RKTHMA(m 19
: VJ'HR)| : VHM.34ſſiR: BIDVI : E FMVS); N-Elż8: IWV 1: VWV23; ViºlatWR 20
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EUGU BIAN

TA bles.

: VWV23:VIQElli-fl:V4 HRQ8: BWI HAVA: 431RIVMVKi-31: HM)|R132:34)||R2 21
: VHSRS) ; 8RTV2: 8RISR8V2: Vi-SRS): R1V2:23 NºHA)| : Vi V8:3Aq34 22
NME HV2: RIVMEN1A: RQi-Rſm34)]: Vi-QA)| : Ald-2V41:23.IVAE J1A:2V438 23
: VHR}{I+2EI : Vºl.IV+(V1 : IMV1 : RIIQR i V-HIKE M ; Vºla 4 ; V 24
RqV13.4°FSR

: IWV1 : VI+ : VHRQV1BQi-SR : 2IIVM : VVMII : 8|dMA MI}.2V4 : VH
: VVIII : VITF

: H23438 : Eſm|IVM : EqV1 : Vi Q38 . 83-HS)348 : H]638 : V-FIE+ 26
: 8VQ-FRſ1HQ)|

: 23 NtA)| : VſmS)|M2431 : EſmVQ31 : Ald|#23] : V*@38 : NEſmV2 27
Rq83°F : HIV+

RJqG)V4+2:VH)|32V41:V4t Rſ.134)|: HVAV21:VHR)|32V41: 2V43 : ['H-4B H. 28
: VſmSIVM2434 : RIQE4ſmſ : VillVi QV1 : VJ'HA)| : V FIBJQA : HJ)||8 29
: Hºhºld=2R

: AE HMR-12: A1V2:VſmSIVM2434 : R4+WV2431WHE : VſmSIVM2431: HMGR)] 30
: VHR)||H2ED : Vſm SI.VM2431 : 23+38VI : 23 N)|23] : Vi ME}{34 31
: Vºi-RQV 13.4°FSR

IWRſm: 2V.4B :V41:31:V+2434 : R4+2V1 : A4V2: Vi Rºhl'HA-H2: Viºl:31QR 32
V}|EIV)|

A:8R-JIRJ)]: HIQ38;V+438: HVAV1:2V8l4R)|HQ : HIV+: VH: QRſmRMI12 33
:3+WVS): 3411A)| :V+438: MEſmV; V HAM2RV-FRM2:VN)1231:8R-FSE8WR 34
:2V438:VIQEII+R:VQ-FRQ8: HMIHAVA:"HQE4RIMVKi-31: Wi-R)||H2EIHIIVI 35
: VſmS)|M2434 : 2E NIIR N)|: HMV21: RIVMI12: FKE 1: VſſiCS)|W24B1:2IVA)IRIE2 36

: Vſm.SIM2431 : AſmRIMI12 : 2IW)|R132 : 23°FAM2A : BY-AM2 : 23 NXI2EI 37
V+R)||H2ED

:8MRſm: VſmSIM2434; IVA)|AIE2: EVAſmV; VHſmV; HMI42 : VHRQV1BQi-SR 38
: R2R3

: $3dR} : [M)|R132 : VVMII] : V)||R2A : VH-431V)| : AſmiR2A : Vit VI 39
-

: VſmSIM2431
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: HMV4 : VVAID : Vi-qE F : Vºl2]V)| : 2V43 : 33-#43S) : Eſm2V1 : 8V23 40
VH-93°F

: 23WV1 : 3811R)| : VHSJRſmV)| : 2A18A8V2 : 2RN)|18 : 2RNdCŞV4+2 41
: Vi Rºv 132
: Hi-li-A-H2 : VſmSIQA1ſ1H : VIWS)ſm2K13.1 : 23°FRſmV)| : 234)|A'FMR 42
: VVMV23 : V FSR8V2

. Vi V8 ; 2WH2NE1 : V)||R2R : NBi-R)| : V\V8 : V-HI Eqv1 43
23|Et3t-li-2IdEVIV23123d R2Vali-54°F232)| 44
: 2AII)|E} : Vi-31V : ſmV41R)| : ſml2: 2314V)|Et : 23.IVA : Eſm32 45
: Bi-RIqalli-R - HQ H : 3+HIQEII+A : Iłż : 2RIQE4ſmV 1: 2RIqamaS 46
BY-REQV}|Eqi-B ; Bi-RIBKV)| : EllMKBIRN) : H4+E : B ||VAQEIAJ) 47
E*RMHJR+: Hi-HIQE]E : 13.4°FE : Bi-RIQE]E 1: HVAR FA23.4°F3: 23 MA FA2 48
: EVAR}{23|V| : E H R132Vſm:34°F3 : 3+R132Vſm : 3+AVAE JAY-34 H.E. 49

: 3+RJB2R)|BI HQBi : Hi-HJB2R)|34+3 : 3+AJ32A)| : 2BWAA)123.IVIEq+3 '50
: #431 : 12: Vi-38 : 34°FR1 : HIVI : HMVſm"RV H3+ : EIWAVASSRQE4 51
: VIIKIR : Vi-RKIAM : HVA)IAJE2 : VH13] : BVi-31V : HM)|RJ32 : HM) 52
: IMV1 : }(|ES) : EVA)IRJE2: 3+383dR8 : BSSVQ : Vºl-ROAMV3 : V Hi-2V 53
R]32: 3W)| : R431: V44A)| : VH1ſmR: Idfl2: VHVARI : VH8VVMIIl Q3& 54
VT-4V 1: EKBV4238: Vi H1ſmA: Bjld : Vºt-RORM : V HIBIB : Vi-31V: BVI) 55
: VY-3dB2V41 ; 23.44A)| : V\} : Q384|13 : 3 N8R H : V H 438: 38|: VH-B 56
: Wi-Q38RT-38 : Rd1+2|J : R83ſm : 2i +VARIJ : VKPH.V.2431 : VH131QRE8] 57
Blt-43* : VY-438VVAID : H]:32: IJ2: 34 H.E : BWV 1: Wºłó38: HJE2II2 58
: VH438 : Fić'HV2343.j : V+438VQIMVSH2ID : V H 4384V-FV : H]32|J2 59

: 2VW38 : 38AM238 : BWV 1: Vitó38 : BWV 1: Vida8 : VJMAq+MAm 60
: Vſm.IVA2E1341 : Bóri-R43DV] : [d R2 : V HVARJ : V H2] : V H QV1V48R)| 61
: Vi-RGV1 : EKH-R : Vīrllyſ23123 N)|23] : Vſm|VA2E1 : R4+V2E13] 62
: VVMAQ : VH234 : V4'H2V1 : VJ)|23] : Vi Rºhl'HA-H2 : Vºl VH1'A 63
!M23.13WV : Vſm|Ví23.1 : VVAII : Vſm.IVA23.1 : IWV 1: Vſm : IV1231 64
: 23|QEGS)3VAV1 : V.K.S.VI] : VNH-II] : Vºl 3 F2V 43VVMB : Vſſ G5
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: 3+232BWV 1: HKºh R1BIVI : Vºl.232 : VJJI h : VSV43 : V6A8 66
: Vºl 38RS): V}|V| : Vi-23 : V H8RS) : EIJVMAſm : R*H384V 67
; Vi-232 : V48VI] : VN-HIV +23 : 383 + : EdR2 : 43+A1VI 68
: Vi-RKAVA : V48VI] : QB1VIIqi : Vºl 13+431VI : IQi : HJE8|H.QV4 69
: VIq3IIHRVQ-FR48 : HMI HAVA : QB1RIldVI] : 34°FR13]VI : V138 70
NE1RE1A : VH8RS): EğVE : BKi-23°F : VQi-R)||Q)| : 23METWR : EMV1 71
V+38AS)=St.V3 : 34+23+ : 23|IV+qV1318 : Vi-ME-FR : 383ſm : 2V 72
: VH38IV1V1 : Vi Hi-2V : VIIIQA : V Qi-A)||4}| 73
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'I' A B L E II.
called

IN

DEM. PST E R

THE

FO U RT H.

AS IN THE ORIGINAL BRONZE TABLE.

: 8VQVi : 8VJ H II : 834°F : GA84V8: 832]V:EVAV1: VIIV|: ſmV)|V}|V D
: 2AMIVII : 2R HVF

:

431WJTV4 : Vi R8 :

EſqW& : E HQRſm

: HVAlIV)||43.12^{-V+
: 43°FV)| : Vi MB-F2V : RIJKA : V-H8 : IWV4 : Vºta 8: HMK,38 : RIV+8)
: Vſm.IVA234

• TV4V} : TVN HII : 834+ : 231-H.34V)| : ſmV)|V)|VJ : 23JKA : 23.433A
Ed H+44VS)

: HMIJVII : 431RY-Vi : 2RMIIVII : 2A i-V-E : 434VN1V1 : Wi-138 : 18
: HIV+AI
: VVMII] : 214BS) : V FIBIQR ſili-IStME-F : Vºi-V13 F2V: RIT]4flVºi-383%|438
: 2143S)

: $RS)|1: 4R)|V}|VVMI : 2IIIQA : 231|QA : Vſm.IVA2431:83+V)| : V-HIE3: l'AV4
: H.2V8

: 8IIHE2IſmVi-Edſ!IES$ſl)[8] : 43°FMA : VVMV2E : )|EſmV23 : V43]2
-

: Vºhl=8 : VVMV2E : 83°F234 : Vi-QEIV)| :

: Vºhſil 4: Stſ.

wwasſadt

. E8VKEI

AIAWQE4: Wi-E : V*HRIQESSMA : 83IR:23|4ES); ſmV438A: ſmVN1V1:3WV 1 10
: )|EſmVME : V HRS): ſmV4'HA)|MEQ)| :2V+(VIV)| : EVAV4 : 8RIAMºtzV4: 8 1 I
: ſm3ſm|H(SR : 2VJ3+MB : 414 : HMV4 : V FWAB+WE : ſmEſmli-SR : Q11 12
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: HMIDV)| : Hi-V-I : 383 + : ſm RJ23't : ſm R84A1V-FRJ13+2 - )|EſmVM3 18
: V-H :=ſmVMV23:RJ)|BILIR:R3D: Vi R1811ſ1V)1:38VN)|EIIR:ſmä831A2 14
:23WABſm: HMV1:3+AdIV1V1: Vi-Vira 8RS-8R)|QEq: V\V-F3: V.H.RIVMI64 15
: V8|4} : 3+RVMIqAi-Ai-Vi : VſmRi-24Vi-B ; )|EſmVMB : ſm3ſmRIMVQ3)IA 16

: mamvw: mv)|EVARI: mamvw: mV)14ASAM: mv).24v; ; a HAMIqat

17

:3431: V4V : Viºla8: #23 : 293m : HV1 : VNV-FA-H4V4: 38AS): 211312 18
: H2E : 2GEſm

: VVARſ.1QR : )|EſmVME : V)123Vſſm (13+ : M343&R’t 2:2V+RIVMI41: HMV4 19
IWV 1: HKV1 : +3: 234V+ : Vi-341A : )|EſmVME : VVMIJV)| : Vſm.843°FR)| 20
V8E41ſmR

: 434VIIqt : 2VVMIIV)| : VHRH : )|3ſmVME : Vſm.IVA2434 : 2V 21
: V\}-S)341ſmR
: )|Eſſl VVME : 2VVMIIV)| : V HAY-3 : QB1VIIKIt : Vſm.IVA2E1 : QB1VIIK F 22
: V*H.VH-3 : Vſmld : REI : *i-VAVS) RQE : Vit-Vºl-3 : Vſmild : 2VHRIVMIQ1 23
: 2V HRIVMIQ4

: I HQRſm : 384EdV}|38:VIE1 : E +V : VQSV4: 8V41R : 8|4|+ : 343 NNMV8 24
: VIE8 : IMV1 : Vi MEF2V : VII]QR : VH8 : Eſm|Q38 : VIV+AJ 25
:23]KJR : 31ESR : Vſm.IVA2B4 : $30RN 26

: 3+4+2341 : Vi-38 : AI31: 3+V: R48V4 : R}lqV1 : H4+ : B : HIV[11v4

27

: VHWHi-2V : VIIKIA : Viºl:38: AIRQ31 : 23|{{IRſm : 384Ed : 31843d 28

vitas: IMV1 : V8SA : Voith : V+3] : V\}{231 : Viºla : 84)IA2 : 11A)
: 2BIQR

29

431BQA : Vſm|W23.1 : $3d Ai 30

:23|{Rſ1:384Ed: EISQEd: 32V-F : VH!38: 8AN HII: 834 h; Bi-R2: R4t 31
: Vſm.IVA2E1 : Städſłºk. : V FE.8 : IWAV1 : Vºl-3-H2V : VIIJKR : Vºl 138 : HIRQE.1 32

: 8V41R : HSV1 : VH-3GA)| : 2VdVMI HQV1 : HVAV4 : 23JKA : 4313 QR 33
; V4t2V1 : +2VQ3t ; 2W43 : 31R : Aq3} : 2V.4B : EğV1 : +WBQV)|R8 34
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TA bles.

: AIAI8|4V)|: Hi-S)R2: RQi : HME: AQHT : 2V 43 : EſmAVMITV4 : VH-AI834V)| 35
: 34)|A : HVAR : Vi-4EIV)| : V4°F2V1 : EſmRMITV4 : VVME : RqE F : 2V.4B 36
: VHI : VJ)|23] : Vi-IR : HQ)||R2 : 11A)| : VVM3 : Vſm|M231 : E FRſ.1V)| 37
: WWE : Vſm.IVM231 : Hi-RſmV)| : HQ)|Ri-VAR : Vi-43-IV)| : EſmRi-H2 : VVMH 38
: VVMV2E
: H2V8 : V FIFQV1 39

; VlazV+: aq)IAqā1:8)|ail: +2V8Aqat-fl:VS1V1: 3WA1: VI+qatzV140
: VHVH2V} : 8VF : V FRIVMI41 : QVH-4383A : BVMſmV)| : 434V2 41
: R)|BI|8RE : Vi-Vºl-RS) : QRIVMEſmO32VQV8 : RQ-FVS) 42
: Wi-Fi-2V : VIIqA : BIIVE2Vi : VH-38 : EIWV&E)|A : 34°F 43
: 231QR : E 139A : Vſm.IVA231stEd Riº + VH-38RIRQE4 : Vºi-B8IVAV4 44
: 2313 HºH 21 FIF2IdIVIV2E12: HIA2V : EIH. : EQN2HD) 45

: vihāva i zai RiqāšWA : 2a1a : mV.).2431; atza 46
: 2BWARN1BQi : 2BO3].341 : 2ERVM2V1 : 2EIRMQB1 47
: Vºl VA3+2VRIIQR i Vºl 28 : 8V834°F : |IV1HQ)| : EIVI 48

: IMV1143S : VMI1; 214BS : Vilas : awlqā8RIV+A1 49
: ſmWJE2 : WHIE8 : RMIJV)| : 431RHVH : V1218: 431|Q)|V 50
; 2BIKIR2E13SAVſm|M231 : 83°FV), 51

: VH138 : 8RIſmV)| : 8|2834+ : 23MRN434 h : 2B4EI2W4 52
: HVIIIV)|| : QB1RTEVF : V1218 : QE4|Q)|V : B |IVI : 383Kºh 53
: VH8|MV1 : VHMH-F2VAljQR : VHſmV2A1V2 54

: zañaqahāqā : vſmlwca183+VM 55
| I]

VARK)| : E HQAſm : VHS : 8V8E4+ : 2B)|AVM323i : 23:43.1341 56
Vi-WEN2V : VII]QA : HMIIV)| : 431R HVH : VI218 : 31|Q)|V : V H8 57
* In these two places letters are obliterated, to correct the writing in the
original plate.
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: Vſm.IV1231 : 83°FV)| : Vi H8|MV1 : VH8 : BMI438A DV+A2 58
: 23 JKA : 231QR

59

: ViºS : 8VIN38 : 81.2 : 834t : 2B)|AVM323+ : 234322VI] 60
: RMITV)| : 431Ri-Vi : VI218 : 431|Q)|V : IdflzE218 6I
: A83ſm : Vi MHi-2V : VIIJKR : Vi-ſmV2 : R1V2 : VHE8 : IWV4 62
: Vºl 38 : VI218 : 431|Q)|V : Vtº 8 : |IVII8 : Vi Hi-2V : Adli-2BI 63
: 8RQ-FE : 8RT-I HQV1 : 8R4'HE : 834)||R2 : 8R-FIHQV4 : q14R)] 64

: zaiqa; 2a1aqā; vmilwaaq : 85th): AMI-IV)| : 4318ivt. 834)|R2

65

BMV18VD : V H8 : 8VSBNR)| : 8V8 : 83.4°F : 23IIS)3] : 234321341 66
: AMIDV)| : 431Ri-VH : VI218 : 43414)IV : |IV1R4)] 67
: IMV4 : IQBGS) : VMII : IQBGS) : Vºl 38: EMI438: RIV+RJ 68
: 2BIKIA : 231.3%R : Vſm.IVA23.1 : 83°FV)| : Vi MB-F2V : VIIQA 69
: BIDVI : H483°F : VH8: 8RMITRS): 834 h : 2EIIS)3]: 234312V1

70

:834ES$ : VH8; HMRI2R: Eh2V4 : RMIIV)| : 431A HVH : V1218: 431|4)IV 71
: Vºl E8

ſm|VA234 : $3dfli : VH8|MV4 : Vi MHi-2V : RIJKR : Viºlò : RMR2NE1 72
VQ-FMV234 : ſmWGV2: 2VII+QV4 : RMIBRS) : 11R : 2IIIQR

Q31|QR : V 73

|Q)|V : VH38: IIVI: 14SH-H : V-H)|18: HIE (11: ſmRdli-2EI: )|Iſm23 : Vi-E8 74
$138; ſmWº:31:39||1A)]: Iq=1:V)|V4°F2H} :RVAlIV)||: 4318i-VH: V1218431 75
8R H2 : Vºhlä8 : ſmVQ-FMV234 : ſmVGV2: }IVVME : 2VII+QV1N393 : 14RV 76
4MIDV)| : 434Hi-Vºl-VI218: q31|Q)|V : VH)||8A : Adli 231: )|Iſm2EIVI: HV 77
: V+138; IWV 1: VH138; ſmVG31: Eq|1R)| : 1931 : V)|VQi-QEMVH138 : A 78
8343:S : Wi-li ; 2W43 : VQAM14RS): )|VME : 2VIHI #4V18VQV2 : 11R 79
: Vſm.IVA234 : 2+RſmV)| : 8313S : Vi NVſmV)| 80

* Here again a letter was obliterated to correct the writing.
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TA B L E II. I.

A8 IN THE ORIGINAL BRONZE TAB1, E,

WITH

T H E n O TE

IN

R O M A N C H A R A CT E. H. S.

• QVIQEIINA

: QB FRQ8 :

EINEQNS)V : 43|2AMQV

:

QEI2RVMEN1

)|V2E I

: 234INE 2

: 31AV1 : 1214 : QV}.4383A : BlldVQi-2R)] . N. . )! 3
: HMV2E : IQ : E43 : QEIq3||NA : 3232RJ)||E : N2V8 4
: RMV2E : [K. : V}|AKV : EQ14 : RIBRS)344 : RIRKV), 5
: VEQ)||R2: 212 : BMV23 : 34V1 : NE : ENKES : 12 6
: BNQEN : 33V1 : VN2HJBQ : VN34V : VEVA)IRQE4 7
: HMV4 : VN)|RS11 : NE : BNQES) : KVNVARAE : V4E 8
:

vºzālāq :

VNVQ)|A : N2HIV8 : Vdlq8|4'N 9

: 34AV4 : 1214 : QVNQ38%R . BNQES) : VNVARAB 10
: RJ2 JE8: 2VKV-13] : V)123WV23 : )|EQB : N2V8 ll

: HI8VS)341 : VIQBIINR : V4+HQ8 : INRKINV1SR 12
: 8VIVQN2R)| : IN2V4 : 431341 : 43MB 14WW : NE 13
: QEI2RMEN4 : 234INIE : V2E : QVIQEIINR : QBNRK18 14
SRMAV)| : QEIIIVJ) . N. )| : EINEQNSV : 4312RMQV 15
: QEIQEIINR 3 B2B2RI)||E : BQ)|V : 3113||NR : B N)| 16
: QB AVM : HI8RS) : VJ)|EVIVA : N2V-J318 : 318 : 17

3 VNINGV1 : 318 : NH

8VIV4+2R)| : IN2V1 : 4313.41 18
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: qau1WN: qaavº AlaRS : VJMBWVA : q2vs 19
-12V8 : V8A12 : A48V2: 318 : N3 : VIV4N2R)| : IN2V1 20
: IN2V1 : QB J114t : 43AVM : RIIRS) : VN)|HMVA 21
: qVA34V8 : QVNAM24Ed : KENRK!8 : 318 : NE : VIV4N2R) 22
: QVN2HI)| : ENV : 2)|HQNRK18: Al38 : VJ)|NEIS)3 23
: VQA)| : V4N2HA : 312 : 12 : VNRKVN : BY-SEQ - B12 24
: NMEQVVME8 : VNV : EQV4 : VIq3||NR : VQ-FRGS 25

: )|Eq3 : V4.3 : VHRQV)| : ENS)34 : NMEQV)||2VQ4 26
q3||NA : VQ-FRQ8 : V6A)| : VQN2HA : B12: 12: 38VQ1 27
: NWEQV)||2VQ-1 : NMEQVVAE8 : VJV : EQV4 : VI. 28
VQNRK18 : )|VME : VQE : 113M : EINS)=Q

; 2)|EQNRKS: HIE8

VNRKVN 29

: VN)|NEISE 30

: RNVA : ANVAH4

: KVN2HJ)| : ENV 31

: VGTRK18: ANVA : ANWR1 : 12 : EQVH438qA 32
: VNV : EQV1 : VQA) : V4'H2EA : VIqEIINR 33
EQV)|QV131 : V43 : HQVN438qA : NMEQVVA38 34
BQVNQ38%R ; VNVA : VNVMANE : 1814ES) NVA 35
: 12

1 CLAVERNIWR . DIRSAS. HERTI. FRATRWS . ATIERSIR.
POSTI. ACNW
2

FARER. OPETER. P. IIII. AGRE. TLATIE. PIQVER
MARTIER . ET. SESNA

3

HOMONVS . DVIR . PVRI. FAR . EISCVRENT . OTE. A.
VI.

CLAVERNI

EUGUBIAN
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TABLEs.

DIRSANS.HERTI.FRAñER. ATIERSIVR.SEHMENIER.
DEQVRIER
PEELMNER . SORSER . POSTI . ACNW . VEF . X.
CABRINER . VEF. W. PRETA

TOCO . POSTRA . FAHE. ET. SESNA. OTE. A . VI.
CASILOS. DIRSA . HERTI. FRATRWS

ATIERSIR . POSTI. ACNV . FARER . OPETER . P. VI.

AGRE. CASILER. PIQVIER

MATIER. ET. SESNA. HomoNvs. DVIR. PVRI. FAR.
EISCWRENT . OTE . A . WI
CASILAT .

E . DIRSANS

.

HERTI

.

FRATEER

ATIERSIVR . SEHMENIER . DEQVRIER
I0

PELNMER . SORSER - POSTI . ACNV . VEF . XV .

CABRINER. VEF. viis. ET
11

SESNA ote. A. VI
* In these places letters were obliterated to correct the writing.
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'I' A B L E I W.
CAL LED

1N

D EM PST E R

THE

S E CON D.

AS IN THE ORIGINAL BRONZE TABLE.

: EſmV2 : 43°F4HS): RIV8 : VMV23 1
: VQAI2RT-WE-F232 : BY-It-2V
: VNHS).3T : Vſm.V41 : 3){VI : XANMVS : VQRI2RMKV
: 2INVAVI2ENQV : VQVNS)V : }|V|M|
: Eqv4 : RNVNVAEN2V : QENRK,8

-

: N2V8 ; 2W24Bſm : VQNRK/8

; HQB1RI : QVNSV : }IVMI : HJ)IRMſmV}

4VNSv: manv; aq)IR2 : VN212: a JNRMſmV)|
BK)||R2 : )|EſmVMI : QVNVAR)|4EN : 23 NMVT : VNIBN
: RNVNE-1 V : ſilvøNRK!8 - 23 NVAV-1 : 2RNKJV : ſm3.IV

: RNVNB : MEſmRJ4R : RIV243ſm : RII : }{Eſſlwyll

: manv : aq)IR2 : VNaqv : VNX243.1 : Cl1 : XR33
: ſſRQNBJ) : MBIKA : RNVNIR : RNVNQ38 : RKNEJ}
: )|RJ4VN : EQNEN) : VNV8 : VVMV23 : XVQ3 : VNIQRTſūR
: VNVAENME : RQEdSld : )|VVMI : VNVAENMR : ſmVſmV44
: VQNSEQE8 : NMV2] : VNVABNMR : Eſm|438: IIRX : )|VMI
23J132 : VNVABNMR : VJ)IRSH8 - V2 : NMV2 : VNVABNVAR
214N : 234NE : VQNS)3438 : VNWIN2R : IIR). . 214N : 23W.2BSR
23 M2BSR : 23.IVN : VN)|Rq38V2: WNMIN2R ; 2BWA23SR 19

18 : VNE : MEſmVMV23 : MEſmV)|VD : XEWAEVAI : VNVAlN2VA 20
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'I' A B L E W.
CAL LED

IN

DEM. PST E R

TH E

FIRST.

AS IN TIn e ORIGINAL BR ONZE TARI.E.

VNIEIR : VNIſmR)|23 : 2RNdG)V4N2 : NVAVKAK!3 : VNIIVN4V4
VNRN32.V44 : H483NH||QN : INVAR42 : AſmRINQEN : )|EſmVMI
2EVMVſm3V1 : EVAV2EI : Rſ.1VNdEQE : E2E2 : V44V2 : )|EQE
}|E|2| : ANAVMENE 1: RNdSV4N2 : VNIJVNQV4 : 23d Iq1V1
: HMVſmEV1 : 2VQITA)| : NVAV434343 : VNIEIQA
qRſmRNdEQE : qHſmR2A : VNIJVNKV1 : EMV2EJ

2EQNMV231ſm:3] . NE : 23 NH032] : 2VVMQA)| : 23NEd H2A
VNNB1GR : Vſſ||V12431 : VNVAENKE1 : 2EVAH2 : 231V2

BM)||R132 : 2ENAM28 ; 23 NRW2 : 23 N)|23] : VNRNINAN2

BMV23] : 3)|Iq1V1 : HMVmaV1 : VmIV12431 : AmVJdaqa
VſmS)|V1243.1 : 23 NIH-J)| : 23)||Q1V1 : 23WAVſm-VT

2EVAVſm.HV4 : BVMV2EI : NE : 23)||Q1V1 : EMVſmEV1
VNſmV : V.Nd5 QE : )|VVMI : VNd5 QB : VAIN2V1 : 2B)||q1V1
ENI TVNQV4 : R8Eſm : Ald|N2BI : )|VVAI : 2N43 : 31234NV4
E232 - V4N2HN : 8V2E : EQNS)318 : JA)||MV)| : ANEd NR)12
VNR)|V2 : HVA)||R132 . VNIIV NKV-1 : Rſ.1R2R : H2A
BJVCS) : E Nol-343 : V1V2 : VQNWV2431 : Rd=1231 : )|Eſm VVMI

MaxWVMI : VNIIVN4v4 : IRXIIMV)| : ANād JA)12: HM)IAI32
BM)IAJE2 : EJó343 : QB1V2: B2K.VN : VGNMV2431 : Ald|N23J
miq=NSBN : )|EſmVMI : VOIIVNKV1 : JA)||WV)| : RN3d NR)12 20
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}|EmVMI : VNWBNMR : EQNMV2434 : )|Eq3 : VNJEI - VNE 21
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: Iqas: 211512 : Mamvwl : zadq1v4 : zawvmäv1 26
: JEdAN : 2V43 : )|Eſm VMI : VNVAHNMR : 8RIORIE 27
|MR)|QR : VNVRſ.1V)| : )|EſmVM. : WNQEN 28
V)|V23 : Vſm&ly 2431 : 23NRſmV)| : VNHVAA)| 29
HMV4 : VNH8RS) : VVMEN211RN : VNEqV : VVMV2E 30

VNINQV4 : N2V)|R8 : )|ENI : 1A : VNH8RS): VNS)348 31
}|EqB : N2RSETV41 : Iq11 : )IRNMVS) : VNV8 32
2R8RS)9]EM : 2BMV4 : 23GW 33
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TABLE WI.
AS IN THE ORIGINAL BRONZE TABLE.

O O O O

-

1 PRE. VERIR . TESENOCIR , BVF. TRIF. FETWMARTE . CRABO
VEI. OCRIPER . FISIWTOTAPER , IIOVINA . ARWIO . FETV .
WATWO. FERINE. FETVPONI
2

FETV. TASES. PERSNIMV . PROSESETIR . FARSIO . FICLA .
ARSVEITV . SWRWR . NARATV. PWSE. PRE. WERIR. TRE- .
BLANIR

3 POST. VERIR . TESENOCIR . SIF. FI . LIV. TRIF. FETWFISC.

SANSIE . OCRIPER , FISIV . TOTAPER . IIOVINA. PONI.
FEITV. PERSAE. FETV . ARV1O. FETV

4

SWRVR. NARATW . PWSI. PRE . VERIR, TREBLANIR . TASES .
PERSNIMV . MANDRACLO . DLFVE . IXESTR . EHABITV .
PROSESETIR. FICLA

5

STRWSLA. ARSVEITV .. APE. SOPO . POSTRO . PEPERSCWST .
W . ESTISLAEFMEFASPEFA . SCALSIE . CONEGOS. FETV .
FISOVI. SANSI

6

-

OCRIPER . FISIV . TOTAPER . IOVINA . ESO . PERSNIMW .
WESTISLA . VESTIS. TIO. SWBOCAV . SWBOCOFISOVISANSI.
OCRIPER. FISIV.

7

TOTAPER . IIOVINA . ERER. NOMNEPER . ERA.R. NOMNEPER.
FONS. SIR. PACER. SIR. OCRE. FISI - TOTE . IIOVINE.ERER.
NOMNE

8

ERAR. NOMNE. ARSIE. TIOM. SWBOCAV . SWBOCO. FISOWI.
ASIER. FRITE .TIOM. SWBOCAW. SWBOCOFISOWI. SANSI.
SWRONT

*
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9

PONI. PESNIMV . MEFASPEFA . ESO . PERSNIMV. FISOVIE .

SANSIE. TIOM. ESA, MEFA. SPEEA. FISOVINA. OCRIPER:
FISIWTOTAPER . IIOWINA
10

ERER. NOMNEPER . ERAR . NOMINEPER . FISOVIE . SANSIE .
I)ITV. O'CREFISI. TOTE . IOWINE. OCRER . FISIE . TOTAR .

IOVINAR. DVPVRSVS
11

PETWRPVRSVS . FATOFITO . PERNE . POSTNE . SEPSESAR

SITE. vov. SEAVIE. ESONE. Fvtv. Fons. PACER. PASE.
TVA . OCRE . FISI. TOTE. IIOVINE
12

ERER - NOMNE . ERAR . NOMNE • FISOVIE . SANSIE. SAL
WO. SERITV . OCREM . FISI. TOTAM. IOVINAM . FISOVIE .
SANSIE, SALWOSERITV

-

13 OCRER. FISI. ER. TOTAR . IOVINARNOME , NERF . ARSMO .

VIRo. PEQyo - CASTRVO. FRIF. SALVA. SERITV. FVTV.

-

FONS . PACER - PASE
14

º

TVA . OCRE . FISI. TOTE IIOVINE. E.R.E.R. . NOMNE . ERA.B. .

NOMNE. FISOVIE , SANSIE. T.IOM . ESA . MEFA . SPEFA .
FISOVINA . OCRIPER. FISIW

15

PER

TOTAPER . IIOVINA . ERERNOMNE . ERAR . NOMNEPER .
FISOVIE . SANSIE. T.IOM . SWBOCAW . FISOVIE . ERITE*.
TIOM . SWBOCAV. PESCLV

16

SEMV . VESTICATV. ATRIPVRSATV. APE. EAM. PVR . DINS
WSFPROSESETO . ERVS . DITV. ENO . SCALSETO . VESTIS
IAR . ERVS. CONECOS

17

PIRSTV. ENOMEFA. VESTISIASOPA. PVROME. EFVRFATV.
SVBRASPAHMW . ENO. SERSE. COMOLTV .. COMATIR. PER
SNIHIMV.

18

CAPIF. PVRDITA . DVPLA . AITV SACRA . DVPLA. AITV

19 PRE. VERIR. VEHIER . BVFTRIF. CALERSVFPTV. WOFIONE .
GRABOVIE . OCRIPER. FISIV. TOTAPER. IIOVINA . WATWO
FERINE . FETV. HERIEWINV.

* Querv FRITE.
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HERIE. PONI. FETV . ARVIO . FETV . TASES. PERSNIMV.

PROSESETER . MEFA . SPEFA . FICLA .

ARSVEITV .

SVRONTNARATV . PWSI. PREVERIH.

2.

TREBLANIR

22 POST . VERIR . VEHIER . HABINA . TRIF. FETV . TEFREI.

IOVI. OCRIPFR . FISIV . TOTAPER . IIOVINA . SERSE.
FETV . PELSANA . FETV . ARVIO . FEITV. PONI

23

FETV. TAsis. PESNIMV. PROSESETIR, STR. vs LA. FICLA.
ARVEITV . SvFONT . NARATV . PVSE . VERIsco .

24

ERONT . POI. HABINA . PVRDINSWST. DESTRWCO. PERSI.

TREBLANIR . APE . HABINA . PWR DINSWS

WESTISIA . ET . PESONDRO . SORSOM . FETV. CAPIRSE .
PERSO . OSATV . EAM . MANI

25

NERTRW. TENITV. ARNIPO. WESTISIA. WESTICOS. CAPIRSO.
SWBOTW

.

ISEC .

PERSTICO . ERVS , DITV . ESOC .

PERSNIMV . VESTIS. TIOM
26

SWBOCAV . SWBOCO.T.EFRO. IOWIOCRIPER. FISIV. TOTAPER.
IIOVINA . ERER . NOMNEPER . ERAR NOMNEPER . FONSIR.
PACER . SI. OCREF. ISITOTE

27

IOVINE . ERER . NOMNE . ERAR. NOMNE. ARSIE. TIOM.
SVBOCAV . SWBOCO . TEFROIOVIARSIER . FRITETIOM.
SWB . OCAWSWBOCO . TEFRO. IOWI. TEPRE

28

IOVIE . TIOMESV. SORSVPERSONTRW. TEFRALI. PIHACLV.
OCRIPER. FISIV. TOTAPER. IIOWINA . ERER. NOMNEPER.
ERAR - NOMNEPER , TEFRE

29

IOVIE . ORER . OSE. PERSE - OCRE. FISDE. PIR . ORTO . EST
TOTE . IIOVINE. ARSMOR . DERSECOR . SWBATOR . SENT.
PWSI. NEIP. HERITV . TEFREIOWIE

30

PERSETOWER .
PERETOMEST

PESCLER
.

.

VASETOMESFPESETOMEST .

FRosetoMás

.

IXAETOMEST . TOWER .

PESCLER . WIRSETO . AVIRSETO. WAS. EST

31

TEFRE. IOVIE. PERSE. MERS. ESTESVSORSV . PESONDRV.
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PIHACLV . PIHAFI. TEFRE. IOVIE , PIHATW . OCRE . FISI.
TOTA . IIOVINA. TEFRE IOWIE . PIHATV
32

OCRER . FISIER . TOTAR . IIOVIN AR. NOME. NERF. ARSMO .

VIRO . PEQyo . CASTRVO . FRI . PIHATVFVTV. Fons.
PACER . PASE . TVA . OCRE . FISI. TOTE
33

IIOWINE. ERER . NOMNE. ERAR . MOMNE* . TEFRE . IOWIE .
SALVO . SERIT. WOCRE . FISI. TOTAM . IIOVINAM. TEFRE .
IOVIES ALWOM. SERITV . OCRERFISIER

34

TOTAR . IIOVINAR . NOME . NERF .

ARSMO . VIRO .

PEQVOCASTRVOFRI . SALVA . SERITV. FWTV . FONSI.
ACER . PASE . TV AOCREFISI. TOTE. IIOVINE . ERER

35

NOMNE.ERAR.NOMNE. TEFRE. IIOVIE. TIOM. ESV . SORSV.

PERSONDRV . TEFRALI . PIHACLV . OCRIPER - FISIV.
TOTAPER . IIOVINA . ERER . NOMNEPER . ERAR
36

NOMNEPER . TEFRE . IOWIE . TIOM . SWBOCAV . PERSCLW .
SEHEMW. ATROPWSATV

37 PESONDRO . STAFLAR. E. NERTRVCO. PERSI. FETV. SVRONT.
CAPIRSE. PERSO. OSATV. SV ROR. PERSNIMV. PVSESORSV.
APEPESONDRO . PWRDINSWS
w

38

PROSESETO . ERVS. DIRSTV. ENOM . VESTISIA R . SORSALIR .
IDESTRVCO . PERSI. PERSOME . ERVS. DIRSTVPVE . SORSO.
PWRDINSWS. ENOM

39

WESTISIAM . STAFL AREM . NERTRWCO . PERSI , SWRWRON
TERVS

DIRSTW .

ENOM

. PERSONIDRO

. SORSALEM

PERSOME . PWE. PEBSNIS. FWSTIEE
40

END ENDVPELSATV .

ENOM

.

PESONIDRO

.

STAFLARE

.

PERSOME. PVE . PESNIS. FWS . IFE. END ENDW . PELSATV .
ENOM . WASO . PORSE. PESOND RISCO. HABVS

41

SERSE. SWBRA. SPAHATWANDERWOMV . SERSITW . ARNIPO .
* Nomne 2
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*

COMATIR. PESNIS. FVSTSERSE. PISHER. COMOLTVSERSE.
COMATIR . PERSNIMV
42

PVRDITO. FWST

43 VOCVCOM . IOVIV. PONNE. OVI. FVRFANT. WITLV . TORV.
TRIF. FETV. MARTE. HORSEFETV. POPLWPER . TOTAR .
IIOVINAR. TOTAPER . IIOVINA . WATWOFERINE
44

FETV . PONI . FETV. ARVIO . FETV . TASES. PERSNIMV .
PROSESETIR .

FASIO .

FICLA

.

ARSVEITV . SWRONT .

NARATV. PVSE. VERISCO. TREBLANIR
45 VOCVCOM . COREDIER . VITLV. TORV. TRIF. FETV. HONDE.
SERFI. FETV. POPVPLER. TOTAR . IIOVINAR . TOTAPER .
IIOVINAR . VATV E. FERINE . FETVARVIO
46

FETVHERI. VINV. HERI. PONI. FETV . TASES. PERSNIMV.
PROSESETIR . TESEDI. FICLMRSVEITV . SVRONI. NARATW.
PVSE. VERISCO. TREBLANIR . ENOOCAR

47

PIHOS. FWST . SVEPO .

ESOME . ESONO. ANDER . VACOSE .

WASETOME. FWST. AWIF. ASERIATWWEROFE . TREBLANO
COWERTW . RESTE. ESONO. FEITV

48 PONE . POPLO . AFERO . HERIES . AWIF . ASERIATO . ETV .
SWRWRO . STIPLATW.PWSI. OCRER. PIHANER . SWRWRONT .

COMBIFIATV . ERIRONT. TVLERVSAVIF
49

SERITV .. APE. ANGLA . COMBIFIANSIWST . PERCA , ARSMA
TIAM . ANOVIHIMW . CRINCATROHATW. DESTRAMESCAPLA,
ANOVIHIMW . PIR . ENDENI)WPONE

50

ESSONOME . FERAR . PWFEPIR . ENTELVST. E.R.E. FERTV .

PoEPERCA. ARSMATLAM . HABIEST . ERIHONT. Aso .
DESTRE . ONSE . FERTV . ERWCOM . PRINVATVRDWR
51

ETWTO . PERCA .

PoNISIA

. TER . HABITWTO . ENNOM .

STIPLATV . PARFADESVA . SESO . TOTE. IIOWINE, SWRW
RONT. COMBIFIATW . WAPEFE . AVIECIW . NEID
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52
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AMBOLTV. PREFA. DESVA . COMBIFIANSI. APE. Desva.
COMBIFIANSIWST . WIA

.

AVIECLA . ESONOMEITWTO

.

COMPERACRIS. SACRIS. APEACESONIAME

HEBETAFE. BENVST. ENOM. TERMINVCO. STAHITVTO. POI.
PERCAM . ARSMATLA . HABIEST . ETWRSTAHMW . ESO .
ETV RSTAHMV . PISEST. TOTAR

TARSINATER . TRIFOR. TARSINATER. TVSCERNAHARCER .
IABVSCER. NOMNER. FETV. EHESV. POPLW . NRSVE. IER .
EHE , ESW . POPLWSOPIR, . HABE

FSME. POPLE. PORTATV. VLO. PWE . MERSEST. FETV VRV .
IPIRSE . MERSEST . TRIOPER . EHETVRSTAHAMV . IFONT.

TERMNVCO, COM. PRINVATIR
STAHITV - ENO . DEITV . ARIMAHAMO . CATERAHAMO .
IOVINVR . ENOCOM . PRINVATIR . PERAFRIS. SACRIS .
AMBRETWTOAPE. AMBREFVRENT
57

TERNOME. BENVRENT. TERMNVCO.COM. PRINVATIR. ESO
PERSNINWMO . TASETVR . SERFE . MARTIE. PRFSTOTA .
SERELA - SERFER
MARTIER. TVRSA. SERFIA. SERFER . MARTIER . TOTAM
TARSINATEMTRIFO. TARSINATEM. TWSCOM, NAHARCOM ,
IABVSCOM. NOME

59

ToTAR . TARSINAT. E.R.. TRIFoR. TARSINATER. TVSCER
NAHARCER. IABVSCER . NOMNER . NERF . SIHITN*. ANSI
HITV. IOWIEHOSTATV

60 ANHOSTATW . TVRSITV. TREMIT. WHONDW . HOLTV . NINCTV.
NEPITV. SONITV. SAVITV . PREPLOTATW . PREVILATV

SERFIA

61 SERFE . MARTIEPRESTOTA . SERFER . MARTIER . TVRSA .
SERFIA . SERFER . MARTIER . FWTVTO.FONER. PACRER.
PASE . VESTRA . POPLETOTAR . IIOWINAR

* SIHITV.
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TOTE

.

IIOVINEERO

.

NERVS . SIHITIR . ANSIHITIR .

IOVIES . HOSTATER . ANOSTATIR . ERO . NOMNE. ERAR .
NOMNE. APE . ESTE. DERSICVRENT. ENO
63

DEITV . ETATO. IIOWINVR . PORSE. PERC

. ARSMATIAHA.

BIEST . APEESTE . DERSICWST . DWTI - AMBRETWTO .
EVRONT. APE . TERMNOME
64

COVORTVSO . SWRVRONT. PESNIMVMO . SWRVRONT. DEITV.
ETAIANSDEITV . ENOM . TERTIM . AMBRETWTO . APE.
TERMNOME. BENWSO

65

SWRVRONT . PESNIMWMO . SWRVRONT. DEITV . ETAIAS.
ENO . PRINVATVR . SIMO. ETWTOERAFONT. WIA. PORA.
BENWSO

66 ESTE . PERSCLO . AVEIS . ASFRIATER

. ENETV . PARFA -

CWRNASE. DERSWA. PEIQV PEICA.MERSTV. POEI. ANGLA.
ASERLATO

67

EESTESO . TREMNV . SERSE . ARSFERT . VRE. EHVELTV .

STIPL . OASERIAIA .

PARFA . DERSVA .

CWRNACO .

IDERSVA

68 DEICO . MERSTO . PEICA . MERST . A . MERSTA . AVVEI .
MERST . A . ANGLA . ESONA . ARFERTVR . ESOANSTIP
LATV

.

69 EF. ASERIO. PARFA . DERSVA . CWRNACO . DERSVA . PEICO.
MERSTO. PEICA . MERSTA . MERSTA . AVEIF , MERSTAF.
70

ANCLAF. ESONA . MEHE. TOTE. IIOWEINEESMEI. STAHMEI.
STAHMEITEI . SERSI. PIRSI. SESVSTPOIANGLA

71 ASERIATO . EST . ERSE . NEIP . MVGATV. NEP. ARSIR .
ANDERSISTV. NERSA. COVRTVST. PORSI . ANGLA ANSE
RLATO

72

IWST. SWE. MWIETO. FWST. OTE. PISI . ARSIR . ANDERSES
WSPDISLERALINSWST

12]
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78 VERFALE. PVFE. ARSPERTVR. TRFBEIT. OCRER. PEIHANER.
ERSE. STAHMITOESOTW DERATOESTANGLVTO
74

HONDOMW. PORSEI . NESIMEI. ASA . DEVEIA. EST. ANGL.

75

EST . EINE ANGLWTOSOMO . WAPEFEAVIEHCLLW. TODCOME

OME . SOMO . PORSEI. NESIMEI . WAPERSVS. AVIEHCLEIB.

TWIDER . ANGLWTO . HONDOMV. ASAME DEVEIATOIDCOME

76 TVDER. EINF. TODCEIR. TVDERVS. SEIPODRWHPEI. SERITV

77 TVDEROR . TOTCOR . VAPERSVSTOAVIECLIR .

EBETRAFE

e

OOSERCLOME. PRESOLLAFE. NVRPIER, . VASIRSLOME

78

SMVRSIME. TETTOME.MILETINAR. Tº RTIAMR. PRACOPB.ACATARVM . WAPERSWSTO . AVIECLIR. CARSOME

79

VESTISIER . RANDEME . RVFRER . TETTOME . NONIAR .
TETTOMESALIER . CARSOME . HOIER. PERTOME . PADEL
LAR

80

HONDRA . ESTO. T.VDERO . PORSEI. SWBRA . SCREHITOR,
SENT . PARFA . DERSVA . CWRNACO . DERSWA. SERITW .
SWBRA . ESTO

81

TVDERO. PEICO. MERSTo. PICEA. MERSTA. SERITV. SVE

82

COMBIFLATW . ARSFERTVRO. NOMNE . CARSITW . PARFA

ANCLAR . PROCANVRENT. ESO . TREMNW . SERSE

DERSVA . CV RNACO . OERSVA . PEICO. MERSTO. PEICA
MEERSTA

83

MERSTA . AVEIF. MERSTA . ANCLA. EESONA. TEFE. TOTE
IIOWINE. ESMEI . STAHMEI . STAHMITEI . ESISCO . ESO
NEIR. SEWIER

84

POPLER . ANFERENER • ET .

OCRER . PIHANER . PERCA .

ARSMATIA . HABITV . VASOR . VERISCO. TREBLANIR .
PORSI. OCRER
85

PEHANER . PACA . OSTENSENDI. EO. ISO . OSTENDW . PWSI.
PIR . PVRETO . CEHEFI . DIASWRWR
CIR . SWRVR

VERISCO . TESONO
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WERISCO . VEHEIEIR

87 PRE . VEREIR . TREBLANEIR . IWVE . GARBOVEI . BVF .
TREIF. FETV. ESO . NARATV .. WESTEIS. TEIO. SWBOCAV.
SVBOCO
88

DEIGRABOWI. OCRIPER. FISIV. TOTAPER. IIOWINA. E.R.E.R.

NoMNEPER . ERAR . NOMNEPER . FossEI. PACERSEI.
OCRE . FISEI
89

ToTÉ . . IIOWINE.

ERER. NOMNE . ERAR . NOMNE . A RSIE .

TIO. SWBOCAW. TVBOCO. DEI. GRABOVE. ARSIER. FRITE.
TIO. SWBOCAV
90

SWBOCO . DEI. GRABOVE. DI. GRABOVIE . TIO. ESVBVE.
PERACREIPIHACLVO. CREPER . FISIV . TOTAPER . IIOVINA.
IRER . NOMNEPER

91

ERAR . NOMN EPER . DEI. GRABOVIE . ORER . OSE. PERSEI.

oCREFISIE - PIR . ORTO .

EST. TOTEME . IIOWINE. ARSMOR.

IDERSECOR.

92

SWBATOR . SENT. PWSEI. NEIP. ERITV . DEI. GRABOVIE .
PERSEI. TVER . PERSCLER . WASETO . EST. PESETOMEST .
PERETOMEST

93

FROSETOMEST. DAETOMEST. TVER. PERSCLER . VIRSETO .
AWIRSETO. WAS. EST. DI. GRABO . WIE. PERSEI. MERSEI.
ESV , BVE

94 PERAC REI. PIHACLV . PIHAFEI . DI. GRABOWIE . PIHATV
OCRE . FISIEI. PIHATW . TOTA . IOWINA . DI. GRABOWIE .
PIHATW . OCRER
95

FISIER

. TOTAR . IIOWINAR . NOME .

NERF . ARSMO .

VEIROPEQVO . CASTRVO . FRI. PIHATV . FVTV. FOS.
PACER . PASE . TVA . OCREFISI
96

TOTE. IIOWINE. ERIR . NOMNE . ERAR. NOMNE. DI. GRABO.
WIE . SALWO . SERITV . OCRE . FISI. SALVA . CERITV.
TOTA . IIOVINA . DI
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GRABOVIE . SALVO . SERITV . OCRER . FISIER . TOTAR .
IIOVINAR . NOME . NERF . ARSMO . VEIRO . PEQVO .
CASTRVO . ERI. SALWA

98

SERITV . EWTW . FOS . PACER . PASE. TVA . OCRE. FISI.
TOTE . IOVINE . ERER . NOMNE

. ERAR .

NOMNE. D.I.

GRABOWIE . TIOESW. BVE
99

PERACRI. PIHACLV . OCREPER . FISIV. TOTAPER. IIOVINA.
EREB . NOMNEPER . ERAR. NOMNEPER. DI . GRABOVIE .
TIOSWBOCAV

100 DI. GRABOVIE . TIOESV . BVE , PERACRI. PIHACLVETVR .
OCREPER. FISIV. TOTAPER . IOWINA . ERER . NOMNEPER.
ERA.R. NOMNEPER . IXI
101

CRABOWIE . ORER . OSE . PERSEI . OCRE . FISIE . PIR .
ORTOEST . TOTE . IOWINE. ARSMOR . DERSECOR . SWBA
TOR . SENT. PVSEI. NEIP

102

HEREITV . IXI . CRABOVIE ... PERSI . TVER , PERSCLER .
WASETOM. EST . PESETOMEST. PERETOMEST . FROSETO
MEST. DAETOMEST. TVER

103

PERSCLER . WIRSETO . AVIRSETO . WAS. EST. DI . GRABO
WIE . PERSI . MERSI . ESW . BVE. PERACRI. PIHACLW .
ETRW . PIHAFI. DI. GRACOWIE

104

PIHATW . OCRE. FISI. PIEIATV. TOTA . IOWINA. INI . GRABO
WIE . PIHATW . OCRER . FISIER . TOTAR , IIOWINAR .
NOME. NERF . ARSMOR. WEIRO

105

PEQVOC. ASTRVO . FR. I. PIHATV . FWTV . FOS. PACER
PASETWA . OCRE. FISIE. TOTE. IIOVINE . ERER . NOMNE .
ERA.R. NOMNE . DI

I06

GRABOVIE . SALVO. SERITV , OCREFISIM. SALWA. SERITV .
TOTAM . IIOVINA . DI. GRABOVIE. SALWWOM . SERITW .
OCRER . FISIER . TOTAR

107

IIOVINAR. NOME. NERF. ARSMO. VIRO . PEQVO. CASTRVO
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FRDF . SALVVA SERITV . FWTW . FONS. PACER. PASE .
TVWA . OCRE. FlSI. TOTE

108

IIOVINE . ERER . NOMNE . ERAR. NOMNE . IXI. GRABOVIE.

TIOMEssvPvE. PERACRI. PIHACLV , ETRV. OCRIPER.
FISSIV. TOTAPER. IOVINA. ERER
109

NOMNEPER

. ERAR . NOMNEPER . DI. GRABOWIE . TIOM .

SVBOCAV

110 IDI. GRABOVIE. TIOMESWBWE. PERARCI. PIHACLV . T. ERTIV.
OCRIPER . FISIV . TOTAPER . IIOVINA . ERER . NOMNEPER.
ERA. R. . NOMNEPER . DI
ll I

GRABOVIEORER . OSE . PIRSEOCREM . FISLEMPIR . ORTOM .
EST. TOTEME. IOVINEM . ARSMOR. DERSECOR . SWBATOR
SENT. PWS1. NEIP

1I2

HERITV .. INIGRABOVIE . PERSETWER . PESCLER . WASETO
MEST. PRESETOM . EST . PERETOM .EST. FROSETOM. EST
DAETOM . EST. TWER

113 PESCLER . WIRSETO . AWIRSETO . WASEST . DI. GRABOWIE .
PIRSI. MERSI. ESV . BVE . PERACRI. PIHACLVTERTIV.
PIHAFI. DI. GRABOVIE
114

PIHATW . OCREM. FISIM . PIHATV . TOTAM - IIOWINAM . DI
GRABOVIE . PIHATV. OCRER. FISIER . TOTAR . IIOVINAR ,
NOME, NERFASMO

115 VIRO. PEQ. VO . CASTRVO. FRI . PIHATV . FVTV . FONS
PACER. PASE . TVA . OCRE . FISITOTE . IIOVINE . ERER
NOMNE . ERA R . NOMNE. DI

116

GRABOVIE . SALvo . SERITV. OCREM. FISIM . SALVAM
SERITV . TOTAM . IIOWINAM . DI • GRABOVIE . SALWOM .
SERITV . OCRER . FISIER
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TOTAR. IIOVINAR . NOME. NERF. ARSMO. VIRO. PEQ. V.O.
CASTRVO . FRIF. SALVA . SEPITV . FWTV . FONS. PACER
PASE . TVA . OCRFFISI
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TOTE. IIOWINE. ERER. NOMNE . ERAR . NOMNE. DI. GRA.
BOWIE . TIOM . ESW . BVE. PERACRI. PIHACLV . TERTIV.
OCRIPER." FISIV . TOTAPER

119

IIOWINA . ERER . NOMNEPER . ERAR. NOMNEPER , DI. GRA

BOVIE. TIO. COMOHOTA . TRIBRISINE. BWO . PERACNIO .
PIHACLO
120

*

ocRIPER. FISIV . TOTAPER. IIovinA.ERER. NoMNEPER.
ERAR . NOMNEPER . DI . GRABOVIE . TIOM . SWBOCAW .

TASES . PERSNIMW
121

SEWOM . SWRVR . PWDROWITV - PROSESETO . NARATV .

PROSESETIR. MEFA. SPEFA . FICLA. ARSVEITV. ARVIO.
FETV . ESTE
122

ESONO. HERI. VINV. HERI. PONI. FETV. VATWO . FERINE .
FETV

123 POST. VERIR. TREBLANIR . SI. COMIA. TRIF. FETW . TREBO.
IOWIE . OCRIPER. FISIV. TOTAPER . IIOVINA . PERSAE .
FETV. ARVIO . FETV
124

PONE. FETV. TASES. PERSNIMV . SWRVR .

NARATV . PWSE

PRE. VERIR . TREBLANIR . PROSESETIR . STRWSLA. FICLA.
ARSVEITV
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TABLE VII.
As ify

TEIE ORIGINAL BRONZE TABLE.

O O O O

1

SWRVRONT . PESNIMWMO . SWRVRONT . DEITV. ETAIAS :
ENO . PRINVATWR . SIMO , ETWTO. ERAFONT . WIA. POR.A.

2

BENWSO
*

3 FONDLIRE . ABROF • TRIF . FETV . HERIEI . ROFW . HERIEI.
PEIV . SERFE . MARTIE . FEITV . POPLWPER . TOTAR .
IIOVINAR . TOTAPER
4

-

IIOVINA . VATWO. FERINE . FEITV . PONI. FETV . A RVIO .
FETV . TASES .

PERSNIMW . PROSESETIRMEFA. SPEFA .

FICLA . ARSVEITV

5

SWRONT. NARATV . PWSE . VERISCO . TREBLANIR . APE.

TRAHA . SAHATA . COMBIFLANSVST. ENOM . ERVs .
DIRSTV

6 RWBINE. PORCA . TRIF. ROFA. OTE . PEIA. FETV . PRESTOTE.

SERFIE. SERFER. MARTIER. POPLWPER . TOTAR . IIOWI
NAR . TOTAPER
7

IOVINA . PERSAIA. FETV . PONI . FETV. ARVIO . FETV .
SV RONT . NARATW . I?VSI .

PRE . VERIR . TREBLANIR .

TASES. PRRSNIMW
8

PROSESETIR . STRWSI.A . FICLA . ARSVEITV .. APE. SVPO.
POSTRO . I’EPESCVS - ENOM .
CATW. PRFSTOTE, SEI-FIE

PESCLW . RWSEME. VESTI
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9

SERFER. MARTIER. POPLVPER. TOTAR . IOVINAR . TOTA

PER. Iovina. ENOM. VESCLIR . ADRIR. RVSEME . ESO .
PERSNIHIMV. PRESTOTA
10

SERFIA. SERFER. MARTIER . TIOM. ESIR.WESCLIR. ADRIR.
POPLWPER . TOTAR . IIOWINAR , TOTAPER . IIOWINA .
ERER . NOMNEPER

11

ERAR. NOMNEPER . PRESTOTA , SEREIA*. SERFER. MARTIER.
PREVENDW . VIA . ECLA , ATERO . TOTE . TARSINATE .
TRLFO . TARSINATE

12

TVRSCE. NAHARCE . IABVSCE . NOMNE . TOTAR . TARSINA
TER . TRIFOR . TARSINATER . TVSCER . NAHARC ER

.

IABVSCER. NoMNER
13

NERVS, SITIR . ANSIHITIR . IOVIES . HOSTATIR . ANOSTA

TIR. ERo. NoMNE. PRESTOTA. SERFIA. SERFER. MAR
TIER. FVTV.FONS
14

PACER . PASE . TVA . POPLE. TOTAR
IIOVINAR . TOTE,
NOM N E . ERAR
IIOVINE . EROM . NOMNE . ERAR . NERVS. SIHITIR . ANSI
HITIB.. IOVIES

15

HOSTATIR. ANOSTATIR. PRESTOTA . SERFLA . SERFE R.
MARTIER . SALWOM . SERITV. POPLOM.TOTAR . IIOWINA R.
SALWA. SERITVW

16

TOTAM - IIOVIN AM . PRESTOTA . SERFIA . SERFER . MAR
TIER, . SALVO . SERITW . POPLER . TOTAR . IIOWIN AR .
TOTAR , IIOVIN AR

17

NOME. NERF . ARSMO. VIRO. PEQVO . CASTRVO . FIRF.
SALVASERITV .FVTV. FONS . PACER . PASE . T. W.A.POPLE.
TOTAR . IIOVINAR

18

TOTE . IIOWINE. E. RER. NOMNE. ERAR. NOMNE. PRESTOTA.
SERFIA . SERFER .

MARTIER . TIOM . ESIR .

vesCLIR.

ADRER. POPLWPER
TOTAR . IIOVINAR . TOTAPER , IIOVINA. ERER . NOMNEPER.
FRAR

.

NOMNEPER . PRESTOTA . SERFIA .

MARTIER . TIOM
* SEREIA.

SERFER

.
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20

SWBOCAVW . PRESTOTAR . SERFIAR . SERFER . MARTIER .
FONER . FRITE . TIOM . SWBOCAVW . ENNOM , PERSCLV .
ESO . DEITV

21

PRESTOTA . SERFIA . SERFER . MARTIER . TIOM . ISIR .
WESCLIR . ADRIR . TIOM . PLENER . POPLVPER . TOTAR .
IIOVINAR . TOTAPER

22

IIOWINA . ERER. NOMNEPER. ERAR. NOMNEPER. PRESTOTA .
SEREIAR

SERFER

.

MARTIER

TIOM .

SWBOCAVV .

PRESTOTAR
23

SERFIAR .

SERFER . MARTIER . FONER . FRITE . TIOM .

SWBOCAVW . ENOM . VESTICATW. AHATRIPWRSATW . ENOM.
RVSEME

24

PERSCLV . VESTICATV . PRESTOTE . SERFIE . SERFER .
MARTIER . POPLWPER . TOTAR . IIOWINAR . TOTAPER .
IOVINA . ENNOM . VESCLIR

25

ALFIR. PERSNIMW - SWPERNE . ADRO. TRAHVORFI. ANDENDW.
ESO . PERSNIMV. PRESTOTA. SERFIA. SERFER. MARTIER.
TIOM

26

ESIR . VESCLIR . ALF1R , POPLVPER . POTAR. IIOVINAR.
TOTAPER. IIOWINA. ERER. NOMNEPER. ERAR. NOMNEPER.
PRESTOTA

27

SERFIA . SERFER .

MARTIER . AHAVENDV . VIA . ECLA .

ATERO . POPLE . TOTAR . IIOWINAR . TOTE . IIOVINE .
POPLER . TOTAR . IOVINAR
28

TOTAR . IIOVINAR . NERVS . SIHITIR. ANSIHITIR . IOVIES .
HOSTATIR . ANHOSTATIR. ERO . . NOMNE. ERAR . NOMNE.
PRESTOTA . SERFIA

29

SEREER . MARTIER . SALWOM . SERITV . POPLO . TOTAR .
IIOWINAR. SALWA. SERITV. TOTAM. IIOWINAM. PRESTOTA.
SERFIA . SERFER

30

MARTIER . SALWOM . SERITV . POPLER . TOTAR . IIOVINAR.

TOTAR. IIOVINAR. NOME. NERF . ARSMO. VIRO. PEQVO.
CASTRVO . FRIE
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31

SALWA. SERITV. FWTV. FONS. PACER . PASE. TVA . POPLE.
TOTAR . IIOVINAR . TOTE . IIOVINE . ERER - NOMNE .
ERAR . NOMNE. PRESTOTA

32

SERFIA . SERFER . MARTIER, . TIOM . FSIR . VESCLIRALFER .
POPLWPER . TOTAR . IIOWINAR . TOTAPER . IIOWINA .
ERER . NOMNEPER . ERA R
NOMNEPER . PRESTOTA. SERFIA. SERFER. MARTIER . TIOM.
SWBOCAVV . PRESTOTAR . SERFIAR . SERFER . MARTIER .
FONER . FRITE . TIOM
SABOCAVW". ENNOM. PERSCLV . ES(). PERSNIMV. PRESTOTA.
SERFIA . SERFER . MARTIER. TIOM. ISIR. WESCLIR. ALFER.
TIOM . PLENER

POPLWPER, TOTAR. IIOVINAR . TOTAPER. IIOVINA . ERER.
NOMNEPER . ERAR . NOMNEPER . PRESTOTA . SERFIA .

SERFER . MARTIER. TIOM

SVBOCAvv. PRESTOTAR . SERFIAR . SERFER . MARTIER .
FONER . FRITE . TIOM . SWBOCAVW . ENOM . VESTICATV .
AHATRIPVRSATW
37

WESTISA

ET , MEFA . SPEFA . SCALSIE . CONECOS . FETW .

FISOVI. SANSII. POPLWPER . TOTAR . IIOWINAR. TOTAPER .
IIOWINA . SWRONT
NARATW . PWSE . POST . VERIR . TESONOCIR . VESTISIAR .
ERVS. DITW . ENNO . VESTISIA . MEFA . SPEFA . SOPAM .

PVROME. EFVRFATV
39

SWBRA . SPAHAMW . TRAF . SAHATAM . ETV .. APE . TRAHA .
SAHATA . COVORTVS . ENNOM . COMOLTV .. COMATIR .
PERSNIHIMV. CAPIF

40

SACRA . AITV

41 TRAHAF. SAHA . TE. VITLA. TRIF. FEETV. TVRSE. SERFIE.

SERFER . MARTIER .

POPLWPER . TOTAR . IIOWINAR .

TOTAPER . IIOVINA. PERSAEA. FETV. PONI
* SWBOCAVW.

-

K
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FETV . ARWIO . FETV . TASES - PERSNIMW . PROSESETIR .
STRWSLA. FICLAM . ARSVEITV. SWRONT. NARATV. PWSE .

VERISCO. TREBLANEIR. APE
43

PWRDINSIWST. CARSITV. PWFE . ABRONS , FACVRENT. PWSE.
ERVS . IXERSA .

APE .

HRWS”

.

DIRSVST . POSTRO

COMBIFIATV . BVBINAME. ERWS
44
-

DERSA . ENEM . TRAHA . SAHATIM . COMBIFIATV . ERVS .
DERSA. ENEM. RWBINAME. POSTRO . COWERTV .. COMOLTV.

COMATIR. PERSNIMV. ET
45

CAPIF. SACRA . AITV - ENOM. TRAHA . SAHATAM. COWERTW .

COMOLTV , COMATIR . PERSNIHIMV . ENOM . PVRDITOM .
FWST

46 POSTERTIO . PANE . POPLO . ANDIRSAFWST . PORSE. PERCA ,

ARSMATLA. HABIEST.

ET. PRINVATVR . DVR . TEFRVTO .

TWRSAR. ESO . TASETWR
47

PERSNIHIMVMO . TVRSA . IOVIA . TOTAM . TARSINATEM .
TRIFO . TARSINATEM . TVSCOM . NAHARCOM . IAPWSCO .
NOME . TOTAR

48

TARSINATER. TRIFOR . TARSINATER . TVSCER . NAHARCER .
LAPWSCER . NOMNER . NERF . SIHITV . ANSIHITV . IOWIE .
HOSTATW . ANOSTATW

49

TVRSITV . TREMITV . HONDW . HOLTV .. NINCTV .. NEPITV .
SVNITV .

SAVITV . PREPLO . HOTATW .

PREVISLATV .

TVRSA . IOVIA . FWTV , FONS
50

PACER . PASE . TVA . POPLE . TOTAR . IOWINAR . TOTE .
IOVINE . ERAR . NERVS. SIHITIR . ANSIHITIR . IOVIES .
HOSTATIR . ANHOSTATIR . EROM

51

NOMNE . ERAR . NOMNE . ESTE . TRIOPER . DEITV. ENOM .
IVENGA .

PERACRIO . TVRSITWTO .

PORSE .

PERCA .

ARSMATIA - HABIEST. ET
52

PRINVATVR . HONDRA . FVRO . SEHEMENIAR . HATWTO .
* ERVS.
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TOTAR. PISI. HERIEST. PAFE. TRIF. PROMOM. HABVRENT.
EAF. ACERSONIEM
FETV . TVRSE . IOWIE . POPLWPER , TOTAR . IIOWINAR .

TOTAPER. Iovina. SVRONT. NARATv. PVSE. VERISCo.
TREBLANIR . ARVIO . FETV,
PERSAEA . FETV. STRWSLA. FICLA. PROSESITIR. ARSVEITV.
TASES. PERSNIMV. PONI. FETV

55

PISI. PANVPEIFRATREXS. FRATRVSATIERSIER . FWSTEREC .

SUESO. FRATRECATE. PORTAIA. SEWACNE. FRATROM
ATIERSIO . DESENDVF. PIFI. REPER . FRATRECA. PARSEST.

EROM. EHIATO. PONNE. IVENGAR. TWRSIANDW . HERTEI
57

APPEI . ARFERTVR . ATIERSIR . POPLOM . ANDERSAFWST.
SVE - NEIP . PORTVST . ISSOC . PWSEI. SWBRA . SCREHTO.
EST
FRATRECIMOTAR . SINS ,

A. C C C
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FIRST TABLE.

N.B.-The Figures refer to the Lines in the Original Tables.

IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH.

In Roman LETTerts.

l.

1.

1.
PUNE

purſe

a

CAR NE

C411 1/4

S PE TUR I E

Jr be Gun 1 e

AT I I ER I E

40 1 1 ept 1 e

Phoenician

to Carne (the turn)
it is night voyage in it
likewise in knowledge great
in it

A BI E CA TE

NA. RA C LU M

4 by e ca 34
the being away how it is
114 114 4c lyr 4m) the going with water on the
Ocean

2.

2.

2.
Bor TUS

boſt our

swelling at first

ES TU E SU NA

4T oo e ro 1/4

it is to from this the

FET U

long way from
Yao u
Y4 114 40 no Jr cause moving likewise to go

F RA. T RU S PER

it is the sea

b411
AT I I ER I E

4t; 11 ent 1 e

also the knowledge great in it

E U

e: T

from this

As UM

ar on,

it is lonely
3.

3.

E. SU

e ro

from this

NA. RA TU

174 114 co

BE RE

be ſle

the going to
night by the moon

CAR NA

C411 1/4

S PE TUR I E

1r be crit 1 e

AT I I ER I E

43 11 ept 1 e

A BI E CA. TA

4 b) e ca 54

to Carne (the turn)
it is the night voyage in it
also in knowledge great in it
the being away how it is
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ETRUSCAN,

IRISH.

LITERAL ENGLISH.

in ROMAN LETTERS.

4.

4.

A IU

4 JYº

from day

UR TU

rſt co

the coast to

FE FU RE

Y4 ºr ſte

that under the moon

FET U

Yao r

a long way

PUS SE NE I PER E bor re 114 1 ban certain of this in the sea
from and to

e ‘OO

TU

PES Tis E SAs E

ber of are rare the course of the tides from
it is safe

5.

5.

T4 4c Ite

SA CRE

5.

the current with the moon

IU BE BA TRE FUM Trč be ba one day and

night will

PE RA C NE

p'om)
be 114 cme.
Jr be crite
be 114 cme

by night going favourable
is the night voyage from
night going favourable

RE S TA TU

Tie Jr G4 co

the moon it is indeed to

PE RA CNE
S PE TUR E

6.

be

throughout with us

6.

6.

day and night in it
U NU ER 1 E TU sa u poem je co ra from then great to it in the
Jut be je

IU B I E

current with the moon

4c Ite

C RE

PEL sa Nu FET U bel ra no pac u mouth stream then far away
from
AR BI U

apt by 11

steering being from

US TEN TU

111 can oo

and then to

7.

7.

PUNI

pur)]

Phoenician

FET U

pac 11

far away

TA SES S

G4 rar Jr.

indeed safe it is

PE SNI MU

be riſ) myo

AR E BEAR BEs

a ne be an ber

night sailing happy
by the moon at night steer
ing the course

PUNE PURT I IUs

Pune priva of jutº Phoenician to the port to
Yºr
that day and
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IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH,

in Roman LETTE.Rs.

8.

8.

8.

from thence

U Nu

11 170

SU Ru PES U T RU

ro to ber 11 40 this to go the course, from

FET U

F40 ti

also to go
a long way

Ti C AM NA

ºf C4 4m) 1/4

to that which ocean the

IU BE E

Jrt be 1 e

CA PI RE

c4 b) Ite

day and night in it
whence being the moon

no

9.

9.

9.
PE RU

be no

PRE BE FET U

bite be F4t u

A PE

4 be

at night to go
the headland at night far
away

PURT I IU SUR U.

at night
pond 1 Jrt ruſt u the port in day exploring from

era US

en rr

excellent and

TE TU

ºca CO

indeed to

en U

en r

water by

con, 4

protection the

CUM A

I, TU CUM A TE

10.

10.

10.

all to conj 4 da always to protection the in
deed

PE sni Mu.

be rij] myo

night sailing happy

ATH TU

4t; oo

likewise to

ru Bi P

Jrtº be bu
day and night in was
be baſt 4 cme am, night sea by favourable

u BE PER AC NE. M.

Ocean

ll.

11.

ll.
PE RA EM FET U

be 114 e 4m) fat u night going it ocean far

AR BI U

steering being from

US TEN Tu Puni

art by 11
tur can oo Punj

FET U

Y4t u

far away

Ath TU MAR TI

4t too m)4]t of
4b Ivo to

also to like that

away

Ar RU NU

and then to Phoenician

river to go then

-
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IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH.

in Roman LETTERS.

12.

12.

PE RA CNE

be 114 cme.

12.

AR BI NUS TE TU

night going favourable
Y4t 11
a long way
411 b) nor d4 oo steering being known and

FA Si U

Y4 re 1 r

cause this in from

PRU SES ET E

bito rar 4d. e.
411 be 1 co

steering night into

FET U

also to it

AR BE I TU

13.

'13.

ber 14 e

PES A E

very safe also it
13.

course of the stream it

FET U

Y4t 11

far away

PUNI

1P111)]

Phoenician

FET U

Yao 11

T RA

4C 114

EC BI

4c by

far away
likewise going
with being

NA

194

the

FET U

far away

Yao r
14.

14.

14.

A SE TUS

4 re diºr

from this first

PE RA CNE

beſt 4 crje

FET U

Yao r

night going safely
far away

15.

15.
THUN TI A

Corſi) of 4

15.

the waves to that

CA. T LE

c4 40 le

whence again with

TIS AL

S TA C AS S

o,4r al
Jr. ca 4c 4T re

the tides always
it is indeed with it is this

ES T

4T G4

it is indeed

SU ME

To m/4

this good

US TI TE

rr aſ G4

and to that it is

16.
AN TER
ME IN SA RU

SER SI AR U

16.

an Geon

16.

the guiding sign (landmark)

m)4 en ra no
good water current to go
raon re 1 an u free this in this steering by
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ther i i E i

deoil j } e e

the guiding sign in know
ledge it in

FA SI U

p4 re 1 r

cause this in from

AR FER Turt

411 fearl Gril

steering the true voyage

AB IS

4b jr.

to the river it is

17.

17.

17.

AN SER I. At ES

41, Taoiſt J 4t; 4T the free in the it is

ME N S S NE

m)4 en re jr 114

good water this it is the

cu R S LA s 1 U co an jr la re 1 r which steering it is day this
in from
FA SI A

Y4 re 1 4

cause this in the

TIS I. T.

Gjar j 43

tides in the also

Thun TI A

corym of G4

waves to that the

FER tu

Yjon or

certain to

18.

18.

18.

CA. T LU

c4 45 lyr

AR BI A

4n by 4
steering being from
1r 40 Ito 4t Jr. la it is again to go this likewise
it is day
Yejc la
in day light
JPhoenician
Prije

S T RU th S LA

FIC LA
PUNE
bi

Nu

SA LU
MA LE TU

bj jo

being then

ra ly"
nj4 le co

a current of water

19.
MA. N. T. R.A. TH LU

whence also of water

good with to

19.

nj4 4t, 47 1/4 4t;
ly

BES C LA

ber 4c la

SNA. TA

Tij4 G4

19.

good the increase moving
increase of water

the course by day
flowing indeed

A SNA. TA

a rud Ca

and from flowing it is

UM en

o 4m) er)

from the ocean waters

FER TU

Yeaſt oo

certain to

PIR

bjn

short

A SE

a re (or arre)

from this
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20.

20.

AN TEN TU

41) G41) oo

the then to

E SU NU

e ro 110

from this then

PUNI

19111]]

Phoenician

FE I TU

Y4 1 co

that in to

THUN TE

Conn G4

the waves indeed

LU BI E

Jut be j e
4m) bei) oo

day and night in it

AM PEN TU

CA. T LU

c4 45 ly

when increase of water

20.

the ocean head to

21.

21.

21.

SA C RE

T4 4c Ite

the current with the moon

SE BA CNE

re ba ciſe

this will be favourable

PE t RU N 1 A PER be 43 ſto 1/4 j 4 in the night also to go in the
Sea,
b411
NA TIN E

1)4 C11) e

the fire from

F RA T RU

*4 11440 110

AT I ER IU

4t, 1 en Jrt

cause going also to go
also in excellent in day

E SU NU

e ro no

by this then
22.

22.

22.

PE RA E

be ſla e

night going it

FU TU

pu too

under to

CA. T LES

c4 40 lar

whence also light

SU BA

To b4.
G4 4t; oo

this will be

THA TH TU
SU FA. FI AF
SU PA F

to FA Y, ab
ro b4 46

THA TH TU

‘Cá 4t; oo

it is also to

this because danger the river
this will be the river
indeed also to

23.

23.

23.

FER US

Yeaſt ºr

certain and

A PLEN I ES

4 blejn 14f
bno rar 14

the harbour into it is

PRU SES I A
CAR TU

can oo

the turn to

C RE MA TRE

4c Ite n)4 Gile

with the moon good all the

very safe in the

way
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A PLEN I A

4 blejn 1 a

to the harbour in the

SU TEN T

TO C41) 4d

this then also

24.

24.

24.

U PE RU

11 be no

by night to go

SER I TU

Taoil 1 oo

free in to

AR BI A

steering being from

PURT U BI TU

411 by 4
1911)]
pond r b) to

to port from being or to

PES TI CA TU

ber of c4 oo

course to that whence to

ATH RE PU RA

4t ſte by 114

also by the moon was going

PUNi

25.

Phoenician

25.

TU

"CO

PUS TI N

25.
to

bor of 1/4

certain to that the

ANS I F

ano/r 1 F4

now in cause

BI NU

by 1,11475
no by Jr.
4t, one by 114

being new
then being it is
also throughout was going

NU BI S

ATH

TRE PU RA

TU

to

"co

TI U

c] r

to that from

PUNI

priſ]

Phoenician

TI U

c] r

to that from

BI NU

bj 1jo
26.

being then
26.

26.

TE I TU

Cá 1 to

it is in to

FER BA

fjon ba
F4 ſte 46 Gajb

under the

F RE TH TEF

certain will be

moon's increase

the sea
FER TU

Feaſt oo

certain to

PU. RE

was the moon

NU Bi ME

by he
170 by n)4

FER ES T

Yeart ar G4

certain it is indeed

C RE MA. T RU F

4c Ite m)4 at Ito with the moon good again
ab
to go the river

then being good
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27.

27.
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27.
8U ME L

To it)4 all

FER TU

pjon to

certain to

the course of the tides in the

BES TIS I. A

this good always

CA. T LES

ber oſar J 4
be ſlo n)4
ban riſ) m)0 m)0
c4 at lar

TU BA

to b4

that will be

TEF RA

cab ſta

to sea going

BE RU ME

PER SNI MU MU

night to go good
sea sailing very happily
whence also light

28.

28.

28.
TER TI

Ceon of

the sign to that

ER US

en rr

excellent and

PRU SE CA TU

bno re ca oo

much this which to

I SUNT

1 Trijo

C RE MA. T RU

4c Ite n)4 40 110

in happiness
with the moon good also to

PRU SE C TU

much this with to
bno re ca oo
Jr 40 Ito 45 1r la it is also to go again it is by
day

go

S T RU TH S LA

29.
FIC LA

29.

AR BE I TU

Yejc la
an be 1 co

CA. T LU

c4 40 lyr

PURT U BITU

PER SNI TH MU

popud r by co
4m) bart 1 4
ban rmſ 46 m)0

A SES E TA

4 rare C4

AM PER I A

30.
CAR NE

30.

C4ſt 14

29.

day light
steering night in to
whence again the water
port from or being to
the ocean sea in the

sea sailing again safely
from safe from indeed
30

to Carne (the turn)

ball riſ) 4t myo
sea sailing again happily
E EN PER sunT RA e er) ban rijo on the water of the

PER SNI TH MU

114
PER SNI TH MU

b411 riſ) 4t, njo

pleasant by going
sea sailing again happily

sea
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SU BA

To b4

this will be

S PA N TE A

1r ba 41) G4 4

it is will be indeed from

31.

ban can co
ber 4c ler

BES C LES
BU FET ES

PER SNI TH MU
BES TI CA TU

ATH

TRE PU

RA

by Face Jr.
b411 riſ) 46 m)0
ber of c4 roo
40 one by 114
‘co

TU

31.

31.

PER TEN TU

32.

the sea then to

the course with light
was long it is
sea sailing also happily
the course to that whence to

also through it was going
to

32.

32.

AR PEL TU

411 be al co

steering all night to

s TA TI TA TU

Jr C4 d) C4 oo

it is indeed to that it is to

SU P.A.

this will be

I EF RU

To b4.
bor C4 n.4
ban jr co
1 4b no

ER US

en rr

excellent and

MA N I

11,441) 1

CU BE ITU

co be 1 co

good the in
which night in to

33.

33.

BUS T RA
PER S TU

SI I NA M AR

Te 1 1/4 4m, 411

certain it is going
the sea it is to

in the river to go

33.

this in science the

ocean

navigating
E TU

e: CO

from and to

TU BE

‘co be

RE CA PI RU S

Ile cab) Ito Jr.

by night
the moon whence being to

PUNE

19x-me

Phoenician

FER TU

Fjon co

certain to

FER CA

Y1011 C4

certain whence

C LA BLA F

4c la bla ab

by day safe to the river

go it is
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34.
AN FE TH TAF
BES C LU

34.

41) p4 4t; G41b
ber 4c ly"

SNA TU A SNA TU Tr)4 co 4 ri)4 co

34.

the cause also of the ocean
course with water

flowing to and flowing from

11 4m, en

on the ocean's waters

FER TU

YJon ‘co

certain to

CA BI RE

c4 b) Ite

whence being the moon's

THUN TE

coryi) 04

U M EN

35.
IU BI E BES TI CA

35.

PE T RU N I A PER

that whence to

be 45 to 114 14 night also to go in the sea
ban oo

TU

35.

Jrt by e ber of day being it in the course to
C4 co

TU

waves it is

to

na. TI NA

114 C11) 4

the fire from

F RA. T RU

Y4114 4-5 ſto

AT I I ER I U

40 1 1 ept 1 11

means going also to go
likewise in knowledge great

FER US

pjon rr

certain and

in from

36.

36.

36.

SE B.A. CN IS

fe bacne 41,017 this will be favourable

PER SNI TH MU

sea sailing also happily

PER TA

ban riſ) 4t; myo
baji G4

S Pi N IA

Jr be 41) 14

it is the night in the

I SUNT

1 rºmo

in pleasure

C LA BLE S

4c la bla Tr
ban riſ) at m}o

sea sailing also happily

now

PER SNI TH MU

37.

37.
BES C LES

ber 4c ler

SNA. TA

Tr)4 C4

the sea indeed

with day safe it is
37.

the course with light
flowing to indeed
from flowing indeed

A SNA. TA

4 Tij4 G4

SE BA CNI S

Te ba ciſe 4r, Jr. this will be favourable now
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PER SNI TH MU

Jr be ma 1.4m, n)4 it is night in the ocean
good
bán riſ, 46 m)o
sea sailing also happily

BES TI CA TU

ber of c4 oo

S PI N I A MA

38.
ATH TRE PU RA TU

the course to that whence to

38.

38.

4t one brná too also throughout was going to
it is night in the

S Pi N.A

1r be 1 1/4

UM TU

o 4m) oo

from the ocean and to

UM NE

O 4n) 1/4

from ocean the

SE BA CN I

this will be favourable in

sea sailing also happily

MA NA F

Te ba ciſe
ban riſ) 4t myo
m)4 ma ab

E A SA

€ 4 T4

it the current

PER SNI TH MU

good to the river

39.

39.

oo

39.

BU TU

by

A SA MA

4 T4 1114

the current good

CU BER TU

co ban oo

which sea to

A SA CO

4 Ya CO

the stream which

B1 NU

b] no

being then

SE BA CN I

Te ba ciſe 1

this will be favourable in

T.A. SES S

C4 rar Jr.

indeed safe it is

PER SNI TH MU

ban riſ) 48 m)0

sea sailing also happily.

Was to

40.

40.

40.

PUS ME

4r 11 ab
bor nja

TheR TER

deon G4 eſt

ER US
cu BE I TU

en rr
co be 1 oc

TER TU

deoil oo

BI NU
PUNE

b] 170
Prije

Ter Tu

deoil co

E SU F

it is from the river

certain good
guiding sign indeed very
excellent and

which by night in to
the guiding sign to
being then
Phoenician

the guiding sign to
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41.

S T RU TH L As
FIC LAS

Jr 40 110 46 la r it is also to go also light
Ye!c lar
day light

SU FA. FI AS

To Yá F1 ar

CUM AL TU

PUNE S

com) all co
ca by ite
purſe Jr.

BE PU RA TU

be brna oo

CA PI RE

42.

this cause danger it is
protection always to
- whence being the moon
Phoenician it is

night was going to
42.

42.

the indeed with the moon it is

AN TA C RE S

41) G4 4c Ite Jr.

CUM AT, ES

AM BA. R. I TH MU

protection also it is
sea sailing also happily
4m) ba an 1.4% myo ocean will be steering in also

S TA TI TA

Jr. da Gj G4

it is indeed to that it is

SU BA F TU

To b4 4b oo

this will be the river to

E SU NU

e ro no

it is then

PER SNI TH MU

con, 4d ar

ban ri)] 46 m)o

happily

43.

43.

43.

PURT I TU

pond 1 co

the port into

FU TU

proo

under to

CA TEL

C4 Gall

which easy

A SA CU

4 T4 CO

the current which

PE L SA NS

beal ra 41). 1r

night always the stream it is

FU TU

pr co,

under to

44.

44.

44.

C BES T RE

c4 ber 40 ite

which course also the moon

TI E U SAS ES

o, e rr rarer

to that and from safe it is

BE SU BU

ber r by

course from was

e rjor

TI TE

d] da

from it below
to that indeed

TE I ES

‘G4 J 41’

indeed in it is

E SIS
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45.

45.

45.

SE ME

re n)4

this good

N I ES

1)4 1 47

the in it is

TE CU R I ES

C4 co ſte 1 ar

indeed which the moon in

SI M

1ſ 14m,

it is in the ocean

CA P RUM

C4 ab no 4m,

whence to the river to go on

U PE TU

tº be co

TE C B I AS

C4 4c by 47

by night to
indeed with being it is

it is

Ocean

46.

46.

46.

PUM PE RIAS

p4 m)eaſt 1 ar
means quick in it is
bu any be me 1 ar was ocean night's moon in it

FA MER I AS

is
xII

xii

At I I ER I A TE

40 1 1 ent 1 4 G4

E TRE

e cite

twelve (days)
also in science great in the it
is

AT I I ER I A TE

40 1 1 eſt 1 4 G4

always
alsoscience in great in theit is
47.

47.

47.

C LA BER NI I E

4c la beſt n] ] e by day the sea is not in it
e one
always
4c la ben 1,1 1 e by day the sea is not in it

CU. RE 1 AT E

cort e ] 40 e

returns it in also it

e

always returns in also it.

C LA BER NI I E
E TRE

E TRE CU
At

RE

I

Gile cort e ]

also it

40 e.

E

48.

48.

SA TAN ES

T4 G41, 4r

48.

the current's time it is

E TRE SA. TAN ES

e one ra Gan ar always the current's time it is

PE i ER I AT E

be 1 en 1475 e
e one be] en

E TRE PE i
ATE

TAL EN AT E

ER I

4c e

call en 4d. e.

at night much in also it
always at night much in also
it

covered with water also it
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49.
E TRE TAL EN AT

e; one call en always covered with water

E

also it

4G e.

MU SE I AT E

njo re 1 40 e

much more this in also it

E TRE MU SE I AT

e one mio re 1

always much more this in

E

also it

40 e

IU I ES CAN E

Jut j aſ cean e

50.
E TRE IU I ES

daily in it is from the head it

50.

50.

CAN e djie jut j ar

ES
CA SE LAT E

E TRE CA SE LAT E

always daily in it is from the
head it is

Ce41) 47

when this sea flows from
c4 re lad e
e one care lace always when this sea flows
from

TER TI

E CA

SE

ceon of care the guiding sign when this
lad e

LAT E

5l.

sea flows from

51.

5l.

PER AS SNA. N. I. E

ban arri)441) 1 e sea it is flowing the in it

TE I TU AR MU NE
IU BE

G4 1 oo an no 114
Jrö be

it is in to steering happy the
day and night

PA TRE

b4 40 ite

will be also the moon .

-

FET U

Yao r

far away

S I

Te 1

this in

PE RA

be 114

night going

52.

52.

52.

CNE

crje

favourable

SE BA CNE

re ba ciſe

this will be favourable

U PE tu E.

r be co e

from night to it

BE I E TU

be

SE BA CNE

1e ba ciſe

night in from and to
this will be favourable

NA. RA TU

114 114 Co

AR BI U

art by r

1 e oo

-

to the going to
steering being from
L
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53.

53.

53.

US TE TU

rr G4 oo

and indeed to

E U NA RA TU

e v iſ a ſua oo

it from the going to

BUS SE

bor re

certain this

FA SE FET E

Y4 re F4 o e

cause this far it

SE BA CNE

re ba crje
teon 1
priſ)

sign in

TheR i
PUNI

54.
There I BI NU FE
TU

Phoenician

54.

54.

teon 1 by no Yao the guiding sign in being

then far away

r

BA PUT U

this will be favourable

b4 bro r

will be the fire from

SAS I

rár 1

safe in

AM PE TU

4n) be co

CAP RU

cab to
bar: 4

the ocean night to
the cape to go

PER A
CNE

Clje

SE BA

re bé

to sea the

favourable
this will be

55.

55.

55.

CNE

cije

favourable

U PE TU

Y be co

E BE I E TU

e be j e oo

NA. RA TU

1)4 Ita Co

S I BE

AM PE TU

re j be
4m) be co

FE SNE RE

F4 Jr. ri)4 en e

from night to
from night in it to
the going to
this in night
ocean night to
cause it is the flowing much
-

it
PURT TU

pond co

port to

56.

56.

56.

E TU

e ‘CO

from (and) to

I re

1 F4

in cause

FER TU

*Joit to

certain to

TAF LE

caſt le

the sea with
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e bjn Fion

it short certain

TU

‘oo

to

CA Pre S

c4 brie Jr.
brio rare bo

which the headland it is

E Pir FER

PRU SES E TU

57.

-

very safe from and to

57.

57.

in cause steering night in to
sea this also to go

BA PUT IS

1 F4 art be 1 to
ban ro 40 ſto
b4 but, Jr.

ME FA

m)4 F4

BI S TiS A

by Jr of ra

good that
being it is to that current

FET A FER TU

F4t 4 Fjor1 co

far from certain to

I FA R be i TU

PER SU T RU

58.

will be the fire it is

58.

58.

S BI SE BE

Jr. b) re be

it is being this night

FER TU

Fjort co

truly to

PUNE

JPune

Phoenician

E TRE

e Gite

it throughout

S BI

Jr. by

it is being

SE

fe

this

night
being then certain to
sign to that from

BE

be

BI NU FER TU

by no Fjor co

TER TI E

deon G1 e

59.

59.

59.

s bi SE BE

Jr bj re be

it is being this night

U TUR FER TU

v Grit Fjor co

from the voyage surely to

P1 S TUN I RU FER

by Ir coff 1 to Fjoſt being it is the waves in to go
*CO
truly to
be ber r 4d ſta night course from again
going

TU

BE PEs U T RA

Ferº TU

truly to

Fort oo
60.

60.

60

MA N T RA C LU

m;4 4n 40 rid 4c good the also going with

FER TU

fjort co

ly

water

certain to
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PUNE

priſe

Phoenician

FER TU

certain to

PUNE

Fjon to
197"ne

FE SNA FE

Y4 ri)4 F4

means the flowing cause

FE NUS

Y4 nor

the cause known

Phoenician

61.

61.

61.
CAF RU PURT U

cab no pond r

that cape to go the port from

Be TU

be ‘oo

night to

BA PUT U

b4 by-o

SAS I

Tár 1

IU BE BA TRE

1rt be ba ad Île day and night will be also the

PRE PE SNI MU

bne be ri)] myo

Y

will be the fire from
safe in

-

moon

62.
BE PES U T RA

to the headland night sailing
happily

62

62.

night course from again
going
be ri)] myo
night sailing happily
ber 4c lar be rn) the course with light at
njo
night sailing happily
be ber r 4c Ita

-

pe SNI MU
PES C LES PE SNI
MU

also the moon

AT RE

40 ite

PU RA TU

by Juá co

was going to

63.

63.

63.

AR PEL TU

an bel 'oo

steering the mouth to

S TA TI TA TU

Jr. d4 of d4 oo

it is indeed to that it is to

ly

ber 4c
bor 4d ſto

the course with water

PUS T RU
PES TU

ber oo

the course to

RA NU

114 no

going then

Pe sni

be rn)

might sailing

MU

njo

happily

Puni

Prm]

Phoenician

BES C LU

certain also to go

64.

64.
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PE SNI MU

be rmſ myo

BI No

b] no

PE SNI Mu

be rmſ myo

U NE PE SNI

* 114 be ri)]

65.

night sailing happily
being then
night salling happily
from the night sailing
65.

65.

MU

njo

happily

E NU E RU S TA

e jo e no Jr G4

from then it to go it is

TU

indeed to

*CO

BIT LU
BU F RO

.

PUNE THER I ES

b] 40 ly"
br 4b ſto
12Y-meteon 1 ar

being also water
was to the river to go

Phoenician the guiding sign
in it is

66.

66,

66.

cause this

FA SU

Y4 ro

E RU THU

e Ito oo

it to go to

TIS LU

º;14 r ly

the tides water

SES TU

Tar co

safe to

IU BE PA TRE

Jrt be ba one

day and night
throughout

PUNE SES TE

JPrije rar da

Phoenician safe it is
67.

67.

67.

will

MA NU BE

m)4 no be

THA FET U

ta F40 r

the coast long from
good then night
indeed far away

ES TU

4r co

it is to

I U CU

1 r co

Tha FET U

t;4 F4 or

knowledge from which
it is far away

UR FET A

rſt pac 4.

68.

68.

68.

I U. PA TER

1 r ba deon

in from will be the sign

SAS E.

Tare

safe it

TEF E

the ocean it

BU F RU

dajb e
4r oo by 4G ly
by F4 to

SES TU

Tar co

safe to

ES TU BIT LU

it is to being also water
was cause to go

be
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69.

69.

69.
Punt I Fe Le

poſit; 1 Fale

port knowing

the

means

with

throughout in

TR I

ºfte 1

IU PER TE I TU
Tr I IU PER

Jrt ban ca 1 co day sea it is in to
throughout in science in the
one j 1 r ban

Bü F RU

by ab no

was to the river to go

NA. R.A TU

ma Ila oo

of the going to

Sea,

70.

70.

70.

cause in from

FE i U

Y41 11

lu PE PA. T RE

prº be ba ad Île day and night will be also

BU SI 1 A PER

br re 1 14 bart

the moon

NA Ti NE

1)4 G1 1/4

was this science in of the sea
of the to that the

FRA T RU A TI I

¥4 11440 110 4 G]

cause moving also to go from

ER I U

Jen 1 r

to that science in excellent
in from

71.

71.

71.

Pune

priſe

Phoeniclan

An Pen ES

41) ber, 4r

the head it is

the end again to go
south throughout

CRic AT Ru

criſc 40 ſto

TES T RE

dear drie

E US SE

e rr re

from and this

Tha FET U

t;4 F4'o r

A PE A PEL

4 be 4 bel

indeed far away
the night to the mouth

72.

72.

72.

rr

and

Mie FE

nj4 F4

good cause

A Ten TU

4 G41) CO

from then to

A PE PURT U BI

4 be pond co by the night port to being it

US

Es

4T

ls

d
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dear one

TES TRE

south throughout

E Us se tha FE e riſ re 84 F4t r from and this indeed far
away

TU

73.

73.

CRIC. At RU

cytſc 40 to

the end also to go

73.

AR Bi U

411 b) Y.

steering being from

US TE TU

rr ca co

and indeed to

PUNI FET U

Prn) fat wº

Phoenician far away
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IU BI U
PUNE
U BE F

FUR FATH

1.

1.

1.
BU CU (UM

by co com/
Jut be 1 11
prne
r be pa
Yoſt £40h

TREF

one F4

BIT LU F

by 40 ly fa

TUR U F

orſt r pa
2.

was which security

day and night in from
Phoenician

from night means
defence by skill
throughout the means
being also water means
voyage from the means
2.

2.

MAR TE

11,411 G4

as indeed

the voyage in it

THUR i E

orn 1 e

FET U

Yao Y

far away

PUP LU PER

pobly ban

TUT AS

co da Jr.

I I U BINA S

1 J1175 be 1 1/4 jr

people water of the sea
is gentle indeed it is
by wisdom day and night in

TU TA PER

co G4 ball
1 co be 1 1/4

gentle indeed the sea by
science which by night in

it is

I CU BINA

the

3.

3.
BA TU BA

b4 oo b4

3.

will be to will be

FE RIN E

Y4 Ilji) e

means of the star it

FET U

Yao r

far away

PUNI

priſ)

Phoenician
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FET U

Yao r

AR B IU

an be jutº

far away
steering night and day

US TEN TU

rrd41) oo

and then to

cu TEP

whence is in the ocean

PE SNI MU

co Gajb
be ri)] njo

4.

4.

-

night sailing happy

4.
the moon's course

BU Cu Cum

4 ne ber
an ber
by co conj

steering the course
was which security

CU. RE TI ES

co ſte G) ar

which the moon to that it is

TRE F

one ab
by 40 ly fa
dun u ab
coſ da re

throughout the means
being also water cause
voyage from the means

A RE PES

AR BES

Bi T Lu P
TUR UP

Thun TE SE
5.
F1

waves it is this

5.

5.

danger

F]

FE I Tu

F4 J co

cause in to

PUP Lu PER

pobly bart

people of the water sea

TUT AS

co da Jr.

i i u B I NA 8

1 Jut be 1 1/4 1r

gentle indeed it is
by science day and night in
the it is

TUT A PER

to C4 ball

gentle indeed the sea

BA TU BA

b4 co b4

will be to will be

6.
FE

Rin E FET U
AR BI U

6.

6.

¥4 nm e F40 u because the star it long way
411 by 4
steering being from .
and then to

US TEN TU

rr can co

TEN S S I ti M.

can Jr re joy any then it is this in to that
Ocean

AR BE I TU
TheR IS
bi Nu

Ther. Is

an be 1 oo
teon Jr
by no
teon Jr.

steering night into

the guiding sign it is
being then

the guiding sign it is
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7.

7.

7.

Phoenician

19Y-me

PUNE
FE IT U

Y41 to

the means in to

CU TEF

co adjb
ban rm] myo
411 1 ber

whence the ocean

sea sailing happily
steering in the course

I NUC U CAR

1 cnoc r caſt

the hill by the turn (Carne)

Pi Th As S

b1 4t; 4T re

FUST

for G4

being also it is this
easy indeed

PER SNI MU
AR I PES

8.

8.

8.

S BE PU .

Jr be br

it is night was

E SU MEC

e To myedc

it this clear

E SU NU

e ro 170

it this then

AN TER

41) deon

the guiding sign

BA CA S SE BA SE

b4 c.44r reba re will be whence it is this will
be this to

‘oo

TV

M. I sº. A Bi F

an] ] re 4 by pa

the ocean in this the being

AS SER I A TU

4T raort 14 Oo

it is free in the to

Cause

9.

9.
BE RU FE
TRE PLAN U

be no Yá
one blejn v.

9.

night to go the means
throughout to the harbour
from

co ban too
ſie ár Gajb

which sea to

RE S TEF

E SU NU

e To no

it this then

FE ITU

Y41 too

cause in to

CU BER TU

10.

the moon it is the ocean

10.

10.

PUNE

priſe

Phoenician

PUP LU M

pob lil 4n)

people of the water of the
OCean
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AF E R UM

4b e Ito 4m,

THER I ES

teoſt 1 ar
4 be pa

the river it to go on the
Ocean

ANS SER I A TU

guiding sign in it is
the night means
amojr radit 14 co now free in the to

E TU

e ‘OO

from and to

PER NA I AF

bart 1,414.6

the sea in to the river

A BE F

ll.

11.

ll.

PUS T NA I AF

bor G4 n.4 ) ab

certain indeed the know

FynE

Phoenician

CU BUR TUS

priſe
co bout Grr.

caEN CAT RU M

citem ca 40 no navigating whence also to go

THA tu

t;4 co

indeed to

EN U MEC

en r medic

water from clear

ledge of the means

411)

12.

which success at first

on the ocean

12.

12.

bjit

PIR

-

short

Ath TI ME M

4t; Gj n)4 any

also to that good ocean

EN TEN TU

et) can oo

water then to

PUNE

Phoenician

EN TEL US

priſe
bjn
en call r

ATH TI M EM

40 dj n)4 4n)

also to that good ocean

Pir

13.
EN. W.

short
water over and

13.

en r n eac

MEC

13.

water from clear

s TA PLA tu PAR Jr G4 bla co b411 it is indeed quiet to the sea
F AM

-

f4 4n)

Current cause Ocean

TES BA M

dear baan,

south will be ocean

TE FE

34 F4

indeed cause

*CO ca

gentle indeed
by science at night in the

TUT E
• I CU BI N E

1 co be 1 1/4
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14.

14.

14.

BA PE FE M

will be night cause the ocean
the being with water cause
security being danger also

CUM Bi Fi AT U

b4 be £4 4m,
4 by 4c ly' Fa
com) by FJ 4c r

be A

be a

A BI EC LA

4 by 4c la

E SU Nu ME

e ro 170 m/4

night the
the being with day
it this then good

E TU

e CO

from and to

A BI EC LU FE

from

15.

15.

15.

PRI NU BA TU

bitſ no b4 oo

the mountains then will be to

E TUT U

e ‘C114º 11

it north from

PER CA. F.

beſt C4 pa

sea whence cause

THA FET U TU

da Fat Y oo

it is far away to

PUNE, SA TE

PUNE

19*ne racá
12Y-me

Phoenician

MEN ES

njer, 4r

obvious it is

N I AM

EM

Phoenician the current it is

16.

16.
AC E RU

4c e 110 1/4 14 m)

+

16.

with it to go the in ocean
certainly

en)

E NU MEC

e 170 m) eac

it then clear

E TUR S TA MU

e Grrl Jr C4 m)o

from the voyage it is indeed
happy

TU TATA RIN A TE GO G4 G4 Tijn 4 G4
TRI

FU

one j ºr
17.

gentle indeed it is the star it is
throughout under

17.

17.

TA RIN A TE

~4 njn 4 G4

it is by the star indeed

TUR S CUM

orn jr com/

NA. THA R CUM

1)4 G4 4ſ. Con)

the voyage it is security
of the it is the steering se
curity

NU M EM

1)0 m)4 4m)

I A PUS S CUM

1 4 bor Jr com/

NU M EM

1)0 m)4 4n)

then good the ocean
in the certainty of its security
then good the ocean
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18.
S BE PIS

18.

18.

it is night being it is

PURT At U LU

1r be bj Jr.
34 F4
pono 40 u lyr

port also by water

PU E

by e

was it

ThA FE

indeed that means

MER S

njean jr

quickly it is

ES T

4T G4

it is indeed

FE I TU

Y4 1 co

cause it to

UR U.

rn Y.

coast from

PE RE

be ſte

night by the moon

MER S

meant fr

soon it is

ES T

4f G4

it is indeed

19.
PUNE
PRI NU BATUS

19.

19.

priſe
bitſ no b4 arr

Phoenician

the mountains then will be
first

it is indeed the guiding sign

S TA THER EN

Jr ca teon en

TER M N E S CU

deon am na jr co guiding mark on ocean it is

EN U MEC

el) 170 riſe4C

water then clear

AR MA NU

411 n)4 no

steering good then

on the water
which

20.
CA TER AM U

20.

20.

c4 deon any r

whence guiding sign ocean
from

I CU BI N I

1 co be j 1,4

science which night in the

EN U MEC

et, no medC

water then clear

A PRE TU

4 bile oo

from the headland to

TUR ES

orn ar

the voyage it is

ET

4G

also

PU RE

by ite
ſprije
4n) bite fºr

was the moon

PUNE
AM BRE FU

Phoenician

ocean headland under

-
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21.

21.

21.

and

Us

Yºr

PER SNI MU

ban rij} myo

sea sailing happily

EN u MEC

er) v medic

water then clear

E TA TU

e C4 to O

it indeed to

I CU B I N US

1 co be 1 m)4 rr

science which night in the
and

TRI i U PER
AM BRE Th TU

ofte 1 1 wº bait
any brie at co

PE SNI MU
TRi i U

PER

E TA TU

ocean headland also to

22.

22.
tri i u Per

throughout in science by sea
22.

ofte 1 j r ban
be riſ, myo
one 1 1 Y bart

throughout in science by sea
night sailing happily
throughout in science by sea

e ‘ca CO

from indeed and to

I CU B I N US

1 co be 1 1/4 rº

science which night in the and

E NU MEU

e 170 m;eac

it then clear
23.

23.

23.

the mountains then will be
first

PRI NU BA Tus

bjtj no b4 arr

s i MU

Te 1 iſſo

this in happy

E TUT U

e: GY-4C r

it north from

E RA thun T

e 114 coñ 40

it going on waves also

Be A

be 4

night the

s i Mu

Te 1 myo

this in happy

E TUT U

e Grad Y

it north from

PRI NU BA TUS

bnj no b4 arr

the mountains then will be
first

24.

24.

24.

Yot) at le ite

the land also with the moon

TRI F

city F4

Ap Ru F

ab ſto F4

throughout by
river to go by

Fun T LER E

Ru F RU

no Yá ſto

to go the means to go

U TE

* G4

from indeed
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PE IU

be jvºtº

night and day

FE i TU Ser FE

Y41 co Taoit F4
nj4ſt ºf

cause in to free means

MAR Ti
25.

as to that

25.

25.

bá co br

will be to was

FE RIn E

Y4. Itſ, e

means star from

FET U

Yao r

far away

AR BI U.

art be jutº

steering night and day

US TEN TU

rrd41) oo

and then to

PUNI

prºj

Phoenician

BA TU BU

FE I U

cause knowledge from

p4 J r
26.

26.

26.

TA SES S

C4 rar Jr.

indeed safe it is

pe SNI MU

be riſ) myo'
4 ſte be
an ber

night sailing happily
the moon at night
guiding the course

A RE PE
art BES

27.

27.

27.

ru B I N i E

Ito be 1 1/4 e

to go in the night from
it

E

e:

Tre

ofte

throughout

PUR CA

boilſt c4

success whence

RU F RA

110 F4 114

to go cause moving

U TE

Y" Ca

from indeed

PE I A

be 14

FET U

Yao y

night in the
far away

PRE S TA T E

bne Jr. ca 40 e

the headland it is indeed also
from

28.

28.

28.

SER FI E

Táon Fje

free of anger from

SER FR

Y4011 F4

free means

MAR TI ES

nj4It U14’ſ

as to that it is

Per A I A

báſt 4 ) 4

sea from in the
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FE I TU

Ya 1 oo

means in to

AR BI u

4n by u

steering being from

US TEN TU

Yr can co

and then to

29.

29.

29.

SA C RA

T4 4C 714

whence being
the currents with going

A I TU

4 ) oo

and in to

BES C LU

ber 4c ly

the course with water

BE TU

be co

At RU

43 no

c4 by

CA PI

AL FU

al ºr

night to
again to go
always under

PUNi

prºj

Phoenician

FET U

Yao Y

far away

30.

30.

T.A. SES S

Cá ràf 17

PE SNI MU

be ri)] myo
4 ſte baſt

A RE PER
AR BES

4;t ber

30.

indeed safe it is

night sailing happy
by the moon at sea
steering the course

31.

31.

31.

T RA

4t 114

likewise going

SA TE

14 da

current indeed

TRE F

one ab
by ad la ab

throughout the means
being also day the means

FE I TU

¥4 ) to

means in to

TUs E

orre

first from

SER FI E

ráon F1 e

free danger from

SER FE

T4011 p.4

free means

MAR TI ES

m)411 C) ar

as to that it is

BIT LA F

32.

32.

32,
PE RA I A

be 114 j 4

night going in the

FE I TU

¥4 1 oo

means in to
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AR BI U

411 by u

steering being from

US TE TU

Yr ca oo

and indeed to

PUNI

pri)]

Phoenician

far away

FET U

¥4t Y.

TA SES S

‘Cá ràr Jr

indeed safe it is

PE SNI MU

be ri)] myo

night sailing happily

33.
A RE PER

33.

33.

the moon sea

4 ne ban
an ber

steering course

PUNE

priſe

Phoenician

PURT IN SUS

pond 11) ror

port in knowledge

CAR E TU

can e oo

the turn it to

PU FE

by pa
4b Ito ab

was the cause

AR BES

AP RU r

river to go was

34.

34.

34.

FA CU RE N T

¥4 co ſte 41) G4

cause which moon the it is

PUS SE

bor re

certain this

ER US

en rr

excellent and

TE RA

G4 ſta

A PE

4 be

indeed going
at night

ER US

en rr.

excellent and

TE RU S T

da no Jr G4

PUS T RU

bor G4 no

indeed to go it is indeed
certain indeed to go

35.
CU Bi Fi A TU

35.

35.

co by FJ 4 oo

which being danger from and
to

RU P I NA ME

no be 1 1/4 m/4

to go night in the good

ER US

en rr

excellent and

TE RA

G4 114

indeed going

en E

el) o

water from

t RA

40 114

again going
M
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SA th TA

T4 45 C4

current also it is

CU Pi Fi A i A

co by F1 4 14

which being danger from in
the
36.

36.
ER US

en rr

much and

TER A

deon 4

guiding sign the

EN U

er, 11

water by

RU P I N I AM E.

no be 1 14 1 am e to go night knowledge the in
ocean it

certain it is to go

CU BER TU

bor d4 ſto
cobart oo

which sea to

An T.

41) 40 .

the also

AC RE

4c Ite

with the moon

PUS T RU

37.

37.

37.
CU MA TE

CO m)4 G4

PE SNI MU

be rmſ myo

whence good indeed
night sailing happily

EN U

et) o

water with

CA Pi

c4 by

SA C. RA

t44C 114

whence being
current with going

A i TU

41 CO

and in to

BES C LU

ber 4c ly

course by water

BE TU

be to

night to
38.

38.

38.

SA TAM E.

f4 5.4m) e

water by
current gentle it

CU BER TU

co bait co

which sea to

AN TA C RE

41, G4 4c Ite

the indeed with the moon

cum A TE

Con, 4 G4

security from it is

PE SNI MU

be ri)] myo

night sailing happily

en o

el) 11

water with

E SU NU

e ro to

it this then

EN U

el, O
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39.

39.
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39.
PURT I TU

pond 1 bo

FUS T

for 4d

40.

port in to
easy also

40.

40.

PUS TER TI U

bor ceon 1 co

certain guiding sign in to

PA NE

b4 1/4

will be the

PUP LU

pob ly

people of the water

A TER A FUS T

4 Geon 4 For 40

the land mark easy also

I BE CA
PE RA C RE

1 be ca
be 114 4c Ite

in night whence
night going with the moon

TUS E I U

orr e ] wº

first it in from

it is

41,

41.

this sea

ro ban

SU PER

41.

CUM NE

con, 114

security of the

AR FER TUR

an ejon Gril

steering true voyage

PRI NU BA TU

bn] no b4 oo

the mountains then will be to

TU F

G4 F4

it is that

TUS E TUT U

orre cuad u

first it north from

42.

42.
THU T RA

FU RU SE TH MEN
I AR

42.

‘co 4t; 114
to again going
Fr Ito re 46 m)et) under to go this again obvi
J 411
ous in steering .

Tha TUT U

t;4 d1140 11

it is north from

E A FI BE CA

e 4 F1 be ca

it the danger night which

43.

43.

43.

TRE

ople

AC E RU N i E

4c e Ito 114 je

FET U

Yao r

throughout
with it to go the in it
a long way

TUS E IU Bi E

orre Jrt by e

first it day from being it
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AR Bi U

an by r

steering being from

US TE TU

rr oa co

and indeed to

44.

44.
PUNI FET U
PER SA I A FET U
TA

SES

S

PE

SNI

MU
A RE PE
AR

BES

44.

prn) pac r
Phoenician a long way
ban ra 14 F40 Y. sea current in the a long way
c4 rar Jr be ri)] indeed safe it is night sailing
njo
happily
4 ſte be
the noon at night
an ber
guiding the course

45.

45.

45.

which course throughout

C BES TRE

ca ber one

TI E

d] e

to that it

r ra 1 e

from the current in it

U SA I E
S BE SU BU B SIS

Jr be ro by ab it is night this was the river
...

TI TIS TE TE I ES

below

r101

da G4 ) to that tide indeed it is in it

G] C147

is

4T
46.

46

46.

ES TE

4T C4

PER S C LU M

it is indeed

ban 1ſ 4c ly am)

the sea it is with water ocean

A BES

4 ber

the course

ANS SER I AT ES

41).jr raoſt 14754r now free in also it is

EN E TU

e1) e co

47.
PER NA I ES
PUS NA ES
PRE BER ES
TRE PLEN ES

47.

ball 114 1 ar
bor 1/4 ar
bne ban ar
one blejn ar

48.

48.

water it to
47.
sea of the in it is
certain of the it is

the headland sea it is
over to the harbour it is
48.

IU BE

jré be

day and night

C RA BU BI

4c Ila by b1

TRE FU F

one frya

with going was being
throughout under that

EUGUBIAN

IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,
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FET U

a long way from
an by 4 Irr can steering being from and then
¥4t Y.

AR BI A US TEN TU

to

º

49.

49.

-

49.

BA TU BA FE RIN E

bá to b4 p.4 m/ſ) e will be to will be that star it

FE I TU

Y4

-

oo

cause in to

THER IS

ceon Jr.

the mark it is

BI NU

b) po

being then

THER I PUNI

ceon 1 Priſ)

the guiding sign in Phoeni
cian

50.

50.

50.

U C R I PER

r 4c Ite 1 ball

from with the moon in the

FIS i U

pjr 1 -

knowledge in from

TU T.A. PER

‘co da ban
1 co be j 1,4

gentle indeed by sea

I CU B I. Ni
FE I U

Yao J co

science which night in the
a long way into

SE BU M

re bran)

this was in the ocean

Sea,

51.

51.

51.

CU TEF

co Cajb

PE SNI MU

at night sailing happily
4 ne be Jr an ber the moon at night is steering

A RE PE S AR BES

which sea

be ri)] myo

the course

52.

52.

52.
PUS BER ES

bor ban ar

certain sea it is

TRE PLAN ES

one blejn ar

over to the harbour it is

TRE F SI F

one pare pa

CUM I AF

con) 1 ab

throughout cause by this that
security into the river

FE I TU

Ya 1 co

cause in to

53.

53.

TRE FE

one pa

IU

Jyºtº be je

B I. r.

53.

throughout the cause
day and night in it
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U C RE PER

r 4c me 1 ball

FIS I U

Fir 1 r

TU TA PER

co C4 bart

from with the moon in the
Sea,

I CU b

I NA

J co be j 1,4

SU PA SU M TU

*

to

Prmſ pac r

CU TEF

A RE AR BES

Phoenician far

55.

55.

PE SNI MU

54.

To b4 ro 4m) oo this will be this ocean to
411 by 4 rm can steering being from and then
‘co

PUNI FET U

gentle indeed the sea
science which night in the

54.

54.

AR BI A US TEN TU

knowledge in from

co caſt;
be riſ, myo
4 ſte 411 ber

away

55.

which the sea
at night sailing happily
by the moon steering the
COurse

56.

56.
PRE BER ES

bne ban ar

56.

the headland of the sea it is

TE SE N AC ES

G4 re e1) 4C 47

indeed this water with it is

TRE BU F

one by £4

throughout was cause
a long way

FET U

pac r

MAR TE

njan C4

as it is

C RE PU BI

4c me 4 brb.)

with the

moon from was

being.
57.
FAD U

-

57.

57.

AC R I PE

4c Ite 1 be

FIS I U

YJr 1 r

long from
with the moon in the night
knowledge in from

TUT A PER

AR B I BU

do da ball
1 co be j 1,4
411 b) r

science which night in the
steering being from

US TEN TU

rr can to

and then to

I CU B I NA

Yao r

gentle indeed the sea
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58.

58.

58.

BA Tu BA FE RIN E baco b4 F4 run e will be to will be by that
star
FET U

¥4t r

PUNI FET U

Prmſ pac r
c4 dayb
be riſ) myo

CU TEF

PE SNI MU

an ber
an ber

AR BES

which the sea

night sailing happily

59.

59.
AR BES

a long way
Phoenician far away

60.

59.

steering the course

steering the course

60.

60.

certain sea it is

PUS PER ES

bor ban ar

TE SE N AC ES

care en 4c 4r

indeed this water with it is

TRE F

one pa

throughout that

S

re 1 ab

this in the river

Fe Li U F

Y4 l] r fa

that with from cause

FET U

Yao r

far away

i F

61.

61.

61.
Fis E SA S I

YJr e rare 1

knowledge it the current this

r 4c Ite 1 ban

from with the moon in the

in
u C R i Per

Sea

FIS I. U

YJr 1 -

TUT A PER

co C4 bart

i CU BI NA

1 co be 1 1/4

62.

knowledge in from
gentle indeed the sea
science which in the night

62.

62.

PUNI

19Y-1)]

Phoenician

FET u

Yao r

far away

SU PA

To b4

this will be

I68
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LITERAL ENGLISH.

IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,
In rom An LeTTER8.

S UM TU

To any co

this ocean to

AR B I. A

4n be 14

steering in the night from

US TEN TU

rr can co

and then to

ME FA

1114 E4

good means
63.

63.

63.
BES TIS A

ber opar 4

course tides from

US TE TU

rr oa co

and it is to

FI I U BI

Y] 1 r bi

danger in from being

FET U

Yao r

far away

U C RE I PER

r 4c Ite J ban

from with the moon in the
Sea,

FIS i U

pjr 1 r

FET U

p40 r
54.

-

knowledge in from
far away
64. .

64.

which is short

PURT I TAF

c4 b111
pond 1 Gajb

port in the ocean

SA C RE F

T4 4c 11e F4

current with the moon cause

ET RA F

40 na 4b
pond 1 Gajb
40 na 46

also going to the river

CA PIR

PURT I TAF

ET RA AB

port in ocean
again going to the river

65.

65.

65.

SA C RE F

T4 4c Ite ab

current with the moon the

TU TA PER

co C4 ball

river

I CU B I NA

1 co be 1 1/4

gentle indeed the sea
science which night in the

CU

co dajb

whence the sea

be rmſ myo
4 he be Jr.
an ber

night sailing happily
by the moon at night it is

TEF

PE SNI MU
A RE BE S
AR BES

steering the course
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66.

66.

66.

the headland sea it is

PRE BER ES

brie ban ar

BE THI I ES

be & J 47

night to that island it is

TRE F

one F4

throughout that

fºr £4

FU

F

CAL E RU F

cal en 110 F4

under influence (cause)
watching well to go from

FET U

Yao r

far away

CU FI U NE

co F1 r ma

whence danger from the

67.

67.

that

C RA BU FI
U C RI PER

4c Ila brf)
r 4c Ile 1 ball

67.

with going was danger
from with the moon in the
Sea

FIS I U

YJr 1 r

TUT A PER

do da ban

I CU B I NA

1 co be 1 1/4

knowledge in from
gentle indeed the sea
science which night in the
68.

68.

68.
BA TU BA

b4 drba

will be to will be

FE RIN E

¥4 1111) e

that star from

FET U

pat r

far away

THER I

deoil 1

BI NU

b) no

Ther. I

ceon J

the guiding sign in
being then
the guiding sign

PUNI

Prm]

Phoenician

69.
AR BI U

69.

69.

411 by 11

steering being from

US TEN TU

rr can co

and then to

CU TEF

co Cajb

whence the sea

PE SNI MU

be ri)] myo
4 ne be Jr.
art ber

night sailing happily
by the moon at night it is
steering the course

A RE BE s
AR BES

º
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ETRUScAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH,
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70.

70,

Bre. Thi I ES

bor ban ar
be by J ar

TRE F

one F4

tha bi N.A. F

PUS BER ES

70.
certain the sea it is

*4 b) 1/4 F4

night to that in it is
throughout that
indeed being the cause

FET U

¥4t r

far away

TEF RE

cajb he
Jrt be je

the ocean moon

IU B I. E

71.

71.
U C R i PER

day and night in it

r 4c Ite 1 ball

71.

from with the moon in the
sea.

FIS I. U

YJr 1 r

TOT A PER

co da ban
1 co be 1 1/4

I CU B I

NA

knowledge in from
gentle indeed the sea
science which night in the

PUS TE

bor C4

certain indeed

A S I AN E

4 re 141) e

from this in the it

FET U

Fat r

far away

S SER E F

Jr. raori e ab

it is free it that river

FET U

*4t r

far away
72.

72.
pel, S.A. NU
FET

U

72.

bel ra no

the mouth stream then

Yao Y

far from

AR BI A

411 by 4

steering being from

US TEN TU

rr can to

and then to

PUNI FET U

Prm) pac r

Phoenician far away

THA SES S

da rar Jr.

indeed safe it it is

PE SNI MU

be rmſ myo

night sailing happily

73.
AR I PER

73.

AR B1 s

an 1 ban
an be jr

A pr

4 by

.

73.

steering in the sea
steering at night it is
from being
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Tha FINA

34 f) 1/4

PURT I I US

pond 11 rſ

SU RU M

To no. 4m,

PE SUNT RU

be rviſo

no

indeed danger the
port in knowledge and
this to go on the ocean

might pleasant to go
74.

74.

74.
FET U

fat r

far away

ES MIC

4T meaC

BES TIS AM
PRE BE

ber Gj4r any
bne be

it is clear
course tides of the ocean

FIC TU

Yelcoo

TEF

the headland at night
seeing to

Gajb ſte )

the ocean moon in

IU BI

Jrt be j

FET U

Yao r

day and night in
far away

U C R I

r 4c Ile 1

from with the moon in

R I

75.

75.

75.

I CU B I NA

ban fjr 1 r
Go C4 ball
1 co be j 1,4

TES T RU CU

Gear 43 no co

PER I

the sea in

PE RU M

ban J
C4 b/11 e
be no any

FE I TU

Ye 1 co

cause in to

PER FIS I U
TUT A PER

CA PIR E

76.

sea knowledge in from
gentle indeed the sea

science which night in the
south also to go which
whence short it

night to go on ocean

76.

76.

4 by

from being

elt al poſtd 11 ry

excellent always port in is

E NUC

e cr)0C

from the hill

SU Ru M

To no 4m,

PE SUNT RU M

be rviyo no am)

this to go on the ocean
night pleasant to go on

A

PI

reR EL PURT I I US

land and

Ocean
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FE I TU

pe 1 co

cause in to

S TA r

Jr. G4 pa

it is indeed that

77.

77.

77.

L T

all at:

always also

IU BE S MIC

Jyºtº be Jr neac

day and night it is clear

BES TIS A

ber opar 4

course tides the

A FIC

4 Fejc co

from seeing to

TU

FIS I U TU TA PER

Fºr 1 roo da ban knowledge in from the gen
tle indeed sea

I CU B I NA

1 co be 1 1/4

78.

78.

ba

PA
FE ITUN ER T RU
CU

78.
will be

Y4 J Cof en 40 by in the waves excellent

also to go which

no co

PER I

science which night in the

the sea in
which short it

PE R UM

bart 1
c4 b/11 e
be no any

FE I TU

Y4 ) oo

cause in to

PUNI

priſ)

Phoenician

p41 co

cause in to

CA PIR E

FE i TU

79.

79.

A BI

4 by

SU RU F PURT i TI

ro Ito Ya pond 1

US

night to go on ocean

c] ry

79.

from being
this to go cause port in to
that and
from the hill

E NUC

e C1]OC

Tha PI NA RU

34 by 174 no

it is being the to go

ER US

en rr

excellent and

c1 co

to that to

Jr. radri F4 at

it is free it river

Ti US
S SER

E F

EUGUBIAN

ETRUscAN,

IRISEi.
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in Roman LETTER3.

80.

80.

CUM UL TU

con) ol 'co

with (protection great)

S SER E F

jr raon e F4

it is free from by

CUM AT S

con, 40 1ſ

protection also it is

PE SNI MU

be riſ] myo

night sailing happily

80.

rity to

Secu
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N.B.-The Figures refer to the Lines in the Original Tables.

ETRUSCAN,

IRISH.

I,ITERAL, EnGLISH.

in Roman Letters.

1.

1.

E SUC

e roc

from the point

F RA TER

p4 Ila deon

AT I I ER UPt

4 G1 1 en 1 rſ1

means going the land marks
from to that knowledge great
in the coast

2.

2.

2.

it in to that course

PLEN AS I ER

e Joj ber
blejn ar 1 en

UR NA S I ER

wºn 114 re 1 en

U TH TRE TI E

* 4t, one of e

coast the this in great
from also through to that it

e i Ti PES

3.

the harbour it is in excellent

3.

3.

T T

‘G4 G4

it is indeed

CA S T RU SI I E

c4 4r 40 no re j

AR FER TUR

411 Fjon Crit

PI S I

b) re j

BU A PE

by 4 be

whence it is also to go to this
in knowledge it
steering the true voyage
being this in
was the night

FUS T

for 45

easy also

E 1 c BA ses E

e 14c bá ràre

it in with will be safe from

AT I I ER I ER

4G 1 1 ent 1 eſt

also in knowledge great
knowledge great

je

4.
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IRISH.

LITERAL ENGLISH.

In ROMAN LETTERs.
E RE

e Ite

from the moon

ri

It]

with

E SUN E

e rom 4

it happy the

5.

5.

5.

CU. R.A. I. A

CO 114 14

which going in the

PRE THA FI A

brie &4 Fj 4
by ite

being the moon

PI RE

headland indeed danger from

UR A CU

ril 4 co

coast from which

Ri

11]

with

E su NA

e ro 1/4

it this the

rej

this in

S

I

TheR TE

teon G4

ET

ed

increasing

PU RE

by ite

the guiding sign it is

E SU NE

e ro 1/4

was the moon
it this the

SIS

rjor

below

SA C RE U

T4 4c Ile r

current with the moon from

7.

7.

7.

PE RA CNE U

be juá cue y

U PE TU

r be co

RE BES TU

Ile be jr co
by ite

moon at night it is to

PU Re
º'ER TE

Ceopl da

guiding sign it

8.

night going favourable from
by night to
was the moon

8.

8.

E RU

e to

it to go

F. PA N TUR

e ba 41) orn

from will be the voyage

THER TE

ceoſt da

the guiding sign it is

ET

4tº,

also

PI TH AC Lu

by 4-5 4c ly"

being also with water

PUNE

Prije

Phoenician
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9.

9.

9.

TR. I. F. Ri SU

one 1 ab It] ro

throughout in cause with this

FU i ES T

Yr 1 ar G4

under in it is indeed

AC RU TU

4c Ito co

with to go to

RE BE S TU

Ile be jr co

the moon's at night it is to

10.

10.

10.

E PA N TU

e ba an ‘oo

it will be the to

THER TE

deon co

AR FER TUR

411 Fjor Gril

the guiding sign to
steering the true voyage

Pi Si

b) rej
br 4 be

being this in
was the night

PU A PE

11.

-

11

ll.

FUS T

For 4d

easy also

ER EC

e11 4C

excellent with

E SU NE S CU

e ro 114 1r CO

it this the is which

Be PU RU S

be by no Jr.
Y4 all Jr be

night was to go it is
cause always it is night

FE L S BA

AR PU T RA TI'

12.

12.

12.

411 by 40 114 G1

steering was also going to
that

F R.A. T RU

¥4 114 40 110

cause moving also to go

AT I I ER I U

40 1 1 en 1 r

also in knowledge great in
from

PRE THU Fi A

bne co F) 4

the headland and to danger
from

13.
ET
N UR PEN ER
Pre

BER

PUS TI
CA S T RU

BU F

13.

13.

40

also

no un ben en
bite ban
bor cj

then the coast head great
the headland of the sea
certain to that

c4 m 45 to by a whence it is also to go was
the cause
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IN ROMAN LETTERs.

14.

14.

14.

F RA TER

Y4 n.4 ceon

AT I I ER I UR

ad j 1 en J rit

cause going the guiding sign
also in knowledge great in

e ro

from this

e 1 of ber
blejn 4 re 1 en

harbour the this in excellent

the coast
E SU
E I

Ti PES

PLEN

A S I ER

15.

it in to that the course

15.

15.

-

UR NA SI ER

rn 174 re j en

coast the this in excellent

U TH TRE TI E

r 40 one of e

from also through to that it
which it is

C T

CO G4

C LU BI i ER

4c ly" by 1 en

with water being in excellent

CU P N A TH

co b4 1/4 4d

which will be the also

16.

16.

16.

CLE

cle

the left hand

AT I I ER I E

40 1 1 en ) e

also in knowledge great in it

U C RE

r 4c Ite

from with the moon

E I C BA SES E

e j cá, bá rare

it in which will be safe it

AT I I ER I ER

40 1 1 ept 1 ent

also in knowledge great sci.
ence great

17.

17.

17.

4 be

by night

4 be ly" Jr. d4

the night water it is indeed

PUNE C LU

12Y-1/e 4c ly

Phoenician with water

THA FI A

G4 F1 4

indeed danger without

NU PER

to ban

then the sea

A PE
A PE LU

S T

18.

18.

18.

PRE BER

blue ban

the headland sea

PUS TI

bor cj

certain to that

CA S T RU BU F

c4 ºr 4d no bit ea whence it is also to go was
the means
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-

40

also

ET
A PE

4 be

PURT I TU

pond 1 too

by night
the port in to
19.

19.

19.
FUS T

for 40

easy also

PUNE C LU

ſpyrne 4c ly"

Phoenician with water

THA Fi A

34 f) 4
mº ban
oo pob leaſt

indeed danger without

NU PER

TU P LER

CA S T RU BU

20.

20.

20.
PUS TI

then is the sea

to people of the sea

bor cj
c4 1r ad Îto by

certain to that

which it is also to go was

ET

4G

also

A BE

4 be

SU F RA

ro F4 114

by night
this that going

S PA FU

Jr. bā ºr

it is will be under

FUS I

For J

easy in
21.

21.

21
PUNE C LU

12Y-me ac ly"

Phoenician with water

THA Fi A

34 f) 4

indeed danger from

NU PER

1)Y bart

then is the sea

TR I P LER

ople 1 pob leaſt

throughout in people of the

PUS TI

bor cj

certain it is

Sea,

CA S T

RU BU

ET
A

PE

F RA TER

22

22.

22.

co Jr 40 no by

which it is also to go was

4G

also

4 be

at night

¥4 114 deon

that going the guiding sign
freely flowing voyage
under the stars steering

SER SNA TUR

Taon rijá crit

FU REN R

YY ſteam an
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IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH.

In Roman Letterts,

23.

23.
E TH BEL C LU

23.

e 40 bel ac ly"

from also the mouth with
*

Water

means knowledge in

FE i A

Y4 J 4

F RA. T RE C S

¥4 114 40 ſte C4 1r cause moving also the moon

U TE

Y” CA

C BES TUR

c4 ber arm (c4 be when the course voyage
Jr orn)
(when at night is the
voyage)

whence it is

24.

from indeed

24.

24.

S BE

Jr be

it is night

RE TH TE

me 40 G4

moon also indeed

TU R A TU
S I

ourt 4 co
re. 1

this in

S BE

Jr be

it is night

PES T Ro

ber 40 ſto

course also to go

CAR U

C411 11

the Turn from

voyage the to

25.

25.

25.

F RA. T RU

Y4 114 40 ſto

cause moving also to go

AT I I ER I U

40 1 1 en 1 Y

also in knowledge great in

-

from

PU RE

by me

was the moon

U LU

Y" ly-

by water

FE NU RE N T

*4 po ſte 114 G4

cause then moon the it is

26.

26.

26.

PRU SI CUR E N T

bjto re con e an much this discovery it the

RE TH TE

11e 40 G4

G4

CU RA TU

co 114 co

E RO

e no

ER EC

eſt 4c

indeed
noon also it is

which going to
... it to go
excellent with
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LITERAL ENGLISH.

Irish.

ETRUSCAN,
in Roman Letters.

27.

27.

27.

much cause

bno pa

PRU FE

this in

S I

re. 1

S PE
PES T RU

Jr. be
ber 4t, no

it is night
course also to go

CA RU

C411 11

the Turn from

F RA. T RU

Y4 114 40 110

cause going also to go

AT I I ER

4t, 1 1 ent

also in science excellent

Re

28.

28.

28.
I U.

-

J -

in from

by me

was the moon

U LU

* ly

with water

FE NU RE N T

p4 170 ſte ar, Cá

cause then moon the it is

PRU S I CUR EN T

bno r, e con e much this in discovery it the

PU

is

41) G4
29.

29.

29.

TUR A TU

orn 4 co

voyage from and to

RE TH TE

Ile at G4

the moon also it is

NEiP

1)4eb

the ship

E RU

e Ito

it to go

E NUC

e ci)0c

it the hill

F RA T RU

Y4 114 40 110

cause moving also to go

30.

30.

30.

e ad bel 4c ly

it also to the mouth with

FE I A

Y4 1 4

cause in the

F RA. T RE C S

¥4 114 4d ſte 4C

cause of going also the moon

E TH BEL C. LU

water

with it is

Jr.
31.

31.

31.

u te

* C4

from it is

C BES TUR

4c ber crit

with course of voyage
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ETRUscAN,
IN

IRISH.

LITERAL ENGLISH.

Roman Letters.

B AN TA

b4 41, G4

will be the indeed

PU TA

by

was indeed

da
32.

32,

32.

AR FER TUR E

4n Fjon Grit e

steering the true voyage it

S 1

re j

this in

PA N TA

b4 an 04

will be the indeed

PU TA

by G4

and was indeed

F RA. T RU

Y4 114 40 ſto

cause of going also to go

33.

33.

33.

AT I I ER I U

40 1 1 ent 1 r

PES T RU

ber 40 ſto

CA RU

C4 110

course also to go
whence to go

PU RE

br ſte

was the moon

U LU

Y" ly

with water

also in knowledge great in
from

34.

34.

-

34.

cause then moon the truly
steering the true voyage it

FA. N.U. RE N T

F4 prlie an dà

Art FER TUR. E.

411 pſon orn e

E RU

e no

it to go

PE PUR CU. RE

be bon co ſte

night increasing when the
InOOn

35.

35.

35.
N T

41) C4

the indeed

THER I FI

teon 1 F)

the guiding sign in danger

E TAN TU

e C41) co

from and then to

PU TU

by c0

Was to

AR FER TUR E

411 Fjon Crn e

steering the true voyage
from

36.

36.
si

re. 1

36.

this in
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NOTE ON THIRD TABLE, IN THE ROMAN CHARACTER.
WRITTEN FROM LEFT TO RIGHT.

ETRUSCAN.

LITERAL ENGLISH.

IRISH.

l.

1.

1.

C LA VER N I UR

4c la ban na 1 rit daily the sea in the coast

DiR S.A. S

oſoft ra 1r

the law of the current it is

Her ti

ent d)

much to that

F RA T RU S

Y4114 40 no Jr

cause moving also to go it is

At'.

40 y en re j an

also in much this in steering

4C 1)0

with then

ER S I R

AC NU
2,

2.

2.

Y4 he ent

cause the moon full

O PE TER

o be deon

P IIII

be IIII

FA RE r

AG RE

45 ite

by night the guiding sign
nights four
with the moon

t LA Ti E
BI QU I ER

40 la C1 e
by co 1 ept

being which in full

MAR TI ER

m)4]1 d) ent

as to that much

ET

4tº,

also

SES NA

Tár na

safe the

also day from that it

3.

3.

HO MO NUS

o no por

DU IR

‘oo Jarl

to the west

PU R I

by ſte J

was the moon in

F AR

†4 411
means of steering
e Jr. co ſte an ºa from it is which the moon
it is

E IS C.U. RE N T

3.

from this happy knowledge

O Te

O ca

from indeed

A Vi

4 VI

for six

C LA Ver N I

4c la ban na

with days sea the in

!
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ETRUSCAN.

IRISH

4.

4.

183
LITERAL ENGLISH.

4.

DIR S A.N S

‘oſon ra 41, Jr.

the law of the current it is

HER TI

en of

much to that

F RA TER

¥4 114 Geoſt

AT I ER S I UR

40 1 en re 1 ºn

cause moving guiding sign
also knowledge great of this

SEH MEN I ER

re men 1 en

DE QU RI ER

oe come 1 en

in the coast

5.
BEL, M NER

this is very obvious in much
day which the moon in full

5.

bel any neſt

5.

the mouth of the ocean east
ward

SO R SER

ro 4/1 raoſt

this steering free

POS TI

bor cj

certain to that

AC Nu

45 10

with then

VE F

be f4

nights affected

X

X

ten

CA BR I NER

c4 bile 1 ment

whence to the eastern moun
tains

VE F

be pa

night was

V

five

PRE TA

bne da

the headland it is

To Co

'co CO

to whence

certain also going

6.

POS T RA

bor 4d ſta

FA HE

F4 e

cause it

SES NA

Tár 1/4

safe the

O TE

O G4

from it is

A VI

4 WI

the six

CA S I LO S

c4 re 1 ly Jr.

when this in water it is

oſon ra

the law of the current

HER TI

en G1

excellent to that

FRA T RU S

F4 114 40 to jr

cause moving also to go it is

DIR

SA
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LITERAL ENGLISH.

IRISH.

ETRUSC.A.N.

7.

7.

7.

AT I ER S I R.

40 y ell Jr J 411

also in much knowledge it is

POS Ti

bor cj

certain to that

AC NU

in the steering
4C 110

with then

FA RE R

¥4 me ept

cause the moon being full

O PE TER

o be ceon

by night the guiding sign

P VI

be VI

for nights six

AG RE

45 ite

with the moon

CA

c4 re j ly" en
be co ) eſt

when this in water full

SI L ER

PI QU I ER
8.

being which in much
8.

8.

MAR TI ER

m)411 d) en

as to that excellent

ET

4G

also

SES NA

T4Y 1)4

safe the

HO MO NUS

o no nor

from this happy knowledge

DU IR

to 1411

to the west

PU R I

by me 1

was the moon in

Y4 411

cause steering

FA

R

O TA

e Jr. co ſte 41) Ca it is which the moon it is
from indeed
O G4

A VI

4 WI

E IS CU RE N T

9.
CA S I LAT

from six
9.

9.

c4 re j lad

whence this in a flood

E

e

it

DIR S.A. N. S.

t’ſon ra an ºr

law of the stream is

HER TI

en G1

excellent to that

F RA Te ER

p4 Ild G4 ent

cause of the moving it is

AT I ER S I ur

4t, 1 en re j rit

also in much this in the coast

SEH

re mean 1 en

this is obvious in a great de

te co ſte ) eſt

day which the moon in full

much

MEN 1 ER

gree
DE QU R. I ER
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ETRusCAN.

IRISH.

10.

LITERAL ENGLISH.

10.

10.

bel 4m) na en

mouth of the ocean the full

SO R SER

To an radit

this steering free

POS Ti

bor cj

certain to that

AC NU

4C 170

with then

VE F

be fa

night's cause

xW

XV

fifteen

CA B R IN ER

c4 4b ſte in en

when the river and the moon

VE F

be F4

nights that

US

rr

and

ET

4º

also

PEL M N Er

is in full

ll.

ll.

ll.

SES NA

Y47 1/4

safe the

o TE

O G4

from it is

vi

VI

for
six

-

.
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F O U R TH TABLE.

N.B.-The Figures refer to the Lines in the Original Tables.

IRISH.

ETRUsCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISri.

In Rom AN LETTERs.

1.

1.

E SU NU

e ro 1jo

FU I A

FY 1 a

THER TER

Ceoil caſt

SU ME

ro n)4
2.

-

2,

US TI TE
SES

TEN

TA

from this then
under knowledge of the
guiding sign beyond
this happily

S

i

AR U.

2.

rr c) da

and to that indeed

T4ſ car, Cá re j

safe then it is this in steering
from

411 11
3.

3.

3.

coast the this in from to go

UR INA S I AR U.

rn 174 re 1 4 ſto

Thun TA C

COI) Cá 4C

waves indeed with

BU CE

by C4

was when

PRU MU

bno mo

PE THA TU

be C4 oo

-

very good

night indeed to

4.
I NUC

1 CIJOC

U TH TUR U

v ad cyn Y.

knowledge of the hill
from also the voyage from

UR TES BU N TIS

rn cear by an

the

-

c14r

coast

tides

south

was

the
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ETRUSCAN,

IRISH.

LITERAL ENGLISH.

5.

5.

in Roman Letters.

5.

Y4 114 Geort

cause going guiding sign

US TEN TU TA

rr can co da

and then to indeed

PU RE

by me

was the moon

F

RA Ter

6.

6.

6.

F RA. T RU

Y4114 40 110

cause of going also to go

MER SUS

njean ror

FUS T

For d4

quickly known
easy it is

7.

7.

7.

CUM NA. C. LE

con, 1744c la

security the by day

I NUC

1 CIJOC

knowledge of the hill

U TH TUR

r 40 Grit

BA BE RE

bá be me

from also the voyage
will be night moon

8.

8.

8.

CUM N.A. C. LE

crm, 1744c la

SIS TU

rjor co

below to

S.A. C.

T4 4c Ite

current with the moon

RE

security the by day

U BE M.

* be am)

by night in the ocean

U TH TUR

r at Grit

from also the voyage

9.

9.

9.

C4 1 co

indeed in to

BU N TES

by 411 cear

was the south

TER CAN TUR

deon cean orn

land mark the chief voy

in U MEC

1 170 m)eac

age
in then clear

S.A. C. R.E.

14 4c Ite

current with the moon

TE I TU

10.

10.

10.

U BE M.

Y be any

by night the ocean

U.R. T.A. S

rſt da Jr

coast indeed it is

BU N TES

bu 41) dear

was the south
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IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH.

in ROMAN LETTERs.

F RA. T RU M

Y4114 40 110 4n)

cause of going also to go

U PE TU TA

r be co C4

by night to indeed

Ocean

11.
I NU MEC

11.

1 110 m)e4.c

ll.

in then clear (knowledge then
clear)

BI. A

by 4

being the

MER SU BA

soon this will be

AR B.A. M. EN

njean ro b4
411 ba any er)

E TU TA

e ‘OO ca

from and to indeed

12.

steering will be ocean water

12.

12.

ER AC

eſt 45 .

excellent with

PIR

PER S C LU

bjn
ban jr 45 lyr

sea it is with water

U. RE TU

y he co

by the moon to

SA C. RE

T.4 ac Ite

the currents with the moon

U BE M.

r be 4n)

by night in the ocean

13.

13.
C LE T RA

4c la 4G 114

FER TU T.A.

YJon ‘co G4

A I TU TA

4 J OO C4

AR BEN

411 ben
4c la 45 Ita 4n)

C LE T R.A. M.

and short

13.

by day also going
truly to indeed
from knowledge to indeed
steering for the head
with the day also going on
the ocean

14.

14.

14.

AM PA R ITU

any ba ſte 1 co

ocean will be moon in to

E RU C

e 110 4C

from to go with

E SU Nu

e ro 114

it this then

FU TU

YY to

under to

C LE T R.A.

4c la 45 ſld

with the day also going

TU P LA C

to abla ác

to the river day with
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ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH.

IRISH.

In Rovian Letters.

15.
PRU M UM

15.

15.

bno myo 4m,

very happy ocean distant

AN TEN tu

41) can co

the time to

I NUC

1 CIJOC

knowledge of the hill

S I TH SER A.

re 140 raon 4

this in also free from

AN TEN TU

41) C41) oo

the time to

16.

16.

16.

I NUC

1 cm)0c

knowledge of the hill

CA BI

ca by

when being

FER

Fjort 1 n)4

certain in well

41) dar) oo

the time to

I SUNt

j rriſo

FER E TH RO

fjor1 e 47 ſto

in pleasant
truly it also to go

I ME

AN TAN TU

I7.

17.

17.

AN TEN TU

41) Car) co

the time to

1 SUNT

1 Trijo

in pleasant

SU

ro

this

FER AC LU

*Joit 4c ly

certain with water

AN TEN TU

41) C41) co

the time to

SE

Te 4b lar

this river light

P. Les

18.

-

18.

18.

A THES NE S

4 dear 114 1r

the south the it is

tr is

one Jr.

throughout it is

CA BI

c4 by

which being

AS TEN TU

4r G41) oo

it is at the time to

FE RE TH T RU

Y4 ſte 43 c.4 110

caused by the moon also it

E TRE IS

e 40 ne Jr

from also moon it is

tr IS

one jr

throughout it is

is to go

19.
A THES NE S
As ti n tu

19.

19.

4 Ge4T 114 1r

the south it is

4T d1 41) co

it is to that the to

-
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IRISH.

ETRUscAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH.

in Roman Let Terts.

this certain with water

SU FER AC LU

ro fjon 4c ly

TU BES

co ber

to the course

A THES NE S

4 Gear 1)4 1r

the south of the it is

20.

20.

20.

ANS TI N TU

41)]r of 41) oo

now to that the to

I NE N EC

1 1/4 er) 45

in of the water with

BU CUM

EN

E SU Nu MEN

by conjen

was security water

e ro no myear)

from this then manifest

E TU

e ‘CO

it to

AP

ab

the river
21.

21.

21.
BU BU

by co

was which

CU CE THES

CO C4 Ge4r

which when south

I E BI

1 e by

PER S C LU M AR

knowledge it being
ban jr 45 ly, ma sea it is with water good

*CAR ITU

C411 1 Oo

the Turn in to

BU CE

by Ca

was from it

PIR

bjn

short

steering

411

22.

22.

22.

from this

A SE

4 re

AN TEN TU

41) G41) oo

the then to

SA C RE

T4 4c Ite

currents with the moon

SE BA CNE

re bacne

this will be favourable

U PE TU

Y be co

IU BE PA TRE

nºt be ba one

from night to
day and night will be

throughout
23.

23.

23.

bno myo
4m) ben 'co

very happy

AM PEN TU
TeST RU

dear G4 ſto

south it is to go

PRU MU

ocean head to
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IRISH,

ETRUSCAN,

LITERAI, ENGLISH.

in Roman Letters,

SES E A SA

T4Y e 4 ra

safe it the current

F RA. T RU S Per

¥4 mid 43 no Jr.

cause moving also to go it is
the sea

baſt
24.
AT I I ER i ES

24.

24.

4t; 11 eſt 1 ar

also in knowledge great in
it is

E I C BA SA TIS

also the tides of the sea
4t, dyar ball
e 145 bara Gjár it in with will be currents of

TUT A BE

Cod 4 be

I IU B I NA

1 Jyºtº be 1 1/4

ATH T IS PER

the tides

waves in the night
skilful day and night in the

25.

25.

TRE FI PER

one F1 ban

I IU B I NA

se B.A. CNE i

1 Jut be 1 1/4
djar ly
re ba ciſe J

this will be favourable in

TE I TU

Cá 1 co

indeed in to

25.

through the danger of the
Sea.

TIS LU

26.

skilful day and night in the
tides water

26.

26.

I NU MEC

1 170 m) eac

in then clear

U BE M.

Y be an)

by night the ocean

SE BA CNE

re ba ciſe

this will be favourable

U PE TU

Y be co

by night to

PU E MU NE

by e njo 114

was it happy of the

27.

27.

27.

PUP R I CA

pob Ile 1 ca

A PEN TU

4 bei) co

people the moon in when
the head to

TIS LU

tides water

sE BA CN I

c1arly
Te ba ciſe 1

NA. RA TU

1)4 114 oo

the going to

this will be favourable in
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IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH,

In Romi AN LETT erts.

28.

28.

28.
knowledge from when

i U CA

J Y ca

MER SU BA

njeant ro b4

quick this will be

U BI CUM

Y by conj

from being in security

Tha FE TU

C4 p.4 oo

indeed that to

F. R AT RO S PE

¥4 114 40 no Jr

cause moving also to go it

be

is at night
29.

29.

29.

At I I ER I E

40 y 1 ent j e

ATH TIS PER
E I C BA SA TIS

also tides of the sea
4t; Gjar ban
e 14c bá rà G14r it in with will be the current

TUT A PER

Cod 4 ban

also in knowledge great in it

tides

30,

30.
I IU B I NA
TRE FI PER

waves of the sea

j jré be 1 1/4
one F1 ball

30.

skilfully day and night in the
through the danger of the
Sea,

I IU B I NA

1 Jut be 1 m.a

skilfully day and night in the

S.A. C. RE

T4 4C 11e

currents with the moon

31.

31.

31.

BA T RA

b4 40 114

will be also going

Fe RIN E

p4 1111) e

cause star it

FE ITU

p4 ) oo

that in to

E RU CU

e no co

AR U B I. A

aſt r be 1 a

it to go which
steering by night in the

FE I TU

+4 J co

means in to

U BE M.

r be am)

by night on the ocean

32.

32.

32.

Per A. EM

bán 4 4n)

sea the ocean

PEL SA NU

bel ra no

mouth stream then

FE 1 TU

Ya j to

cause in to
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LITERAL ENGLISH.

IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,
1N ROMAN Letters.

ER

ER.Ec

TU BA
TEF RA

e11 e11 45

very much with

to b4

to will be

Cajb 114
33.

S PAN TIM AR

sea going
33.

33.

Jr ba 41, dj 4m) it is and will be the to that

ocean steering

411
PRU SE CA TU

bno reca co

much this when to

ER EC

eſt 45

excellent with

IBE RU ME

be no m)4
pond u by oo

night to go good
port from being to

PURT U BI TU

34.

34.
S T

RU S LA

AR BE I TU

34.

Jr 40 no Jr la

it is also to go it is day

an be 1 co

steering night in to

I NU MEC

1 170 m)e4C

in then clear

ET RA MA

40 114 m)4

also going well

S P AN TI

Jr ba 41) G1

it is will be to that

TU BA TEF RA

‘co ba G41b 114

to will be sea going

35.

35.

35.

bno reca co

much

ER EC

en 45

excellent with

ER ES LU MU

en 4rly mo
by e njo ma
pob me 1 ca

PBU SE CA TU

PU E MU NE
PUP

R I, CE

this when to

excellent it is water happy
was it happy the
people the moon in when.
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FIFTH TABLE.

N.B.-The Figures refer to the Lines in the Original Tables.

IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH.

In Roman LETTERs.

1.

1.
PURT U BI TU

pond r by co

ER AR UN T

en 411 110 41) G4

1.

port from being to
excellent steering to go the
it is

S T RU TH S LAS

Jr ca Ito 4% frlar it is indeed to go also it is
light

ES CA M i TU

4T C4 4n) 1 too

it is when ocean in to

A BE I Tu

4 be j oo

the night in to

2.

2.

2.

1 NU MEC

1 no meaC

in then clear

TER TI AM A

‘deon Gj 4m, 4

guiding sign to that ocean
the

S P AN TI

Jr be an of

TR I I A TEF RA

one 1 14 g4Jb na throughout in knowledge in
the ocean going

it is night the to that

PRU SE CA TU

bno re c4 to

much this when to

3.

3.

3.

excellent with

ER EC

e11 43

SU PRU

robno (ro 4b mo) this very much (this now to
go)

SES e

rare

safe it
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IRISH.

LITERAL ENGLISri.

in roman LeTTERS.

ER ES LU MA
BE SU NE

PU E ME N ES

en ar ly, n)4
be ro 114
by e njo 1/4 ºr

4.

excellent it is water good
night this the
was it happy the it is

4.

PUP R i SAS

pob ne 1 rar

PURT U BI TU

pond r by co

-

4.

people with the moon in safe
ty

S T RU TH S LA

port from being to
Ir G4 no 40 Irla it is indeed to go also it is by

PE TEN A TA

be can 4 C4

and night time the indeed

IS EC

Jr 45

it is with

day

5.

5.
AR BE I TU

ER E RE RO N T

5.

steering night into
4n be 1 co
ert e ne no an ºa excellent it the moon to go
the it is

CAB I RUS

cab 1 ſtor

to the cape knowing the

PU E MU NE

by e njo 174

was it happy of the

headland

6.

6.

-

6.

PURT U BI TU

be ro 114
pond r by oo

night this the
port from being to

A SA M AR

4 T4 4m, 411

the current of the ocean

ER ES LA M AR

en ar la 4m) an

excellent it is this day's ocean

BE SU NE

steering
steering
7.

7.

7.

A SES E T ES

4 rare C4 1r

the safe it indeed it is
the Turn known

CAR NUS

can nor

I SES E LES

1 rare ler

in safety it is light

ET

4G

also

BE M PE sunt RE s be any be rviſo night ocean night pleasant
ſte Jr.

moon it is
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LITERAL ENGLISH.

in Roman Letters.

8.

8.

8.

ro ber

this course

SA N ES

T4 41, 4r

of the stream it is

PER TEN TU

baſt Car) too
ban ri)] myo
an bel to

sea then to

SU PES

PER SNI MU
AR PEL TU

9.

9,

sea sailing happily
steering the Mouth to
9.

S TA TI TA TU

1r G4 CJ C4 co

it is indeed to that indeed to

BE S C LES

be Jr 45 lar

night is with light

SNA TES

Trj4 dear

floating south

A SNA TES

4 ri)4 Cear

floating from south

SE BA CNE

Te bacna

this will be favourable

10.
ER ES LU MA
PER SNI MU

PU E MU NE
PUP R i CE

BE SU NA
11.
PU E MU NE S
PUP R I C ES
C L.A. B. LES
PER SNI TH MU

12.

10.

ent ar ly' m/4
ban rm, myo
by e njo 114
pob ſte j ca
be ro 1/4
11.

br e njo 114 Jr.
pob ſte j cá Jr.
4c la ab ler
baſt rmſ 4c myo
12.

PUP R. I C ES

by e njo 1/4
pob me 1 ca 47

ET BE SU NE

4.d be ro 114

PU E MU N ES

by e njo 114 1r

PU E MU

NE

13.

13.

10.

excellent it is water good
sea sailing happily
was it happy the

people in the moon in when
night this the
11.

was it happy the it is
people moon in when it is
with day the river with light
sea sailing also happily
12.

was it happy the
people moon in when it is
also night this the
was it happily the it is
13.

PUP R I, CE S

pob ſte 1 ca 17

people moon in when it is

PUS TI N

bor c) 114

certain to the
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ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH.

in ROMAN LETTER3.

ER ES LU

en ar ly

excellent it is water

I NUC

1 cm)0c

knowledge of the hill

ER ES LU

en ar ly

UM TU

ran)

excellent is the water

co (on) coj by the ocean to (distant to)

14.

14.

14.

PU TRE S PE

by one Jr be

was throughout it is night

ER US

en rr

excellent and

I NUC

1 CIJOC

knowledge of the hill

BES TIS i A

ber dyar j 4

course of the tides in the

ME FA

1114 F4

PURT U BI TU

pony r by G4

good that
port from being it is

15.

15.

15.

S CAL SE TA

Jr cal re C4

CU N I CAB

co 114 1 cab

A BE TH TRE

a be 40 opte

it is watching this it is
which the into the cape
at night also throughout

E SU F

e ro pa

it this that

TES T RU

dear 40 ſto

south also to go

SES E

Tare

safe it
16.

16.

16.

4 T4

the current

A SA MA

4 rā 11/4

PURT U BI TU

the stream good
port from being to

SE BA CNE

pond y by oo
fe bacne

SU CA TU

TO C4 too

A SA

17.

this will be favourable
this when to

17. .

17.

I NU MEC

1 110 mſe4C

in then clear

BES BE SA

ber be ra

PER SUNT RU

ban riyo Ito

course night current
sea pleasant to go

SU PU

To by

this was

E RE S LA

e ne Jr la
cy;le

the tide

THULE

from the moon it is day
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18.
SE BA CNE

PURT U BI TU
IN UN TEC

11) on dac

CU N I CAB

19.
BES TIS I. A
PER SUNT RU
TUR SE
SU PER

ER ES LE
SE BA CNE

18.

18.

re bacne
Jr cal re Ga
co 14 J cab
pond r by oo

S CAL SE TA

LITERAL ENGLISH.

IRISH.

this will be favourable

it is observing this indeed
which the into the mouth

port from being or to
in advantage taking
19.

19.

ber of 47 14
ban rviſo no
orn re
ro ban
eft ar la
Te ba crje

20.

course tides in the

sea pleasant to go

voyage this
this sea

much it is in day
this will be favourable

20.

20.

it is observing this indeed

PURT U BI TU

Jr cal re da
co 1741 cab
pond r by oo

I NU MEC

J 170 mſe4C

in then clear

TE TH TER I M

d4 4.3 deon 1 4m)

indeed also the guiding sign

S CAL SE TA
Cu N I CAB

which the into the entrance

port from being to

in the ocean
21.

21.

21.

E TU

e ‘CO

it to

BEL TU

bel too

mouth to

ER EC

eit 45

much with

PER SUNT RE

ban rrno me

sea pleasant with moon

AN TEN TU

41) G41) ©0

the time to

I NU MEC

j no riſe4.c

in then clear

22.
AR S LA Ter
BA SUS

22.

an ºr la Gajb
b4 ror

22.

steering it is day in the sea
will be knowledge
-
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IITERAL ENGLISH.

in Roman LETTERs.

U F ES T NE
SE BA CNE F
PURT U BI Tu

r F4 Jr. ca 114

from cause it is indeed the

re bacme F4
pond r by oo

this will be favourable cause

23.

port from being or to
23.

23.

in then clear

I NU MEC

1 170 m/eac

PRU BU RE

brio by me

much was the moon

CE FU

ca FY

when under

SE BA CNE

re bacne
ban riſ) 4t; myo

this was favourable

PER SNI TH MU

sea sailing also happily

24.

24.

24.

PUP R I SE

by e njo 1/4
pob me 1 re

people moon in this

I NU MEC

1 170 m)e4.c

in then clear

C LE T RA

4c la 45 ſta
ber 4c lar

with day also going

PU E MU NE

BES C LES
25.
bu

FE TES

SE BA CN

is

PER SNI MU
BE SUN E

was it happy the

course with light

25.

b4 4 Gear
fe ba ciſe 1)ſt
ban rgy myo
be rom a

26.

25.

was cause south

this will be favourable now

sea sailing happily
night happy the

26.

26.

by e mo na Jr.
pob ne rar

people the moon in safety

I NU MEC

1 110 rijedo

in then clear

S BE PI S

Jr be bj Jr

TheR I

deon 1

it is night being it is
the guiding sign in

PU E MU N ES
PUP R SES

27.

was it happy the it is

27.

27.

E BAR I AF

e ba 411 146

it will be steering into the

AN TEN TU

4t) G41) to

the time to

I NU MEC

1 170 m)e4C

in then clear

river
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ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH.

"

in Roman LETTERS,

ER US
TA SE B

en rr

excellent and

da re ab

indeed this river

28.

28.

28.

TER TU

teon co

the leading sign to

I NU MEC

1 110 rije 4C

in then clear

CUM AL TU

com) al co

AR CAN I

411 Ce41) 1

protection always to
steering head in
29.

29.

29.
CAN E TU

Ce41) e co

head it to

CUM A TES

con, 4 Ge4r

protection in the south

PER SNI TH MU

ban riſ) 40 m)o

sea sailing always happily

E SU CU

ero co

it this which

30.

30.

30.

E su NU

e ron Y

UR E TU

wn e co

coast it to

TA PI S TEN U

indeed being it is then from

Tha Fe TU

G4 by jr can a
t;4 F4 to

indeed cause to

PUNE

priſe

Phoenician

31.

it happy from

31.

31.

¥4 he 40 co

cause the moon also to

TA FET U

da F40 wº

indeed far away

AP

ab

the river

I TE C

J G4 4C

in indeed with

FA CU S T

Y4 co Jr G4

cause which it is indeed

PURT I TU

pond 1 oo

port in to

F

RE TH TU

32.

32.

32.

FU TU

YY to

under to

THUN TA C

coſ, ca 45
b) me 1

the waves indeed with

PI r I

being moon in
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IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISpi.

in Roman Letters.

PRU Be Th AS T

bno be 40 ar da much night also it is indeed

ER ec

eit 45

excellent with
33.

33.
UR ES

wn 4r (rite ar) coast it is (from the moon

PUNE S

priſe Jr.

Phoenician it is

Ne ir TH FA S

114 1411 C4 F4 Jr.

the west indeed cause it is.

it is)
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IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,

LITERAL ENGLISEI.

1.

1.

the headland

bite
ball j411

PRE
Wert IR

Sea West

TE SE NOC I R

da re joc 14ſt

indeed this hill west

BU F

by ab

was the river

TR. I. F

one jab

throughout knowledge of the

FET U MAR T E

Y4t r n)4]t of e

CRAB O We I

5|lab 11 be 1
o 4c Ite baſt

a long way from as to that it
difficulty from night in

river

o C Ri PER

Fis I U Toºt A PER YJr j 11

I IO W I NA

Guád 4

baji
1 Jut be 1 1/4

from with the moon sea

knowledge in from the north
Sea

in science day and night in
the

Art VI O

411 by 11

FET U

f4t 11

steering being from
long way from

WA Tu o

bá to 11

will be to and from

Fe Rin E

Y411ji) e

means the star it

FET U PONI

Yao u Punj

long from Phoenician

2.

2.

Fet U TA SEs

pac Y G4 rar

Per Sni

ban riſ) myo

MU

2.

a long way from it is safe
sea sailing happily
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LITERAL ENGLISH.

IRISH.

PRO SES ET IR

brio far 40 ſit

FA R S I O

Y4 411 re 1 O

FIC LA

AR SO E TU

Fejc la
art role oo

SUR UR

roſt rit

very safe also west
by these means steering this
in from

NA. RA TU

1)4 rud Co

in day light
steering this it to
going from the coast
the going to

PU Se

by Te

was this

PRE WER ir

brue ban jail
one blejn 1411

headland sea west

TRE BLAN IR

over to the harbour of the
West

POS T
VER

IR

certain it is

bor G4
b411 1ſt

the sea west

TE SE NOC IR

34 re c10C 1411

it is this hill west

S I

Te 1 p.4

F

FI

F]

this knowledge cause
danger

L I U

al J r

rocks in from

T RE F

435 Tie F4

also the moon cause

FET U FIS O

Yat r pyro

a long way by the knowledge

SA N S I E

T4 41) re je

the current this in it

O C R. I PER

o 4c Ite 1 baſt

from with the moon in the

FIS I U

fºr j r

from

Sea,

-

by knowledge in from

ouad 4 ball
1 Jut be 1 1/4

the north sea

PONI

priſ)

Phoenician

FE I TU

Y4 1 co

under in to

PER SA E

b4It rae

FET U

Yao wº

the sea current by
a long way

TOT A PER
I IO W I NA

by science day and night in
the

*
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IRISH.

ETRUSCAN,
AR W IO

an be jut

FET U

¥4t Y.

LITERAL ENGLISH.

steering night and day
a long way from
4.

4.
SU RU R

to ſlo 1111

NA. RA TU

1)4 114 oo

in the going to

PU S I

by rej

was this in

PRE WER IR

bite baſt 1411
one bleſn 14pt

headland of the sea west

G4 T4T

it is safe

PER SNI MU

ban ri)] myo

MA. N. D. RA C LO

11|4 41) 40 114 4C

sea sailing happily
good the also going with

TrE BLAN IR

this to go from the coast

over to the harbour of the
West

T.A. SES

ly

Water

DI F U E

o, F) we

without danger from it

DES TR

Gear one

south over

E HAB I TO

e 4b 1 co

the river into

PRO SES E TIR

bno rare Gin
Yejc la

as by day light

FIC LA

5.

very safe this from land

5.

Art SU E TU

411 ro e oo

it is also to go it is as by day
steering this it to

A PE

4 be

at night

SO PO

this was

PE PER C U S T

ro by
bor G4 no
be ban co Jr da

U

Y

S T RU S

LA

POS T RO

Jr 40 to Jr la

5.

certain it is to go
at night the sea which is in
deed

ES TIS I. A EF ME
FA S PE FA

from

4r Glar 14.46 m)4 it is the tides in the river
p4 1r be fa
good cause it is by night
unto

S CAL S I E

Jr cal re je

it is observing this in it

Co NE GOS

co 174 Cor

which is the consideration
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IRISH.

LITERAL ENGLISH.

FET U

Yat r

FIS O VI

pyro by

a long way from
the knowledge from being

SA N S I

T4 41) re j

of the current this in

6.

6.

6.

o 4c Ite 1 ban

from with the moon in the

FIS I U

pjr j r

science in from

TOT A PER

ouad a ban

the north sea

I O W, I NA

Jrt be 1 1/4

day and night in the

E SO

e ro

it this

PER SNI MU

course of the tides in the

VES TIS

ban ri)] myo
ber dyar 1 a
ber oſar

the course of the tides

TI O

o, u

to that and from

SU BO CAB

To bu cab
this was the cape
ro by co Fºr obj this was which science from

O C R I PER

Sea.

WES TIS I. A

SU BO CO FIS O VI

SA N S I
O C R I PER

sea sailing happily

T4 41) re 1

being current the this in

o 4c Ite 1 ban

from with the moon in the
Sea,

FIS I

U

knowledge in from

Fjr 1 r
7.

7.

7.

cuad a ban
1 Jut be j na

the north sea

ER ER

en en

the most illustrious

NOM NE PER

1740m, 114 ban

ER AR

eit 411

NOM NE PER

1,40m, 114 baſt

holy one of the sea
the illustrious guiding
holy one of the sea

FON S

TOT A PER
I IO W I NA

by science day and night in
the

por, Jr

the land it is

S IR

re 1411

this west

PA CER

b4 C4It

will be at the Turn

S IR

re 1411

this west

o 4c Ite

from by the moon

O C

RE

-
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IRISH.

ETRuscAN.
FiS I

Fjr 1

knowledge in

TOT A E

‘G114º 4 e

north the it:

I Io W i N E

1 Jut be 1 1/4 e

science day and night in the
it

ER ER

ent en

the most illustrious

NoMi nE

1)40m) 114

holy the
8.

8.

-

ER AR

eit 411

NoM NE

1)40m, 1)4

good steering
holy one the

AR S I E

4n re je

Ti om

c) on,

SU BO CAV

steering this in it
to that lonely distance

ro by ca 4b

this was whence to the river

SU BO CO

ro by co

this was which

FIS O W I

YJr. o be 1

knowledge from night in

SA N S I

T4 41) re j

current the this in

A

4 re 1 ent

from this in much

S I ER

FRIT E

Filja e

the Frith from

Ti OM

o, on)

su BO CAV

to that unfrequented distance
this was the Cape

SU BO CO FIS O WI

ro by cab
ro by co Fjr obj this was which science from

Sa N S I

T4 41) re 1

current the this in

SU Ro N T

To no an oa

this to go the it is

being

9.

9.

ME FA S PE FA

prijſ
be rmſ myo
nj4 F4 1r be fa

night sailing happily
good cause it is night cause

E SO

e ro

from this

PER SNI MU
Fis O W I E

ban rm) nºr
YJr. o be 1 e

sea sailing happily
knowledge from night in it

SA N S I E

T4 41) re j

current the this in

Ti om

tº on)

to that unfrequented distance

PONI
PE Sni Mu

Phoenician
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E SA

e T4

ME FA

nj4 F4

S PE FA

Jr. be pa
YJr. o be 1 1/4
o 4c Ite 1 ban

FIS O W I NA
O C R I PER

LITERAL ENGLISH.

IRISH.

by the current
good means
it is at night because
knowledge from night in the
from with the moon in the
Sea,

FIS I U TOT A PER

Fºr 1 r Guad 4 science in from north the

I IO W I NA

ban
1 Jut be 1 1/4

Sea,

science day and night in the

10.

10.

10.

ER ER

en ent

the most illustrious

NOM NE PER

1,40m, 114 ban

holy one of the sea

ER AR

eſt 411

the illustrious guiding

NOM NE BER
FIS O W I E

1,40m) ma ball
YJr. o be 1 e

holy one of the sea
knowledge from night in the

SA N S I E

rá án re je

current the this in it

DI TU

to] co

without to

O C RE FIS I

o 4c Ite Fjr 1

from with the moon know

TOT E

ºllaº, e.

north it

ledge in
I O W I NE

1 o be 1 1/4

science from night in the

O C R.E. R.

o 4c Ile ent

from with moon full

FIS I E

YJr 1 e

TOT AR

quad 411

I O W, I NA R

1 o be 1 1/4 art

knowledge in it
north steering
by science night in the steer

DU PUR SUS

orb bon ror

over the black boisterous

ing

by knowledge
ll.

ll.

11.

PE TUR PUR SUS

be crit bon ror

FAT O FI To

Yat r F) do

a night voyage by knowledge
of the deep
far away from danger ceasing

PER ME

ban na

the sea the
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certain also of the

sE P ses AR s 1 TE re ab rar an re to this river safe steering this
1 G4

in it is

WO U.

by O

was from

SE A WI E

Te 4 b) e

this the being it

E SO NE

e ro má

from this of the

FU TU

proo

under to

FON S

Yor, Jr.

the land it is

PA C ER

b4 4c en

will be with much

PA SE

b4 re

will be this

Tu A

‘CO 4

to and from

O C RE

o 4c Ite

from with the moon

FiS I

-

TOT. E.
I io W i N

E

pjr 1

knowledge in

‘ollaº, e.

north from

1 Jut be 1 male in science day and night in
the it

12.

12.

12.

ER. Er

ent ent

the most iliustrious

NOM NE

1)4On) 1)4

holy one of the
the illustrious guiding
holy one the
knowledge from being it

ER AR

eſt 411

NOM NE

1,40m, 1,4

FIS O WI E

¥jr obje

SA N SI E

T4 an re 1

the current this in

SAL WO

Tal br

the passage was

SER I TU

raon 1 oo

free in to

O C Re M

o 4c Ite 4n)

from with the moon in the

FIS I

Fºr 1

knowledge in

Ocean

TOT AM

G1140 am)

the north ocean

Io W i N A M

Jut be j na 4m)

FIS O W i E

pyro be je

day and night in the ocean
knowledge from night in it

SA N SI

T4 41) re 1

current the this in

E

sAL vo ser I tu

ral by raoſt J co the way was free in to
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IRISH.

LITERAL ENGLISH.

13.

13.

13.

O C R.E. R

O 4c Ite ent

from with the moon full

FIS I

pjr 1

knowledge in

F.R.

en

excellent

TOT AR

Guac art

to the north steering
Io v I N AR No ME jutº be 1 1/4 an day and night in the naviga
170 m/4
tion from the good
NERF

Temp

Nerf

AR S MO

411 11 myo

steering it is good

VI RO

by ſto

PE QUO

be co

being to go
by night which

CA S T RU O

c4 Jr 40 Ito r

whence it is also to go from

FRI F

*111 p.4

the Frith unto

SAL WA

Tal ba

the way will be

SER I TU

raon 1 co

free into

FU T U

pr 4c r

under also from

FON S

pon Jr.

the land it is

PA C E R

b4 C4 411
bá re

will be this

PA SE

. 14.

will be when steering

14.

14.

TU A

‘CO 4

to the

O C

O 4c Ite

from with the moon

FIS. I

pjr 1

knowledge in

TOT E

‘G114ſo e.

the north it

I IO V I N E

J 11175 be 1 1/4 e

in science day and night in

RE

the it

-

ER ER

en eſt

the most illustrious

NOM NE

1,40m, 114

holy one the
illustrious guiding
holy one the
knowledge from night in the
holy herself it

ER AR

ent 411

NOM NE

1,40m, 114

FIS O W I E

Y]r o be 1 e

SAN SI E

T41) r1 e

P
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to that unfrequented dis

Ti OM

dj on,

E SA

e ra

by the current

ME FA S PE FA

1114 pa Jr be F4

good unto it is night be

Fis O

Fºr obj na
o 4c Ite 1 ball

tance

cause
VI

NA

O C R I PER

knowledge from being the
from with the moon in the
Sea.

Fis i U

knowledge in from

YJr. 1 r
15.

15.

15.

TOT A PER

C114t; a bart

the north sea

I IO W I NA

1 J11t be 1 1/4

by science day and night in
the

ER ER NoM NE PER en en maon, 114

the illustrious holy one of
the sea

bart
ER AR

ent 411

the illustrious guiding

NOM NE PER

holy one of the seas

FIS O W I E

1740m, 114 ball
YJr. o be je

SAN S1 E

ran r1 e

TI OM

d] on)

knowledge from night in it
holy herself it
to that unfrequented dis
tance

this will be when from

FIS O VI E

To b4 C4 r
pjr obje

knowledge from being it

FRIT E

¥nja e

the Frith it

TI OM

o, on)

to that lonely distance

SU BO CA U

To b4 ca Y
ber 4c ly

this will be whence from

SO BO CA U

PES C LU

16.

16.
SE MU

the course with water

re n]o

I6.

this is happy

ves TI CA TU

ber of c4 co
course to that whence to
At R 1 PUR SA TU 40 Ite 1 boil ra 'OO also the in moon increasing
the current to
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A PE

4 be

at night

E AM

e 4n)

from the ocean

bort
increasing
DIN sus F PRoses on ror 4b bito pleasant knowledge of river

PUR

Tar e oo

E TO

very safe it to

ER US

en rr

excellent and

Di TU

of co

without to (from also)

EN O

er, O

water from

S CAL SE TO
WES TIS I AR

Jr cal re co
ber of 47 1 an

it is observing this to
the course of the tides in

er Us

en rr

excellent and “

CO 1/4 COr

which the consideration

steering
CO

NE COS

17.

17.

17.

PIR S TU .

bjn Jr to

short it is to

EN O ME FA

et, O m)4 F4

water from good unto

ves TIs I A so PA ber of 47 1 4 ro course of the tides in the
b4
PU RO ME

this will be

by 11o n)4

was to go good

E FUR FA tu

it is a defence known to
e Yon Y4t too
su BRA s PA HA ro bridd Jr ba 4 this for ever it is will be from
11jo

MU

happy

EN O

et, O

water from
free this

SER SE

raon re

COM OL TU

con) ol 'co

COM A TIR

con, 4 oſſi

PER SNI HI MU

bari ri)] 1 nſo

18.
CA P ir

with protection (security)
mighty to
security from shoals

sea sailing in happy

18.

ca ab 16

18.

hence to the river of the

country
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PUR DI TU

bon of co

DUP LA

orb la

swelling without to
dark days

A I TU

4 1 oo

from in to

S.A. C. R.A.

T4 4C 114

DUP LA

orb la

the currents with going
dark day

A I TU

4 J OO

from in to

19.

19,

19.

the headland

BU F TRI F

bne
ban 1411
be 1 en
by Ya one F4

O C R I PER

O 4c Ite 1 ban

from with the moon in the

PRE
WER IR
VE HI ER

of the sea west

night in excellent

was that throughout that
CAR ER su FET U cal en ro Pao r observing much this far away
VO FI O NE
by p, o 1,4
was danger from the
GRAB O VI E
3nab r b) e
obstruction from being it
-

Sea,

FIS i U

pjr 1 r

knowledge in from

TOT A PER

ouad 4 ball
1 Jut be 1 1/4

north the sea

I IO W I NA

by science day and night in
the

vA TU 0 FE RIN E ba oo y pá ſtjn e will be to and from because
of the star it
FET U

Yao r

far away

HER I E VI NU

en je by no

excellent in it being then

HER I E

en 1 e

excellent in it

PONI

pon)

Phoenician

FET U

Yao r

far away

A R U IO

an be jutº

steering night and day

FET U

Yao r

far away

TA SES

Cá ràr

it is safe
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PER SNI MU
PRO SES E TER

IRISH.

bail ri), myo
bno rare deon

Me FA

m)4 F4

S PE FA

Jr be pa
Fejc la

FIC LA

LITERAL ENGLISH.

sea sailing happily
very safe it the guiding sign
good unto
it is at night the means
in day light

AR SU E I TU

411 ro e ] co

steering this it in to

SU RONT NA RA

ro mont; 1/4 ſta

this very fearful of the

TU

‘oo

PU S I
PRE VER IR

21.
TRE BLAN IR

going to

by re 1
bite ban 14n

was this in

the headland of the sea west

21.

one blejn 14n

21.

over to the harbour of the
west

22.

22.

22.

POS T

bor 4d

certain also

WER ir

b411 1411
be 1 en
4 b) 1/4

the sea west

WE HI ER
HAB I N.A.

night in excellent
the being of the

TR. I. F.

Gile 1 pa

FEt u

Yao r

throughout in unto
far away

TEF RE I

dajb ſte 1

the sea the moon in

I O WI

] obj

knowledge from being

O C RI PER

O 4c Ite 1 baſt

from with the moon in the

FIS I U.

pjr J Y

knowledge in from

TOT A PER

cuad 4 ball
1 11175 be 1 1/4

north the sea

Sea.

I IO W I NA

-

by science day and night in
the

SER SE

T4011 re

free is this

FET U

Yao r

a long way from

PEL SA NA

bel ra 114

the mouth stream the
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FET U

Yao Y

far away

AR WI O

411 by 11

steering being from

FE I TU

Y41 oo (Fat 1 oo) that in to (far in to)

PONI

pom)
23.

FET U

Phoenician
23.

23.

p4t r

far away

C4 rjor

it is below

PRO SES E TIR

be riſ) myo
bno rare cyſt

S T R

1r G4 no

night sailing happily
very safe from shoals
it is indeed to go

US LA

FIC LA

11r la
Yejc la

and by day
day light

AR SU E TU

4n ro e ] oo

SU

To ſtoryo

steering this it in to
this very fearful

TA SIS

PE SNI MU

RONT

NA. RA TU

114 114 oo

of the going to

PU SE

by re
ban jr co
one bleſſ, 14ſt

was this

WER IS CO
TRE BLAN IR

sea it is whence
over to the harbour of the
West

A PE

4 be

HA BI NA

4 b) 1/4

PUR DIN SUS

bon on ror

24,

at night
the being the
increasing pleasant know
ledge
24.

24.

E RO N T

e Ito on C4

from to go advantageous in

PO I

by 1
4 b) 1/4
bon oſm ror da

was in

deed

HA BI NA

PUR DIN SUS T

DES T RO CO

cear ad no co

the existence of the

increasing pleasant know
ledge it is
agreeable also to go whence

PER SI

ball re 1

the sea this in

WES TIS i A

ber CJ47 1 4

course of the tides in the
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ET PE SOND RO

40 be reno no

SUR S OM

rom ro any -

FET

U

LITERAL ENGLISH.

also at night pleasant to go
exploring this ocean

p40 wº

far away
whence short this

PER SO

c4 by It re
b411 ro

O SA TU

O ra 'OO

by the current to

E AM

e an)

it the ocean

MA. N. I

1114 1/4 1

good the in

CA BIR SE

25.

sea this

25.

25.

NE R T RU

1)4 411 G4 110

TEN I TU

G41) 1 OO

the time in to

AR NI PO

411 114 1 br
ber dyar 1 a

steering the in was
the course of the tides in the

VES TI CO S.

ber of co in

the course to that which it is

CA PIR SO

cab 1411 ro

cape west this

IS EC

11 4C

it is with

PER S TI CO

ban jr aſ co

the sea it is to that which

ER US

en rr

excellent and

DITU

to] co

without to

E SOC

€ 1.O 4C

it this with

PER SNI MO

sea sailing happily

WES TIS

ban ri)] myo
ber opar

TIOM

d) On)

to that lonely distance

WES TIS I. A

26.

of the steering it is to go
e

the course of the tides

26.

26.

SU BA CAB

ro b4 cab

this will be to the cape

SU BO CO

ro by co

this was which

TEF RO

caſt no
the ocean to go
Jré be 1 11 4c Ite day and night in with the
moon in the sea
1 baſt
pjr 1 knowledge in from

IO WI O C R I PER

FIS I U
TOT A PER

quad 4 ban

north the sea

I I O WI NA

1 11175 be 1 1/4

by science day and night in
the
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ER ER

eſt ent

the most excellent

NoM NE PER

1,40m) na bart

holy one of the sea

ER AR

e11 411

NOM NE PER

1,40m) p4 ball

the excellent guiding
holy one of the sea

fon is IR

Yor, Jr jart

land it is west

PA CER

b4 4c ent

will be with excellent

SI

re 1

this in

O C R.E. F.

11 4c Ite pa

from with the moon unto

I S I TOT. E.

] re j G1140 e

in this in north it

27.

27.

27.

IO V I NE

11175 be 1 1/4

day and night in the

ER ER

ent eſt

NOM NE

1,40r1, 1)4

the very illustrious
holy one the

ER AR

eit 411

NOM NE

1,40m, 114

AR SI E

411 re j e

TI OM

of on)

SU BO CAB

ro b4 O cab
this will be from the cape
this was which
ro by co
caſt no Jrt be j on the ocean to go day and

SU BO CO
TEF RO IO W I AR
S I Er

an re 1 ent

the excellent guiding
holy one the
steering this in it
to that lonely distance

night steering this in ex
cellent

FRIT E TI OM

Flujo e G) on,

the Frith from to that lonely

SU B

ro by

this was

O CAW SU BO CO

o cab ro by co

TEF RO

t;41b Ito

IO WI

111t be 1

from the cape this was whence
on the sea to go
day and night in

TEF RE

dajb ſte

at sea with the moon

distance

28.

28.

IO WI R

111t be 1 e

day and night in it

TI OM E su

o, on) e ro

to that distance it this

28.
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sor su PER sont rom ro ban reno exploring this sea pleasant
RU

PI HAC
O C R

to go

ſto

TEF RA LI
LU

I PER

Cajb 114 ly
b1 4c lyr
vº 4c Ite 1

ban

on the ocean going with
being with water
from with the moon in the
Sea,

FIS I U

pjr 1 -

knowledge in from

TOT A PER

north the sea

I IO WINA

Guad 4 ball
1 11175 be 1 1/4

in science day and night in

ER ER

ent en

the most illustrious

1,40m, 114 ball

holy one of the sea

the

NOM NE

PER

ER AR

en an

the excellent guiding

NOM NE PER

1,40m, 114 ball
dajb ſte

holy one of the sea

TEF RE

29.

at sea with the moon

29.

29.

IO WI E

Jró by e

day being from

OR ER

r11 en

the coast much

O SE

o re

from this

PER SE

ban re

the sea this

O 4C 11e

from with the moon

YJr 1 e

knowledge in it

PIR

bjn

short

OR TO

rit oo

coast to

ES T

4T G4

it is indeed

TOT E

‘C114ſo e

north it

J jut be 1 1/4

in science day and night in

O C RE
FIS I. E.

I IO W I NE

-

the

steering it is great

tº

AR S MOR

411 Jr njon

DER SE COR

cean re con

wonderful this discovery

SU BA TOR

ro ba orn

this will be the voyage

SE

Te 41) 40

this the also

by rej

was this in

N T

PU SI

→
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NEIP

1)4eb

the ship

HER I TU

en 1 oo

great in to

TEF RE 1 ovi E

dajb ſte 1 11 b1 e at sea the moon in from
being it

30.
PE R SE TO VER
PES C L ER
PE R SE TOM ES T

30.

30.

be an re oo ban night steering this to sea
ber 4c la en
course with day excellent
be an re don) ar night steering this defined it
is indeed

‘G4

PE RE TOM ES T

ber e don) 4r da the course it is defined it is
truly
be 11e Com) ar G4 by night by the moon defined

FROS E TOM EST

Ynor e Con, 4r in the dark it is defined it is

PES E TOM ES T

it is indeed

indeed

‘G4

-

-

DA E TOM ES T

o4 e Gon) ar G4

by man it is defined it is

TU VER

oo ban
ber 4c la en
bjn re do
4 b/ſt re do
b4 re 4f 40

at Sea

indeed

PES C L ER
VIR SE TO
A VIR SE TO
WA. S. ES T

IO W I E
PER SE

short this to
from short this to
will be and it is also

31.

31.
TEF RE

course with day excellent

31.

caſt me
Jut be 1 e
ban re

on the ocean with the moon

day and night in it
the sea this

MER S

1114 411 Jr.

good steering it is

Es TE SU

4r G4 ro

it is indeed this

SOR SU

rom ro

PER SOND RU

ban rrno no
by ac ly
by 4 F1
tajb ſte

exploring this
sea pleasant to go

PI HAC LU
PI HA FI
TEF RE

being with water

being from danger
the ocean with the moon
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Jrt be je

IO W I E
Pi hA TU

b] 4 co

O C

LITERAL ENGLISH.

day and night in it
being from and to

O 4c Ite

from with the moon

FIS I

YJr. e.

knowledge it

TOT A

G1140 4

north the

I Io W I NA

1 Jut be 1 1/4

by science day and night in

Io W I E

Cajb ſte
Jrt be 1 e

at sea with the moon

PI HA TU

by 4 co

RE

-

the
TEF RE

32.

32.
O C R.E. R.

day being in it
being from and to

o 4c Ite en

32.

from with the moon excel
lent

FIS I ER

p]r 1 en

TOT AR

C1143 411

I IO W I NA R

No ME

knowledge in excellent
north steering
1 111t be 1 1/4 411 in science day and night
in the steering
1,40m, 11/4
holy good
~

NERF

tlerup

Nerf

AR S MO

an jr myo

VI RO

by 110

PE QVO

be co

steering it is happy
being to go
night which

CA S T RVO

c4 1r 4c Ito r

whence it is also to go
from

Frt)

the Frith

PI HA TU FU TU

b) 4 co proo

being from and to under to

FON S

pon Jr.

the land it is

PA CER

will be with much

PA SE

b4 4c ent
bare

TU A

‘CO 4

to the

O C RE

o 4c Ite

from by the moon

FI S I TOT. E.

pjr 1 ouad e

knowledge in north it

FRI

-

will be this

-

º
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33.

33,

33.

I IO WINE

1 11175 be 1 1/4

by science day and night in
the

the most illustrious

ER er

ent ent

NOM NE

1)40m, 1)4

holy the

ER AR

e11 411
1)40m, 114

illustrious guiding
holy one of the

Cajb ſte

sea and the moon

IO W I E

Jrt be 1 e

day and night in it

SAL. V. O

ral by

the track was

SER I TU

Taon 1 oo

free in to

NOM

NE

TEF RE

O C RE

r 4c Ite

from with the moon

FIS I

Fjr 1

the knowledge in

TOT AM

G1140 4n)

north ocean

I IO W I NA M

1 Jut be 1 1/4 4n) by science day and night in
the ocean
at sea with the moon

TEF RE

Io VI E SAL WO M

Cajb ſte
Jut be j e ral br day and night in the track
WaS Ocean

4n)

free into

SER ITU

raon 1 co

O C RE FIS I ER

o 4c Ite en Fjr 1 from with the moon in excel

lent knowledge in much

eſt
34.

34.
ToT AR’

c1145 411

IO W I NA R

jutºbe 1 1/4 an

NO MA

34.

170 m/4

north steering
day and night in the steering
the good

NERF

TNerup

Nerf

AR S MO

411 Jr myo

guiding it is happy

VI ro

by no
being to go
be coca Jr 4t; no by night which whence is

PE QUO CA S T RU
O Fri

r pn)

also to go from the Frith

SAL VA

Tal ba

the track will be

SER I TU

raon 1 oo

free in to
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under to

FU TU

proo

FON SI

pon re 1

the land this in (Spain)

AC ER

45 ent

with much

PA SE

b4 re

will be this

TU A O C RE FIS I

co 4 u 4c Ite fºr 1 to the with from the moon

TOT E

‘G1140 e

north it

I IO V I VE

1 Ju'd be 1 1/4

by science day and night in

ER Er

eſt eit

the most illustrious

-

knowledge in

the

35.

35.

35.

NOM NE

1,40m, 114

ER AR

eit 411

NOM NE

1,40m, 114

holy one of the
excellent guiding
holy one of the

TEF RE

Gajb ſte

ocean and the moon

I IO W I E

1 11175 be 1 1/4

in science day and night in

ti OM

o, on)

to that lonely distance

E SO

e ro

it this

SOR SU

Tom ro

PER SOND RU

exploring this
sea pleasant to go
the sea going with
being with water

O C RI PER

ban riyo no
caſt Ila le
by 4c lyr
o 4c Ite j ban

FiS I U

Fºr 1 v.

knowledge in by

TOT A PER

Guat; 4 ball

the north sea

i iO W i N.A

1 Jut be j 1,4

by science day and night in

ER ER

eft en

the most illustrious

NoMi NE PER

1,40m, 1,4 bart

holy one of the sea

ER AR

eſt 411

the excellent guiding

the

TEF RA Li
PI HAC LU

from with the moon in the
Sea

the
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36.

36.

36.

1,40m, 1,4 ball
Cajb ſte

holy one of the sea

IO V i E

Trč be je

day and night in it

TI OM

of on)

SU BO CAW

To bu cab

to that lonely distance
this was the Cape

PER S C LU

ban jr 4c ly

sea it is with water

SE HE MU

Te e njo

this it happy

AT RO PU SA TU

40 110 bu ra 'co

also to go was the current to

NOM NE PER
TEF RE

the ocean moon

-

37.

37.

37.

S TAF LA R

be rijo Ito
1r Gajb la 411

night pleasant to go
it is on the sea by day steer

RE

Ite

the moon

NE R T RU CO

1)4 en 40 110 co

the much also to go which

PER S I

ban re 1

the sea this in

FET U

pac r

SU RONT

ro ſtoryo

CAP IR SE
PER SO

cab 1411 re
ban ro

far away
this very fearful
the cape west this

O SA TU

o T4 co

by the current to

SUR OR

roſt on

PER SNI MU

PU SES OR SU

ban riſ] myo
by rar rn ro

exploring the coast
sea sailing happy

A PE PES OND RO

4 be berrorſo Ito at night the course pleasant

PUR DIN SUS

bon on ror

PE SOND RO

ing

sea this

was safe as on this coast

to go

3s.

38.
PRO SES E TO

increasing happy knowledge

bno rare co

38.

very safe it to

ER US

en rr

excellent and

DIR S TU

oſon 11 to

a law it is to

EN OM

en on)

the water's distance
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the course of the tides in

WES TIS I AR

ber o14r 1 an

SOR SAL IR

roſt ral 1411

DES T RU Co

‘oear 4c Ito co

PER S I

ban re 1
ban ro m)4

the sea this in

PER SO ME
ER US

en rr

excellent and

DIR S TU PE

cjon Jr. co by e

the law it is to was from

SOR So

roſt ro

discovering this

PIR DIN SUS

bon oſt, ror

increasing pleasant know

EN OM

el) Ori)

ledge
on the waters lonely

steering

the sea so good

39.

39.
VeS TIS I AM

discovering the way west
cheerful also to go which

ber oyar 1 am,

39.

the course of the tides in the
Ocean

S TAF LA RE M

Jr. Cajú lá lie any it is the sea as with day the
moon on the ocean

NE R T RU CO

174411 40 110 co

of the steering also to go

PER s I

ban re 1

the sea this in

SU RU RONT ER US

To no mono deon

this to go stormy navigation

which

rr

and

cyon jr co

the law it is to

er) on,

SOR SAL E M

be reno Ito
Ton ral e 4n)

the waters lonely
at night pleasant to go
discovering the track on the

PER SO ME

ban ro m)4

sea this good

PU E

by e

was it

PER S NIS

ban Jr 1,11.

the sea it is now

FUS Ti ER

for aſ en

easy to that excellent

DIR S Tu
EN OM
PE SOND

RO

OCean
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40.

40.

40.

DEN DU

PEL

SA TU

er, oean co bel the water clear to the Mouth
T4 oo

current to

EN ON

en on,

PE SOND RO
S TAF LA RE

be ryºno ſto
1r Cajb la ſte

it is sea as by day with the

PER SO ME

bán ro m/4

sea this good

the waters lonely
at night pleasant to go
InOOn

PU E

by e.

was it

PES NIS

ber 1,11.

the course now

FUS

Yor

is easy

I FE

J #4

in unto

EN DEN DU

en cean out;
bel ra oo

the Mouth current to .

EN OM

er) on)

the waters lonely

VA. SO

will be this
bá ro
bon re
increasing this
be reno me jr co night pleasant the moon it is

PEL SA TU

POR SE

PE SOND R IS CO

the water clear dark

which
the river and

ab ºr

HAB US

41.

41.

41.

free this

SER SE

raon re

SU B RA

this for ever
ro brać
Jr ba 4 oo an it is and will be from and to
team brmyo
the wonder was good

S PA. HA TU AN IDER
VO MU

Taon re 1 co

free this into

AR N I PO

4n 1741 by

COM A TIR

con, 4 GJ11

steering the knowledge was
protected from shoals

PES NIS

ber mojr

COurSe now

FUS T SER SE

for G4 raoſt re

COM OL TU

by Jr en
cony ol oo

easy is free this
being it is excellent
protection mighty to

SER SE

raon re

free this

SER SI TU

PI SH ER
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COM A TIR

coil, 4 GJ11

per sni Mu

ban riſ, myo

42.
PUR DI TO

bon

FUS T

for G4
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protection from shoals
sea sailing happily

42.

42.

increasing without to

of co

43.

-

w

easy it is

43.

VO CU COM

by co com/

IO VI U.

jré by r

43.

-

was which protection
day being from

PON NE

Pope 1/4

Phoenician the

O Wi

r by

FUR FAN T

Yon F41) G4

from being
secure wandering it is

Wi T LU

by 40 lyr

being also water

orn r

TRI F

one F4 (one?)

FET U

¥4t r

the voyage from
throughout that (boisterous)
far away

MAR te

m)411 G4

as it is

HOR SE FET U

in re pac r

POP LU PER

pobly baſt

coast this far from
people of the water of the

TOTAR
I IO W I NA. R.

to the north steering
1 Jut be J 1744n by science day and night in

TOT A PER

Guad 4 ball

the north sea

I IO W I NA

1 Jut be 1 1/4

science day and night in

TOR

U

Sea,

Gliad 411

the

steering

the

v A Tu o FE RIN E baco y pá 1111) e will be to by that star it
-

44.

44.

FET U

Yao wº

PONI

pon]

FET U

pac r

AR Wi o

4n by r

44.

far away
Phoenician

. ."

.

.

far away
steering being from
Q
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FET U

Y40 r

far away

T.A. SES

Gá ràr

it is safe

b411 ri)] myo

sea sailing happy
very safe from land
increasing in from

PER SNI MU
PRO SES E TIR

bno rare G111

FAS I O

Far 1 11

FIC LA

Yejc la

AR SU E TU

411 ro e oo

day light
steering this from and to

SU RONT

ro ſtoryo

this fearful

NA. RA TU

174 114 oo

of the going to

PU SE

by re

was this

VER IS CO

ban jr co
one blejn 1411

to the harbour west

TRE BLAN IR

sea it is which

45.

45.

45.

VO CU COM

by co conſ

was whence protection

CO RE DI ER

co ſte of ent

which the moon without
much

VIT LU

bjø ly

TOR U

cun no

being water
the voyage to go

TRI F

one ab (oner)

through to the river (windy)

FET U

Yao r

HON DE

on ce.

SER FI

raoji F1

FET U

Yao r

far away
advantageous as day
free from danger
far away

POP LU PER

pobly ban

people of the water of the
Sea,

TOT AR
I I O W I N AR

to the north steering
1 Jut be 1 1/4 411 by science day and night in
the steering

TOT A PER

ouad 4 baſt

I IO W I NA R

1 Jut be 1 1/4 an in science day and night in
the steering

WA TU E

b4 co e

©1140 411

north sea

-

will be to and from

-
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Fe Rin E

pa It]n e

by that star it

Fet U AR W i o

Yao ran by Y.

far away steering being from

46.

46.

46.

FET U HER I

Y40 reſt 1

VI NV

by 1)0

far away much in
being then

hER I

eft 1

much in

PONI

• Porſ)

Phoenician

FET u

Yao r

far away

T.A. SES

G4 T4r

it is safe

PER SNi MU
PRO SES E TIR

ban rij] mſo
bno rare diſt

very safe from shoals

TESE DI

oa re of

it is this without

FIC L. M. R. SU E I

Yejc la 4m, 411 ro

day light the ocean steering

TU

sea sailing in happily

SU RONT

To ſtorſo

from and to
this boisterous

NA. RA TU

174 114 oo

of the going to

PU SE

by re

was this

WER IS CO

b411 Jr co
one ble11, 1411

sea it is which

e 1 to

TRE BLAN IR

over to the harbour of the
west

E NO O CAR

e no r caſt

it then from the Turn

47.

47.

47.

bj ur

being and

FUS T

for 43

easy also

SU E PO

To e by

this from was

e SO ME

e ro m/4

from this happy

E SO NO

e To no

from this then

AN DER

41) oeaſt

the wonder

VA CO SE

baco re

will be which this

WA SE TO ME

b4 re don) e.

will be this measured it

FUS T

for C4

easy it is

AV I F

4b 1 F4

the river in that

Pi

HOS
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A SER 1 A TU VE 4 raon 14 oo be the free in from and to night
RO FE
TRE

to go that

110 p.4

BLAN

O

CO

WER TU

-

one bleſ) o co over to the harbour from that
the sea to
ban co
the moon it is indeed

Re S TE

Tie Jr Ca

E SO NO

e ro 170

it this then

FE ITU

p4 J oo

that in to

Pone

Porje
pob ly
4b e Ito

people of the water

ent 1 ar

excellent in out of

48.

POP LU
AF E Ro
HER I ES

Phoenician
the river from to go

A VI F

4b 1 p.4

the river in that

A SER I A To

4 raon 14 oo

from free in the to

E TU

e ‘co

from and to

SUR U R O

rom ºn o

S TI BLA TU

Jr. d) bla co

searching the shore from
it is to that quiet to

Pu Si

by re 1

was this in

O C R.E. R.

O 4c11e eſt

from with the moon full

by 41, e11

being the much
this to go boisterous
protection being from danger.

Pi hAn ER .
su RO

RONT

To no ſtoryū

com Bi FIA TU

com) by FJ 4 to

ER I Ront

ent j Ilond

from and to

TUD E RU SA WI F

ouad e Ito ra by
¥4

49.
SER I

TU

much in the boisterous
-

north it to go the current
being that

49.

49.

ráon 1 co

free in to

A Pe

4 be

at night

ANG LA

4m5 lá

celebrated day
com BI FI AN s I conſ by ?) 417 re 1 protection being from that.
US T
*r 4d
danger and also
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PER CA

b411 C4

the sea whence

AR S M A TI AM

411 JY m)4 G1 am,

steering it is good to that
Ocean

A NO WI Hi MU

4 no by 1 m)0

C R IN CAt RO

HA

from and to

4 "CO

TU

DE S T RA ME S
CA PLA
A NO WI Hi MU
PIR
EN

the then being thence happy
4c ſte Jn ceat no with the moon in first to go

DEN DU PONE

oe Jr 40 Ita n)4 day it is also going good it
Jr ca 4b la
is whence the river by day
4 no by 1 m)0
from then being in happy
short
bjn
e1) cean ‘oo Pope water clear to Phoenician
50.

50.

50.

E SO NO M F

e ro 170 m)4 F4

FER AR

Fjor1 411

PU FE PIR
EN TEL US T

by Fa bin
en Call rr oa

ER. E.

en e

much from

FER TU

YJon ‘oo

true to

from this then good that
truly steering
was that short

water deep and it is

PO E PER CA

by e ban ca

was it the sea whence

ARS MA TI AM

an jr n)4 CJ art,

steering is good to that ocean

HAB I EST

4b 14 r G4

the river in it is indeed

ER I HON T

ell j on G4

excellent in and prosperous
it is

A SO

4 ro

from this

DES TRE

tear one

beautiful throughout

ON SE

on re

prosperous this

FER TU

Yjort co

true to

e to conj

from to go protection

E RO COM
PRI NU

BA

D UR

-

E TUT O
FER CA

TUR

bn] no b4 cun ~0 the mountains then the voy
rn
age to the coast
5l.

5].

e G114C 4

baji c.4

51.

it north from
the sea which
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PON I S I A

Ponſ re j 4

Phoenician this in the

TER

ceon

the guiding sign

HAB I TUT O

4b 1 Ouad 4

the river in north from

ENN OM

e1/1) on)

the waters lonely

STI PLA TU

Jr. d) bla co

PA R FA DES U A

ba an F4 per

it is to that gentle to
will be steering that south

SES O

rar Y

from the

Y' 4.

safe from

ToT E

tºllaº, e.

north it

I IO W I N E

1 11175 be 1 1/4

in science day and night in
the

-

this to go boisterous
security being from danger

SU RU RONT

ro to mont;

CoM Bi Fi A TU

conſ by FJ 4 co

WA PE FE

will be night that

A WI EC LU

bá be F4
4b 14c lyr

NEiP

1)4eb

the ship

to

the river in yith water
52.

52.

52.

AM Bol tu

4m) be ol co

the ocean at night powerful

PRE FA

bite F4

the headland that

DE SU A

oe ro 4

day this the

COM BI FI AN SI

com) by FJ an re 1 security being danger the

to

this in
A PE

4 be

at night

DE SU A

oe To 4

day this in

com BI FI AN si us conſ by FJ 41, re 1 security being danger the
T
VI. A

A WI EC LA

rr 40

by 4
4b 14c la

this in and also

being the
river in with water

E so No Me TUT o ero no m)4 Guad 11 it is then good north from

com PER A c R is cony be na 4c tie Jr secure night going with the
moon it is
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the current with the moon it

ra 4c Ite Jr.

is

AP E AC E so N I ab e ace ro 114 the river with it this the in
AM E.

the ocean it

1 4m) e
53.

HAB E TAF E
BE NU S T

53.

53.

the river from the sea it

ab e Gajb e
be no Jr ca

the night then is indeed

EN OM

en on,

waters lonely

TER M. NU CO

deon 4m) no co

guiding sign

ocean then

which
S TA Hi TUT O

Jr G4 J G11475 4

it is indeed in the north from

PO I

by 1

was it

PER CA M

ben C4 4n)

sea whence the ocean

AR S MA. TI A

411 Jr n)4 G] 4

steering it is good to that

HAB I ES T

4b Jar G4

the river in it is indeed

E TU R S TAH MU

e Grn jr ca myr

after this voyage it is happy

E SO

e ro

from this

E TUR S TAH MU

e Grrl Jr G4 mu

from the voyage it is indeed

PI SE S T

by rar da

being safe it is

TOT AR

oilá'C 411

the north steering

from

happy

54.

54.

54.

TAR SiN. At ER

can in 40 en

beyond that also much

TRIF

one?

the windy shore

OR

'It

TAR SIN AT Er

can ºn 4a en

TUS CER NAH AR

orr caſt 114

CER

C411

beyond that also much

aſt to the first turn of the steer

ing turn

I A BUS CER

1 4 bor C4It

in the certain turn

NO M

no 4m, men

then ocean east

NER

FETU

Yao Y

far away

E HE SU

e e ro

from it this

-
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Era

E HE

Irish.
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pob ly

people of the water

1jo role

then this from

1 ent

in the great

•e e

from it

E SU

e ro

from this

POP LU SO PIR

pob ly" ro bill

people of the water this short

hab E

45 e

the river it 55.

ES ME

55.

good

4 r iſj4

it is

Pop Le

pob le

PORT A TU

people with
port the to

U LO

poſio 4 co
Y" ly

PU E

bre

was it

ME R SES t

m)4 4ſt rar G4
¥4t r

good steering safe indeed
far away

UR U

wn r

the coast from

PIR SE

FET u

with water

bjn re

short this

ME R SES T

nj4 4ſt rar G4

TRI O PER

ope 1 o ban

good steering safe indeed
throughout in from the sea
from it the voyage it is in

E HE TUR S TA HA e e
MU

orn Jr G4

deed the ocean from

4m) 0

I FON T

1 Yon G4

TER M NU CO

deon any no co

knowledge of the land it is
guiding sign on ocean then
which

COM

com)

protection (is safety)

PRI NU A tir

bill no 4 Gjit

the mountains then the land

56.

s TAHI tu

56.

56.

Jr ca 1 co

it is indeed into

EN O

en o (e mo)

the water from (it then)

DE 1 TU

te 1 co

day in to

AR I MA. HA MO

4n 1 n)4 4m) 0

steering in well the ocean
from
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C4 ceon 4 4m) 0

whence guiding sign from
ocean by
day and night in the coast
it then in safety

IO Wi N. UR

jutº be 1 1/4 rh

E NO COM

e no conj

PRI NU A TIR

bn] no a CIn
ban at 411 Jr.

the mountains then the land

rā 4c Ile 1r

the current with the moon it

PER AF R IS

the sea to the river steering
it is

SA C R IS

-

is
AM BRE TUT O A

4n) bite G1143 4
be

PE

AM BRE FU REN T

the ocean north

headland

the night

4m) brie FY net) the ocean headland under

promontory also

47&

57.

57.

57.
TER NO ME

Ceon no m/4

BEN UR EN T

bei) rſt men 40

the guiding sign then good
the head of the coast pro
montory also

TER M. NU Co

deon 4m) no co

the land mark of the ocean

COM

com)

in safety (security)

PRI NU A TIR

bn] no 4 GJ11

the mountains then of the

E SO

e ro

then which

country

TA SE TUR

cá re Grit

it this
sea sailing most happily
it is this voyage

SER FE

f4011 F4

free means

Per SNI MU

Mo

ban riſ) myr myo

mail of e

as to that it

PRE S Tut. A

bne Jr or 4d 4

headland it is the north

8ER FI A

T4011 F1 4

SER FER

raort Fjort

free from danger
free entirely

MAR TI

E

58.

58.

58.

MAR ti ER

m)411 c) en

as to that excellent

TUR 8A

orn ra

voyage current
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free from danger
free entirely

MAR TI ER

njan C1 ent

as to that excellent

TOT AM

G1140 4m)

the north ocean

can r11) 40 am)

TAR SIN AT EM

G411 r11) 40 am)

beyond that also the ocean
windy from
beyond that also the ocean

TUS COM

orr com/

is the the first shelter

NA HAR COM

1)4 411 com/

I A BVS COM

1 4 brr com/

NO ME

110 m)4

the steering safety
in the certain safety
then good

"t AR

SIN

AT

EM

Trip O

one? o

59.

59.

59.

G411 in 40

north steering
beyond that also

er.

en

much

TRIF OR

one? un’

windy shore

TAR SIN AT ER

can in 40 en

TUS CER

orr can

beyond that also much
the first turn (Carne)
the steering turn

TOT AR

Guad an

TAR SIN

AT

NA AR CER

1)4 411 C4It

-

J 4 bor caſt

in this certain turn

NoM N ER

1,40m, 114 ept

of the holy excellent
Nerf

I A BUS

CEr

NERF

1Neft?

Si HITN

Te 1 can

this in time

An Si Hi TU

41)]] re j co

now this science into

io VI E Hos TA TU Jut be 1 e or ca day and night in it the mouth
indeed to

‘co

60.

60.

60.

AN HOS TA TU

41) or C4 co

the mouth indeed to

TU R S I TU

orn Jr 1 oo

TRE M I T

one an) 1 G4

the voyage it is in to
through the ocean it is

U HON DU

Y on co

hol, TU

ol co

from improvement to
mighty to
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NIN C TU

11101) 4c co

the waves with to

NEP I TU

1)4eb 1 too

the ship in to
happy into
the current being to

SON 1 TU

Ton 1 co

SA VI TU

ra by co

PRE PLO TA TU

bite ba ly" da co the headland it will be water
it is to

PRE BI LA TU

bne by la co

61.
SER FE
MAR TI E PRE S
TOT A

the headland being day to
61.

61.

raon pa
free by
man Gje bite Jr as to that from the headland
G114C 4

it is north from

SER FI A

1-4011 F1 4

free danger from

SER FER

raon Fjort

free entirely

MAR Ti Er

njan aſ eſt

as to that excellent

TUR SA

orm ra

SER FI A

Taoi1 F1 4

the voyage current
free danger from

SER FER

raort Fjort

free entirely

MARTI ER

m)411 C) eſt

as to that excellent

FU TUT O

by c114t; 11

was north from

FON ER

For ent

the land great

PA C

b4 4c Ite ent

will be with the moon full

PA SE

b4 re

will be this

VES T RA

ber G4 Ti4
course it is going
poble cuad 411 people of the north steering
1 Jut be 1 1/4 411 in science day and night in
the stering

R.E. R.

POP LE TOT AR
I IO W i NA R

62.

62.

62.
TOT. E.

‘cºláſc e

north from

I IO VI NE

1 Jut be 1/4

by science day and night in

e ſto

it to go

the
E Ro
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N.F. R US

m3 an ºr

of the steering and

Si

re 1 on

this in known land

AN SI HI Ti R

an re 1 J Gjit

the this knowledge in coun

I O W i Es

Jut be j ar

day and night in it is

HOS Ta tin

or G4 Cſil

the mouth indeed of the

an or da Gjil

from the mouth indeed of

Hi Tir

try

land
AN OS TA Ti R

-

the land
E. tro

e no

NOM NE

1,40m) 1)4

it to go
holy the

ER AR

eit 411

excellent steering

NOM NE

1,40m, 114

holy the

A

4 be

at night

ES TE

4f G4

it is indeed

DER SI CU RE N T

cean r, con ſtem

wonderful this discovery of

PE

4G
EN O

the promontory also
water from

el) O
63.

63.

63.

DE i TU

oe 1 to

day in to

E t A TO

e G4 CO

from it is and to

I IO WI N UR

1 Jut be 1 1/4 rh by science day and night in
the coast

swelling this

PER CA

bonn re
ban c.4

AR S MA TI A HAB

an jr m)4 c) 4 at steering it is good to that

BOR SE

I EST

A PE ES TE

1 4T G4

at e 4r da

sea which

the river in it is indeed
the river from it is

in

deed
DER SI CUS T

team re 1 cor G4 wonderful this in considera
tion it is

DU ti

to aſ

to that
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AM BRE TUT O

4m) bite Guad Îl

ocean headland north from

E U RONT

e Y nono

it from boisterous

A PE

4 be

at night

TER M NO ME

deon 4m) no n)4

the guiding signs of the
ocean then good

64.

64.

64.

CO WOR T US O

co boiſt cy-ro

whence swelling at first

SU

To Ito Ilona

this to go boisterous
night sailing more happy
this to go boisterous

from
RU RONT

PE SNI MU MO

be riſ myu myo

SU RU RONT

ro no mono

DE I TU

oe 1 co

-

ETA I ANs DE I e G4 J ano]'ſ oe
TU

day in to

from it is in now day in to

1 co

EN OM

en on,

water lonely

TER TI M

deon G1 art,

the guiding

sign to that

Ocean

A M BRE TUT O

4m) bite Guad u

A BE

4 be

TER M NO ME

Geon no m)4

the ocean headland north
from

at night the land mark
the guiding sign then
good

BEN U SO

bei)

r

ro

the head from this

65.
SU RU RONT

ro no mono

PE SNi MU MO

be ri)] myo n]o

SU RU RONT

ro no ſtoryū

this to go boisterous
night sailing very happily
this to go boisterous

DE I TU

ce 1 co

day in to

ETA I AS

e G4 1 ar

from indeed in out of

EN O

en o (e mo)

water from (it then)
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PRI NU A TUR

bitſ no 4 orn

the mountains then the voy

SI MO

re 1 myo

this in happy
it north from the great land

age

E TUT o ER A Fon e Guad u en 4
T

Yon G4

VI. A

by 4

Por A BEN U so

boilt 4 ben Y ro

it is

being the
increasing view of the head
from this

66.

66.

66.

ES te

4T G4

out of indeed

Per S C LO

ban Jr 4c lyr

sea it is with water

A WE is

4 be 1r (46 e Jr.) in night it is (river from it is)

As Fri A TER

4r Fitj 4 Geon

out of the Frith from the land

EN E TU

en e co

water from and to

mark

PA R FA

b4 4n F4

CUR NA se

cort 1)4 re

will be steering that
discovery the this

DER SU A

team ro 4

wonderful this the

PE I QU

be 1 co

PE I CA

be j cá

M ER S TU

m)4 an 1ſ co

night in which
night in whence
good steering this is to

Po E

bu e ],
4m5 la

was it in

ANG LA
A SER I A T0

4 Taoil 143 u

the free in also from

celebrated day

67.

67.

67.

E ES TE SO

e art;4 re

from out of indeed this

TRE M NU

one 4m) no

through the ocean then

SER SE

raoſt re

free this

AR S Fer T

an jr Fjort Ca

steering it is truly indeed

UR E

uſt e

the coast from
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e e all ‘co

from it always to

Jr. of bla

it is to that settled

O A SER I A IA

11 4 radi1 J 4 j4

from the free in the coun

PA R FA

b4 411 F4

will be steering that

sti PL

try
DER SU A

cean ro 4

wonderful this the

CUR INA CO

Cort 1)4 co

discovery of the whence

DER SU A

team ro 4

wonderful this the

68.

68.

68.

PE I CA

be 1 c.4

M ER S T

nj4 411 Jr. d4

day in which,
good navigation it is to
night in whence
good steering it is indeed

DE 1 CO

te 1 CO

M Er S to

m)4 an jr co

A

4.

the

M ER STA

nj4 411 17 G4

AWWE I

ab be 1

MER S T

nj4 411 Jr G4

good steering it is indeed
the river at night in
good navigation it is in
deed

A

4.

the

ANG LA

4m5 lá

celebrated day

E so NA

e ro 1/4

it this the

AR Fer TUR

an Fjort Crit

steering a certain voyage

E so ANs ti PLA ero 4mojr G1 bla from this now to that settled .
to

co

TU

69.

69.
EF A SER E I O

at 4 raort jo

69.

the river being free in
from

PA R FA

b4 411 F4

will be steering that

DER SU A

ºcean ro 4

wonderful this the

Curt NA CO

con 114 co

discovery of the whence

DER SU A

ceaſt ro 4

wonderful this the

PE I CO

be 1 co

night in which
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ER S TO

Irish.

nj4 411 Jr. oo

be j cá

PE I CA
ME R S TA

m)4 411 Jr G4

M ER. S. TA

m)4 an Jr C4

A VE I F

4 be 1 pa
m)4 411 Jr Cajb

M ER S TAF

I,ITERAL ENGLISH,

good steering it is to
night in whence
safe steering it is indeed
safe steering it is indeed
the night in that
safe navigation it is in the
sea

70.

70.

70.
*

ANC LA F

4175 la £4

celebrated day that

E SO NA

e rom 4

it happy the

ME HE

m)4 e

good it

TOT E

‘G114ſo e

the north from

I IO W I NE ES ME I

1 Jrt be j na ar science day and night it is

Jr G4 m)4 1 C4 )

good in
it is indeed good in
it is indeed good in also in

SER SI

raon re 1

free this in

PIR Si

short this in
bjn re 1
far rr 40 by 4115 safe and also it was cele

nj4 )
S TAh

ME I

S TAH ME I TE I

SES US T PO I ANG

Jr. od n)4 1

la

l,A

71.

brated day
71.

71,

A SER I A TG

4 Taoil 14 co

from free in the to

ES T

4T G4

and out of indeed

ER SE

en re

excellent this

Nei P

1)4eb

MU GA TU

njo ca co

to ships
happy whence to.
the ships
steering this west

NEP

174eb

A R SIR

411 re 1411

AN DER SIS TU

an oean rjor co the wonder below to

N

1)4 en ra

the great current

corn arr C4

when from the coast first it

CO

er SA
UR TUS T

ls
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bon re j
4m314

swelling this in

ANG LA

AN SER I A TO

41) raon 1 4 Oo

the free in from and to

POR SI

celebrated day

72.

72.

72.
IUST

for d4

easy it is

SU E

ro e

this from

happy it to
easy it is

MU E TO

njo e co

FUST

for ca

o TE

O 47C 4

from also the

Pi Si

be 1 re 1

AR SIR

411 re 1 1411

night in this in
steering this in the west

AN DER SES US P

an ºcean rar rr the wonderful safe and river
tides
4b clar

DIS
LER AL IN SUS T

lean all 11) ror G4 of the sea always in know

ledge indeed
73.

73.

73.
the sea that with

ban F4 le
by pa

VER FA LE
PU FE

was that

AR S FER TUR

an jr Fion orit

steering it is a certain voy

TRF BE I T

one be

through the night into

age

O C R.E. R.

co

o 4c 11e en

PE, I HA N ER

be 14 n'ean

away with the moon full
night in from the east

ER SE

eſt re

excellent this

S TAH M I TO

jr G4 4m, 1 CO

it is indeed ocean in to

E. So

e ro

it this

‘co ceaſt 4 n.4 co

to wonderful it to go to it is

TU

DER A

TA N G

TO ES

4r G4 41) 45
lu ‘co

Lu to

74.
HON DU Mo

indeed the with
Water to

74.

on orb myo

74.

an advantage in the dark
great
ra
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POR SE I

bon re 1

NE SI ME I

114 re n)4 )

of this safe in

A SA

4 T4

the current

increasing this in

DE WE I A

'ce be j 4

day and night in the

ES T

4T C4

it is indeed

AN G L

4n 45 l 11

the with water

O ME

O 4n) c

from ocean it

SO MO

ro myo

POR SE I

boil re 1

NE SE ME I

114 re n)4 )

WA PER SUS

b4 ball ror
4 b) e 4c le 111

this happy
increasing this in
the this good science
will be sea knowledge

A WI EH C LE IR

the being it at with west

75,

75.

75.

ES T

4T C4

it is indeed

E I NE AN G LU TO

e 1 na an 45 lil

from in

‘co ro mo

SO MO
WA PE

FE A Wi EH

to this happy

bá be £4 4 by 4cly will be night that the being
with water

C LU
to

D

those waters from

COM

E TU

DER

'co 4's com] e co to
'ce. It

also

and

secure it to

wonderful

AN G LU to

an 45 lil Go

the with water quiet

HON DO MO

On cil m)0

A SA ME

4 ré 1114

DE WE I A TOD

'ce be: ) 4 co

advantageous to much
the current good
day and night in the to

COM E

40 conje

also security from
76.

76.

76.
TU DER

‘co ceaſt

to wonderful

E I NF

€ 1 1/4

it in the

toD CE ir

‘co 40 ca 1411

to and whence in steering

TU DER US

‘co cean rr

to wonderful azid

SE i Po D RU h PE

roj by 4 c no be 1 this in was likewise to go at
night in

I

SElt i TU

Táon 1 co

free in to
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77.

77.
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77.

TU DER OR

oo cean rit

to wonderful coast

TO T COR

oo 40 as liſt

to also with the shore

WA PER SUS
TO A VI EC

i.I R

will be the sea known
ba ball ror
oo a ri ac ljn 1411 to the being with the sea
West

E BE T if A FE

PRE SO LI A FE

4 be 40 Ita F4
from night also going that
o Y raoji ac ly' m)4 to and from freely with water
good
the headland this with the
bile rol) 4 p.4

N. UR PI ER

an ºn by en

the coast being excellent

WA SI R S LO ME

bare 1411 Jrlu n)4

will be this west it is water

O O SER C LO ME

that

(much)
good
78.
S

78.

M UR SI ME

78.

TE T TO ME

G4 40 conj4

it is a good coast this in safe
indeed also to good

MIL E TIN

m)]l e Gjn an

a thousand from the

Ceoil C1 4 m)4

the guiding sign to that from

br14& co blað Ca

for ever and ever when be

jr n)4 r11 re 1 n)4

AR

fire

steering
TER TI A ME

good
PRA

CO

PRA

TAR WM

CA

Gaſt on)

WA PER SUS TO

bá ban ror Co

AV I EC L Irt

4 by 4c

CAR SO ME

C411 ro n)4

yond lonely

will be the sea knowledge
to

79.

lu an

the being with water west
to the Turn this good
79.

79.

WES TIS I ER

ber oar 1 ent

the course of the tides in ex

RA N DE ME

114 41) ©e n)4

going the in day good

cellent
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Ito Ya Ile ent

to go the means the moon
full

TE T TOM E
NO N I

ca 40 Comſ 4

AR

TE T TOM E

-

it is also measured from

then of the in steering
da G4 Con, 4 ral it is indeed measured the

170 m 4 J an
SAL i

Er

track in excellent

1 ent

the Turn this good

CAR SO ME

caſt ro n)4

HO I eit

O 1 e 11

from it in much

PER TO ME

ban corn 4
b4 40 al la 411

sea measured the

PA D FL LA R

will be likewise always day
steering
80.

80.

80.

advantage likewise going

HON D RA

on 4t 114

ES to

4r do

it is calm

TU DE it o

cuad ent o

north much from

POR S E I

bon re 1

increasing this in

Su Bra

To bilač

this for ever

S C R.E. Hi TOR

Jr 4c me 1 Gril

it is with the moon in the

SEN T

rá e1) G4

voyage
current of the water it is

PA R FA

b4 411 F4

will be steering that

DER S U A

oeaſt ro 4

wonderful this from

CUR N A Co

con na co

discovery of the which

DER SU A

ºceant ro 4

wonderful this from

SER I TU

raon 1 oo

free in to

SU Bra

ro bilac

this for ever

ES to

4r co

it is to

81.
TU DER O

81.

PE I CO

ouad eno
be 1 co

MER S to

mja all Jr GO

PE I CA

be j cá

81.

north much from

night in which

good navigation it is to
night in when
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M E R S ta.

m)4 4ſ. 1r G4

good steering it is indeed

Ser 1 tu

raon 1 co

free in to

S U E

To e

this from

AN C LA R

PRO CA NW RE NT

the with day steering
bno cany mean G4 much when new moon the

E SO

e ro

TRE. M. N.W.

one any no

over the ocean then

raon re

free this

4n 4c la 411

it is

SER SE

82.
COM BI Fi A TU

it this

82.

82.

con) by £1 4 co

security being danger from
and to

AR S FER TUR O

an jr Fjon Gun o

steering it is true voyagefrom

N O M NE

1)0 am, 114

then in the ocean the

CAR SI TU

can re j co

turn this in to

PA R FA

b4 411 p.4

will be steering that

DER SU A

ºcean ro 4

wonderful this the

CUR NA CO

cort 114 co

discovery the that

DER SU A

‘cean ro a

wonderful this the

PE I CO

be 1 co

night in which

MER S TO

m)4 an Jr. oo

PE I CA

be 1 ca

safe steering it is to
night in which

ME E R S TA

m)4 411 Jr G4

good steering it is indeed

83.

83.

ME R S TA

m)4 an Jr C4

AV E I F

4 be 1 p.4

Me R S TA

m)4 an Jr G4

AN C LA

4n 45 la

83.

good steering it is indeed
the night in that
safe steering it is indeed
the with day

E E SO NA

e e ro 1)4

from it this of the

TEF E

cajb e

the sea it

TOT E

©1140 &

north from
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IRISH

ETRUSCAN.

I I O WIN E

J 1 11 be 1 1/4 e

LITERAL ENGLISri.

by science in the night in
the it

ES ME I

41 n)4 J

S TA H M E I

11

G4 n)4 J

it is good in
it is indeed good in

S TAH M I TE I

1r G4 m)4 1 od 1

it is indeed good in it is in

E SiS Co

e rjor co

from below which

E SO N e IR

e roma Jan :
ra be 1411

it this of the west

SE VE IR

current night of the west
84.

84.

84.
POP LER

pob lean

people of sea

AN FER EN Elt

an F4 113 en en

the that moon water full

always

AT

470

o C RE It

o 4c Ite ent

ſrom with the moon full

Pi HAN ER

by an ent
bail c.4

being the full

411 Jr n)4 c) 4

steering it is good to that

4b 1 co

the river in to

PEIR CA
AR S MA TI A

sea when

from
HAB I TU
VA. SOR

baron (Jr un)

will be the exploring

WER IS CO

sea it is which

Por Si

ball Jr co
ople blejn Jan
bon re 1

O C R.E. R.

o 4c Ile en

from with the moon full

TRE BLAN IR

to the harbour west

increasing this in

85.

85.

85.
PE HAN ER

be an ent

ni :ht the excellent

PA CA

b4 c.4

will be when

os TEN SE N DI

11r Gan re ar) of and time this the without

EO

e O

it from

I SO

Jr o

it is from

VS TEN DU

11r can cub

and time dark

PU S I

bu re 1

was this in

PIR

bjri

short
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Pu R E TO

by ſte co

was the moon to

CE HE FI

ca e F/

D I A SU RU R

o, 4 ro ſtorm

which it danger
without the this to go to the

WER IS Co

ball jr co

the sea it is whence

TE SE NOC ir

dear o cnoc jam

south from the hill west

SU R U R

To Ito ril

this to go to the coast

Coast

86.
wer is co
We Hi er

86.

86.

the sca it is whence

ban jr co
be 1 c 11

night in excellent

87.

87.

87.
the head land

bjte
baſi e ] an
cite bleji) e Jarl

of the sº a from the west

1W VE

Jyºtº be

day ºnd night

GAR BO WE I

34:1 by be
by pa

PRE
WER E I R

TrE BLAN E IR

BU

F

over to the harbour it west

near was the n'ght in
*

was the means

tRE i F

c.1e j pa (cite?)

FET U

pad -

a long way

E Sto

c ro

from this

N A RA TU

114 14 co

of the going to

WES te is

ber 04 1r

the course indeed it is

G4 J O

it is in and from

TE I O

.

through in by (windy)

SU BO CAW

ro by cab (cá u) this will be from the cape
(whence from)

SU BO CO

ro by co

this was which

88.

88.

88.

difficulty from being

~e 1511ab 11 by
o 4c Itc 1 ban

day in

O C. lt I PER
FIS I. V

Yºji 1 tº

knowledge in from

DE I GRAB O WI

without the moon in the sea
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north the sea

I IO V in A

©1140 4 bart
1 Jut be 1 1/4

by science day and night in the

Ert Er

en ent

the most excellent

NoM NE PER

naon) 114 ball

ER AR

en 411

holy one of the seas
the excellent guiding

NOM NE PER

maon, 114 baſt

FOS SE I

for rej

holy one of the seas
easy this in

PA CER SE I

b4 can re 1

will be the Turn this in

O C RE

o 4c Ite

from with the moon

FIS E I

YJr. e. 1

knowledge it in

89.

89.

89.

TOT E

‘clid'O €

north it

I IO V I NE

1 Jut be 1 1/4

by science day and nightin the

Ier Er

ent ent

the most excellent

NOM NE

1,40m, 1)4

holy one the

ER AR

ent art

excellent guiding

NOM NE

1,40m) 114

AR SI E

411 re j

holy one the
.

guiding herself from

Ti O

c) o

to that from

SU BA CAW

To b4 cab

this will be the cape

SU BO CO

ro by co

this was which

DE I

‘ce 1

day in

GRAB G VE

3114b 11 be

AR SI ER

4pi r1 ent

difficulty from night
steering this on much

FRIT E

Filja e

the Frith from

TI O

c) o

to that from

SU BO CAV

ro by cab

this was the cape

90.

90.

90.

Su BO CO

ro by co

this was which

DE I GRAB O WE

'oe 1 3nab r be

day in obstruction from the
night
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DI

t]

GRAB O VI E

5itab u by e

obstruction from being it

Ti o

C] O

to that from

e ro by e

it this was from

E SW BW E
PER AC RE

I

HAC Lu

PI

without

bán ac me 1 by 4c sea with the moon in being
ly o

with water by

4c me ball

with the moon sea

FIS I W.

Fºr j r

knowledge in from

TOT A Per

Guad a ban

north the sea

I IO W

Jut be j na

day and night in the

IR Er

en ent

the most illustrious

NOM NE PER

1,40m) na bart

C RE PER

i N.A.

91.

holy one of the seas

91.

91.

ER AR

eit 411

NOM NE PER

1,40m) ma bart

the excellent guiding
holy one of the sea

IDE I

‘ce j

day in

GRAB O VI E

3rlab 11 b) e

obstruction from being it

OR er

wºn en

the coast great

O SE

O re

from this

PER SE I

ban re 1

sea itself in

O C RE FIS I E

o 4c me Fjr 1 e

from the moon knowledge in

Pir

bjr

short

- -

it

oR TU

rn co

the coast to

EST

4T G4

it is indeed

TOT E ME

c1145 e nj4

1 IO W I

1 11175 be 1 1/4

north it good
science day and night in the

NE

AR S MOR

an jr mont

DeR SE COR

‘oean re con

steering it is great
wonderful this discovery

92.

92.

92.

su BA TOR

ro b4 orn

this will be the voyage

SEN T

Tan 40

holy also

PU SE 1

by re 1

was this in
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NEIP

114eb

the ship

ER I Tu

ent 1 co

much science to

DE 1 GRAB o VI E ce 1 3/14b u by e day in obstruction from
being it
sea this in
PER SE I
ban re: )
TU ER

co en

to much

per S C LER

ban Jr 4c la 411

sea it is with day steering

WA SE TO

b4 re co

will be this to

ES

Ar Cà

it is indeed

ber e Con) ar G4

the course it is defined it is

T

PES E ToM E S T

indeed

PE RE ToM E S T

be Ile conj4r G3 by night by the moon de
fined it is indeed

93.

Fros E ToM Es T

93.

:11or e Com, ar

in the dark it is defined it is
indeed

‘G4
DA E TO ME S T

93.

‘ca e don) 4r G4

by man it is defined it is in
deed

TU ER

oo ent

to excellent

PER S C LE R

ball Jr 4c la 411

the sea it is with day steering

Wl R SE TO

bji re co

short this to

A VIR SE TO

4 bin re co

from short this to

VA S

b4 re

will be this

ES T

4 r C4

it is indeed

DI GRAB O

'o) 511ab 11

without obstruction from

b) e

being it

PER SE I

ban re 1

sea this in

ME IR SE I

mja aſ re 1

good steering this in

E SU

e ro

ſrom this

BU E

by e

was it

- VI e

94.
PER AC RE I

94.

baji 4c Ile 1

94.

the sea with the moon in
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Pi HAC LU

by ac lu

Pi II A FE I
Di GitAB O Vi e

b) 4 F4 J
oj 3nab

Pi HA tu

b) 4 co

being it
being the to

o C

11 ac Ite

from with

Fjr j e ]

knowledge in it from

R. E.

FIS I E I

being with water

being from that in
by e

without

obstruction

he moon

PI HA TU

b) 4 co

being the to

TOT A

Gil 4?& 4

north from

J115 be 1 1/4

day and night in the

DI GIRAB O WI E

'c) 311ab 11 b) e

without

Pi

IO V i

N.A

from

obstruction from

HA

TU

b) 4 co

being it
being the to

OC RE

ER

Oc Ite ent

from with the moon full
95.

95.

95,

knowledge in excellent

FIS I ER

YJr J en

TOT AIR

C1140 411

north steering

I iO V 1 N AR

1 Jut be j 1,4411

by science day and night in
the steering

NO ME

1140m) n)4

holy good

NE RF

neit?

Nerf

A. It S MO

4;1 Jr 1170

steering it is happy

VE I RO PE QUO
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O C
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* Cape Ortegal, which exhibits from the sea triple hills or points. See Plate.
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to that lonely distance
this will be the cape

T.A. SES

d4 rar

it is safe

PER SNI MU

ban ri)] myo

sea sailing happily

121.

121.

ER

re bu any

SE BU M

without obstruction from be

121.

this was in ocean

SUR UR

run rn

exploring from the coast

PUD RO VI TO

bro no by co

fire to go being to

PRO SES E TO

bjlo rare co

NA. RA TU

1)4 114 CO

PRO SES E TIR

bno rare Gjil

very safe it quiet
of the going to
very safe from land

ME FA

m) 4 F4

good that

S PE FA

FIC LA

Jr be pa
Yejc la

Art SU E TU

an role oo

it is at night means
day light
steering this from and to

AR BI U

411 b) r

steering being from

FET U

Yao r

a long way from

ES T

4T G4

it is indeed

122.

122.

122.
E SO NO

e ro no

from this then

HER I

en J

excellent in

B I NU

be 1 no

night in then
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H.E.R. 1

ent 1

excellent in

PONI

12111]]

Phenician

FET U

Yao 11

vATU o

b4 co Yº

will be to and from

FE RIN E

Y4 1111) e.

that star it

FET U

p40 y

far away

123.

far away

123.

123.

POS T

bor d4

certain it indeed

VER IR

is the sea west

TRE BLAN IR

ball 1411
one blejn j411

S I

Te 1

this in

COM I A

Con) 1 a

TRI F

Cite E4

over to the harbour west

FET U

Yao 11

security in the
throughout that
far away

TRE BO

one bu

OVer WaS

IO W I E

11175 be je

O C R I PER

o 4c Ite 1 baſt

day and night in it
by with the moon in the sea

FIS I. U

pjr 1 -

knowledge in from

TOT A PER

by day and night in the

PER SA E

ouad 4 ball
1 11175 be 1 1/4
b411 ra e

FET U

Yao Y

far away

AR BI U

411 b) Y.

FET U

¥4t r

steering being from
far away

I IO W I NA

the north sea

the sea current it

124.

124.
PONE

pune

Phoenician

FET U

p40 r

far away

T.A. SES

G4 rar

it is safe

PElk SNI MU

ban ri)] myo

SOR UR

roll rit

sea sailing happy
exploring the coast

EUGUBIAN

ETRUSCAN.
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NA. RA TU

114 114 oo

of the going to

PU SE PRE

was this headland

FIC LA

bu re brie
ball 1411
one blejn 1411
bno rare on
Jr 40 no Jr la
Yejc la

AR SU E TU

411 ro e too

VER IR
TRE BLAN IR
PRO SES E TIR
S T RU S LA

sea of the west
over to the harbour west

very safe from land

it is also to go it is in day
day light
steering this from and to
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S E W E N TH TABLE.

N.B.—The Figures refer to the Lines in the Original Tables.

ETRUSCAN,

IRISH.

LITERAL ENGLISBI,

1.

1.

1.

SU RU RONT

ro Ito Ilona

this to go boisterous

PE SNI MU MO

be ri)] myo myo

SU RU RON T

ro no mont,

night sailing very happy
this to go boisterous

DE I TU

ce 1 co

day in to

E TA I AS

e G4 J 41

from indeed in it is

EN O

en r

PRI NO BA TUR

bn] no b4 arm

water by
the mountains then will be

S I MO

re 1 myo

this in happy

E TUT O

e ‘oliac O

it north from

E RA FON T

e 114 fon G4

POR A

bon 4 (bo na)

it going land it is
swelling the (was going)

the voyage

2.

BEN U SO

3.
FON D Li RE

2.

bei) o ro

2.

the head from this

3.

Yom 40 l) he

3.

the land likewise with the
moon
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ETRUSCAN.

IRISH.

AB RO F

4b Ito Ya

TR I F

ople j pa

FET U

LITERAL ENGLISH.

p40 r

the river to go that
throughout in that
a long way

HER I E I

en 1 e ]

much in it in

PE i W

be 1 Y

night in from

Ser FE

T4011 F4

free by

MAR TI E

njan Gje

as to that it

FE I TU

p4 1 to

that in to

POP LU PER

pob lº bán

people of the water of the sea

TOT AR

Cuád 411

north steering

I IO V I NA R

1 Jut be 1 1/4 411

by day and night in the

TOT A PER

Guad 4 ball

north the sea

steering

4.

4.

4.

I IO W I NA

J jut be 1 1/4

in day and night in this

W.A TU O

b4 co r

will be to and from

Fe Rin E

Fá 11jn e

by the star it

FE I TU

Y41 too

that in to

PONI

pur)]

Phoenician

FET U

Y4t r

far away

AR W I O

411 be 1 u

steering being in from

T.A. SES

da rar

it is safe

FIC LA

ban rmſ myr
sea sailing happily
bilo rar re d111 very safe this from shoals
m)4 F4
that is good
Jr be pa
it is by night that
Yejc la
as in day light

AR SU E TU

411 ro e co

PER SNI

Mu

PRO SES E TIR ME
FA
S PE FA

5.

5.

SUR ON T

Ton on 40

NA RA TU

1)4 114 oo

steering this from and to
5.

searching advantage also
of the going to

EUGUBIAN TABLES.
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ETRusCAN.

LITERAL ENGLISH.

PU SE

by re

was this

wer is Co

sea it is to this

TRE BLAN IR

ban jr co
one blejn 1411

A PE

4 be

at night

over to the harbour in the
West

T RA. HA

435 114 4

also going the

SA HA. TA

T4 4 G4

current the it is

COM BI FI AN SUS T

con) by p, an ror protection being from danger
the knowledge it is

G4
EN OM

en on,

of the waters distant

ER US

ent ur

great and

DIR S Tu

tojon Jr. oo

the laws it is to

6.

6.

RU B I NE

Ito be 1 1/4
bon c.4

to go at night in the
swelling when

TRIF

one?

RO FA

110 F4

windy
to go the means

O TE

O G4

from it is

PE I A

be 1 a

FET U

pac r

night in the
long way from

PRE S TOT. E.

POR CA

6.

bite Jr Cuac e

the headland it is north it

SER FI E

Taoji F1 e

free danger from

SER

raort pſon

free certainly

11,411 G1 ent

as to that excellent

POP LU PER

poblu ban

TOT AR

GM40 an

people of the sea
north steering

I IO W I NA. R.

1 Jut be 1 1/4 4ſt

in the day and night in the

Tot A PER,

ou40 4 baji

the north sea

FER

MAR Ti ER

steering

7.
IO W 1 NA

7.

jutº be 1 1/4

7.

day and night in the
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IRISH.

LITERAL ENGLISH,

PER S.A. I. A

b411 ra 1 a

sea currents in the

FET V

Yao Y

far away

AR BI W.

an bj r

FET U

Yat r

SOR ON T

Tort 41) 40

NA. RA TU

114 114 CO

steering being from
far away
exploring prosperously also
of the going to

PWS I

bar )

certain in

PRE

bne
b411 1411
G11e ble11, 1411
ball ri)] myu

the headland

VER IR

TRE BLAN IR
PER SNI MW

8.
PRO SES E Tir
S TRU S LA
FIC LA
A R S W E TV

sea in west
over to the harbour west

sea sailing happily
8.

8.

bilo rare on
roſty Jr. la
Yejc la
an ro e co

very safe from shoals
the stream it is in day

by day light
steering this from and to

A PE

4 be

at night

Su PO

ro by

this was

bor 40 no
be ber cor

certain also to go

PE PES CUS
EN OM

er) on,

waters distant

POS T

RU

night course consideration

ber 4c lu

course with water

RV SE ME

110 re n)4

to go this good

WES TI CA TU

ber of c4 to

course to that which to

PR E S TOT. E.

bite Jr cuad e

the headland it is north it

SER FI E

raoji F1 e

free from danger it

PES C LV

9.

9.

9.

SER FER

Taoſt £1011

free altogether

MAR TI ER

m)4]1 C) eſt

as to that excellent

POP LV PER

pob lil baſt

people of the water of the sea

TOT AR

Guac an

north steering

IO W I NA R

Jut be j 1,441

day and night in the steering
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IRISH,

ETRUSCAN.

LITER AL ENGLISH.

on water distant

EN OM

en on)

PES C L ER

ber 4c la en

a course with day must

AD R I R

4t, Ile J 411

RU SE ME

110 re n)4

also by the moon in steering
to go this good

E SO

e ro

from this

PER SNI HI MU

ban rn] ] myo
bne Jr Cuad 4

sea sailing in happily

PRE S TOT A

headland it is north from
10.

10.

10.
SER FI A

T4011 Y14.

free danger from

SER FER

raon Fjon

free entirely

MAR ti ER

njan Gjert

as to that excellent

TI OM

c) on)

to that distance

ES IR

4T 1411

it is west

VES C L ir

ber 4c la 111

course by day in the west

AD R I r

4C Ile 1411

POP LV PER

pobly ban

TOTAR

C1140 411

also the moon in steering
people of the sea water
north steering

I IO W I NA R

1 Jut be 1 1,4411

in the day and night in the

TOT A Pre R

o1140 4 baſt

the north sea

I IO V 1 N AR

1 Jut be 1 1/4

in the day and night in the

ER ER

en ept

NOM NA Per

1,40m) na ban

very excellent
holy one of the sea

steering

11.

ll.

ll,

ER AR

e11 411

NOM NE PER
PRE S TOT A

1jaon) ma ban
bite Jr Cuad 4

SER FI A

raort F1 a

excellent guiding
holy one of the sea
headland it is north from

SER FER

Taoit Fjort

free danger from
free altogether

MAR ti ER

m)4]1 C) ent

as to that excellent

PRE WEN DU

bne ben cub

the promontory's head black

W I A

be 14

night in the

EUGUBIAN

ETRuscAN.

IRISH.

EC LA

4c la

AT E ro

43 e 110
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LITERAL ENGLISH.

with day
likewise from to go

TOT E

GY"4tº, e.

north it

TAR SIN. At E

can ryn 40 e

TRiF O

on Jr u

TAR SIN AT E

C411 rji) 43 e

beyond that also it
windy from
beyond that also it

12.

12.

12.

TUR S CE

orn Jr. c.4

the voyage it is whence

NA HAR CE

1)4 411 C4

of the steering whence
in the certain whence

I A BUS CE

j4

N OM NE

1)4 Ori) 114

distance of the

TOT AR

cy-4d an

TAR SIN AT ER

Gan Tji) 43 ent

Trif OR

bor ca

one? unt

north steering
beyond that also much
windy coast

TAR SIN AT ER

can rim 40 ept

beyond that also much

TUS CER

Grr can

is the first turn

NA HA CER

1)4 411 C411

of the steering turn

I A BUS CER

J 4 bur caſt

in the certain turn

N OM NE R

114 on, 174 411

the distance of the navigation

13.

13.

13.

Ne R US

1)4 411 11ſ.

of the steering and

SI TIR

r) on

her land

An Si Hi TIR

41, r1 1 UJIt

that her island land

Io VI E S

Jut be 1 ar

day and night being it is

HOS TA TIR

or da Gjn

the mouth it is of land

AN os T'A TIR

aſ or G4 Cſil

in an entrance it is to the

E ro

e ſto

from to go

lands

N OM NE

1/4 On 114

the distant the

PRE S TOT A

bile Jr orac 4

headland it is north from

SER Fi A

Taon r14

SER FER

Yaori rjon

free danger from
free altogether
T
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IRISH.

MAR Ti ER

mjali C1 ent

as to that much

FU TU

Yºu co

under to

FON S

Yon Jr.

the land it is

14.

14.

14.

PA C ER

b4 4C 411

PA SE

b4 re

will be with steering
will be this

TU A

‘OO 4

to the

Pop LE

pob le

ToT AR

Crad 411

people with
north steering

I IO W I NA R

1 Jut be 1 1/4 art

in the day and night in the

TOT E

‘C1140 e

north it

I IO V INE

1 Jut be 1 1/4

ER OM

ept on,

in the day and in the night
great distance

steering

N OM NE

1)4 Orr) 114

the distant the

ER AR

en an

excellent navigation

N OM NE

1)4 On 114

of the distance of the

ER AR

en 411

NE RUS

1,411or

excellent steering
the promontory

Si Hi Tir

r] 1 oſt

her island land

AN Sl Hi TIR

41, r1 1 01n

the her own island land

IO V I ES

Jut be j ar

day and night in it is

15.

15.

15.

HOS TA TIR

or G4 C111

the entrance it is of the land

AN OS TA TiR

4f or G4 on

in it the entrance it is to the

PRE S TOT A

bne jr crad a

the

land

headland it is

from
SER FI A

T4011 ?) 4

SER FER

raoji Fjori

free danger from
free altogether

MAR Ti ER

nj411 d) ent

as to that excellent

north
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IRISH.

ETRusCAN.

ral bu 4n)

the track was in the ocean

SER I TV

raon 1 too

free into

POP Lo M

rob tram)

people of water of the ocean

TOT AR

Grad 411

to the north steering

I Io W I NA R

1 Jut be 1 m3 an

in the day and night in the
steering

SAL WA

Tal ba

the track will be

SER I TV W

Taoil j oo

free in to

SAL WO M

16.

16.

16.

TOT AM

or 4d any

the north ocean

I IO W I N A M

1 11175 be 1 1/4 4m,
bne Jr orad 4

by night and day in the ocean

PRE S TOT A
SER FIA

14011 ?) 4

SER FER

raort Fjort

MAR TI ER

11,411 G1 ent

free danger from
free entirely
as to that excellent

SAL WO

Tal by

the track was

SER I TU

Taoil 1 co
poble 411

free in to

POP LE R.
TOT AR

Grad 411

people with steering
to the north steering

I IO W I NA. R.

1 Jut be 1 1/4 4ſt

by day and night in the steer

TOT AR

drád 411

the headland it is north from

ing
I IO W I NA. R.

to the north steering
1 Jut be 1 1/4 411 by day and night in the steer
ing

17.

17.

17.

then good

NO ME

170 m/4

NERF

neſt?

Nerf

AR S MO

411 Tr m)0

Vi Ro

by 110

PE QUO

be co

steering it is good
at night to go
night which
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Irish.

ETRUSC.A.N.

CA S T RU O

c4 Jr 40 110 Y

when is also to go from

Fir F

Yºjon F4

free that

SAL WA SER I TU

Tal ba raort J OO the track will be free into

FVT V

Yu to

under to

FON S

Yon Jr.

land it is

PA CER

b4 C411

will be the turn

PA SE

b4 re

will be this

T WA

40 ba

also will be

POP LE

pob le

people with

TOT AR

orac an

to the north steering

I IO W I NA R

1 11175 be 1 1/4 an

by day and night in the steer
ing

I8.

I8.

18.

TOT E

º;1140 e.

the north from

I IO W I NE

1 111t be 1 1/4

in day and night in the

ER ER

en ell

very great

N OM NE

1)4 on) 114

the distance of the

ER AR

e11 411

excellent navigation

N OM NE

na om na

the distance of the

PRE S TOT A

bne 1r Guad a

the headland it is north from

SER FI A

T4011 p.) 4

SER FER

Taon Fjon

free danger from
free altogether
as to that excellent

MAR TI ER.

njan o) en

TI OM

c) on)

to that distance

ES IR

4T 1411

it is west

vEs c L IR

ber 4c lu Jit

course with water west

AD RE R.

4t 11e 411

likewise by the moon steering

POP LU PER

pob lu ban

people the water of the sea
-

19.

TOT AR

19.

©1143 an

19.

to the north steering
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IRISH.

ETRUSCAN.

i IO W I NA R

TOT A PER

LITERAL ENGLISH.

j jutº be 1 1/4 an in the day and night in the
steering
to the north sea
crad a ban

I IO V i N.A

1 111t be 1 1/4

in day and night in the

E.R. Ert

en ent

N OM NE PER

114 on) 114 ball

very great
the distance of the sea

ER AR
n OM NE PER
Pre S TOT A

en 411

great navigation

174 on) 114 ban
bne jr crad 4

of the distance of the sea
from the headland it is north
from

SER FI A

rá011 ?) 4

SER FER.

T4011 Fjort

free from danger
free altogether

MAR TI ER

m)4]1 G1 eſt

as to that excellent

Ti OM

Gj om)

to that distance

20.
SU Bo CAV V
PRE S TOT AR

20.

ro by cab r
bite ºr crad an

20.

this was the cape from
the headland it is north from

SER FI AR

rá011 ?) 411

SER FER

raon FIOIt

free from danger guiding
free altogether

MAR Ti ER

njan CJ ent

as to that excellent

continent great

FON E ſt

pon ent

FRIT E

¥1110 e

the Frith from

TI OM

G] on)

to that distance

Su Bo CAV V

ro by cab r

this was the cape from

EN N OM

en na on)

the water distant

PER S C LV

ban Jr 4c lu

the sea it is with water

e ro

it this

ce 1 oo

day in to

E SO
DE 1 TV

21.

21.

21.

PRE S TOT A

bne 1r Grad 4

headland it is north from

SER FI A

raort F) 4

free from danger
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ETruscAn.

SER FER

raort fjort

MARTI ER

LITERAL ENGLISH.

free entirely

mjali Gjeſt

as to that excellent

TI OM

d] on)

to that distance

IS IR

11 1411

it is west

WES C L IR

ber 4c lil 1411

the course with water west

AD R IR

475.1te 111

likewise the moon west

Ti OM

G] On!

to that distance

PLEN ER
POP LW PER.

blejn eit
pobly ban

people of the water of the sea

harbour excellent

TOT AR

Crad 411

the north steering

I IO W I NA R

1 Jut be j 1,4411

in the day and night in the

TOT A PER

drad 4 ban

to the north sea

steering

22.

22.

22.

I IO W I NA

1 Jut be 1 1/4

in the day and night in the

ER. E. R.

e11 ept

very great

N OM NE PER

114 on, 114 ball

the distance of the sea

ER AR

€11 411

excellent navigation

N OM NE PER
Pre S TOT A

114 on, n.4 ball
bne Jr Crad a

the headland it is north from

SER FI AR

T4011 Y1.411

free from danger steering

Ser FER

Taon Fjon

free entirely

MAR ti ER

njan C1 ent

as to that excellent

to that distance

of the distant sea

TI OM

c) on,

SU BO CAW W

To b4 cab r

this will be the cape from

PRE S TOT AR

brie Jr orao an

the headland it is north steer

ing
23.

23.

23.

SER FI AR

raon p1 an

SER FER

Taon Fjon

free from danger steering
free altogether

MArt Ti ER

njan djen

as to that excellent

FON ER

Yor) eſt

the land great
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LITERAL ENGLISH.

the Frith from

FRIT E

Frijo e

Ti OM

of ori)

to that distance

Su BO CAV V

ro bo cab r

EN om

en on)

this was the cape from
the waters unfrequented

WES TI CA TV

ber of c4 co

course to that which to

A HA TRI PWR SAT

44 on) bon ra

and from through the swell

V

‘co

ing current to

FeN OM

er) ort)

the waters distant

RW SE ME

Ito re m/4

to go this good

24.

24.

24.

the sea it is with water

PER S C LV

bán Jr 4c ly

VES TI CA TV

ber of c4 to

the course to that which to

PRE S TOT. E.

blue Jr orad a

the headland it is north from

Sert Fi

e

Táort pee

free danger from

SER FER

raon pſort

free entirely

MAR Ti Er

nj411 c) eſt

as to that excellent

POP LU PER

pobly baſt

people of the water of the sea

TOT AR

drag aſt

TOT A PER

to the north steering
1 Jut be 1 1/4 art in the day and night in the
steering
to
the north sea
orac bart

io V I NA

Jut be 1 1/4

in the day and night in the

EN N OM

e1) 114 on)

the waters distant

WES C L IR

ber 4c lu jr

the course with water west

I IO W I NA R

25.

25.

25.

the sea sailing happily

SU PER NE

4l pſon
ban rmſ myr
ro ban 114

AD ro

4t 110

likewise to go

T RA HW OR FI

40 114 r rit ºd 1

also going from the shore

AL FIR

PER SNI MU

always true
this sea of the

that into

EUGUBIAN
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LITERAL ENGLISH.

AN DEN DU

41) ceaſ) co

the quick to

ES o

4T 0

it is from

PER SNi MU
PRE S TOt. A

ban ri)] myo
bile Jr Crad 4

the headland it is north from

SER FI A

raoji F1 4

SER FER

raon Fjon

MAR TI ER

mjali Gjen

as to that excellent

Ti OM

c) on)

to that distance

sea sailing happy
free from danger
free entirely

26.

26,

26.
ES 1 R

4T 1411 4

it is west

WES C L IR

a course with water west

POP Lu PER

ber 4c lu 1411
all Fjori
pobly baſt

TOT AR

Crad 411

AL FIR

always sure

people of the water of the sea
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of the distance of the sea
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27.
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SER FER
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free from danger
free entirely
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A HA WEN DU

4 4 bei) orb

from the head black

WI. A
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being the

EC LA
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with day

AT E RO

40 e 110

also from to go

Pop
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to the north steering
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in the day and night in the
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east and
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her own island west

AN SI HI TIR
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J O by ar

HOS TA TIR
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the entrance it is the land
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the distance the
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free danger from
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night which
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FRI F
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ent ent
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the distance of the sea
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free entirely
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to that lonely distance
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in OM NE PER
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very great
the distance of the sea

ER AR
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N OM NE PER

of the remote sea
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114 on 114 ball
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SER FI A

T4011 F1 4

free from danger

SER FER

T4011 Fjort

free entirely
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to that lonely distance
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SER FER
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free altogether
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pon ent

the land great

FRIT E

Fitjö e

the Frith from
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to that lonely distance
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PU SE
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TE SE NOC IR
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the course of the tides in
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admirably and
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the course of the tides on
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ME FA
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good that
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SA HA. TA
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current also indeed

CO WOR TUS
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COM OL TU

con) ol 'co
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the water lonely
protection mighty to

COM A TIR
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protection from shoals
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the in to

41.
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TRA HA F

40 114 at
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current it flows from

WiT LA
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being in the day
windy

FE E TU
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TUR SE
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SER FI E

Taon F1 e

free danger from

SER FER
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free entirely
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nj411 G1 ent

as to that excellent

POP LU PER

poblu baſt

TOT AR
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people the water of the sea
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FET U

Yao Y

far away
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the

42,
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far away

FET U
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AR BI W

aſt by r

steering being from
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Yao Y

far away

TA SES
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it is safe

PER SNI MU

sea sailing happily
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PU SE

by re
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this stormy
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PU SE
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excellent and
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ºceaſt ra

wonderful current
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4 be

at night

ER US
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-

RU BI NA ME
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EN EM
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the
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INTRODUCTION TO IDIOMATIC TRANSLATION.

Before we proceed to the Idiomatic Translation, it may
be as well to make a few observations on a passage in the

sixth and seventh Tables, in which a different rendering
has been made in the latter, from that at first adopted,
and also upon a passage as to which information has
been obtained since the printing of the Idiomatic Transla
tion, which, being in a different type from the columnar
literal trilinguar pages, was, for the sake of expedition,
printed before it.

I had been induced to think that the words Wom ne per,
which had been rendered in the sixth Table, holy one of the
sea, maon, 1.4 ban, might bear a different and perhaps more

appropriate meaning by dividing the first word into two,
thus:—na om ma ban, which gives the distance of the sea

to all these passages, instead of holy one of the sea.
This, perhaps, may be the most correct meaning. I have,
therefore, so rendered it in the translation of the seventh
table. The alteration does not, however, much affect

the general narrative, and, with respect to the identity
of the Irish and Etruscan languages, it strengthens the
evidence in its support, as either renderings are perfect,

and the choice is left to be decided, which may be consi
dered most apposite. I thought it necessary to account
for the variance in so important a passage. I conceive
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it best in all cases, where a difference of judgment might
operate, to place every circumstance before the reader,
claiming forbearance, at the hands of the learned, for

hesitation, in so difficult an enquiry.

Had the idea of

the latter rendering struck me earlier, I should most
likely have adopted it, not, however, without some
doubt.

There is another passage in the seventy-eighth line of
the sixth Table worthy of particular attention, and which
may be noticed in this place, nyl e oſm an, is rendered a
thousand from the FIRE steering. It refers to the ship leav
ing the coast of Spain, for the Turn (Carne), and mentions
the fire kept up on the land for the guidance of mariners;
and also in Table vi, line 119, the words on] bn) rim e,

three mountains there from, point out Cape Ortegal too
plainly to be mistaken. That there was a fire or light then
kept up in that neighbourhood to guide ships, there can be
little doubt.

The fact, however, seems to be, that they were near
Corunna, where, at this moment, is a pharos tower,
called the Tower of Hercules, the building of which is at
tributed by tradition to the Phoenicians, and which has
ever been held in the highest veneration in consequence of
its remote antiquity.
Laborde thus describes the Pharos of Hercules near
Corunna:—

“Upon a very high mountain, a league from the harbour,
is raised a lighthouse, visible at least twenty leagues at
sea, to enable ships to discover the land of Cape Ortegal.”
“In arriving at Corunna by sea, we enjoy an equally
beautiful view ; upon the right of the bay we see the Tower
of Hercules, the castles or forts, and the town; on the

loſt, a light house, Cape Prior towards the entrance of
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Ferroll, and a chain of mountains, through which the
mouths of some rivers open.”
“The harbour is in the form of a crescent; at the two

points are the Castles of St. Clair, and St. Martin, which
defend it, and a little island which shelters it from the
north wind.

All travellers have mentioned the ancient

tower, which excites admiration from its height, and its
strong and solid walls. The Galicians declare it was built

by Hercules, whose name it still bears; this is to attribute
it to the Phoenician merchants, who

frequented the coast,

but a Roman inscription has been found which ascribes it

to the god Mars. If it be really a work of the Phoeni
cians, as its antiquity and tradition lead us to believe, this
account may be reconciled, by supposing that the Romans,
wishing to preserve this monument, and in gratitude for
their victory over the Carthaginians, who sprung from the
Phoenicians, consecrated it to their tutelar deity. It is
also said, that this tower was called Columna, whence by
corruption Corunna.”—(Laborde, vol. II.)

The name of Corunna, and the Groyne, are both derived
from the river on which the town stands, Garonne, or 54mb

aban ma, the rough or boisterous river, as the Garonne of
France. The ascription of the building by the Romans to
the god Mars, rather confirms the Phoenician tradition,
for that alone is a confession of their ignorance of its origin.
The following is the account given of this tower by Mr.
Wild, who visited Corunna in 1837:—
“We visited the Hercules Tower, situated at the extre

mity of the Peninsula, about a mile to the south-west of
the town. It is a magnificent square tower, rising at least
two hundred feet above the level of the sea, which breaks

here with tremendous violence; it stands upon a base of
about eighty feet, and is exceedingly well built of hard,
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close, white granite, and has an electric conducting wire
extending from a small pillar, elevated above the lantern, .
to a house about twenty yards off. An inscription over
the doorway, informs you that it was built by the mer
chants, or board of trade, of the province of Galicia. It
has been erected since 1809, and must be of inestimable
value to mariners, as it is seen from an immense distance,
and marks the common entrance to the harbours of Corunna

and Ferroll ; but what adds still greater interest to it in
the eye of the traveller, is the fact of its enclosing within
its massive walls, one of the most interesting monuments

of antiquity—the Pharos of Hercules, the oldest amongst
the very few now anywhere to be found.
“The origin of this, (the original tower) and its name
are involved in much obscurity. The tradition here is, that
it was built by Hercules himself. Humbolt mentions, that
Laborde had discovered an inscription near its foundation,
stating that this Pharos was constructed by Caius Severus
Lupus, architect of the city of Agna Flavia (Cheves), and
-

that it was dedicated to Mars.

Strabo, indeed, affirms

that Galicia, the country of the Galici, had been peopled

by Greek colonies. According to an extract from the geo
graphies of Spain, by Asclepiades the Myrlean, an an
cient tradition stated that the companions of Hercules
settled in these countries.”

“There are many traditions in this part of Spain about
Hercules, and his companions: and at Betanzos, a few
leagues hence, there is some curious old architecture, and
also a museum, where they go so far as to exhibit the arms
of the hero, and the leather money used in his times.”
“Orosirus, a writer of the fifth century, gives an account
of a very fine column or pharos, which tradition, in his day,
said had been erected by Hercules, on the coast of Celti
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berian Gallicia, as a guide to ships coming there from Bri
tain.”

There is some incongruity between the accounts of Mr.
Wild and Laborde. The latter says the lighthouse is si
tuated “upon a very high mountain a league from the har

bour.” Wild says it is “situated at the extremity of the Pe
ninsula, about a mile to the south-west of the town, rising
at least two hundred feet above the level of the sea,” and that
the old tower is enclosed within the massive walls of the

modern square lighthouse. Laborde says the tower of
Hercules is to the right of the harbour, and the lighthouse
to the left. Both these accounts cannot be accurate; how

ever, the tradition and history of the old tower is not affected
by mistaking its site, which I am inclined to think my
friend Wild has, and that the old tower is not within the

new lighthouse.
The most remarkable circumstance attending this tower
is the coincidence of an account of its building being pre
-

served in the oldest Irish MSS., and the most remote tra

ditional history of Ireland, which appears to be but an al
legorical account of the acts of the Phoenicians. The Ga
delians are, in Irish history, stated to have migrated over all
the known world of the ancients, “from their original
country to Egypt, from thence to Crete, from Crete to
Scythia, from thence to Gothia, then to Spain, from thence
to Scythia, again to Egypt, then to Thrace, then to Gothia,
again to Spain, and then to Ireland.” This apparent rig
marole, in other words means nothing more than that the

Celtae or Gadelians, carried on commercial navigation to
and from all these countries, and eventually found their
way to Ireland. This is related by Giolla Keavin, an Irish
poet, who lived about A.D. 1072, in a poem called Reim
re Riogh, or the Race of Kings.
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“Braha the son of worthy Deyaha
Sailed from Crete to Sicily
In four good ships, which after
Bore him to Spain, in the south of Europe.”

Braha is said to have had a son Breogan, who had a son
Galamh, or the victorious, who was afterwards in Irish his

tory called Milespan, or Milesius. It is related of Breogan
that he built a watch toucer in Gallicia in Spain, and that
there had been traffic between Spain and Ireland pre
viously to the building of this tower, which was for the
purpose of assisting in the intercourse between the two
countries. Ith, the son of Breogan, is said to have seen
Ireland, like a cloud in a winter's evening, from the top of
Breogan's Tower. That is, in more simple language, he
contemplated the direct passage across the sea, even in the
winter, by means of the lighthouse erected on the Brigan,
bji), mountain, 541), extreme, or the farthest mountain to the
north. Whether there was ever such a man as Breogan,
or whether he obtained the name from building the tower,
is a question not necessary to inquire into, but the fact of
such a tower still existing in this spot, and there being the
same tradition respecting it in Galicia is a strong corrobo
ration of the truth of the Irish historical tradition.
In the Annals of the Four Masters is an account of this

tower, and also in the Book of Ballymote, in the Library
of the Royal Irish Academy, is the following passage:–
B41 n)4c n)41ch 45 bil4ch 1. bſteošan 454 poemnat cott
njb11e4541) 7 Jn &464111.J. bitſ;41jol;44 bajnn, 4 orn bneojaji)
.ii. at cear crur 1Yearcut 5ea]n/1115 .1. Oſóée famijna at con
O4]]tc job m)c biteoS411) 4tin;l 110 &41, 5,114 caenjan 11, oran.*

“Brath had a noble son, viz., Breogan, by whom was
* Book of Ballymote, folio 11, page 2, col. 2.
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built the Tower of Breogan, and the city called Brigandsia.
From the tower of Breogan, by the bye, Ireland was
beheld, on a winter's evening, namely, on the night of
Laman (i. e. All-Hallows.) Ith, the son of Breogan beheld
it, as Giolla Caemhan has sung:—
STANZA 39.

‘co brijr myon camloſ, Jr cat,

Yoſt rly 45 nearpain iſllatach
bneošan 114 175lon Jr 114 1,3114
-

lejr co monoa bn/34noffa.
Great skirmishes and battles were fought
Against the renowned Spanish hosts,
By Breogan, of deeds and battles,
By him was founded Brigandsia.
STANZA 43. AND LAST.

Joh m)4c bited 5411) 311 m/blajö tubjno
taji/154trraneſtſ,

jre pean correač ſte citeab
oo ril 1701;"ch meano 54ſteal.
Ith, the son of Breogan, of generous fame
Was the chief who came to Ireland;
He was the chief man with a tribe

Of the valiant and powerful race of Gael.

The meaning of the name Brigandsia, is the mountain
most remote, bjú 54no r14, and the founding alluded to the
tower, rather than a town.

The same account is to be

found in Leabhar Gabhaltas, or Book of Conquests, a

History of Ireland of good reputation.
The authority of Keating has been so much stigmatised,

by the translation published by Dermod O'Connor, that I
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have been unwilling to quote any thing from him, but the
original is written in an honest spirit, free from the many
absurdities and amplifications of the translator. The
translation by W. Haliday is much better. Henry O'Hart,

a schoolmaster in the County Sligo, about 1686, made a
good translation, the original of which is in my possession.
The following extract from it shows that he considered
Corunna and Breoghain's Tower the same, though Peter
Walsh makes it Compostella :—
“Then Lughaigh, the son of Ith, went to Tuir Breo
ghan, or Corunna, and showed his father's dead body unto
the posterity of Breoghain, &c.” Again—
“Then they ship themselves at Corunna, or Tuir Breo
ghain, in Galicia, (leaving Spain among the forraigners,
like a boane among a company of quarrelling curres,) and to
sea they goe in thirty shippes, each whereof carried thirty
valiant men, besides their women, and a number of the

vulgar sorte under their forty-nine commanders, viz., eight
sons of Breoghain, viz. Breagha, from whom Magh Breaghe,
or Meath,” &c. &c.,

“They all with their forces arrived safe at the haven of
Wexford, then called Inbhir Slaine”—that is, the mouth

of Slaney. It is remarkable that the Eugubian Tables fix
upon Carnesoire point, round which is the harbour of
Wexford, as the western port to which they first sailed
and traded.
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TABLE

I.

M.B.-The meaning of each line of the original has been kept within the
corresponding line of this translation, which has, in some measure, cramped
its freedom.

I. O Phoenicians, this is a statement of the night voyage
to Carne (the turn), and of the manner of going, with
great science, over by the waters of the ocean.
2. At first the waves were strong and swelling, which
continued for a long way from the land, but the knowledge
of the moving cause which acted on the sea, in the lonely
Course

3. from this, on the voyage, and with the moon's light
at night, all the way to Carne, by this valuable knowledge
it is, when

4. day is away, with the moon, a long way from the
coast, it was a certain and safe course in the sea with the

course of the tides both to and from that place.
5. The currents, both day and night, and the moon's light
will be favourable all the way at sea. Indeed in the night,

during the voyage at sea, the moon will give light, and thus
light day and night will be in it.
6. Great will be influence of the moon on the current,

when steering for a long way from the Mouth, both in
going out and returning home.
B B
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7. O Phoenicians, it is a very safe and secure navigation
this long distance, steering the course by the moon's light
to the port in that island, Phoenician, and
8. from thence to return, by the same course, the same
long distance on the ocean, in the absence of day, when
there is a moon

9. to go with by night from the headland. Going into
the port in the day time, excellent indeed and secure
is the passage by water
10. at all times; there is also security and happy sailing
likewise, as well by day as by night, in the ocean sea. Fa
vourable is

11. the ocean sea, for a long way, both steering out and
home, Phoenicians, for that great distance, is to going to
that river; then

12. is the sea favourable, a long way, because the navi
gation is known, very safe also is the steering by night.
18. The course of the current is far away, Phoenician, a
long way; also you proceed for a long distance.
14. Even from the first the sea is favourable and for the
whole distance.

15. It is a favourable circumstance also, and indeed it is

a great advantage, that the tides go with us on the waves.
16. And also steering by the guiding sign; there is good
water freely to go on in the current, on account of the
knowledge of this guiding sign, the navigation is a certain
voyage to the river.
17. It is also free and good water to steer over the waves
into it by day, both to and from also, because of the cer
tainty of the tides.
18. From whence also the navigation is in good deep
water; it is right to go in the day time, by day light, Phoe
mician, there being then a good current to go in.
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19. Good is the increase; going with the increase of the
water course by day, with the floods, indeed; and when it
recedes to the ocean waters, then also there is a certainty of
water,

20. both to and from, for then, Phoenician, day and
night, in the ocean's waves the water increases, and
decreases again in
21. the current with the moon; this will be favourable at

night also, going on the sea from the fire (beacon), going
with the moving cause, then it is excellent by day.
22. By night the going to it also, when there is a fire
beacon lighted, this will be also because there is danger in
the river.

23. This also will be certain and safe into the harbour.

To and from Carne, (the turn) with the moon, will be good
all the way to the harbour, and, also, back again.
24. At night to go on freely steering, being either from
or to the port, Phoenician. The whole course, all the way
going
25. to it is certain also, because being then the same
all the way throughout, Phoenician. To that it
26. is certain you will have a moon increasing while
at sea; for regular was the moon and good and certain it
is indeed; good it is to go into the river with the moon.
27. And likewise the course of the tides is good and
regular, even by night; and it will be good to go sailing on
the sea happily, when it is light. The navigation
28. is excellent with this guiding sign, and great happi
ness it is to be able to go with the moon; as good as to go
in the day

29. and by day light, is the sailing on the waters, either
to or from the port, sailing on the ocean sea happily indeed
from
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30. Carne; navigation also will hereafter be fortunate
on the waters of the sea being pleasantly and happily there.
31. And then back again, in the course, with light; not
withstanding the distance it is navigating happily the course

all the way to that place. There is also the same satisfac
tion in

32. steering to the Mouth, it is indeed; to that this will
be a certain passage over the sea from the river, the passage
will be excellent and secure in the night also.
33 This science on the ocean steering to and from at
night, by which we can go with the moon's light, Phoeni
cian, because it is a certain passage both to and from the
river as by the day.
34. Another cause is that the course of the water of the

ocean flows both ways at sea with certain regularity, indeed,
by means of the moon's influence on the waves,
35. day and night, in the right course, to that place;
knowledge of the sea enables us to go from the fire beacon
at night; to go with the flowing tides, and also the important
knowledge of its certainty.

36. This will be favourable to sea navigation, and happy
also it is at night, and also with pleasure and safety sea
sailing happily in it.

37. In the course with light, floating there and floating
back again, which will be very favourable, and in the night,

by an important knowledge it is a happy navigation of
the passage thereto.
38. Also throughout was the going in the night on the
ocean to and from, the ocean will be favourable, to a safe

and happy navigation by means of the favourable current.
39. Which is a favourable stream in the sea, which cur

rent is'a great advantage, when favourable, and very safe
it is also to a happy sea navigation.

-
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40. It is into and from the river a certain and good
guiding sign indeed, very excellent by night; for the same
sign also occurs at that time, Phoenician, as it is the guid

ing sign always.
41. It is also sure to go again by day, and as in day light
this causes protection from danger, always when there is
moon, going to it in the night, Phoenician,
42. It is also with the moon a security in navigating the
sea happily and steering over the ocean to the river in
security, and then also
43. into the port is easy when the current is with you
and in the Mouth stream under you.
44. Which is the case in the whole course to and from ;
and safe was the course from below to that indeed.

45. This is a good discovery indeed in the ocean from the
Cape on before it by night; besides it was also
46. a means of quicker passage, over the ocean sea, for
in twelve moon light nights, by this great knowledge it is
well passed over by this science.
47. At certain periods every day there is not deep water
in the sea, but the water always returns to it at other
periods; always returns with regularity
48. at the current's time; it is always regularly at the
current's time in it; at night also it is full in it, always at
night it is full in ; it is also covered with water.
49. Always it is covered with water ; and has much
more in it; always has much more in it. Daily it flows in
from the head,

50. Every day it flows in from the head; whence causes
this sea flood; whence always this sea flood comes. The

guiding sign is the coming of this sea flood, when
51. the sea is flowing into it the steering in will be
happy, both by day and night, by the moon a long way
this, when going by night
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52. is favourable. This will be favourable for many
nights, both in and out this will be favourable to proceed
ing steering both to and from.
58. As well indeed it is a certain favourable means both

in and out and a guiding sign, Phoenician.
54. The guiding sign on the ocean for a long distance at
night in going from the Cape, there will be the fire kept on
it, and this will be favourable.

55. Favourable for many nights going on the ocean
because the current floats on much towards the Port,

56. from as well as to ; in that respect it is certain with
the sea, and it is a short passage from the headland, and,
also, a very safe one both to and from it.

57. The means of steering over the sea at night is very
good, from seeing the fire, and also that the current is sure
and certain the whole way to and from.

58. It is thus certain at night all the way, Phoenician,
to have a night signal to steer by to that.
59. It is the existence of this at night, and the certainty
that the voyage is in the right course over the waves, steer
ing the course at night with certainty.
60. Is a good thing on the water, to have certainty,
Phoenician, and the means of going on, Phoenicians, and
that cause is understood

61. to go from the Cape to the Port at night, from the
fire also, it is day and night in the current. Also by the
moon sailing happily from the headland
62. in the night course; again going by night sailing
happily, with the light of the moon sailing happily at night
was the outward voyage.

63. Steering towards the Mouth also the same certainty
of the course of the water to go on in the right track.
64. Sailing at night happily, Phoenician, being then
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sailing at night securely and happily at night from
this,

65. happy from thence it is to go indeed there being
deep water all the way to the river, and the guiding sign in
it is,

66. because by the tides the water is made safe both
by day and night, Phoenician, all the way it is safe.
67. A long way from the coast is good at night, a very
long way, and, from it; which knowledge of the distance
68. will be the guiding sign of the current on the ocean
by which the water was caused to go in safety to

69. the Port; knowing these means which operate all
the way on the sea; it is all the way on the sea; it is all the
way the same as by day; in the sea in going to the river
70. by day, because from the knowledge that at night
there will be the moon. This was the science of the sea and

the moving cause that enabled us to go so well.
71. Phoenician it is from the head and in the end again
to return to the South all the way indeed a long way by
night to the Mouth.

72. And that good cause operates both to and from the
Port at night to the South, all the way, the very long way.
73. To the end (of the voyage) the steering indeed being
by it, Phoenician, this long distance.
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TABLE

II.

1. There was security, day and night, during the whole
voyage to and from the river, Phoenician, from the night
precautions and skill, and there being deep water in the
river.

2. By this skill in distant voyages of the people of the
water to the North, is the sea indeed practicable; secure

by day and night, gentle, indeed in the sea, it is by the
science day and night.
3. The star also will be the means of steering far away
night and day, Phoenician, on the ocean securely and happily.
4. With the moon, steering in the track, in a course steer
ing where there is security; which is derived from the moon
all the way to the river, there being also water all the voyage
to the river by means of the cause which governs the waves
indeed.

This

5. great cause of danger, to the people of the sea, by
science, will by day and in the night be made gentle; and
indeed the sea also.

6. Because the star will be a guiding sign all the time,
when steering by night on the ocean, as well going as re
turning. A guiding sign it is,
7. Phoenician, and, indeed, this also is the means by
which the course is steered over the ocean securely, easily
and safely, knowing the hill at the Turn (Carne.)

8. It was, in clear nights, the guiding sign by which it
is the ocean is passed over freely, and that it is free in
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9. the night the means of going all the way to the har
bour and from it; the moon also is a great assistance
when on the ocean.

10. Phoenicians, navigators of the ocean's water, it is the

known guiding sign by night to guide to the river, and also
to return by sea from the river.
11. And it is, by certain knowledge of this means, Phoe
nician, which also was the first success in navigation by
which to go over the ocean water, free from dangers, and
12. in a shorter passage, on the ocean, with deep water;
then to return, Phoenician, by a shorter way also over a
good ocean
13. free from dangers of water; it is indeed a quiet sea,
with a

moving current ; in the ocean will be also to the

South; because indeed it is gentle by science in the night.

I4. Will be at night, because in the ocean there will be
water and security from all dangers, and night will be as
safe as the day, both to and from
15. the mountains it will be to the North sea; it is far

away, Phoenician, the current runs, Phoenician, and it very
obvious,

16. to go with into the distant ocean when it is clear
on the voyage; it is, indeed, happy all the way to the North
steering by the star.
17. It is indeed steering in security by the star the voy
age; the security on the good ocean it is in sure protec
tion, a good security on the ocean.

18. When it is night, the means of reaching the Port
by water, and it was a speedy means also to and from the
coast at night with the moon, speedy it is indeed,
19. Phoenician. The first guiding signs on the sea, are
the mountains; but on the ocean it is the guiding sign
when nothing is to be seen but water, the steering then is
good.
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20. And the guiding sign by science in the night when on
the waters alone, on the voyage from the headland, is the
moon, Phoenician.

And from under the headland

21. the navigation is happy indeed in clear water, by
science, in the night, all the way to and from the ocean's
headland, by knowledge of the sea.
22. All the way, by knowledge of the sea, is the sailing at
night happy, by a perfect knowledge both to and from, by
science in the night it is then obvious.
23. The mountains will be happily seen at first, this is
from the North, going on the waves indeed in the night, this
will be happy from the North the mountains will be first seen.
24. Having the land and the moon all the way, to go to
and from the river, are the free means by day and day.
The means, out of sight of land,
25. will be by the star, when steering night and day
out and home, Phoenician; by which knowledge
26. indeed it is safe in steering the course and sailing
happily with the moon.
27. It is not always right to go away in the moving flood
at night far away from the headland; it is also
28. free from danger, free because, as to that, it is some

times running from the sea, and steering night and day to
and from.

29. When it is the case that the currents are with the

moon, from and to, by night then is the night to go, Phoe
nician, a long way.
30. Then indeed it is safe sailing at night and happy by
-

the moon steering the course at sea.

31. Also having the current all the way to the river, and
having the day, when there, it is the means of going in,
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Free means as to that

it is

32. by night, the means of steering night and day to and
from it, Phoenician, that distance, and indeed it safe and
happy sailing by night,

33. by the moon steering the course, Phoenician, by this
knowledge, to the Port, at Carne, this was the means of
going into the river.
34. This cause is influenced by the moon regularly and
certain, and it is excellent going by it at night; it is not
only a good but a sure and certain mean to go.
35. Which being without danger, and in the night means
of going, there is water always with the moving current
which removes all danger.
36. This is excellent in going to the head, knowing the
ocean, it is certain to go thus on the sea indeed with the
moon, which makes night sailing happy.

37. There being water, which flowing with the moon's
current into it with the night's tide.
38. The current of water is favourable from the sea, and

also having the moon, is a security in sailing in happily at
night with water it is then

39. very easy to enter the Port.
40. People of the water, (navigators,) this will be the
first certain guiding sign for you to enter the river by night
having the moon light.
41. When at sea you will see the mountains to the north
which will be a means of security.
42. In approaching the land they are already seen in
the north, as you steer, but there is always danger at night
43. in approaching the land, both going and returning,
and therefore keep off a good distance till day light,

e
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44. Phoenician, in the sea current, a long way; it is

safer to do so at night in the sea sailing happily, by the
moon at night steering the course.

45. In which course always keep in the current at night
which leads to the river below when the tide it is in.

46. That is more, the course of the sea water of the
ocean is now free, going from the south, the water flows
47. certainly from the headland over to the harbour.
48. Both day and night, and always is going throughout
by this means the steering is, both going and returning,
49. by means of the star, which is the guiding sign, Phoe
nician, the mark by which,
50. with the moon, at sea, and our knowledge, makes the
sea gentle and practicable, by science, day and night a
long way on the ocean,
51. which leads to the river sea sailing happily with the
moon at night steering the course.

52. Sure is the passage over the sea to the harbour all
the way by these means, and also in the
53. river, because in the day and night, when there will
be moon light; the sea will be gentle by the knowledge of
the night.
54. And thus can the ocean be navigated, Phoenician, to
a great distance.

55. Sailing on the sea at night with the moon light
steering the course.
56. In going to the south there is water all the way to
the headland, it is a long way, but there is moonlight
57. During the time, and by knowing there will be a
moon during the night, the sea will be gentle, and the steer
ing will be by science which is in the night both to and from.
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58. There will also be the star, to steer by, during the

long way over, Phoenician, by which the night sailing will
be happy steering the
59. course, steering in a true course.
60. It is a sure sea, with deep water, throughout the
whole passage to the river, a certain means for that long
distance because of the

61. knowledge of the currents, and keeping in them, and
having the moon's light at sea, this knowledge makes the
sea gentle by science in the night,
62. Phoenician, for the great distance, this will be the
means of navigating the ocean effectually
63. in the tides courses; and also being void of dangers
in the distant seas with the moon's light. By this know
ledge far away
64. from the Western Cape to the Port of the ocean,
by means of the moon, going into the river into the Port
in the ocean. Also going from the river,
65. by the moon's currents, the sea is practicable by the
science which we possess in the night, which the night sail

ing is happy, by moon light steering the course,
66. From the headland of the sea the going by night to
that island, all the way by keeping a good look out and
observing the tides the passage is free from danger.
67. There was danger at sea in going without the moon
light but with the science by night the sea is practi
cable.

68. And also having the star when far away as a guiding

sign to steer by, Phoenician, a sure guiding sign,
69. to steer, both to and from, in the night by this renders
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the sea sailing happy, by moon light steering in the
COurSe.

70. From these causes our proceeding on the sea are
sure all the way having much light on the ocean in the
absence of day.
71. From having a sure knowledge that there will be
moon light on the sea it will be practicable, by this science
which we have in the night to and from that far distance

free all the way to the river.
72. Being steering far away with the north stream and
then back again, Phoenician, it is safe and happy sailing at
night

73. steering on the sea; the steering at night is without
danger to the Port, in certain knowledge thus going on the
ocean at night pleasantly.
74. A long way, it is clear in the course of the tides on
the ocean from the headland at night, having the light of
the moon at night, and light during the long passage day
and night. From knowing that the moon
75. makes the sea gentle ; in science, by night in the
going to the south, in the sea having the moon at night, in
the ocean, by which means
76. being always sure of the Port in the Island, from
knowing the hill, it is very pleasant to go on the ocean; by
these means it is indeed so

77. always; indeed both day and night it is clear,
because we can see the course of the tides, and by this

knowledge, the sea is practicable and gentle. By which
science in the night

78, it will be excellent going on the waves of the flow

ing sea, and a short passage also it is, by reason of going
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by night on the ocean, a great means, Phoenicians, this is a
great means

79. of going to that Port ; and from the hill, also, very
good to go, and it is free to the river.
80. With great security it is free and protected; also it
is indeed sailing by night happily.
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-

1. The means of going on the waves, and the land
marks.

2. Into the harbour the course it is excellent, the coast
trends in much also to it.

3. It does indeed, which knowledge is required to go
into it in the true passage at night.
4. When also it is easy with this great knowledge and
with the moon it is happy.
5. Which going in from the headland is without danger
in moonlight along this coast;

6. This is the guiding sign when the moon is increasing
as is the current with the moon ;

7. At night, going favourably, from night to night with
the moon as the guiding sign.
8. By it will be to proceed the whole voyage, it is a
guiding sign and there will be deep water, Phoenician.

9. All the way this is a means under us indeed to go
safely with the moon.

10. This will be the guiding sign during the whole voyage
at night.

11. It is easy and excellent with this to go during the
whole night and the means of proceeding at night

12. Steering.

It was also the moving cause which car

ried us on in great knowledge from the headland without
danger to and from.
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13. Then to go also to the east headland of the coast,
is certain and the means of proceeding to it.
14. Also the guiding signs, by good knowledge of the
coast, from this it is excellent into the harbour.

15. From the coast, all the way to it is excellent, there
being deep water; it will be also on
16. the left hand; which, being well known and having
the light of the moon, will be quite safe ; from this great
knowledge of the island,
17. at night, even at night, the water is without danger,
-

t is indeed, Phoenician, then at sea

18. from the headland of the sea to go to that certain;
also, by these means, at night into the Port

19. is easy indeed, Phoenician, with deep water, and
then is the sea without danger to the navigators.
20. It is certain, as to that, to go also at night, and by
this the going will be easy indeed.
21. Phoenician, then is the sea with deep water, and it is

without danger to the seaman all the way.
22. Which it is also at night, by following the guiding
sign, freely floating on in the voyage steering by the
stars.

-

23. Also from the Mouth there is water; knowing these
means, and the moving cause, which is the moon; it is

from her indeed from whence the voyage is accomplished
24. by night ; by the moon indeed it is that the
voyage is made in the true course at night in going from
Carne. (the turn.)
25. The moon also is now known to be the great
cause by which the water is moved, the moon itself is the
CallSé.

26. Great is the discovery of the moon's influence on our
proceedings, it is indeed, and excellent to go in.
C C
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27. Much this cause operates in keeping the course cor
rectly at night to (the turn) Carne, the moving cause also
assisting; which was a great knowledge

28. acquired of the moon's moving the water; much is
done by this discovery indeed.

29. During the voyages, both to and from the hill, it is
excellent with the moon to go in the moving current.
30. The moon also is the cause of moving the water at
the mouth, where the moving cause commences.
31. From it continues the whole voyage indeed.
32. The navigation of the whole voyage will be in it, it
goes at the same time.
33. This is great knowledge to possess of the course of
the water and to go in it with the moon.

34. Then is the moon the true cause of our steering the
true voyage, going in it at the increase of the moon.
35. Indeed it is the guiding sign in danger, both to and
from, in steering in this true voyage.

NOTE IN THE ROMAN CHARACTER.

1. At the mouth of the sea in the coast, by the law of
the currrent, the moving cause is very strong and must
be observed in steering in

2. when the moon is full, for four-nights, which is the
guiding sign, as it becomes weaker after that, but then it is
full, deep water, and safe.
3. From this happy knowledge in the dark navigation the
moon was the means of steering. And during six days of
the moon you may go into it from the sea.
4. Such is the law of the current, which governs the
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moving cause, and the knowledge of this guiding sign is
great, which is very obvious when the moon is full.
5. From the east mouth of the ocean, this navigation
is free and certain with it for ten nights, after which from
the eastern head mountain, it is five more to the headland;
6. after which it is certain, going on the flood safe from

it, six, when the water will be in it, by the force of the
current, and excellent it is to go with the moving cause.
7. This knowledge also is excellent from its certainty,
because the moon will be full at night, and the guid
ing sign for six nights, when there is plenty of water, which,
being full in,
8. is both excellent and safe also from this happy know
ledge in steering in the dark; because, in this navigation,
there is no moon for six nights;

9. after which the stream becomes again strong, the
influence of the moving cause is very strong on the coast,
which is very obvious on the day the moon is full;
10. then the mouth of the ocean is full of water, and the

steering in it free and sure ; then, after fifteen nights, again
the river and the moon is full, and so continues for six

nights, when the steering is safe.
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1. From this then, by possessing a knowledge of the
guiding sign, it is good,
2. and also, indeed, safe, to go steering from
3. the coast outwards in this current to go on the waves,
indeed at night, it is very happy and very good from
4. knowledge of the hill, and also of the tides from the
coast during the voyage outwards. The tides’

5. motion was a guiding sign; and also when returning,
the moon was the

6. moving cause of going quickly, and when known it is
easy,

7. and as secure as by the day; the hill may be known,
and discovered on the voyage at night, by the moon,
8. with as much certainty as by day. This is also in the
current with the moon, in a

-

9. night on the voyage on the ocean, to, as well as from,
the south, is the chief guiding sign on the voyage, knowing
there will be moonlight with the current

10. by night on the ocean from the coast; indeed it was
the moving cause of going to the south at night on the
OCean.

11. By this perfect knowledge soon there will, be naviga
tion over the ocean water, both out and home, indeed

12. both an excellent and a short sea, with deep water,

with the moon, and the currents being guided by the moon
at night on the ocean,
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13. as well as by day going north; it is from this
science steering for the head, as by day going on the
OCean

14. into the ocean sea; and from it with this, then as in

the day also, going to the river as with day,
15. very happy on the distant ocean, and then to the
hill knowing it; this also freely to and from,
16. knowing the hill, and being certain, makes it
pleasant both to go to and return from it;
17. and then also it is most pleasant to know there is

deep water, to enter the river. Light
18. to the south there will be during the whole time to

and from, by means of the moon; taking the proper time
of the moon it will be with you all the time.
19. To the south it is also certain, for the same reason,
there will be water in the course.

To the south,

20. now that there will be the security of deep water
over all the ocean, from this manifestly to the river;
21. which, when in the south, knowing there will be
good water in the sea for steering to Carne (the turn), by
a short passage
22. from this and then back again, and that the currents
will be favourable as well by day as the moon at night, all
the way
23. it is very happy in going southward to the ocean's
headland; it is also very safe to go on the sea in the
moving current.
24. Also by this important knowledge of the tides in the
sea, will be the proceeding in them; in the tides at night,
by knowledge, as in the day and night
25. over all the dangers of the sea; by knowledge, night
and day, of the tides of the waters will be an advantage in
deed.
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26. It is clear then by night on the ocean it will be fa
vourable, and was happy to the
27. people. The moon from the headland, on the tides
water, will be favourable in the going out and
28. returning, knowing that this will be quick, and
being in security by going in that moving cause at night.
29. This great knowledge of the tides of the sea also, and
the set of the currents of the tides, renders the sea gentle,

30. by this knowledge day and night all the dangers of
the sea are over. By this knowledge of the influence in
the day and night of the moon on the currents,

31. will be our going; also steering by that star by
which we proceed at night on the ocean
32. Sea, from the ocean's great mouth, will be the great
means of navigation.
33. It is, and will be, that the navigation on the ocean
is excellent, from one part of the sea to another.
34. Likewise being able to steer by night as well as day
so satisfactorily, this will be a great improvement to navi
gation,
35. and most excellent, knowing that there is deep water
under the seamen, and having also the light of the moon.
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V.

J. It is indeed an excellent navigation both into the port
and from it into the ocean, for there is light both by night
and day,
2. it being clear weather with the land mark; there is

also a guiding sign all the way at night, and by that science
is the going on the ocean. This is very
3. excellent, and also very safe; the water is deep and
good, which is a happy circumstance at night,
4. for the people go in safety; both in and out of port,
in the night with the moon's light as well as by the day.
Indeed it is by
5. steering during the night with a good moon, which
is so very satisfactory.
6. The night is thus happy when steering into and from
the port in the currents with the same security as by
day.
7. It is also safe, and the way to the Turn (Carne),
and the way on the ocean, is known, it is pleasant at night
by the light of the moon.
8. The course is also pleasant, steering on the sea
towards the mouth,

9. it is indeed. As to that it is equally favourable, as
we have the light, whether floating to the south or from
the south, and

10. the water is excellent for successful navigation, and

it is happy for the people to have the moon's light at that
time.
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11. For it is fortunate for people to have the light of
the moon, as it is by day on the sea, sailing happily and
going into the river with light.
12. For it is fortunate to the people when they have

the light of the moon at night, and they can have it.
13. When they have the moon's light they feel confi
dent, the water is excellent, they know the appearance
of the hill, and there is always deep water on the lonely
Ocean,

14. and during the night there is no fear. They know
the hill well, and the course of the tides, which is a good
thing in going in or out of port.
15. It is observing all these with carefulness which ren
ders all things safe at night all the way ; and it is equally
safe going to the south.
16. The current of the stream is good going out of port
as well as to it; it is favourable both to and from.

17. It is then clear by the night current as well as day,
it is pleasant to go on to sea with the tide
18. when it is favourable. It is observing all these when
at the entrance, either going into port or from it, and
taking advantage
19. of the tide's course, rendered pleasant to go in the
sea on these voyages, when the sea itself is favourable.
20. It is by observing this indeed when at the entrance,
going either in or out of port, and it will be the guiding
sign on the ocean.
21. The water is much in with a full moon at the mouth,
at which time it is clear

22. of danger steering, and this knowledge will be a
favourable moving cause going either in or out of Port.
23. It being then clear of danger, there being deep
water, under which is favourable to a successful navigation. .
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24. It is always fortunate for the people to have the light
of the moon, it is then clear going the course with light.
25. It is the same going to the south, it will be favour
able to a successful navigation during the night.
26. It was fortunate for the people to have the moon
light, it being then clear and safe going in at night by
the land marks.

27. At that time the steering into the river will be clear
of all dangers, and excellent indeed is the river.
28. The leading sign (land mark) is then clear, and a
security in steering in
29. from the head; and, again, going to the south the
navigation is always happy; it is, whether
30. to the coast or from it, indeed Phoenician, it is

a way equally happy,
31. because the moon continues both ways, when far
from the river, and when indeed near to the Port.
32. With the full moon at night, the waves indeed are

always excellent along
33. the coast, Phoenician, and by the same cause also
in the far west.
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1. It is a very great distance from the western headland
over to the Hill of the West, and there was great difficulty in
proceeding so far; but by knowledge of the influence of
the moon on the currents of the sea, it is now easily passed;
steering by this science of the star will be both by night
and day, to that great distance, Phoenician.
2. It is very far, but it is a safe and happy navigation,
by these means, very safe, steering to the west as by day
light, both outwards and homewards, going from the
coast of the west headland of the sea to the western har

bour, or back again.
3. By this knowledge also the course in the western
sea is certain to the Hill of the West, and without danger
from rocks, by means of the moon, the long distance; by
this knowledge of the currents of the sea, and sailing by
the moon light, the north sea is crossed by night and day,
Phoenician ; the means are known by which to steer in the
sea's current a great way
4. from this coast, in the going from the western head
land of the sea over to the western harbour.

It is a safe

and happy navigation with deep water, free from danger,
beautiful all the way into the river, very safe it is to the
land as by day light.
5. It is also in the night as certain a passage as by
day, when the tides are favourable in the sea, and mov.
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ing with us, and great care should be observed, during the
long way, to keep in the current
6. with the moon in the sea. By this knowledge the
north sea is to be passed in the day and the night, the

navigation happy in the course with the tides. In the
course of the tides, both to and from the river, which was
by knowing the importance of keeping in the current, and
knowing also the days when they would have the moon at
Sea.

7. The north sea is navigable day and night by means of
the most illustrious holy one of the sea, the illustrious guid
ing holy one of the sea, to the land at (the Turn) Carne
will be found ; and with the moon, and this knowledge,

the north, by day and night, through the most illustrious
holy one,
8. the great guiding holy one, this navigation is discov
ered to that lonely distance, even to and from the river.
This was the result of the knowledge of the currents,

which prevail all the way from the Frith, (Strait of Gibral
tar), to that lonely distance, and to the river, all is to be
ascribed to knowledge of the currents and going in
them.

9. Thus, by this good means, Phoenician, happily sail
we at night; the means of sailing at night it is from this
navigation, happy, by knowledge in the currents, even
to that lonely distance by the currents; so good a means it
is at night, both in the day, and in the night, you have
the moon, and by this knowledge the north sea is passed
in the day and in the night.
10. The most illustrious holy one of the sea, the great
guiding holy one of the sea, from whom is knowledge of
the currents to and from, having the moon; by this know

ledge, the north sea is passed in the day and night with a
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full moon; by this is the navigation to the north, by day
and night steering over the dark swelling deep.
11. Even in a night voyage, skilfully over the deep to a

great distance, danger ceasing on the sea; and it is also
safely steering to the river in a certain course; both to and
from the land it will be excellent; so it will be to and

from with the moon, and very easy it will be by this know
ledge both in the day and in the night.
12. This knowledge, of the passage being free, in cer
tain currents from this with the moon, is from the most

illustrious holy one, the great guiding holy one, by which
we know that in the northern ocean, by day and by night
the passage is free in the currents of the ocean all the
way.

13. With a full moon, by such knowledge, very excel
lent is the navigation steering northwards by night and by
day. By the holy good NERF, the navigation is good
going on by night from the Frith as it is also to it; be
cause the way will be into it under the land, as will be the
steering from hence
14. to it with the moon, and with knowledge to the

north by night and by day. The most illustrious holy one,
the great guiding holy one, from whom is the knowledge
of the current, to that unfrequented distance, so good on
account of the means at night, by night and by day, with
the moon on the sea ; and by that knowledge
15. on the north sea, by night and by day, the most
illustrious holy one of the sea, the great guiding holy one
of the sea, from whom is the knowledge of the currents,

and all that occurs to that unfrequented distance.

As

well from as to the Frith, in the course of the waters,

16. this is a happy course, when the moon and the cur
rent increase at night on the ocean; adding much agreeable
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information, of its safety to and from it on deep water,
which, by observing the course of the tides in steering, is
excellent.

Another consideration

17. also is, that it is shorter, and that there is deep

water in the course of the tides, which is a good thing,
and an assistance; it was equally good along the shore, and
this means for ever will be a happy consideration, that
the water is free, which is a mighty security from shoals,
and a happy navigation of the sea
18. from hence to the river of the country, in swell
ing and dark weather, to and from, going with the currents
in dark weather to and from.

19. Going from the western headland of the sea at night
is admirable all the way; by observing this all danger
may be avoided, by knowledge of the sea and with the
moon; by which knowledge the north sea is passed
by night and by day, as it will be to and from ; by
means of the star, far away it will be excellent.
20. Excellent indeed, Phoenician, far away steering

being by it, far away; it is safe and happy navigation ;
very safe it is by this guiding sign, it is as good at night,

by these means, as in day light; an excellent navigation
it is from the western headland of the sea
21. Over to the western harbour.

22. It is now certain that the western sea is excellent,

far away at night, when there is a moon, and with this
knowledge, and with the moon there is the means of pass
ing easily by night and by day; it is free a long way from
the current of the Mouth to navigate from as well as to it,
Phoenician.
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23. For a long distance below it is safe from shoals, and
a very happy navigation it is indeed to go, and as well at
night as by day-light, This navigation it is as well out
wards as homewards, over to the western harbour, by
means of this addition to our valuable knowledge.
24. Indeed it is a great advantage, the possession of
this addition to our knowledge, to go from this, which has
improved our comforts and conveniences, on going hence
on the sea by the course of the tides; even at night to go
pleasantly exploring the ocean far away in the sea from
the western cape by the currents of the ocean; it is now a
good

25. navigation, selecting the time also by which to steer
in the course of the tides. The proper course of the
voyage from the western cape, which by these means is
now excellent and without apprehension; we now can sail
happily in the course to that unfrequented distance.
26. Hereafter this will be from the Cape, as it was before,
with the moon, by day and by night on the ocean ; having
the moon, by which knowledge all is easy at sea in the
night as in the day; by the most excellent holy one of the
sea, the great guiding one of the sea, we possess the land
of the west, so valuable in this, that with the moon, and

this knowledge, all is now practicable. Indeed it is
27. by night and by day, the very illustrious the holy

one, the great guiding holy one, the navigation in it to
that lonely distance from the Cape, and also back again,
to go on the ocean this will be excellent navigation ; from
the Frith to that unfrequented distance, both from the
Cape and back to it, by day and night, at sea with the
IllOOIl.

28. Day and night in it to that great distance, exploring

the sea pleasantly, on the ocean, going in deep water
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with the moon on the north sea, which, by this knowledge,

both by night and day, from the most illustrious holy one
of the sea, the great guiding holy one of the sea. At sea
with the moon

29. day and night being in it, along the great coast,
and from this, having the sea, and knowing you will have
the moon, it is a short passage to the coast and from it
to the north. By night and by day there is a great
navigation, a wonderful discovery has been made this
voyage, a holy one, indeed, this was in the ship, so long in
the sea by night and day with the moon;
30. by night the sea is navigated, and the course is as
clear as by day; it is well ascertained by the moon at night,
and easily made out; even in the dark is it now well de
fined, and by man has been traversed and measured, and

is as practicable by night as by day, being a quiet navi
gation both to and from the west, as indeed it will be
hereafter,

31. on the ocean, with the moon day and night, on
the sea. Thus navigating, it is indeed very good exploring
the sea, and pleasant to go, there being water free from
dangers on the ocean, and with the moon being upon it
day and night. Knowing both going and returning from,
you will have the moon; it is easy indeed by night and by
day on the sea, both by night and day; going and return
ing

§2.

with the moon, excellent knowledge, to the north
navigating by night and by day steering, by the as
sistance of holy good NERF. Navigation, it is happy, going
in the night, by which you may now go both to and from
the Frith, away from as well as under the land; this will
be out and hence with the moon, and by knowledge from
the north
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33. by science in the night and day, from the most illus
trious holy one, the great guiding holy one on the sea ;
by the moon day and night the track was free into it; by the
moon and by the skill on the north ocean by night and by
day: we were on the ocean sea with the moon day and
night in the track, quite free day and night in it, the
track on the ocean free to and from with the moon.

With

great skill
34 indeed steering easily by night and by day.
From holy good NERF the navigation is happy, when
we have to go by night to or from Frith, the track will be
free into it under the land; this will be for a long time to
and from with the moon, and with knowledge of the north

in the day and in the night, by the most illustrious
35. holy one, the great guiding holy one of the ocean
and the moon, by day and by night, to that unfrequented
distance exploring, it is pleasant to go, the sea moving
with you, and deep water, and with the moon in the sea,
which by this skill in the north sea by night and by day,
through the most illustrious holy one of the sea, the great
guiding
36. holy one of the sea. Being on the ocean, with the
moon, day and night, to that lonely distance from the Cape,
there being deep water and it will be happy to go on in
the currents.

37. It is now as pleasant to go navigating on the sea as
by day, particularly when the moon is full; it is a great
advantage when far away from the western cape, exploring
the sea in the currents, as on the coasts, navigating hap
pily, it was as safe to go as when on the coast at night
pleasant by this happy addition to our knowledge.

38. Very safe and excellent, is the law which governs
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the waters and course of the tides in steering and explor
ing the way to the west; cheerful it is to go on this sea,
it is a good sea, and admirable is the law which has been
discovered that governs it to and from. It is a plea
sant discovery and addition to our knowledge of the distant
and lonely waters,
39. even the course of the tides on this ocean sea, pro

ceeding in the sea daily, with the influence of the moon
on the ocean ; to the navigation, and going on the
sea, the guiding sign is the law which governs the waters
by which it is pleasant to go ; proceeding in the track on the
ocean sea is good, it was so, and it is now easy, and in
that respect excellent.
40. The waters are clear (of rocks, &c.) to the Mouth
from the distant waters, pleasant, and it was as good to
go upon them with the moon as it is by day; the course
now is easy for that reason, and the waters clear and deep
to the mouth current from the waters lonely ; this will in
crease, and the night will be pleasant with the moon to
the river.

41. This is free for ever, it is and will be both to and

from, and to admiration happy and free, to this in steer
ing the skill was protected from shoals the course now is
easy and free ; this is a mighty protection, it is a protec
tion from shoals; happily navigation
42. increases, for on the open sea it is easy.
43. This was a security, by day and night, Phoenician,
when wandering far away, there being (deep) water in the
voyage outwards; by these means, a long way, as it is from
this coast, for a great distance, people of the sea, it is a
quiet sea steering by day and night. On the north sea
day and night steering will be by that star far away,
D D
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Phoenician, a great distance will the steering be, a very
great distance; but it is a safe and happy navigation,
very safe from shoals, it is as light as day steering,

both to and from, it is also prosperous, on this sea over
to the western harbour.

45. It was a prosperous day, from this protection of the
moon giving light as day, to go north by water over to the
far distant river, free from danger a great distance, people
of the sea, in proceeding to the north by night and by day;
navigating, in the north sea by day and by night, it will
be both to and from ; by that star steering when far
from land.

46. Being then very far into the sea, Phoenician, far
away, it is safe and happy navigation, very safe from shoals,

for there are none, as light as day on the ocean steering;
both to and from it is a prosperous going all the way from
this to the harbour of the west, which is at Carne (the
Turn),

47. it being quite easy, and all the way happy; from
this it is wonderful, and indeed it will be hereafter de

fined and easy to that river, because it is free both to
and from, to go on at night even into the harbour from

the sea; by means of the moon it is indeed you can go
into the harbour.

48. Phoenician seamen, the means to go both to and
from that river are now excellent, exploring along the
coast, so far it is quite easy, and, from it with a strong
moon, being near full, it is also prosperous to go ; it is
protected from danger outwards and homewards, very
good to go, and prosperous also in that day to go, the
current being the means
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49. of going on freely at night as with the day, being
equally in security from danger on the sea. The naviga
tion then is good and happy on the ocean, having the
moon both outwards and homewards, it is as well as by
day, in the going to and from the river, it is shorter
and very agreeable with clear water, Phoenician.
50. These then are good means in the navigation from
this, for steering truly, and also because there is deep
water, a much shorter passage, as well as a certain one,
steering over the ocean to the river; it is indeed on
wards from this excellent, prosperous, and beautiful,
throughout ; this is advantageous, with a sure protec
tion going from the mountains of the coast on the voyage
51. on a calm sea, Phoenician, by the guiding sign to the
river calmly on the lonely waters; to that river it is as
by day, the steering means will be beautiful, and from it
safe also to the north, by science day and night, exploring
from it to go advantageous also and secure from danger in
the night by means of the deep water for the ship to the
river.

-

52. At night the ocean's waves from the headland

are high, but secure as in the day, although dangerous, at
night, as in the day, the dangers may be avoided, and
deep water, safe and good, will be found all the way to the
river in the current ; by the moon into the river from the
Ocean ;

53. into the river, from the solitary waters of the sea
it is the guiding sign, and flows to the north from
the ocean, and with it steering is good from that indeed

into the river. The voyage is quite happy, all the way.
safe, to the north steering

54. far beyond the windy coast, a very great way be

yond that to the First Turn (Tuscer) of the navigating
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direct course, to the certain deviation, of the holy and
illustrious one, a great distance, people of the water, and
also to the west from it. Then, people of the water, you
will be near the river;

55. and it is a good port, O people, with good water,
and a safe navigation ; indeed it is great distance, but it
is shorter from the coast, and very excellent navigation all
the way on the sea during the whole voyage over.
The knowledge of the land is the guiding sign on the ocean
from which there is great protection. The mountains and
the land

56. are seen from the water in the day time, as you
approach, from the ocean, and are a guiding sign by
day and night ; and you may approach the coast in safety
when the mountains are seen, after which the land be

comes clear, and you may steer in the current to the river
with the moon from the north headland of the ocean to the

headland of the ocean by the moon.
57. The promontory at the head of the coast is a good
(guiding sign) land mark, as are the mountains of the
country, seen from the ocean, which renders the naviga
tion very happy, and it is thus this voyage, both to
and from the headland, in that respect possesses the free
means of passing free from danger, free entirely,

58. and in that respect is excellent. The current dur
ing the voyage is free from danger, perfectly free, and in
every respect excellent indeed is the north ocean through
out to and from ; beyond that also to the first shelter

the navigation is safe and good, in certain safety. Then
good

59. to the north steering for a long way beyond that,

windy coast, a very great distance beyond it is the first
turn, (Tuscer) the deviation from the direct course, and
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the sure turn of the holy illustrious Nerf. The posses
sion of this science, this knowledge of proceeding by day
and night from the Mouth indeed,

60. and also to the Mouth, in the voyage over the
ocean, is a mighty improvement in the navigation of the

waves by the ships, and more happy is the proceeding to
and from the headland in the current over the waters

every day.
61. Free as to that it is to the north from the headland,
free from danger, altogether free, and excellent is the current

all the voyage. Free from danger, entirely free, and in that
respect excellent to the north from the great continent
will hereafter be the course of going, when the moonlight is
good, to the people steering to the north, steering by
science, day and night steering
62. to the north, by this science day and night, is
the going in this navigation, so important is this knowledge
of the west by day and night, it is to go from the Mouth
to the west, and from the west to the Mouth, sacred and

excellent the navigation, so sacred at night it is indeed,

and wonderſul this discovery of the influence of the moon
on the water,

-

63. daily it is to and from. By knowing this in
crease of the sea day and night on the coast, the naviga
tion it as good to the river, as it is into the river.
Wonderful is this consideration, that you are able to go
from that headland at night, with a guiding sign all the
way to the head,

64. to go exploring with advantage also from this along
the swelling coast, by night happily as by day, it is now
upon the lonely waters with a guiding sign in that ocean,
from the ocean's headland, with a good guiding sign, is
indeed good from this head
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65. exploring with advantage from the coast, also sail
ing on at night happily, from the coast exploring with ad
vantage also as by day; indeed upon it with deep water,
from the mountains on the voyage, to the north it is, and
it becomes better as you get further from this headland.
66. There is indeed deep water in the sea all the way
from the Frith to the land mark, which water will be the

means of navigation. This discovery is the more wonder
ful in the night, it suddenly changes as in the day, and
becomes free to and from.

67. It is indeed thus throughout the ocean, the na
vigation is free, steering in a sure course from the coast'
as well as to it; it is certain, to and from, that, by this
knowledge, the navigation will be free, surprising is this
discovery. Wonderful is this
68. day which has so much improved navigation, in which
good night navigation is established, it is indeed good
steering towards the river at night, good navigation it is
indeed, it is as with day; it is now steering a sure voyage
from this.

Now is established

69. the means of steering free to and from ; and won
derful will that navigation be ; wonderful in the course of
this discovery ; wonderful that we have now a safe and
happy navigation in the night; steering safely from hence
in the night, and safely returning with a good navigation;
it is indeed a good navigation, safe steering it is a safe na
vigation in the sea
70. with a daily cause ; it is indeed happy, to the
north by science, it is good by day and night. It
is free, better, shorter, and safer also as it was by
day,

71. both to and from indeed it is free for ships. Hap
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pily from this the ships navigate to the west freely, to and
from, in the wonderful current below, where the swelling
waves are at the coast, as in the day.
72. It is quite easy both to and from ; happy and easy
it is also to and from by night in this steering; thus, in the
west, wonderfully safe are the night tides at all times in
the sea by this knowledge; indeed,
73. navigating the sea in a certain voyage throughout
the night from the east by means of the moon with a
strong light at night; excellent this indeed is, and wonderful
to go to it also with deep water.
74. A great advantage and safe in the dark is the increas

ing of the current by day and night, as with the day, from
the ocean, this happy increasing in the science of naviga
tion in the west sea.

75. It is indeed as with the day, to and from, happy
are the means of proceeding with deep water by night,
so secure and so wonderfully, to the north so advanta

geously in a good current, calmly and secure, both by
night and day;
76. so wonderfully to it, and then calmly back again,
which is a wonderful navigation to be able to go freely,
both by night and day.
77. Wonderful along the coast to the north country

will be this known navigation, all the way on the
western sea ; at night the means also of going to and from
the headland freely in good water; it is excellent also, as

along the coast all the way will be with deep water.
78. It is always safe and deep away from the coast, and
calm and safe for a thousand from the fire beacon steering
and with a good guiding sign all the way, good for ever
and ever over the solitary distance will be the sea know
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ledge, it being a gentle sea all the way to the Turn (Carne),
good
79. going, in the excellent course of the tides, as well as
by day, by means of the light of the moon; and then it is
a measured navigation, a quiet and excellent track to this
good Turn (Carne), the sea is a measured and good na
vigation.
80. A great advantage also of the going to the north
it is, and increasing this will be for ever; with the moon,
on the voyage in the current, steering the course, from this
wonderful discovery of the means, so surprising, this is
wonderful, and makes it free and quiet for ever.
81. Wonderful to and from in the night in which the
navigation is good, even at night the steering it is indeed
as free from this, as by day; steering, when there is a
strong light of the moon, it is free over the ocean,
82. with security from danger to and from steering away
in the voyage to and from (Carne)* the deviation. This
-

hereafter will be wonderful, even the surprising discovery
of going in the night in a safe navigation, a good and safe
steering.
83. A good navigation it is indeed by these means at
night as by day, it is a safe navigation as by day from
this over the sea, to the north, by night as by day, it is
good in it, very good indeed it is, very good so far it was
down in the west in the distance from the coast at night
in the west,

84, for the people of the sea, because there was always
moonlight, deep water, and excellent sea, wherein to
navigate ; it was good both to and from, and will be
exploring the sea, which extends to the western harbour;
when it is with the increasing full moon
* Carnesoire.
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85. then at night it will be excellent; but then it will
be again without it; when it will be dark, and, for some

time little of the moon, when it is dangerous, (or without
it), to approach the coast from the sea, going from the
west hill to the coast.

86. but the middle sea from this at night is excellent.
87. Such were the means of the going in the course to
and from the Cape of the western headland over to the
west harbour by day and night, it was by steering in the
night much was accomplished and so great a distance
passed over
88. in it without difficulty; because we had the light of
the moon in the sea at night, from which knowledge the
sea was deprived of its terrors. By science day and night
we were in it ; by the great illustrious holy one of the
sea, the illustrious guiding one of the sea, it is now and
will be easy to pass it to the Turn (Carne), from this with

the moon, and by knowledge of this
89. to the north, both by day and night in it, most
excellent; by the holy one, the great guiding holy one,
this navigation will be thus in it to that cape, and from it ;
this, which was by day so difficult, at night is now navi
gated from the Frith all the way to the Cape.
90. This, which in the day time was a difficulty, is now
without any, even at night, to and from it on the sea with
the moon, there being water, with the moon ; by this
knowledge, from the most illustrious holy one of the sea,

of the north sea, both by day and night,
91. the excellent guiding one of the sea, that which by

day was full of difficulties, at night now on the coast is excel
lent, from this sea in, from the science of the moon in it;
shorter from the coast it is indeed, to the north and
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good; day and night in it the navigation is great. Won
derful this discovery
92, for hereafter the ship's voyages will be under this
sacred protection, and without difficulties on the sea in a
defined course, as they are by day, the sea will be tra
versed ; it is now measured (laid down as in a chart) at
night it is measured,
93. in the dark it is defined, and may be traversed by
man steering onwards in the night by a short and certain
passage, both outwards and returning, safely, speedily, and
without difficulty. This was done by
94. having the moon with us at night, and deep water,
these means, removed difficulty at night ; both to and
from with the moon, knowledge in it both to and from, to
the north day and night in it, without difficulty to and
from having a good moon.
95. By this great knowledge the navigation to the north
day and night, steering in it. By holy good Nerf the steering
it is happy to go on at night hence, and it also good to go
from the Frith as well as to it ; and, under the land, it is

and will be good steering with the moon both to and from.

With this knowledge
96. to the north both day and night, and the most
excellent sacred one, the holy one guiding there will be
no difficulty being in the free track with the moon. By
this knowledge it will be free to the north, both day and
night, without
97. any difficulty; the track was quite free with the
moon. In great knowledge was the north navigation in the
day and in the night by the guiding of the holy good NERF.
Navigation it is happy to go on at night; going on in the
night from this also the track will be excellent.
98. Free under the land it will be to the Turn, this
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will be with the moon to and from ; to the north it will

be both night and day; the most excellent holy one guid
ing, the holy one removing all difficulties to and from this,
Such

99. was the sea with the moon there being water; with

the moon, and by science, to the north both by day
and night in it, the most excellent holy one of the sea re
moving all difficulties to that from the Cape.
100. The sea, with the moon, will be to that without ob

struction to and from, the waters being influenced by the
moon on the voyage in the sea; by which knowledge of the
north sea, both by day and night, and the most excel
lent holy one of the sea, the excellent guiding holy one of
the sea removing
101. obstruction when on the coast from this ; and also

the passage over the sea is made much shorter from the
coast to the north by this knowledge of the moon and pro

ceeding day and night; navigation will in ships now be great
by the wonderful discovery, voyages hereafter
102. will be in an excellent defined course, without difficul
ties or obstruction in this sea, the sea will be traversed, it is

now measured at night, it is defined; the sea, it is de
fined, even in the dark it is defined, by man it is de
fined, and admirably
103. it will be navigated by a short and certain passage
outward, and returning safely, speedily, and without ob
struction on the sea, and a good navigation it will be with
the moon, there always being a current in the water with
out danger or obstruction in it,
104. both outwards and homewards, with the moon; and

knowledge both to and from, to the north steering both by

day and night, without delay or obstruction, to and from
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with the moon, in excellent science, to the north steer

ing, by science, day and night steering. By the holy
good NERF the navigation is a happy one, to be able to go
on in the night.

105. This knowledge also enables us to go to the Frith
by night, that being both to and from in sight of land,
but it will also, to and from the Turn, by the moon to the
north, both by day and night, by this science, from the
most illustrious holy one, the great guiding holy one,
without

106. hindrance, by being in the track, which was free
by the moon; and by this knowledge of the ocean the
track will be to the north, both by day and night;
without obstruction, as the track was found in the ocean

quite free and excellent with the moon, by this know
ledge steering to the north,
107. steering on both in the day and the night. By
the holy good NERF the navigation is happy, being able
to proceed at night from hence, going to and coming from
the Frith by a free and known track; under the land it
is, and hereafter will be to and from with the moon, and
by science it will be to the north,

108. both by day and night, most excellent, the
great sacred one guiding, without meeting any hindrance,
to that unfrequented distance on the sea, with the moon

going on the waters of the sea, far away by the moon, by
this knowledge, with deep water, this will be both by day
and night excellent;
109. the holy one of the sea guiding with excellent
navigation, with holy protection against hindrance and
dangers, to that great distance from the Cape.
110. There was no obstruction in it for that long dis
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tance, because the moon-light continued the whole way,
and there was nothing but water, and the guiding sign
was the moon over the north sea, by day and night, by
science from the holy one of the sea, even the holy guid
ing one of the sea, without any
111. obstruction being found in it from the great coast,
and it is a short passage over the middle of the ocean ; this
knowledge makes the passage short to the north from the
coast of the ocean ; to the north in the ocean, both by
night and day, it is a great navigation, and a won
derful discovery this will be hereafter to all ships on these
voyages.

112. Excellent also, being in it without any obstruc
tions, the sea is an excellent defined course, it will be
traversed to the headland, it is defined also ; the sea it is

measured, in the dark it is defined, and by man it will be
passed, and admirably
113. will be navigated by a short and certain passage
outwards, returning safely, speedily, and without obstruc
tion with the moon, having deep water and a guiding
sign to and from, without any danger or obstruction in
it.

-

114. Thus having the moon in going and returning, and
the means of passing out and hence to the north ocean,

by night and day, without any obstruction in it, having

a good moon in going and returning, this is an excellent
means in the north navigation by day and night, by holy
gcc.d NERF the navigation is happy,
115. being able to go by night to the Frith and back
again, both to and from, under the land, and also to the
Turn (Carne), and back again, with the moon, by know
ledge of the north in the day and in the night, by the most
illustrious holy one, the holy one guiding without any
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116. obstruction, the track is free on the ocean all

the way with the moon; the track will also be always free
hereafter on the north ocean; in the day and in the night
on the ocean, without any obstruction whatever in the
track, and free upon it, with the moon excellent; and by
knowledge admirable
117. to the north navigation both by day and night
steering; by holy good NERF great is the navigation,

being able to go on at night by these means to the Frith,
and back again freely under the land it is, and will be
hereafter. By the moon, and this knowledge
118. it is become easy by day and by night, the most
illustrious holy one, the great holy one guiding, without
obstruction, upon the midst of the sea, to that great
distance from this, there being deep water and a guiding
sign to and from it with the moon at sea; by which know
ledge the north sea
-

119. by day and by night is through the holy one of the
sea, the excellent guiding holy one of the sea, without any
obstruction going or returning in security upon it, even to
the triple mountains,” and then from it the sea is favourable
with deep water.
120. From it with the moon in the sea, and that

knowledge, the north sea in the day and in the night,
and the most illustrious holy one of the sea, the great
and holy one guiding is without any obstruction to that

solitary distance, it will be safe even to the river, and a
happy navigation.
121. Thus was the exploring, from where the fire is

kept up on the coast, very safe, in going to the north
from the land, as well in the night as by day light, even
• Cape Ortegal exhibits from the sea two triple-headed mountains, as

represented on the plate.

--
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the means of sailing outwards and homewards that long
way indeed
122. from this, then it is excellent at night, Phoeni
cian, to and from that long way by the star.
123. It is a certain passage over the western sea to the
Western Harbour, in security all the way to that distance,
by day and by night, with the moon in the sea, (by the
middle sea) by this knowledge of the north sea in the day
and in the night, by the sea current far away, steering out
wards a great distance,
124. Phoenician, to that great distance it is a safe and
happy navigation, exploring from the coast in going from
the Western Headland of the sea over to the Western
Harbour. It is as safe to go from the land steering
away, as during the day, both there and back again.
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1. In this boisterous passage it is best to leave the coast
in the day time, at night the sailing thereon is safer after
a day's sailing from it, as then there is nothing but water,
you will have the mountains in sight; but the sailing will
be easy going from thence, although the waves are bois
terous

-

2. for some distance from this head.

3. When at sea, away from the land with the moon,
going to the river all that great distance, you will have
much night sailing ; but it is free from danger to the
seamen as to that, steering to the north night and day;
4. both by night and by day, to and from ; by the
star, which is seen, Phoenician, that long navigation
in the night, is safe and happy, the navigation being
very safe from shoals, it is as good steering in the night as
by daylight, both out and home.
5. It is also a great advantage in going in this sea
to the western harbour at night, that the knowledge of the
laws of the currents is a protection from all danger on the
solitary waters.
6. To go over to the river in the night when the sea is
boisterous; to be able to go in the night so great a dis
tance from this headland free from danger, perfectly free
is indeed in that respect excellent ; O, people of the sea,
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steering to the north both by day and night; to the
north, steering on the sea

-

-

7. day and night in the sea currents far away, when

steering outwards that great distance, going on prosper
ously also, being certain of the course of going from the
western headland of the sea over to the western harbour

in a happy navigation.
8. Very safe from shoals, in the current, it is in the day

time steering, and also at night a certain and safe passage.
The night course is the object of consideration on
the solitary waters, but to go in the course of the water
it is good, from the headland to the north, free from
danger,

9. free altogether, and, in that respect, excellent to the
people of the sea is the steering to the north in the day
and in the night; navigating the solitary waters, in the

course by day, and with the moon; this navigation, is
good sailing, and happy navigation from the headland
to the north,

10. free from dangers, free entirely, and, in that"re
spect, excellent to that distance in the west ; the seamen
in the day steering the course, and also by the moon
steering, both in the day and night, steering to the north,
admirably in the day and in the night by the holy one of
the sea.

11. By the excellent guiding of the holy one of the sea,
to the north from the headland, it is free from danger, free
entirely, and, in that respect, excellent from the black
head of the promontory, as well in the night as in the day;

to the north, beyond that, it is boisterous, but beyond that
also it is

12. in which the voyage may be steered with certainty;
the holy one to the north steering much beyond that, also a
E

e
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great way over to the coast of the river, beyond that to
the First Turn (Tuscer), the steering Turn, the certain
Turn of the great and holy one,
13. it is her own land, now to her island land the naviga
tion day and night is in it; it is the entrance to other lands,
the means of discovery of other lands; to go is sacred
-

from the headland, it is to the north free from danger, en

tirely free, and, in that respect, excellent ; from where the
fire is kept on the land
14. will be the deviation, this will be for seamen, to the

north steering, both in the day and in the night steer
ing to the north, both in the day and in the night, to that
great distance, by the favour of the holy one, the excel
lent guiding of the holy one, the guiding to the promon
tory (Ross,) of her own island, even to her own island in
the day and in the night.
15. It is the entrance to other lands, it will be the means

of discovering other countries, to the north from the
headland, free from danger, altogether free, and, in that
respect, an excellent track it was on the ocean; quite free

to seamen on waters of the ocean, to the north steering
in the day and in the night; steering in the track will
be free unto it.

16. To the north the ocean by night and by day; from
the ocean headland to the north and free from danger,
free entirely, and, as to that excellent, was the track, quite
free to the people of the sea, steering to the north in the

day and in the night. To the north steering both by
day and night

17. by the holy good NERF. The navigation is happy
to go in at night, both outwards and back again, without
danger; by the moon the track will be free, when the
fire beacon is upon the land all the way to the turn (Carne,)
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and this will always be hereafter, to the north steering by
a day and night navigation.
18. It is indeed to the north in the day and in the night
by the most illustrious holy one, the excellent guiding holy
one, from the headland to the north free from danger,
free altogether, and, in that respect, excellent, to that
distance in the west, is the course of the water west ;
the seamen also, with the moon steering on the waters
of the sea,

19. to the north, steering in the day and in the night
steering on the north sea, in the day and in the night, by
the most illustrious holy one of the sea, the great guiding
holy one of the sea; from the headland to the north free
from danger, free entirely, and, in that respect, excellent,
to that distance

20. from the cape this was from the headland to the
north steering free from dangers, free entirely, and as
to that excellent, along the great continent from the
Frith, to the solitary waters, this was from the cape on
the solitary waters, there is water; this day it is to
21. the headland free from danger, free entirely, and, as
to that, excellent, over the solitary waters in the west, the
course is with water likewise, in the west on the solitary
deep, with the moon, to an excellent harbour for the people
of the sea, to the north in the day and in the night steer
ing; to the north is the sea

22. in the day and in the night by the most illustrious
holy one of the sea, the excellent guiding holy one of the
sea, from the headland to the north it is, free from

danger, free entirely ; the solitary expanse to the Cape
from the headland to the north steering

23. free from danger steering, altogether free, and, in

that respect, excellent from the Frith, along the great coast
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to that solitary expanse ; and from the Cape over the
solitary waters, the course is good over the swelling cur
rent of the water's solitary expanse;
24. there is water in plenty, in the course from the

headland, to the north free from danger, free entirely,
and, in that respect, excellent for the people of the sea;

steering to the north in the day and night, steering north
ward in the sea in the day and in the night, on the sacred
waters of the west, in a course

-

25. always a certain happy navigation of this sea. It is
also a happy navigation to go from the coast into that
abyss of dark waters from the headland, to the north, free
from danger, free altogether, and in that respect excel
lent to that solitary expanse
26. in the west; there is a certainty of deep water in
this course for our seamen, in the sea,

to the north in the

day and in the night, by the most illustrious holy one of
the sea, the great guiding holy one of the sea; from the
headland to the north it is

-

27, free from danger, perfectly free, and in that respect
excellent, to go from the dark promontory as by day,
to the people it is to the north steering in the day and in
the night; it is to the north in the day and in the night for
the people to steer to the north, both by day and in the
night.
28. To the north is the navigation free by day and
night from the east to her own island, and from her own

western island it is equally so. It is the entrance to coun
tries, and an entrance to other countries to go from it, by
the holy one, the great guiding holy one, from the head
land it is gentle indeed, and free from danger,
29. perfectly free, and, in that respect, excellent is the
track over the ocean, quite free to the people of the water,
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is the north steering in the day and in the night, and this
track will be free into the ocean, to the north, in the day
and in the night, from the headland to the north free from
danger, free entirely,
30. and, in that respect, excellent on the solitary ocean,
free to the people steering on the sea, to the north in
the night and in the day. Through the influence of

holy good NERF the navigation is happy in going by night
from this to the Frith, and also back again from it, be
Cause

31, the track will be free all the way ; and also it will be
under the land long way to the people, to the north
steering by day and night; to the north by day and
night steering, from the most illustrious holy one, the
great guiding one, steering from the headland to the
north

32. free from danger, perfectly free, and in that respect

excellent into that solitary expanse it is to the west in a
true course with plenty of water, people of the sea,
both by day and to the north steering in the night;
steering in the north sea; in the day and the night steer

ing, by the most excellent holy one of the sea, the great
guiding

33. holy one of the sea; from the headland to the north
free from dangers, free altogether, and in that respect

on that solitary waters excellent all the way; from the cape
of the headland it is quiet navigation, free from dangers,
altogether free, and in that respect excellent along the
great coast to the Frith, and on that solitary expanse.
34. From the Cape on the solitary waters in the sea is
deep water; from this the sea navigation is happy all the
way from the headland to the north, free from dangers,
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altogether free, and as to that excellent over those solitary
waters; it is also to the west a plain course, and cer
tain over the solitary expanse to the western harbour;
35. to the people of the sea waters steering to the north

day and night, steering on the north sea in the day and
in the night with the favour of the most illustrious holy one
of the sea, the great guiding one of the sea, from the head
land to the north, free from danger, free entirely as to
that over the lonely expanse.
36. From the cape steering northward was free from
danger, free entirely, and, in that respect, excellent along the
great coast from the Frith to that lonely distance, and
from the Cape, it will be over the lonely waters hereafter
in this course over the swelling currents over the sea;
37. the eourse of the tides also are good at night, keep
ing always, in the night, a good look out from that point,
which is a consideration far away, when the people of the
sea are in these currents and waters; steering to the north

in the day and in the night, in the north sea steering quietly
steering in the night and in the day, this boisterous passage
38. outward bound; this was certain in the west sea,
south from the western hill in the course of the tides

steering; excellently and equally so in returning, for the

water then in the course of the tides will be with you in
the night on the ocean, and enable you to proceed on the
ocean from the shore of the river also.

39. This will remain for ever, and these tides will be the

happy means also of going in the currents on the ocean
backwards and forwards in the night; also going with the

current, which indeed is at first swelling on the solitary

waters, but there is a great protection from shoals, and
a happy navigation from the Cape with you
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40, going in it with the current.
41. Also into the river, the current flows to and from

it in the day, and throughout, by these means, during this
voyage, is free from danger, free entirely, and, as to that,
people of the water, steering to the north in the day and
in the night on the north sea, in the day and in night
steering far away with the current, Phoenician.
42. Far away steering, being a great distance steering
onwards, it is safe and happy navigation, very safe from
shoals, is also this going on the ocean; steering onwards

was boisterous indeed in the going on the sea, over to the
western harbour by night.
43. Pleasant indeed was this success in reaching (Carne),
the Turn, all was now over, and it was by the moon this
was so well with us in this wonderful discovery at night;
the law is known which governs, and it is certain to go
protected from danger, being equally easy to proceed to
and from, which is excellent.
44. There is a wonderful current of water in the ocean

ebbing and flowing, this current in the ocean, is a mighty
protection from danger in going and returning, so excellent
is the law of the current of the waters of the ocean, in

which the going is so favourable, as well as certain, in
which sea is a great protection sailing on happily to the
westward, as well

45. as to the Cape to the country. The currents also
flow to and from with the moon on the solitary waters,

from which there is a mighty protection by going in the
flowing currents, a protection from shoals; a happy navi
gation over the solitary waters swelling, indeed, but easy
and without danger.
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46. It is also very certain to that, and will be from it,
for the people of the water, and the law of the current in
creasing from the sea, will be favourable in going into the
river with the flood.

The mountains will be first seen

from the ocean, and afterwards the coast, as you proceed
on the voyage steering towards it. From this the voyage
47. will be a happy navigation, with the current day and
night on the north ocean; far beyond that on the boister
ous ocean, quite over the ocean is the first protection, the
navigating protection, which is certain and good going to
the north.

48. Beyond that also much, far over beyond that also
is the first Turn (Tuscer) of the steering deviation,

the true and certain deviation of the holy illustrious NERF,
at her own island, even to the island sacred to her, from
and to, even from and to, even the entrance to it is
49, after this voyage, over the ocean into it, so success

fully, with a mighty protection; in the dark did the ship
glide pleasantly and happily in the current, having deep
water from the headland; both to and from the head
land there is plenty of water in the current during the voy
age day and night from under the land.
50. This will be the deviation to the people to the north
steering in the day and in the night, and from the north by
day and night; it is an excellent navigation, from the east
to her own island country, and to her own island country in
the day and night, there are no shoals, from it there are
no shoals before you.

51. Very sacred is the steering, sacred it is over the
sea by the deity, over the solitary waters, to near the
headland of the island, in this voyage to the north, so suc

cessful is this sea navigation, and as good in going into
the river also.
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52. Then also in the voyage the mountains are advan
tageous to them, when it is plain sailing to and from the
north, being then excellent, indeed; although the sea is
boisterous over to the river, and solitary, with the moon,
indeed, it is happy on the ocean.
53. It is indeed a long voyage day and night in it, for
the people of the sea water steering to the north, steering
on the north sea day and night, a boisterous voyage, which
it is on the sea steering far away to the western harbour,
steering away
54, in the current of the sea, a long way, as by day
light; but it is very safe from shoals steering both there
and back again; indeed, Phoenician, it is a long but a
safe and happy navigation.
-

-

53. By means of the current, and keeping in it at night,
in going over, in the great moving cause, it is very easy;
this is the means going and coming, as the moving cause
operates both ways, going to or from the port equally
favourable is this cause of going on the ocean.
56. It is also excellent and delightful in the dark, as

the water is without danger, and the moon is the moving

cause, whence the steering is safe to go on the ocean,
Phoenician, both to and from the head, even in the dark it

is excellent to go into
57. the river at night, steering in a sure and excellent
voyage both to and from are the people of the ocean
water, wonderfully easy it is for a ship to go in this current
into, and also out of port, with the moon, and will be
so for ever.

58. Since that going over there appears to have passed
to this time three hundred years.

-

END OF THE SEVENTH AND LAST TABLE.
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O BS E R V ATION S.

Had the publication of these translations been deferred
until they were considered perfect, they would never have
appeared, many of the passages might have been ren:
dered differently without altering, or indeed much inter
fering with, the general import of the narrative.
In many cases the exact meaning has, no doubt, been mis
taken;–perfect success could not be expected in a first
effort; but, the identity of the two languages, which is the
main point at issue, appears very clear, and much has
been done towards producing a perfect result, which future
labours may accomplish. A few brief observations on cer
tain passages are necessary.
FIRST TABLE.

1. Pune—Phoenician. This word, which frequently oc
curs in all the tables, designates the origin of the Etruscan
people, and puts at rest all question as to the race of
people of whom they were colonists. The word Phoenician
may be derived from the words feine, a ploughman, and
oice, water, a seaman, or plougher of the water; ocean,
is the head, or chief, water, from oſce, water, ceam, head.

Carne. This point of land still bears the name of Car
mesore in the county of Wexford, which is nearly due north
of capes Ortegal and Finisterre in Spain. The Phoenician
mariners steering due north by the north star from these
points would make Carnesore as a matter of course, espe
cially as the current would tend to keep them in the track;
when arrived there they would make the first deviation from
the direct course, which they would nominate the Turn, or
deviation ; and the First Turn, Tuscar, cur can ; and
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also can na raon, or the turn of freedom, deliverance, or
safety. The name of Tuscar, or first Turn, is still pre
served in the large black rock, which rises out of the sea like
an enormous ship turned bottom upwards, lying a few miles
east from Carnesore point. The appearance of that lo
cality is too palpable in indentity to need argument to prove
it to be the place mentioned in the tables, in which also
the word raon, free, occurs very frequently ; SER FI, raon F1,
free from danger; ser FER, raon Fjon, free perfectly. See
note on Table VI., line 92, and seq.
Night voyage. The great achievement of being able to
navigate the ocean by night as well as in the day, had re
cently been accomplished, and, therefore, was considered
an event worthy of high consideration, fit to be handed
down to posterity on as perenne, and to be celebrated
by every variety of happy expression. The coins in
Plates I. to V. bear legends to commemorate this import
ant event; IGO RN 31, by night and day, with the bi

fronted head to designate outward and homeward bound,
and IMIDV)ll, 1 co be 1 ma, by science night and day in the.
2. Swelling at first. The high waves of the bay of Bis
cay, and the lonely passage across, out of sight of land for
many days and nights, are here alluded to.
Course of the tides. The course of the tides under the
influence of the moon, and the favourable currents floating

the ship towards the desired haven, are here first spoken
of, which accords in a remarkable manner with the reality
at present existing.
12. The favourable sea, and the advantage of being ac

quainted with the course and the currents, and the safety
of the passage, are descanted on to the 14th line, at
which the paragraph ends.
15. “The waves to that.”

The tides and waves were fa
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vourable, and a guiding sign. Geon is a land mark, or
means of steering accurately; in this place it refers to the
regularity of the tides and currents, being such an assist
ance to the mariner in steering the true course of the voy
age to the river at the Carne, and the advantage of going
with the increase or flood tide, both outwards and home

wards, over the ocean from the Head, i. e. Capes Finisterre,
or Ortegal.

21. In the night going into the sea from the fire. From
this it appears that a fire, or beacon, was kept burning on
the hill of that promontory to guide the mariner at night.
22. The danger of going into the harbour at night is
pointed out, except when there shall be a moon and a flood
tide; the advantage of taking the moon at the increase,
so as to have her light over the sea to the port, is recom
mended.

34. The influence of the moon on the tides is pointed
out in direct terms in this and the following lines, as well

as the advantages to navigation from the regularity
of the currents, which would be a guiding sign to the ma
riner.

46. “Means quick in it is.” The shortening the pas
sage by crossing direct over the mouth of the bay is here
pointed out, and twelve days and nights stated as the
length of the passage, which is mentioned as a great
achievement of science.

46, 47, &c. The flowing and ebbing of the tides into
the harbour of Carne (Wexford) is here pointed out with
great accuracy ; it is stated, that the water is not always
in it, but flows in and ebbs out every day and every night,
and that it is full and empty alternately. The advantage of
which is, that ships take the tide with them either going
in or out every day and night.
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54. On returning homewards the fire on Capé Ortegal is

to be looked out for in the night. The deep water of the
ocean, free from danger, is descanted on, and that is

mentioned to the Phoenician as certainly to be relied on,
from the cape to the port, and back again, and to the
mouth of the Mediterranean.

To the end of this table the

navigation is stated to be happy, prosperous, and practi
cable for future navigation.

SECOND TABLE.

1. one F4 is here rendered throughout the means ; the
word £4 occurs four times in this line, and very frequently
in all parts of the tables. It is of very extensive significa
tion in the Irish language. Prefixed to a substantive it
makes it an adverb like the English words; as F4 onujn),

backwards; F4 co is twice, a city, thrice, F4 veneat, at
Jength, -lastly. It would possibly be a better rendering by
considering the word £410, going.
2. TvT A PER. This should be rendered ouad a ban,
the north sea. The context in a subsequent part of the
translations convinced me of this, and I have so rendered
it afterwards.

-

3. FE RINE, ¥4 miſne, that star.

This is the first men

tion of the steering by the north star. Itſ, or ſteamma,
is a brilliant or remarkable constellation, and from this
is derived Uranus, or Ouranos, and Urania, u, from,

ſteańna, the star, mor, knowledge. Ul, from, neań, the stars,
1, science, à, the, astronomy or the science of the stars.
From this to the 9th line the steering by the stars is

clearly pointed out ; and in the subsequent lines the cer
tanty and security of this means of sailing is described,
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and also the fact of the ocean being for the most part free
from rocks and shoals.

19. The circumstance of seeing the mountains first is
spoken of, and the proper mode of approaching the head
land and river in safety.
24 to 26. Here is described the mode of proceeding by
-

the moon and stars at night.

31, &c. The advantage of proceeding with the current,
and in the moon's sea, or tide, which is represented as a
guide, or point, to be observed in navigating well.
40. Here the land marks and mountains are mentioned

as being seen even at night by moonlight to the north, as
they proceed, a long time before they reach the land, and
the set of the tides.

52. The sea is here described as safe and secure all the

way to the river.
56, &c. Here it is stated that it is a long way over to
the headland, but a safe navigation by steering due north
by the star, the sea being deep and safe, by knowing the
current and courses of the tides.

66. Here the necessity of careful observation from the
headland is pointed out, and the proper precautions to
enter the river safely.

THIRD TABLE.

The first line is a kind of argument to the other part of
the table. It commences, “From the point the means of
approaching the coast and the land marks at Carne,”
which it afterwards describes and states, that by following
the rules laid down it is easy to enter the port.
The note in the later Etruscan character, added no doubt

long after the first was written, is remarkable, as it ex
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plains the operations of the tides, which, it says, are
governed by a law ; when the moon is new, and at the full,
the water rises, and it is easier for ships to enter and go
out, and that for six days at those periods the water rises
higher than at others.
FOURTH TABLE,

This table commences with a statement, that the acquire
ment of knowledge had greatly facilitated the operations
of navigation. That knowing the hill at Carne, and also the
coast, made all things easy and agreeable, with a certainty

of deep water; and that by the star it was as easy to pro
ceed at night as by day.
FIFTH

TABLE

Describes the arrival at the port, and the means of leav

ing on the return ; the Turn, (Carne), was now known,
and the course to and from it to the Mouth sailing towards
the south, keeping a good look out for the Spanish coast.
Here is closed the first voyage by night and day to
Carne. We can only conjecture the nature of the two last
tables, which were sent to Venice, for we are not told the

character in which they were inscribed. It may, however,
be considered probable, that they were either a separate

subject, or connected with the Sixth and Seventh Tables.
The first five, which we have just concluded, appear to
be a perfect subject, and require nothing to be added.

THE SIXTH TABLE,

Written in the Roman character, or rather what has

been so considered.

It differs greatly from the preceding

-
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five tables in appearance; but the language is the
same, dressed in a different garb.

In our first columns it

appears the same, as the Etruscan in the Roman character
of the other table, as any may see by comparison. While
in the tables themselves, given in the two characters, very
little affinity would appear between them.
These tables were inscribed and placed up in the temple,
where they were found, after a lapse of about three hun
dred years, as may be presumed from the date at the end
of the Seventh Table. Navigation had made great progress
in that period; light houses, beacons, or watch towers,
had been established on the points of land, as at Calpe,
Atlas, and Ortegal, all which indicate this fact : that is:—
cal, watching, be, at night, 410, a hill, lar, of light, an,
a coast, ceae, house, cal, watching. Much knowledge had
been acquired by experience, and it was thought expedient
to record for the use of seamen these important results, as
well in the expressions of gratitude and piety to ascribe
their success to the influence of the goddess Nerfe.
The first two lines, as in the Third Table, are introduc

tory to the subject, that of the voyage from the western hill
(Cape Ortegal) to the river of Carne.
There is a statement, that the passage across the sea is
free from rocks and shoals, and may be passed in perfect
safety by moonlight, and the knowledge which had been
acquired of steering by the stars, with the science of the
tides and currents.

The occurrence of the Roman () manner of writing
numerals in these tables is very remarkable, and exhibits
an extraordinary proof of the progress made by this won
derful people in civilization, and the science of num
bers. This mode of keeping accounts, although very cum
brous and clumsy, when compared to the Arabian, conti
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nued to be used till within the last five hundred years, and
appear in the Pipe Rolls and public accounts of the United
Kingdom.

In the oldest Irish MSS. numerals are always used
in writing numbers; this, however, has been considered as
introduced to the Irish with Christianity, but now it
may be fairly attributed to their ancestors, the Phoenicians,

and to have been acquired with their alphabet and writing.
In the chapter on language, page 52, &c. are a few re

marks upon the division of the words in these inscriptions,
in answer to the criticism of the learned Committee of the

Royal Irish Academy, who charged me with “having made

alterations” in the text unwarrantably, “especially in the
division of the words.” The charge of having made any
alteration is altogether groundless, I might add un

just, uncourteous, and uncalled for. I have not altered a
single letter. I have added a letter here and there in the
Irish, when, by the genius and character of that language,

it was justifiable, as the addition of a vowel was required
to make sense, and when in the original the sound did not
require it to be expressed; but this is fully answered and

explained in the chapter alluded to. The “division of the
words,” requires a few brief observations here.
It will be observed that in the first five tables there are

divisions marked with colons, thus (:); in the sixth and

seventh Tables, and in the Perugian Inscription, the
divisions are marked with a single period (.).
In the first few lines of the first Table, it appears that,
although these divisions generally include perfect syllables
and words, yet the same words are differently divided. In
the fifth line the second division contains:–
EM)|R434ſmV834+R1EIVI:

and in the fourth division: HM}l R431; stands alone; the
F

F
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first division of this fifth line, contains:–34)||R2: in
the next line it is united thus:–a4)IAzV+ alqāVMV : this

same variation of division pervades all the tables, and

indeed almost every line of each table ; the same
may be observed in the Perugian Inscription. The
hypercriticism of the learned Committee, therefore, was
altogether erroneous, and their observations not borne
out. These marks are evidently not intended as divisions
of words, but of sentences, and they are not sufficiently
precise even in that respect to constitute an accurate
guide. The syllabic division, however, is governed by
rule, is precise, uniform, fixed, and consistent, and may
therefore be acted upon with some degree of certainty.
Instances occur where three or four consonants follow

each other, and vowels are altogether omitted; but a

little exertion of sagacity, after some practice and study,
enables us to judge of this, and supply the omissions. It is

very possible the language was originally written without
vowels, and the omissions above alluded to may have been
a remnant of that system. The old Irish MSS. exhibit
many instances of this sort of abbreviation, vowels are
substituted for each other, so often that it has become a

rule that a broad vowel may be substituted for any other
broad one, as a for ou, or e for i and vice versa.

The

abbreviations and contrivances in the old Irish MSS. are

numerous and often very perplexing.

Those acquain

ted with ancient Greek and Latin MSS. know that in them
the same occurs.

-

If therefore, we were to be shackled and impeded by
such rules as the learned Committee would lay down, all
philological inquiry would be at an end, as well as all other
investigation. Indeed it would appear that the Committee
considered the difficulties attending such an investigation in
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surmountable, and thought they ought not to be encountered,
because “it is not to be supposed possible that the modern
dialect of the Irish would afford any clue to their interpre
tation even supposing them to be in a language kindred to the
Irish”.

-

These Inscriptions are worthy of, and will hereafter
receive much more lengthened investigation and comments,
which, within the compass of the plan we have laid down,
space will not now permit. They form but a portion of
a great whole, which, when brought to bear on the same

point it is expected will much illustrate the early, but
obscure history of the progress of the human mind.
There are a few points in the two last Tables which
require observation; obscurity and uncertainty seem to
rest upon some passages as to the accuracy of the ren
dering adopted, but less frequently than in the pre
ceding tables, this may be ascribed to the circumstance
of these two tables being subsequent to the others, probably
three hundred years or more. The language in that
lapse of time had obtained a more perfect character and
consistency. The introduction of the aspirate between
two vowels to assist the pronunciation. the change of
the character, and the introduction of three new letters,
D, G, and O, which are not found in the five previous tables.

Sanconiatho tell us Isiris invented three letters, which no
doubt were these.
What renders these two last tables more clear in the
-

translated narrative than the others is, that the lines are

much longer, and the sentences, more frequently concluded
within their compass, which makes it more easy to compre
hend them than when the sense runs into the subsequent
line, and consequently the narrative flows more smoothly.

The first two lines constitute an introductive paragraph
or division of the subject.
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Line 3, ToTAPER—in the second Table, lines 2, 5, 50,

53, 57, 61, 65, 67, 71, 76, 77.

This has been rendered to

waben, gentle indeed the sea, or by sea, but on further conside
ration of the contexts I am now satisfied that the proper

rendering is cuad a ban, the north sea. I make no apology
for this, or for any other correction of after errors, fur
ther than that, in so intricate and difficult an undertak

ing, mistakes are inevitable, and the way to eluci
date and demonstrate truth is to acknowledge and correct
them.

13. NERF.

Minerva is here mentioned for the first time

by name. She is alluded to as the illustrious holy guiding
one of the sea, here she is named with the prefix of m/4,
good, which forms the perfect name.
23. SvFoNT.

In line 8 this is rendered to 110 41, G4, this

to go the it is ; but, considering the subsequent context, it
is afterwards rendered ro tomº, this very fearful, boisterous,
Jull of terrors, or apprehension, as the passage across the
ocean must have been to the first mariners who attempted
it. The seamen of Columbus often gave themselves up for
lost in crossing the Atlantic for the first time, which was
not so fearful an undertaking as crossing the bay of Bis
cay must have been to the Phoenicians, when the advan
tages and means of each are considered; yet his sea
men mutinied against his supposed daring madness in
tempting his fate, and rushing onward to a destruction
the more terrific because unknown.

TRE BLAN m, one bleſſ, 141, all the way to the harbour of
the west.

This harbour of the west Carne was that of

Wexford, the mouth of the Slaney, which is remarkable on
account of the Irish Traditional History fixing it as the
very spot where the Milesians landed, as it now appears
by these tables to have been that of the Etrusco-Phoeni
cianº, another coincidence of Irish tradition with the state
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ments in these tables not without its value. The plate, in
which the neighbourhood of Carne is exhibited, shews
the extraordinary exactitude of that vicinity with the
Carne of the tables. The point of land called Carne saor
point, called in the tables Carne, the word sea, free, now
raon, occurs frequently. Then the rock still called, as in
the tables, TwsCER, Gur can, the rock of the first Turn.

Then the harbour, and its description of the action of the
tides upon it. The mountains seen to the north. Then the
steering due north from Cape Ortegal, and the set of the
current. Then the still water round this point. In addi
tion to which is the name the point bears in Ptolemy, the

sacrum promontorium. All these combine to prove an iden
tity little short of demonstration.

-

24. CAP IR se, cab laſt re, the western cape. Cape St. Vin
cent, or Cape Finisterre, which are the western capes of
Spain; in lines 63 and 64 the latter is more clearly defined,
being called AM BRE TvT, 411) bite Guát, ocean's headland to

the north ; in line 119 Cape Ortegal is particularly pointed
out as TRI BRI sine, any bitſ rime, the triple hills that from,

as that cape exhibits two triple headed mountains when
seen from the sea to the north, as exhibited in the plate
traced from the outline of the coast given in the British

Pilot. These outlines and unchangeable features of nature,
bearing testimony to the accuracy of the interpretation of
these important documents.
59. Tvs CER, Gur, first, can, turn.

The first deviation,

or variance from the north course. Here is the very word
still applied to this remarkable rock, which is mentioned
as a guiding sign or land mark, by which the mariner
might know that he was arrived at his destination, “the

certain turn of the holy illustrious Werf.”

66. EN E TV, eſ e co, water from and to.

The impor
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tance of having deep water for the ship, and the assurance
that it was free from danger, (sER FI, raon F1, dangers,
sER PER, raon Fion, free entirely,) is very strongly pointed
out in lines 57, 58, of Table VI., and in many lines in
Table VII., and that in the mid ocean the water is free

from shoals, and that the ship may proceed in it at night,
in confidence, is put forth in strong language.
92. VA SE To EST, PE SE TOM EST, &c. This sentence oc
curs before in line 30 of this table, and twice after, in lines

102 and 112, with some slight variations, chiefly in the
division by points, which clearly demonstrates that the
points in this table, and the colons in the previous ones,
are not divisions of words, but sentences. In line 30 it is
thus,
VASETOMESTPESE TOMEST. PERETOMEST. FROSRTOMEST, DAETOM EST.

In line 92,
VASETO. EST. PESETOMEST. PERETOMEST. FROSETOMEST. DAETOMEST.

In line 102 the same.

In 112. vaseToMEST. PRESETOM. EST. PERETOM. EST. FROSEToM.
EST. DAETOM. EST.

These examples are sufficient to demonstrate that these

points were not intended as division of words. Nor should
I have thought it necessary to have defended the system
here adopted, but for the charge brought by my learned
friends of the Royal Irish Academy, that the division made
was arbitrary and without system. There is sufficient
evidence on the face of all the tables, that the division I

have adopted is the correct one, for the division of the
points in the numerous instances of the occurrence of the
same passages, differs very much in some cases, perhaps
erroneously. Error, however, should not be hastily as
sumed, for great care has evidently been taken to render
the inscriptions correct; and the system of the omission of
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a vowel may appear to shew an error, where none exists.

The obliteration made to correct the writing in Table II.,
lines 55 and 65, and in the note on Table III., lines 4 and
10, and the interlineations in Table VI. lines 30 and 61,
and in Table VII., line 14, shew care and anxiety to make

the inscriptions accurate ; and also that the writing and
language were governed by rules of orthography and gram
mar; which adds no small weight and importance to their
testimony.
These tables were sailing instructions to the north, in
-

which many important points were clearly laid down,
from observation and survey, for the mariners' information.
The points of land, and the phenomena of the tides and the
stars, are laid down so clearly that it is impossible to mistake
many of them. The natural features of the Frith; the
ocean's headland, the Ambre ; the coast of the great land, the
Fon er, Spain; the ocean's north headland, the Am bre
tut a ; the triple promontory, Tri bi sin e : Cape Ortegal;
Carne ; the Tuscar; the Western Harbour; all great fea
tures of nature, which time has not, and nothing but a
great convulsion of nature could change; all these continue
to bear testimony to the accuracy of the description. Some
of them still bearing the very names conferred by their in
trepid discoverers, whose existence as a nation had been

forgotten, as Car na saor point, and the Tus Car rock, on
which the Phoenicians of our day have lately erected a light
house.

TABLE VII.

Is a continuation of Table VI., of which it contains

many repetitions. A few brief observations on the latter
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portion of it is necessary to draw attention to the mention
of the Tuscar by name. At line 46 commences a paragraph
which is a kind of summary of the preceding, in which the
situation of the First Turn (the Tuscar) is described as a
great way beyond the windy coast (the Trif Ur) of the Bay of
JBiscay, Gan rim 40 eit, beyond that also much, aur, the first, caſt,
turn or deviation, 114, of, 411, the steering, 1, in, 4, the, bor,
certain, caſt, turn, 1.40m, holy, ma, the, men?, Nerf The
whole of which is so palpably Gaelic, that even a modern
Irish scholar will understand it.

The last line of this table tells us that the voyage of dis
covery, commemorated in the tables, took place three hun
red years before the period of writing that table.
¥4, that, Ita, going, one, over, cin), was, (I see), u, from,
caſt, since, rim, that, Jr, it is. 41), year, ccc, three hundred.
FRA TRA CIMOTUR. SINS. U. CCC.

C H A PT E. R. W.

THE PERUGIAN INSCRIPTION.

In the year 1822 a square block of stone was discovered
near Perugia, on two sides of which appeared an inscrip
tion of forty-five lines, considered, as Micali informs us, the
greatest and most copious specimen of Tuscan writing
extant; it is now in the museum of that city. The sub
ject seems to have been considered of singular interest and
importance, for the letters were coloured in vermillion.
Micali says, (Vol. III. 228) “two attempts have been
made to interpret this great inscription, one by Count Ver
miglioli,” the other by Campanari,f both of whom expended

much learning and labour upon it, and we would wish to
award due praise for their exertions; but the truth is that
the result of their very elaborate investigations, only serve

to confirm the truth of the total inefficiency of their method
of explanation.” And he adds, “the palm may one day be
awarded, when the true roots of the Etruscan tongue shall
be better known by new monuments, or a new study and
* Vermiglioli, Saggio sulla gr. iscr. Etrusca Perugia, 1824.
ºf Campanari, sopra la grande lapide Etrusca. Giorn. Arcadico. Tom.
xxx. 293, s.99,

-
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discovery, for we ought not to despair of any thing in our
age which has again given life to the hieroglyphics.
“De questa grande iscrizione abbiamo due tentativi d'in
terpetrazione: si vuol rendere la dovuta lode agli eruditi

spositori; mail vero e, che dalleloro elaborate fatiche

non

altro puð trarsi se non che una conferma certa della insuf
ficienza del metodo di esplicazione. La palma potra forse
lodevolmente ottenersi un giorno, quande le radici vere
della lingua Etrusca sieno meglio conosciute per nuovi
monumenti, e per nuovi studi: non debbesi disperare de
nulla in un secolo che ha ridonato la vita ac geroglifici.”
Micali's observations, are always distinguished by sound .
judgment and good sense.
This stone was shaped to occupy the angle of some tem
ple or public building, and exhibited only the two faces on
which are the inscription; a fac simile plate copied from
that of Count Vermiglioli, will be found at the commence
ment of this chapter, which gives a very accurate idea of
the original.
If the subject matter did not make it manifest there are

points in the writing which shew this inscription to be of
later period than the five first Eugubian Brasses, in the

construction of some of the characters of the writing; the
}l is always simplified into o, the perpendicular line is
omitted, and the aspirate B is also introduced which never
appears in the first five tables.

It intervenes in time, between the fifth and sixth Eugu
bian Tables; being an instruction to the navigators as to
the time they ought to choose for successfully crossing the
Bay of Biscay to Carne, and to set out in returning from
that place.

The importance and value, to a commercial navigating
people, of giving such a document every possible publicity
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is obvious, nor could any other be suggested of greater in
terest, or more useful to be inscribed for general informa
tion. It exhibits the character of this wonderful people in
a strong light, and shows them to have been plain sailing
utilitarians, devoted to the improvement and prosperity of
their country, esteeming the substantial benefits of useful
knowledge above all other things; yet they cultivated the
fine arts, and the other concomitants of civilization with

ardent zeal, and acquired an eminence therein, moderns
may be happy to emulate. It is delightful to be able to
catch a glimpse of the arts of this illustrious race, and to
contemplate the progress of mind in unfolding the mysteries
of nature and art; it would be a great loss to humanity if
such a people were unknown or forgotten—to make them
live again in story is a privilege.
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THE PERUGIAN INSCRIPTION.
DISCOVERED 1822.

M A VAIO NE 3 25

VN $3 Q A N - A M M A H

H HJW3

oVSt HWE H R 26

BMRVMIONE F. M. H. V A NQW H F 3 ſm A

4|| | | O23 M3 | 27

VQR O O B N E N2 M A VAV8 H R N + M

BVAR NE 1 M - R 28

M 13 FM M23 F | 13 NMV8 MRS$3 +

Vſm.V.NV8. IO 29

q = 1 RM M H E alſm AR 11 M E M M A q

|ONE 1 M A H 30

B 1 M A q R.M. A q VOR M I O N E + ||x

*H MEIOEMEq 31

M31 OV SNV O23 Nſm NVſm3 D M Aq

RMIONER OR 32

V q R. NV H. N43 || O23

• E V V N | O H 33

J O N H MSS QAMR WIO N E → •IM BJ VR

dME MV qV*H 34

E • VVME O-RVMV OMNIO - || O-IMI13

OVSSRESSEWAV 35

M E WAV8 H M NROQ R N J | NE 8 - O N 1

OR-102EVAE • I 36
V8R-M OlſmV 37

3 O N VWM V OVMEN O
RVMIO NER. B.JM V8ſm E IV - MR NR8

MOME1- MAW 38

V2Rſ.1-i-E NOIWA Vſm. E 1 R O HOV||E

OJERAſ.18. A 39

F|| H. M. NR8||O N St OVAR q M q = 1 RVM

W V8 R - RW I 40

MS$3ME 1 q31AM - $VE • HMIONE

M13. IWVGVO 41

NB7R MV8R-N3 NO-R M.I V1 OR-V2 Rſ.1

VORMVIQB $ 42

Eſm Rſ1Hi-MI • Al MISS q E N ſm RVMIO

VVMVCS)NIOSR 43

E V13°F HM HIS • RWIO N 33. NMO. Q

R.J. WI-NONV 44

OMRQVORVMI O N 37. HO E-EM23 H.

WVVISS RV3 O 45

| 3 O B MM Aq E M23 H. V N E E R q V A

B 46

1MOſm|VME M M Aq M | Hi-MVM23 H.
RVM Eſm R MV8 RAWAV DM A H. VO N 3
EMV FVE qRENMOIC) q34HM. MBE

gvf a 7a v. AH HA HººV 1

aMääiova 1.H. Vávºlſ113 ºf

Viñjöä/4/2 M16 HV8AAV+M1
MlářMH24 k 174v'MV8 hiſłł1}

$47AHP14 HHIHAA1/M3HT1:13
41MA 74 MAS VOAH/OV11||X

Häijvs JV)2.4/H1/V HäJMAS
VGA VViº/13 D24

VOVAH;GA M/M/OV44/N14/VH
3. VP14)/HVOMVIO-110-lMI13

M4|4 V8AMVAOSAVO!/48-Jº. 1
7|1OvML/1 VOP13v.)

6HIO /41.3/N1V8/13 |J.Mſ. VA3

Vääfſ. Hºjl HVH141/1000HH
aſ MVA3110/#9HASM; i31ſh
M}#}{47.7471/1NVHAH10/3
JäääHV8āy?/Oh HIH)? W24!!!
X #######1F6]+1} G4/4/11|Q
#####|Niñº H10/44:/h109

OMāºvoay 110/11 AD 14121).

|a) ||Mai4H24}VJ1H4SV%
Mojſily MāHMAS M3 iſ 1H123}.
hijñājāvāāakºv) Mºv'OV1
AMVEVădăţă VHO!JS113H-Hää

º
7A/A AAA’ C/C/A/V S 7 O/VA .

\
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ETRUscAN,

LITERAL ENGLISH.

IRISH.

IN ItOMAN LETTERS.

1.

l.

1.

EU LAT

e 11 lac

it from sending

TAN NA

C41) 114

time the

LAR E S SU LV

lean e Jr rolli

sea it is this the water

2.

2.

2.

A ME FA CAR

1114 Ya C411

LA U TN

la u G41).

good unto the Turn
day from the time

FEL THINA.S.E

pejl &J)4 re

feast of Tina this

3.

3.

3.

S TLA A FUN AS

1r cla 4 Yom 4T

S LE LETH CAR U

Jr. le lead caſt 11 it is with towards the Turn
from

it is gentle from the land
out of

4.

4.

4.

TES SA N FUS
bear ra 41) for south current easy the
LER 1 TES Ns TE is leaſt J Gear amojr sea in south now indeed it

is

t;4 Jr.
5.

RA SNP si Pa AM

5.

marija e re 1 ba going flowing it this in will
Arſ)

A HEN N A PER

be ocean

a en 114 baſt

the water of the sea

6,

6,

x11 FEL THINA

5.

6.

XIt fell &Jr)4 &uſt twelve Feast of Thina the
voyage

THUR
AS A RA S PE

4f 4 114 bler

7.
RA S CE MU I, M

7,

out of the going it is nights
7.

h4 iſ ca 110 41 going it is when happy al
411)

ways ocean

LEs cu L S su c 1 ler coal ºr roca light which always it is this
EN

1 eff

when in water
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IRISH.

-

LITERAL ENGLISH.

IN ROMAN LETTERS,

8,

8.

8.

Es CI EP L TU LA 41 ca 14b al co out of when in river always
RU
la Ito
to day to go
9.

9.

9.

AU LESI. FELTHINA au ler fell &Jma the from light the Feast of
Thina

SAR s s NAL c L ra an ar 17 ma al current steering out it is the
always with water

4c lil
10,

10.

10.

EP is 1. Thi I thi Ab m in . c. 1,. &1 river it is in to that in to
that always

4!

L

S CU NA. CEN U E 17 co 14 cean 11 e it is which the head from it
11.
P L C , FEL IC

11.

ll.

abal 4c . Fejl Jc river always with this feast
favourable

LAR THA L S A FUN leaſt &4 al Jr 4 sea indeed always it is the
for, 4r

ES

12.
C L EN THUN
CUL THE

4c la en 301)
col G4

13,

FA LAs. CH 1 E M

land out of

12.

12.

with deep watery waves
contending indeed
13.

13.

al 4r &4 1 e on,

knowing out of when in the
OCean

Fus LE. FEL THINA for le Fejl &ji)4 easy at the Feast of Tina
14.

14.

14.

HIN THA CA PE MU 1) #4 ca be myo in indeed when nights happy
N ic LET MA su
an 1c lead n)4 ro the favourable onwards good
this
15,

15.

15.

NA PER , s RA N C ma bait. jr 114 41) the sea. It is going the upon
4C
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ETRUSCAN,

IRISH.

In Roman LETTERS,

LITERAL ENGLISH,

-

s s L THI 1 FAL s 11 re 41 & 1 F4l it is this always to that in
1r dj Fá

TIF

16.

known it is to that
16.

16.

EL THINA. HUT NA Fell &/114 11.43 m)a feast of Thina from also the
PER . PEN Ess s

ban bet] 4r 1r re sea head out of it is this

17.

17.

-

17.

MA su. A CN INA m/4 ro .. 4 ct/4 1 good this with favourable in
1)4

&

the

c LE L . A FUN A 4c la al. 4 Yom 4 with day always the land
rejl

FEL
18.

from the Feast
18.

18.

Thina M LER s sin 61114 am, learl Jr of Thina the ocean sea it is
T11)

this

-

1 A. IN TE M AM E. 14. 11)4 C4 4m) eſt in the in indeed the ocean
excellent
19.

19.

19.

RC N L. FEL THINA 4c 114 lu . Fejl with the water. The Feast
*1114
s s I A SA TEN E

of Thina

11 re 14 ra 'C41) e it is this in the current time
it

-

20.

20.

20.

TEs NE. E. CA FEL tear 1)4. e ca Fel south the, it when the feast
thinA THUR A STH 61114 &un 114 4T of Thina voyage going out
of
21.

21.

21.

A UR AH E LUTEs a 11114 elu cear the coast the in water south
NE RA SNE c E 1

1/4 114 ri)4 e 4c e 1 the going flowing it with in

22.

22.

22.

TEs Ns TE Is. RAs Gear 4morr C4 Jr south now indeed it is going,
114 1r

it is
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LITERAL ENGLISH.

In Roman LETTerg,

NES CH 1 M TH s p near Čá 1.4m, 4d the Ness when in ocean also
re. 1
23.

this in
23.

23.

EL thu ta scu Na beloo ca Jr coma mouth to indeed it is which
the
A FUN AM EN A

4 Yom 411) en 4

24.

-

from land ocean water the
24.

24.

HEN . NA PER c 1 en ma ban 4c 1, water of the sea when in fa
Cl)4

CN

L HAR E U Tu ME
25.
FEL THINA S

26,
A TEN AS SU C

27.

º

vourable

al 411 e 11 to n)4 always steering it from to
good
25.

fell &J)4 1r

25.

at feast of Thina it is

26.

a car, 4r re 4c

26,

the time out of this with

27.

27.

1 EN Es. C 1. 1 p 1 et) 4f ca. ) . 1 in water out of when in
knowledge
28.
A , S PEL A NE

28.

b4 1r bel4 ma

28.

will be, it is the Mouth from
the

29.

29,

29.

Thi. Fu Lu M ch ty. Yu luan, 4c to that under water ocean
with
30,
FA 3 PEL TH1

31,

RE NE THI Es T
32.
AC FEL THINA

30.

¥4 Jr. belt,
31.

ſte §4 & ar at
32.

*c Yell &/ma

30,

under it is the Mouth to that
31.

moon the to that out of also
32,

unto the feast of Thina
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LITEBAL ENGLISH.

IRISH.

IN ROMAN LETTERs.

33.

33.

33.
AC I LU NE

4c 1 luna

unto in water the

TUR U NES C

cuſt 11 near

voyage from the Ness
35.

35.

35.

co near re arro which the Ness this out of this

U NEs SE AS SU c

when

C4

36.

36.

36.

1. ENEs c. 1 ATH 1 e near 4c 14t
37.

in . from the Ness unto it also
37.

37.

u 4m, jc Jr. 4 Yon upon the ocean safe it is

U M 1C S . A FU

The land

NAS PEN TH N

4r ben 4t; na

A , AM A FEL TH

4m, 4 Fejl
*1114. 4 Pon

ocean from the feast of
40.

Thina.

From land
41.

41.

41,

THUR U N 1 E IN

39.

40.

40.
INA - A FUN

out from head also the

39.

39.

&un 11o 174 1 e 117 voyage to go the in it in
42.

42.

42.
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ENGLISH IDIOMATIC TRANSP, ATION.

IDIOMATIC ENGLISH TRANSLATION.

The best time to commence a voyage across the ocean to
Carne, or to leave that land to go southward, is about the
festival of Tina, for at that time the sea is calm.

In

going southward also on the ocean the current will be fa
vourable. Twelve nights of the voyage on the ocean sea
will be out of sight of land, but it will be a fortunate naviga
tion, because there will be nearly continual day-light until
you reach the river.
From the Feast of Tina there will always be light to

steer by in the current, and, knowing this, it will be pru
dent to leave the head, and the river, at the Feast of Tina,

when the navigation is easy from land to land.
Many days will you contend with the watery waves, but
you are assured that, at the feast of Tina, the navigation
is easy and quite safe, going out in the wide sea in the night.
Knowing this you should always fix your going from the head,
(Cape Ortegal) to that place about the feast of Tina, be
cause it is safe and favourable, by having almost constant
day-light, about the time of the feast of Tina, while out of

sight of land.

Besides, the ocean sea is in a calm and in

every respect, excellent state as to the water, about

the feast of Tina. It is also a good time to leave for a
voyage over the ocean to the south, as the south current is
favourable in going towards the hill, in your voyage to the
Mouth. Then indeed the sea is in every way favorable, es
pecially when there is a moon, about the feast of Tina, which

it is known will continue with you all the way to the Mouth.

ENGLISH IDIOMATIC TRANSLATION.
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All the way to the Mouth there is deep water in the
ocean, and, if you have the moon, while on the water, out
of sight of the Ness, which you are sure of all the way
over the ocean, as well as along the coast; from the head
land of the ocean, at the feast of Tina, the voyage both out
and home, all the way, will be free over the watery waves,
both going and returning.
*

This translation may with more propriety be called
idiomatic, than that given of the Eugubian Tables. Being
unwilling to depart from the principle of giving the meaning
of each line of the former separately, that translation is
little less literal than the columnar.

The Perugian inscription being confined to the conside
ration of making the voyage at midsummer, and being
brought under notice after all the labour of the investigation
of the Eugubian Tables was surmounted, its meaning is
somewhat more plain and obvious, and was acquired with
less labour.

There is an ancient marble containing an inscriptionin
the later Etruscan, or Roman character, figured in Mont
faucon, vol. i. 106, and also in Lanzi, vol. iii. which
bears on the same subject as the Tables of Gubbio, and
the Perugian Inscription, and should have a place here.
Lanzi's plate is very defective ; that in Montfaucon is also a
clumsy representation of the original, not copied here,
but the inscription being perfect will assist our investiga
tion, and is therefore given. On the right is the represen
tation of a male figure naked, except a mantle fastened
round the neck, and thrown round the left shoulder, his

right hand rests on a lyre standing on the ground, his left
arm is elevated and grasps a thunderbolt, his head ra
diated, and above him is a star of six points, within
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a circle, and over that the words, APPoLLINI.

On his

left is a female figure clothed, her head crescented with the
horns of the moon, holding in her right hand a beacon,
or land mark, round the right arm a snake entwined, in
her left hand a rod or wand, on her right the prow of a
ship, and over her head the word CLA T RAE.
Appollini is thus composed, ab, lord, ol, mighty, ljñ, the 86a,
1, science—the mighty lord of the science of the sea ; in allusion
to the science derived from the north star, the Apulu, or
Aplu, of the Etruscans.
Clatrae is a name of Minerva, as goddess of the moon,
clead, a prince, or princess, ne, of the moon.

Under these figures is the following inscription:—
1.

1.

LER PI RI OR

1.

leaſt by me 1 up the seabeing themoon on the
coast of

-

SAN TIR PI OR

ran on by un

the sacred land being the

DU IR FOR

to 1411 pon

to the west for protection

coast

2.

2.

FO WE ER

Yu be en

DER TI ER

'cean of en

DI ER IR vo TIR

2.

under the night excellent
wonderful to that great

of en 14pt budſm without much west was the
land

3.
FA RE R WE F
NA. RA TU
WE F PONI
SI R TIR

3.

3.

Y4 Tie en be ab that moon full night with
114 114 co
the going to
be ab pon]
night with Phoenician
r) en G11)

her own great land

Which may be thus read:—
“Being at sea, with the moon, on the coast of the sacred
land to the west, these are an excellent protection in the
night, and for a surprising great way off, to the land. Hav
ing the full moon at night, Phoenician, from her own land,
(Spain.)”
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That is—by the north star and the moon, the navigator
may steer safely, in the night, from the coast of Spain, (ir

b4m 14, it is the country of the goddess, Spain) to the British
isles, for that star and the moon were a great protection.
The Tables of Gubbio, the Perugian Inscription, and
this now given, all referring to the same subject, exhibit
three distinct periods of the writing of the Etruscan language.
The most ancient in the five first Tables, the second period
in the Perugian inscription, the third in the sixth and
seventh Tables, and with the above inscription, complete
what I contemplated with respect to language. Other in
scriptions exist in great numbers, most of which have
reference to navigation, and maritime affairs, or the sepul
chres of those who perished at sea, or were distinguished
upon it; but the consideration and description of these
would occupy too much time and space to be included in
this work, and must, therefore, be considered hereafter, if

life and health permit.
How puny and feeble the early nautical exploits of the

Greeks appear, when compared with the exertions of these
glorious Etrusco-Phoenician navigators. How contemptible
their magniloquence about the voyages of a few hundred
miles, along the coasts of their narrow seas, of their fabulous
Jason and his Argonauts. The Puni-Etruscans, like their
brethren of Carthage, engraved upon brass and stone, for
the permanent practical benefit and information of poste
rity, the great discoveries of the operations of nature,
which influenced the magnificent and wonderful theatre of
their operations, and the means which enabled them to
reduce the wide extended ocean to their obedience. These

inscriptions contain information and instruction of the
greatest practical utility to a navigating people; the means
made use of to perpetuate the inestimable results of hardy
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enterprise, perilous adventure, and venturous intrepidity,
were worthy of a great, enlightened, and practical people,

who knew how to appreciate these benefits, and were
anxious to perpetuate them.
We venerate the memory of our illustrious Cook, and
other navigators, whose actions are worthy to be inscribed
in characters of gold ; their enterprize and discoveries
have contributed to make their country mistress of the
ocean, and given her the most extensive and powerful em
pire which ever existed, limited only by the extent of the
surface of the globe. If we contemplate the means pos
sessed by the English navigators, and compare them
with those of the Phoenicians and Etruscans, we cannot

but feel astounded at the undaunted intrepidity of the
latter. Modern navigators possess the compass and charts,
have the knowledge of the true form of the world,
and enjoy, with the advantage of a long series of
discoveries, vessels of superior construction; but these
Etrusco-Phoenicians were inchoate navigators, heretofore
confined to the inland sea of the Mediterranean, in which

a few days, or even hours, surely brought them in sight of
land. When they passed the straits into the wide expanse
of the ocean, for the first time, the effect of such an enter

prize on their minds, and the terrors with which they con
templated the perilous undertaking may well be conceived.
However, they were not driven from their purpose by fear
or apprehension, and, when they had accomplished the
great object of being able to keep the sea at night as well
as by day, they rejoiced, magnified their achievement, and
placed the memorials of the great event in their temples
in bronze and stone inscriptions, which now, after some
thousand years have passed away, and their language and
name have been forgotten, have becn the means of commu

CoNCLUSION.
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nicating their glorious efforts by the tongue of their
most distant colony, seated in a locality, which fortunately
for us, but not perhaps for themselves, saved it from Roman
conquest and dominion, and thus preserved their speech as

a living language to our day.
How long it was after the discovery of the Mediter
ranean, and the building of Tyre and Sidon, that the
Phoenicians explored and examined that sea and its
coasts, we have no date to form even a conjecture ; but
it is well known that the Sabean-Phoenicians carried

on an extensive maritime

commerce from Aden, in

Arabia, for ages before the Mediterranean sea, and
the countries which surround it were known, and they
were not novices in navigation, when, in their new ports
of Western Phoenicia, they built and launched their ves

sels. They brought with them from the east all the prac
tical skill and science of nautical affairs then known, which,
from these inscriptions, would appear had not advanced
beyond a coasting navigation, nor had they acquired suffi
cient knowledge to keep the sea in a continuous voyage
night and day.
The circumnavigation of Africa, as related by Herodotus,
was altogether a coasting voyage ; and it now appears
probable that the keeping the sea by night and day was first
discovered and practised by the Etrusco-Phoenician navi
gators, from the western ports of Italy into the ocean to
the north and south. The sea between Italy and the
Mouth of the ocean, or the Frith, as it is called in the Eu

gubian Tables, was denominated, by way of distinction
and eminence, the sea of coyages, or, literally, the voyage
going sea. By the Greeks, the Tyrrhenian sea, a name

which gives the above meaning, cult, voyage, 14, going, 74,
the. . From the long voyages undertaken over this sea into
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We have also the word Frith still in use for

an estuary, in the Friths, or Firths, of Forth, Solway, and

Clyde, in Scotland, a country where the Celtic language
prevailed, and still exists.
Calpe, the ancient name of Gibraltar, I once thought was
from calb, bald, bare, naked; but, from the existence of

fire beacons at night, on eminences of the coasts, I think it
more likely it was so called, because there was a watch
tower upon it cal, watching, be, in the night. The monosyl
labic character of the Etruscan makes this the more pro
bable, as the Gaelic has no unsounded final e.

Why this Perugian inscription should be considered
pure Etruscan, and the Eugubian Tables Oscan, must be ex

plained by those who made the assertion; it was found in
nearly the same locality as the tables, near the Appenines,
in the country of the Umbri, is in the same character, and
is in fact the same language. The names of the cities of
Etruria, were, for the most part, nautical, and all the em
blems and monuments of their inhabitants had allusion to

navigation and the sea.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.

INDEX.

Aesar, the name of God in Etruscan

and Irish, 33.
Albion, meaning explained, 12.
Alcimus, 25.

Britain, means a painted or stained
person, the same as Pict, 11, 12;
people of, spoke Gaelic, 3.
British Islands, early history, diffi
culties of, l; the first inhabitants
used flint implements, 3.

Alphabet, Etruscan, 40, 41.
Ambré, 375.
Ambrosius, Th. 46.
Amergin, the name of a Poem, not Caius Sempronius, early
a Poet, 75, 78, 85.

Amorica, conquered and settled by
the Picts at the fall of the Roman

Empire, 8.
Antiochus of Senofane, 25.
Apollini, 378.
Arena, Cosmo de, 46.

Roman

historian, his account of Italy,
32.

Caledonians, the same people as the
Picts, 5, 8; of German origin,
16; ancestors of the Welsh,
Cornish, and Armoricans, or
Britons, 5.

Calpe, what, 392.
Campana, 39.
Campanara, exhibition in London,
18, 39, 377.
Belgae, the same as the Firbolgs, 8.
Bochart, 46.
Campanesi, 39.
Carne, what. 97.
Bonaparte, Lucien, 39.
Carnesaor point, 97,304,375.
Brenach, what, 9.
Breogain's Tower, at Corunna, Celtae, a Phoenician Colony, 9.
Chambers, Sepulchral, 39.
301, 302.
Bretagne, conquered and settled by Cimbri, Cumbri and Cymri, the

Avil ril, 23.
Avolta, 39

the Picts, 8.

Britanach, 9.

same, 14.

Clatrae, 388.
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Clery, O, his glossary, 51.
Coke, Thomas, Esq., editor

of

Dempster, work on Etruria, 93.
Conan, Maol, 15.
Cormac, his glossary, 51.
Cornwall conquered by the Picts, 8.
Corunna, meaning of, 299.

-

Firbolgs, or Belgae, a name given
by the Celtae, its meaning, 16.
Firth, or Frith, the old name of the
mouth of the Mediterranean sea,
98, 375.

Foner, or the continent of Spain,
375.

Cuan O'Lochain, 37.

Fontanini, Justus, 46.

Dempster, Thomas, 93.
Dionysius Halicarnassus, 25, 47.

Gaelic and Etruscan, the same ton
gue, 50; monosyllabic, and con
sisting of simple sounds, 50;
glossaries, 51.
Gall, not Gael, 9.
Gauls, a literate people in Caesar's
day, 37.
Gell, Sir William, 36.
Giambularius, P. F. 46.
Gildas spoke Gaelic, 4.

Etruscan, oldest alphabet 54; power
of letters, 55, 56; fourteen single
letters and eight double, 56, 91;
more recent alphabet, afterwards
called Roman, in which were six
additional letters, 57.

Etruscan antiquities, 18—tombs,
exhibited by Campanari, 18–
literature geological, 19.
Etruscans, civilized before the
Greeks,28—sepulchres, 20–their
language unknown heretofore,
21, 23—extended over all Italy,
28—causes of its

extinction ;

topographical names remain sig
nificant, 31—the same people as
the Gauls, 32—the oldest writing
from right to left, 54—monosyl
labic, 59—the oldest inscriptions
written from right to left, the
more recent from left to right,

Glossaries, Irish, 51.
Gori, 21, 95.

Graboveus, Jupiter, 36.
Gray, Mrs. Hamilton, 19, 80.
Greeks anxious to make themselves

the most ancient nation, 7 ; false
hoods of, 25.

Gubbio, city of 88.

Halliday, William, 44.
Hanno's Periplus, 93.
Hecataeus, 25.
Hercules, Tower of, at Corunna,
298, 299; called by the Irish
114,
Breogain's Tower, 301.
Eugubian Tables, history of, 21– Highlanders of Scotland, Gael, 50.
language of, 88; compared with Horta, History of, 46.
the Irish, 64, &c.; in the Etrus

can character, 96–113 ; in co
lumns, in juxta-position, in Ro

man, Irish, and literal English,
132–296; idiomatic English
translation, 30.5–361.

Fel-Thina, the feast of Thina, or
the sun, the summer solstice, 388.

Icubini, 97.
Idiomatic translation of Eugubian
Tables, 305–361.
Introduction to, 297.
Ikuvium, 88.
Iovini 90–97.
Io Poean, 98.
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Ireland, Celtic language alone pre
served in its purity there, 4; His
tory of, unjustly treated as fable,
6; first inhabitants use flint and
stone implement, 12.
Irish language, a dialect of the
Phoenician, ll; affords the means
of explaining the inscriptions in
that language, 32: Dr. O'Brien's
opinion of it, 44; monosyllabic,
60; Professor in Trinity College,
Dublin, 48; modern vocabulary
limited, 52; peculiarities pointed

and exposes the blunders of
Müller, 30; condemns the fabri.
cations and pretensions of the
Greek writers, ib.

Milesians, a Phoenician colony, and
literate on their first settlement
in Ireland, 10.

Moore, Thomas, Esq. 7.
Mouth The, Straits of Gibraltar So
called, 384.
Müller, Ottfried, 23; his mistakes,
29–35.

out, 62, &c.
Nennius spoke Gaelic, 4.
Irish MSS. ancient, not intelligible Nerfe, or Minerva, 96–372.
to modern scholars, 52.

Ness, what, 386.

Irish alphabet consist of 17 letters, Nomneper, 297.
58; compared with the Etruscan,
58–63.

O'Brien, Dr. his opinion of the
Italy, History of, disfigured by the
Irish language, 44.
Greeks and Romans, 24; ancient O'Clery's Irish Glossary, 51.
language of, 44.
Ortegal Cape, 96, 98; called the
triple hills, 98,375; why?
Keating, Dr. Geoffrey, his History Oscan, language the same as the

of Ireland unjustly condemned,

Etruscan, 392.

303.

Passeri, 21.

Language, Etruscan and Irish, con Pelargoi, Phoenician mariners, 34.
sidered and compared, 43; both Pelasgoi, Phoenician mariners, 34.
monosyllabic, 43.

Lanzi, Luigi, 21, 95.
Leabher, Gabhaltas, Book of Con
quests, 303.

Lughaidh Mac Ith, an ancient Irish
Poet, 85.
Magliobecchi, 46.
Manuscripts, the most ancient are
the Irish, 49.

Mananan, Mac Lir, 15.

Perugian inscription found 1822,
plate of 380, printed in Etruscan
characters of, in three columns,

Etruscan, Irish; and literal Eng
lish, 381—385; Idiomatic tran
slation, 386; is an instruction to
mariners at what period of the
year to sail to Ireland,
Phoenician language and the Celtic
the same, 32.
Phoenicians, first coasted and sur

Merula, Paul, 46.
Micali, the most candid writer on
Italy, 22, 23, 26; denies the

veye the Mediterranean sea;
passed the Straits into the Ocean,

truth of Lanzi's interpretations,

&c. 10, &c.; used bronze wea

and visited the British islands,
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pons, and implements, ib. ; the Sempromus's Caius, 32.
same people as the Pelasgoi, Sepulchral Chamber, 39.
Pelargoi, Tyrrheni, Raseni, &c.
ib. ; worked the mines of Britain Tables of Gubbio, 362.
Taurellus, 91.
and Ireland, 15.
Philisto, 25.
Teagines of Reggio, 24.
Picts, the same people as the Cale Timaeus, 25.
donii, 4; at the fall of the Ro Tina, feast of the summer solstice,
381—386; the sun, ib.
man Empire conquered Cumber
land, Wales, Cornwall, and Ar

Treblein iar, the harbour of the

West, 372.
morica, the ancestors of the
Welsh, 8, 9; meaning the same Tuath de Danans, the same as the
as Breton, 11, &c.
Tuetones, 14, 15, 17.
Plautus, Poenulus of 95.
Tuetones, 17.
Plutarch's spiteful remarks against Tuscans, 4–22.
Herodotus, 30.
Tuscan language extended over all
Pune, the name given to the Etrus
Italy, the same as Etruscan, 35.
cans in the Eugubian Tables, 362 Tuscar Rock, on the coast of Wex

ford, mentioned in the Eugubian
Tables, 375.
Raseni, the same people as the
Etruscans, 22.
Turn, the-See Carne.
Romans, made their colonies, and
conquered provinces, speak Latin Varro, 24.
4; had no literature or arts in Vermiglioli, Count, 377.
the early ages of the city, 26.
Umbri Celts, 3, 4; the most ancient
Sanctes, Marmochinus, 46.
inhabitants of Italy, 45; same
Scaliger, 46.
people as the Etruscans, 45.
Scotland, names on the East coast, Umbrian language the same as the
Welsh, 5; the Caledonii, not
Etruscan, 21; a name of locality,
Celts, 9.
29, 35, 36.

ERRATA.

Page 31, line 34, for Ptolomy, read Ptolemy.
Page 49, line 16, for prac, read ¥1140.
Page 93, line 23, for lictra, read literae.
Page 301, line 14, after has, insert done.
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